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Executive Summary
The Volpe National Transportation Systems Center conducted this high speed craft markets study under a pro
gram funded the U.S. Navy Office of Naval Research (ONR). The program's intent is to determine the "dual
applications" potential of deep multi-hull displacement craft ("small waterplane area twin hull" or SWATH) and
other SWATH types developed by the Navy since the 1970s. These include the "SLICE", a SWATH variant
hull type including four or more displacement pods, co-developed by the Navy and the private sector, and one of
the subjects of the study due to Congressional dual application requirements for military research and develop
ment products.

The SWATH family of hull forms provides excellent stability and seakeeping characteristics in rough seas and
may offer high speed service opportunities outside the capabilities of the catamarans and high speed monohulls
now dominating the world market.

Main Points of the Study

The Volpe Center chose to study several existing catamarans and high speed monohulls in comparison to repre
sentative SWATH family craft, including the SLICE 400 (passenger) and SLICE 600 (passenger/90 car) vari
ants, the former similar in size and performance to both the SLICE "demonstrator" and SLICE 250. The dem
onstrator is the only SLICE that has been built and the 400 and 600 concept designs were judged the best avail
able for commercial purposes at the time of the report's preparation. It should be pointed out that, at the com
pletion of this report, improved and more detailed commercial service SLICE designs had been completed;
none, however, has proceeded to the newbuilding stage.

The analysis proceeded following field study of several high speed operations in the United States, acquisition
and organization of market data, and organizing and conducting a session titled "To Buy or not to Buy: The Op
erator's Fast Ferry Decision" at the Fast Ferry International Conference (Boston, Massachusetts).

The main point was to determine which high speed types can demonstrate appreciable performance and eco
nomic advantage relative to the competition. An essential component therefore was a comparative performance
study, whose focus was seakeeping and passenger comfort, powering and fuel consumption, and principal par
ticulars as they relate to practical matters of navigation and infrastructure.

The resulting high speed vessel data bases were the foundation of a service needs assessment whose aim was to

identify the best opportunities for SWATH/SLICE in the current market. The main finding of this assessment
was that people are the highest value, and most universally available, "commodity" for any high speed opera
tion, which come with high capital and operating costs regardless of the vessel employed.

The approach called for regional and metropolitan market case studies. The emphasis was placed on itinerant
common carrier ferry services (five case studies) because of the importance of schedule reliability, relative like
lihood of year round service requirements, and the new impetus for fast ferry services provided by the Transpor
tation Act for the 21 st Century (TEA 21) recently passed by Congress. Two additional case studies were se
lected: (1) crew boat for offshore oil rig personnel; and (2) a high revenue excursion boat, i.e., offshore gaming
servIce.

The common carrier case studies were selected following development of a comprehensive North American
ferry services data base and application of several screening criteria, meant primarily to eliminate short routes,
shallow draft operating areas, and seasonal operations. The data base was provided to the Federal Highway
Administration (FHWA), which is charged by the Transportation Equity Act for the 21 st Century (TEA 21) with
studying the matter of high speed ferries, and was also made available to the industry as a whole. It later formed
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the basis of the National Ferry Database, prepared by the Volpe Center for the FHWA in response to a mandate
under the TEA 21.

Findings
Market Scan

The North American market for high speed vessels has lagged behind Asia and Europe, but is now fast matur
ing. Most potential markets and services are being examined, if not exploited, for start up with fully integrated
commercial high speed craft designs, especially catamaran types. There are few commercial SWATH services
at this point.

Meanwhile, American shipyards are now building small and medium sized high speed craft (30-70 meters), ca
tering to precisely the classes of service potentially offered by known SLICE concept and detail designs, and are
doing so mostly under license to foreign companies. Except for some international service to Canada, whatever
potential demand there may be for large high speed vessels (L > 85 meters) has not yet been exploited. There is
not, however, a SLICE concept design in this size range yet.

SLICE Performance

SWATH and SLICE are excellent seakeeping vessels, better than all other high speed types it was compared to.
A comparative seakeeping analysis on computer, judging kinetosis (motion sickness) effects at sea states 4 and
5, showed that both SLICE 400 and 600 are superior at service speed even when compared to SWATH, whereas
the subject catamarans and high speed monohulls failed to meet the ISO 2631 kinetosis standard. The advantage
holds at slow speeds and the hove to condition, although the others tested performed much better here than at
their service speeds. This analysis proved the effectiveness of the deep displacement concept in rough seas per
formance.

SLICE's deep draft displacement pods and small waterplane area combine to effect a very favorable wake and
wash signature. The pods are at sufficient depth to minimize surface interactions and the four struts produce
smaller waves than monohull or dual hull forms. An independent study found that the SLICE wake and wash
signature peaks at intermediate speeds and is reduced as it approaches service speed, as with most high speed
craft. At 15-16 knots (Froude number = 0.6), SLICE's wash height, measured at 300 meters distance, peaks at
approximately 52 centimeters and then drops with increasing vessel speed. The SLICE demonstrator meets the
Washington State Ferry standard of 30 centimeters maximum height at speeds above 26 knots. Wash and wave
energy is the critical value for assessing potential impact to sensitive shoreline areas or nearby vessels. SLICE
only slightly exceeds the Washington State Ferry standard of 4,500 joules/meter at its maximum wavemaking
speed of 15 knots, just meets the standard at about 21 knots, and drops well below it at service speeds (23-27
knots). SLICE wash energy at service speed was reported to be well below those of other high speed craft.

SLICE even at its claimed service speed of 30 knots is slow relative to most of the high speed craft coming into
the market today, and requires more power than most, because of the large wetted area associated with its deep
draft displacement. Its proponents claim that the design of the short hulls results in high Froude numbers and
reduced wavemaking resistance. The power and resistance data provided indicate a competitive disadvantage,
however. The "transportation efficiency" number, measuring payload and speed against required power, shows
that the three concept SLICE craft considered (250, 400, and 600 variants) have the lowest range of numbers
relative to groups of catamarans, wave piercers, SWATH, and high speed monohulls.

The SLICE power plant presents two significant conflicting design requirements: the limited space within the
displacement pods for machinery arrangements and the need for higher powered engines relative to other high
speed craft. The resulting design concepts have included pod-mounted gas turbines, because of their more com
pact geometry, and deck mounted marine diesels geared to the propeller by Z drives. Capital, fuel, and mainte
nance eosts are in both cases likely higher than the conventional marine diesel configurations found on most
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high speed craft. The limited space and access also raise a question as to the ease of routine maintenance and
repair for pod-mounted engines.

The SWATH/SLICE family may pose more complexity in construction and maintenance than do other high
speed types because of the depth and shape of the displacement hulls and the length and loading of the connect
ing struts, although production of significant numbers of these craft would probably reduce this disadvantage.
Both SLICE and, to a lesser extent, SWATH draw much more water than other high speed types. Draft proved
to be a severe limitation for the SLICE design variants considered, which would draw from 14.0' to 28.5" (the
designers emphasize that these were scaled up geosims of the prototype with no consideration of draft limita
tions). This would eliminate SLICE from many inland and nearshore waterways where channel and docking
depths will not suffice. In addition, these deep drafts are unsuitable for most Coast Guard missions (except the
deep water cutter service now provided by the 378' Hamilton class) where maximum access to coastal waters is
necessary. SLICE proponents have stated that more recent design proposals include drafts reduced to approxi
mately 9 feet and service speeds of up to 35 knots; the draft is still much deeper than other high speed types and
potentially problematic in many services. The project team was not provided with the particulars of these de
signs; there is, therefore no analysis and no discussion of the design tradeoffs (e.g., the effects of reduced draft
on seakeeping, wake/wash signature, speed, and fuel consumption) inherent therein.

Market Case Studies

SLICE failed to show advantageous economic performance relative to its competition in all the ferry market
case studies, and, in all but narrowly defined circumstances, in the crew boat and excursion services. The pro
jected high capital and operating expenses of SLICE are the critical cost drivers. Construction cost analysis in
dicates that SLICE would be slightly more expensive than SWATH and well above the newbuilding cost of
comparable high speed monohulls and catamarans. In addition, its relatively slow speed adds operating hours
and, therefore, higher fuel consumption (both due to additional hours and its high fuel consumption per hour),
personnel, and maintenance costs.

The seakeeping and ride quality advantage was factored in as extra passengers in the ferry service relative to
other craft (based from local sea spectra data and ISO kinetosis standards), but did not result in significantly
higher revenue. Hypothetical revenue and avoided cost factors in the gaming boat and crew boat studies indi
cate some potential economic advantage, but do not imply an overall advantage for SLICE. SWATH craft also
offer excellent stability and seakeeping performance in high sea states, as well as speeds which in some cases
now exceed 30 knots, at least equaling SLICE's design service speed. They are in fact SLICE's closest com
petitors, and the minimal practical advantages in U.S. passenger services of seakeeping and stability are re
fleetcd in thc limited market penetration that SWATH has thus far achieved.

Southeast Alaska (Juneau to Skagway)

Of the mainline Alaska Marine Highway (AMHS) southeast route segments, the SLICE 600 would be best
suited for the Juneau to Skagway route, which is well patronized, experiences relatively difficult sea states de
spite its location protected from the open ocean, and has fewer navigational issues related to controlling depths
of channels and at berths than some of the other route segments in southeast Alaska. Although most channel
depths in the area are suitable for the SLICE 600, the controlling depths along side of 26 feet at Juneau (Auke
Bay), 23 to 25 feet at Haines, and 17 feet at Skagway are marginal with respect to the SLICE 600, but would be
more than adequate for the 78 meter wave piercing catamaran (WPC) or other WPC designs being evaluated by
AMHS. In addition to draft constraints, operational difficulties are also likely to be encountered with the SLICE
600 because of the deck heights at the existing ferry terminals throughout southeast Alaska, which allow a
maximum freeboard height at the main vehicle deck entrance/exit of 8 feet. The SLICE 600 main vehicle deck
freeboard height of 21.5 feet would be incompatible with existing southeast Alaska ferry terminal facilities. Al
though the 78 meter WPC returns an economic performance that is superior to the SLICE 600, both the 78 meter
WPC and the SLICE 600 would require an increase in financial support from the state of Alaska, which docs not
meet the stated goal ofthe AMHS and the state of Alaska to reduce the system's financial burden upon the state.
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Bay ofFundy (Saint John to Digby)

The Canadian federal government would not meet its goal of reducing and phasing out the current subsidy on
this route with the SLICE 600, or the other high speed vessels analyzed. SLICE 600's draft would likely impose
operational constraints in both prospective terminals at Saint John and Digby. Freeboard height would also be
problematic at the existing ferry terminals, which are approximately 10 feet lower than the SLICE 600 vehicle
deck freeboard. Sea conditions here are the worst among the case studies, but SLICE's revenue advantage here
would be insignificant relative to other cost factors. Tractor trailers are not accommodated on either the SLICE
600 or the other high speed vessels examined, likely a politically unacceptable drawback. All the high speed
craft examined would lose money in this service, with SLICE 600's deficits twice those of its competitors.

Hawaii

The difficult wave climate of the Hawaiian Islands is well suited to the application of SLICE vessels, providing
SLICE ample opportunity to improve ride quality and passenger comfort for a substantial number of vessel op
erating hours annually relative to other vessel designs. Projected income before interest expense and taxes for
Phase A of the inter-island SLICE ferry are conservatively estimated to be $1.7 million during the first year of
operation and $2.4 million annually thereafter.

Lake Michigan (Milwaukee to Muskegon)

The SLICE 600 did not project profitable returns under any of the scenarios considered, including those in
which the vessel would be repositioned in the off-season. SLICE would accrue little added ridership due to its
superior seakeeping, because to relatively benign local sea state conditions. None of the craft considered could
accommodate tractor trailers, a serious political disadvantage. Operating speed restrictions in Milwaukee and
Muskegon Harbors limit the speed advantage of SLICE's competitors. Both the Incat 72 meter and AMD K50
(two of each) outperformed the single SLICE 600 financially in all six scenarios examined. SLICE 600's draft
would result in unacceptable or marginally acceptable operating conditions at both termini.

Florida Keys (Miami to Key West)

The SLICE 600 does not project as a profitable option for any of the scenarios considered, due to higher direct
operating costs, and much longer transit times. SLICE 400 appears to be better suited for this market, with more
optimal passenger capacity for this market and lower operating costs. SLICE 400 falls between the more profit
able AMD K50 in all scenarios considered and the 74 meter Incat WPC in all scenarios considered. Superior
weather reliability and ride quality would benefit SLICE little in this service and its transit time of nearly 6
hours each way would limit the possibility of "day trip" travel, which prospect is only slightly better for the
faster craft. SLICE 600's draft would also result in marginally acceptable operating conditions in both Key
West Harbor and the Port of Miami at certain berths and in certain channels.

Caribbean

The economic, transportation, and wave/climate data proved very difficult to obtain for this route and a full
analysis was not completed. It may be inferred, however, that SLICE would have difficulty competing against
other high speed craft here. The servicc would be characterized as passenger only in relatively benign sea spec
tra, with route lengths of 44 to 100 nautical miles. It may be inferred from the results of the other cases that the
SLICE seakeeping advantage would be minimal at best and its lower speed, particularly over the longer routes,
would result in several categories ofhigher operating costs.

Excursion (Gaming Boat) Service
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Excursion service may offer services where SLICE has an appreciable advantage, although such niches are
likely to be quite small and narrowly defined. Only under circumstances where a high end service (large per
passenger expenditure) must operate reliably year round in demanding sea conditions can SLICE offer induce
ment to the operator relative to the high speed competition today. The model for this study gives great weight to
seakeeping and ride quality aspects, despite which the SLICE 400 could demonstrate only a narrow financial
advantage under the worst of five sets of sea spectra for the different regions examined.

Crew Boat

The SLICE and SWATH vessels do not appear to offer significant advantages over less expensive, more fuel
efficient and faster monohull and catamaran crew boats. High purchase price and lower cruise speed appear to
be the biggest drivers of SLICE's overall costs. A faster, relatively cheap monohull would seem to offer operat
ing and ownership costs low enough to offset the occasional sea state caused delay. Better information on the
actual operating practices of crew boat owners in response to high sea states might shed more insight into the oil
industry valuation ofkinetosis prevention and timeliness of rig crew delivery.

SLICE Outlook

SLICE must have a substantial advantage in service to entice commercial buyers. This has proven difficult to
demonstrate except for a very narrowly defined set of circumstances: high revenue service, and intensive year
round schedule where sea states are consistently high. It must compete in this niche against SWATH, a simi
larly constrained design, and do so with two disadvantages: (1) it is at this time still considered a novel concept
and is probably more expensive to build; and (2) it is draft limited to a worse extent than SWATH.

Analysis of Army Corps of Engineers sea state data for American waters indicates that very few areas have a
profile conducive to SLICE's advantage in rough conditions. These exist mostly offshore, especially on the Pa
cific coast, whereas passenger services are overwhelmingly in inshore, more protected waters.

The results of the market case studies preclude any recommendations of a marketing type. The narrow defini
tion of a viable market niche in the excursion service appears to fit the demands of the tourist economy and sea
conditions in Hawaii, the very type of service under consideration by Pacific Marine, Inc. There are two suc
cessful SWATH services there now, although the present tepid condition of the Hawaiian tourism economy
probably would not support a new SLICE start-up. One or two SLICE craft could, at some point in the future,
be built to enter this service, although this is not a sufficient number for a long shipyard production run.

There are indications that technical improvements would enhance SLICE's performance and marketability. Ad
vanced propulsion components and innovative arrangement, as well as upgraded and more effective ride control,
would improve speed and ride quality (although in the latter case, SLICE is already superior in its class). The
major drawbacks noted herein-relatively high fuel consumption and low speed and extremely deep draft-will,
even if marginally mitigated, remain. Radical changes such as reduction of draft and wetted area to improve
speed, economy, and operability in shallow waterways might seriously degrade SLICE's signature feature, supe
rior seakeeping.

There is possible success in the future for SLICE as transportation system congestion forces the utilization of
more modal alternatives, including ocean transport in exposed waters with challenging wave spectra. Although
indications are that the right combination and waterway do not currently exist in North America, population
growth and modernizing economies overseas may result in favorable market conditions in the future. SLICE's
proponents will have a greater chance for success if they are prepared with fully realized commercial designs
and cost estimates.
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Chapter 1: Introduction

1.1 Project Background

The United States Navy Office of Naval Research (ONR) tasked the Volpe National Transportation Systems
Center (Volpe Center) to evaluate the potential of "SLICE" for commercial application and non-military Gov
ernment missions. SLICE is an advanced high speed hull form, derivative of the "small waterplane area twin
hull" (SWATH) craft developed by the Navy in the 1970s. SLICE was designed and developed by Lockheed
Martin Incorporated and Pacific Marine Incorporated (Honolulu, Hawaii) with the financial and technical sup
port of ONR. At present, a SLICE "demonstrator" is operated by Pacific Marine from Honolulu, primarily as a
workboat in support of Navy component testing requirements. Lockheed also developed concept designs known
as SLICE 250 (similar in size to the demonstrator), SLICE 400 (a larger passenger only craft), and SLICE 600
(the largest, designed for passengers and vehicles). Until recently, there have been no commercial variant de
signs or contracts; Lockheed developed a design for a 400 passenger only ferry as a proposal for the Washington
State Ferry System in the summer of 1999 which is not considered in the analysis herein.

The project's purpose is to ascertain the potential commercial aspect of its "dual use" purpose envisioned in the
development of SLICE and required by Congressionally mandated Department of Defense policy. ONR tasked
the Volpe Center to prepare a commercial and non-military government mission viability study, for which the
Volpe Center commenced work after approval of a reimbursable agreement with ONR, effective May 1, 1998
through June 30, 1999. The program's period of performance was later extended further extended to accommo
date schedule modifications, by modifications to the RA.

1.2 Objectives of Report

The objectives ofthe project are: (1) determine the potential of SLICE in commercial and non-military govern
ment applications, (2) investigate the implications of relevant marine safety and environmental protection regu
lations, and (3) ascertain the potential for future SLICE production work at United States shipyards. The first
two objectives are addressed through an analysis of SLICE's performance characteristics and comparison to
those of competing high speed craft types, and regional market case studies, identified following a service needs
assessment and a characterization of the national commercial ferry market. The case studies focus on services
and markets where SLICE's performance characteristics offer the greatest potential advantages. The potential
for domestic shipbuilding production benefits is treated briefly thereafter.

The approach places the greatest emphasis on the commercial market, particularly the common carrier ferry sec
tor. The reasoning is threefold: (1) high value capital acquisitions such as SLICE must carry high value cargo to
succeed and people are not only the highest value cargo, but are also a high volume cargo; (2) the most highly
capitalized part of the ferry market appears to be common carrier ferry service; and (3) as a corollary to (2), pub
lic financing, to the extent available, is the most available for scheduled common carrier service. The early
stages of project research and analysis were therefore focused on characterization of this market, and identifica
tion of specific common carrier opportunity areas and services for SLICE, followed by acquisition of technical
and performance data, analysis of other opportunity service options, and selection of market case studies.
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1.3 Organization of Report

This report follows logically from general considerations to particular analyses. Background and project meth
odology (Chapters 2 and 3) precede a technical treatment of SLICE, a performance comparison relative to com
peting high speed types, and a treetop assessment of service needs and SLICE capabilities (Chapters 4,5, and 6).
The case studies follow.

First, the results of the North American common carrier ferry market analysis and subsequent case study selec
tion process and results are presented (Chapter 7), and details of the overall case study methodology are re
viewed (Chapter 8). This is followed by specific ferry case studies (Chapters 9 through 13), which include a
brief recapitulation of previous studies of the Hawaii market. Chapters 14 and 15 are case studies selected from
the other services examined in Chapter 6; these tum out to be for crew boat and gaming excursion boat. The
report concludes with findings and recommendations (Chapter 16).
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Chapter 2: Background

2.1 High Speed Craft Environment and Trends

The high speed craft sector is the fastest growing of the marine industry, driven by several new technologies and
improved producibility, and brought to an international market where demand and expectations have grown
steadily since 1975. Figure 2-1 illustrates the upward trend of worldwide deliveries, which some in the industry
feel will move toward a more constant rate. Designs have progressed toward larger and faster high speed craft,
particularly catamaran and monohull types.

FIGURE 2-1: WORLD HIGH SPEED CRAFT DELIVERIES
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Northern Europe and east Asia have been the major market areas, while Australia has dominated the high speed
shipbuilding industry. The Australian commitment to the catamaran concept, principally by the Incat and Austal
firms, began with small designs and has since resulted in a succession of larger and faster craft, now up to 120
meters in length with speeds in the mid to upper 40 knots range, with accompanying larger payloads. Several
European companies, notably the Italian shipyards, have concentrated on high speed monohull designs. There is
presently a design for a 142 metcr long, 37 knot, 1,500 passenger, 425 car monohull, indicating a similar trend
towards larger craft of that type. I

The market in North America, in particular the United States, has lagged behind that elsewhere in the world, in
part due to the strictures of the Jones Act. This picture has changed in recent years, however, as several U.S.
shipyards have entered into licensing agreements with overseas firms to build high speed craft. After a period
during which small to mid-sized craft have been built exclusively, the trend is now towards larger vessels, e.g.,

I Phillips, Stephen J., editor. Jane's High-Speed Marine Transportation. Thirty-first Edition. 1998-99. Jane's InformatIOn Group Limited.
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contract negotiations between Gladding-Hearn and Hydrolink (a venture proposing high speed ferry service be
tween Milwaukee, Wisconsin and Muskegon, Michigan) call for one or two 72 meter Incat designed RoPax
catamarans.

Island and commuter ferry services provide the bulk of the demand for the new craft, particularly the latter.
Transportation planners are looking to waterborne transport options to alleviate road congestion and the TEA 21
legislation directs study of and provides funding for this emerging sector.

2.1.1 Technology

Several technologies have enabled the progression of successful high speed craft designs and construction, as
well as the reliable and safe operation of the craft. These include waterjet propulsors with thrust reversing
"buckets" for emergency stopping, advances in welding, fabrication, and metallurgy of aluminum structure, im
proved radar and electronic navigation, proliferation of multi-hull forms, and the advent of ride control systems.
In addition, the continued progress in the power and sophistication of computer hardware and software has
vastly improved the tools available to both designer and operator.

The result has been a proliferation of high speed types and sizes, dominated by catamarans and, to a lesser ex
tent, monohulls (see Figure 2-2). The intent here is not to undertake a detailed comparison of these vessel types
(a comparative analysis of representative class samples appears later in the report), but to point out that each has
its strengths and weaknesses, depending on size, service, and operating conditions. The foreword to the 1998-99
Jane's High-Speed Marine Transportation points out that the argument is far from decided and that each par
ticular situation, with its particular shipbuilder, ship owner, and operating requirements, dictates the outcome.

FIGURE 2-2: 1998 HIGH SPEED CRAFT DELIVERIES BY TYPE
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2.1.2 Environmental Concerns

The growth of the high speed marine sector has brought with it increased attention to environmental impact, in
particular noise, air emissions, and wake and wash effects. National and local statutes have been seen to drive
technological improvements, for example catalytic converters for the engines of a new Corsair 11500 to meet
the NOx emission standards in its operating area in Sweden.
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The impact of wake and wash on sensitive shoreline receptors has been the foremost environmental issue in the
United States. Waves propagated by high speed craft are themselves faster than those from conventional craft
and increase in height as they enter shallow water. Their height and energy can pose a greater threat relative to
conventional vessels and therefore have drawn the attention of citizens and public officials alike. A prominent
example is the lawsuit against Washington State Ferries for its operation of an Advanced Multi Hull (AMD)
design through Rich Passage on its Seattle-Bremerton service. Tests conducted showed that the vessel meets the
local criteria for wave height and energy, but the plaintiffs contend that the operation is nonetheless damaging
ecological features of the shoreline.

Noise and emissions have not yet achieved this sort of notoriety but there are indications that they may. A re
cent report indicates that environmental groups in San Francisco are contending that harmful diesel engine emis
sions from ferries are ten times those of cars and 23 times those of buses per passenger mile. Proponents re
spond that cleaner burning engines and alternative fuels could limit the emissions.2 The expansion of high speed
services, especially in the public transit sector, will certainly magnify the importance of this issue and designers
and operators will have to respond, much as in the case of the Swedish service previously mentioned.

2.2 SLICE History

SLICE was originally developed under a cooperative agreement between ONR and the Lockheed Martin Com
pany. The SLICE hull form is an evolution of Small Waterplane Area Twin Hull (SWATH) technology.
SWATH was originally developed for the U.S Navy in the 1970s as a platform for oceanographic research, anti
submarine warfare, and other missions suited to its excellent seakeeping and stability characteristics. The
SWATH's twin hulls (port and starboard separated by an ample beam dimension) provide displacement and lift
at deep draft, connected to the working platform by relatively thin struts. The hulls lie below the waterplane,
which is intercepted only by the struts; ship motion resulting from wave action is thus minimized. SWATH de
signs are now found in the Navy (T-AGOS 19 and 23 vessels) and in commercial operation. The latter includes
two "Navatek" excursion vessels in Hawaii, the Putriu operating passenger service in Europe, and recent new
buildings Stillwater River (crew boat) and Cloud X (gaming excursion).

The SLICE concept takes SWATH hull design a step further by separating the deep draft displacement units on
each side, port and starboard, into two or more tapered pods. The aims are 1) to improve speed and resistance
performance by a reduction of wetted surface and wavemaking resistance and an improved lift to drag ratio, and
2) to further improve on the seakeeping performance of the SWATH. Launched three years ago in November
1996, the demonstrator was built at Pacific Marine in Honolulu, Hawaii, who operated the craft until recently
returning it to Lockheed. SLICE revenue service has been mostly in work boat missions for test and evaluation
of military electronics systems. The owners have also engaged the craft in marketing activities with potential
military and commercial customers, as well as additional technical evaluations such as the wake wash tests con
ducted in the spring of 1999.

Lockheed has undertaken the development of commercial concept designs for larger displacement SLICE vehi
cles, the SLICE 400 and SLICE 600. These designs are scaled up "geosims" of the original and were not sub
ject to any limitations of water or air draft. The essential technical parameters for these craft are complete, but
Lockheed has, at this writing, not produced an integrated commercial design with detailed builders drawings or
an accurate estimate of the cost to build either the SLICE 400 or SLICE 600. A detailed SLICE ferry proposal
for Washington State Ferries (WSF) was prepared and submitted in the summer of 1999, but was not available
to the Volpe Center.

2 Marine Digest and Transportation News, "Ferries pollute more than cars, Bay environmentalists say," August 1999. The reader should note that the data
and analytical techniques employed by the "Bluewater Coalition" are a matter of some dispute with industry representatives.
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Pacific Marine has studied the potential for commercial SLICE service, including reports on international mar
kets by Nigel Gee and Associates3.4, U.S. markets by Art Anderson Associates5

, and an internally prepared busi
ness planning document for inter-island service in Hawaii.6

3 Nigel Gee and Associates, Ltd .. Sea SLICE Marketing Study for Pacific Marine. Volume 2 - Stena HSS Case Study. June 1995.

4 Nigel Gee and Associates, Ltd .. Sea SLICE Marketing Study for Pacific Marine. Volume 3 - Route Studies. June 1995.

5 Art Anderson Associates. Study ofMarketing Possibilities for Two Variants ofthe SLICE Design. June 1995.

6 Pacific Marine & Supply Company, Ltd. Hawaii Inter-Island Ferry Business Plan. Phase A. July 1995.
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Chapter 3: Methodology

3.1 General

SLICE is a unique high speed prototype craft and an unproven commercial product whose novel features and
performance characteristics have not yet resulted in commercial orders. Its potential to enter the market depends
on opening new routes and services where other high speed types are not likely to succeed, or in demonstrating a
clear competitive advantage over those craft on certain attractive routes and services. Case studies of individual
markets screened for high success potential are the chosen method for the assessment of SLICE's commercial
potential.

The commercial feasibility analysis of SLICE involves the integration of three data sets and analyses, resulting
in a complete picture for each of a number of selected case market studies. These are: (l) economic and demand
parameters; (2) comparative high speed craft performance measures; and (3) characterizations of the operating
environment. Each case study will therefore present a thorough analysis of the market, including technical and
performance data not typically found in many commercial business plans.

The technical aspect of this approach goes beyond what most in the industry and finance sectors normally ex
pect. SLICE's purported advantage of stable, seakindly operation in rough weather and its benign wash and
wake characteristics must therefore be quantitatively defined by a valid technical and economic comparison to
other high speed vessels. The performance analysis of the SLICE and a comparison to that of other high speed
craft is essential to determining whether SLICE's unique features suffice to make it attractive to some operators.
The aim of this assessment is to establish whether these features, in conjunction with economic parameters, will
gain SLICE entry into the burgeoning North American high speed marine sector. Therefore, a thorough quanti
tative analysis is undertaken to compare economic and performance, particularly seakeeping, characteristics of
the SLICE and the high speed craft family.

The definition of the universe of competing high speed vessels starts with the recognition of three categories:
Design, Build, and Commercial. The working assumption is that all craft in the concept and design phases, as
well as prototype or first article vessels in the build phase (e.g., HYSWAS), aren't commercially viable for tech
nical and economic reasons. The field of competition is formidable as is, with many mature craft types up and
operating. This approach confers commercial status to SLICE beyond the reality of the sole prototype craft in
operation.

3.1.1 SLICE Candidate Market Boundary

The initial assessment of the world market concluded that a successful SLICE service would probably be in one
of three venues: (1) in the United States; (2) in countries without their own subsidized (direct or indirect) ship
building industries; or (3) as a design licensed to shipyards throughout the world. Companies operating in coun
tries with their own subsidized ship-building industries will tend to buy their boats from local shipbuilders;
SLICE is, for these purposes, ruled out of the market in France, Great Britain, Japan, Australia, Germany, Swe
den, Italy, South Korea, Singapore, and Norway, although the design could be locally licensed in the future.
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The Gee study of overseas markets characterizes European and Asian prospects clearly, i.e., serious difficulties
in Europe and better prospects in certain Asian markets.7

,g That work was not repeated as a practical matter of
project resource use and the relative difficulty of executing the work in the detail desired for overseas markets.

Furthermore, markets in the U.S. and directly influenced by the U.S are the best candidates at this time for two
compelling reasons. The first is that places where high speed vessels in general and SLICE in particular might
be of interest need to be fairly prosperous in order to justify the capital costs of the boat, as well as the apparent
need in some cases for special or modified terminal facilities. By this logic, the U.S. and Canadian markets, as
well as nearby "destination" markets (i.e., Mexico and the Caribbean Islands), are the most attractive world
market. The second reason is that this part of the world has lagged considerably behind Europe and Asia in its
exploitation of the high speed market; it is arguably the best opportunity area in the world at this time.

3.1.2 Approach

The initial assessment of the high speed marine market, consisting of internal consultations and review of past
Volpe Center work in transportation economics, efficiency and feasibility, is that the best high value, time sensi
tive opportunities lie in passenger transport. Recent market developments indicate that there are opportunities
for high speed craft in other services. The scope of the project includes an assessment of passenger service op
portunities and an investigation of specific markets for other services as well.

The approach, then, is generally as follows:

(1) Develop technical data base for SLICE and other high speed vessel types for purpose of identify
ing comparative measures for the potential service applications. This included a detailed and
quantitative assessment of SLICE's performance relative to other high speed craft types. Results
appear in Chapters 4 and 5.

(2) Identify the parameters (mission, economics, range, seasons, exposure to rough seas, etc.) of
other possible services, e.g., excursions, HAZMAT, and non-military government missions, and
conduct an initial assessment of the efficacy ofSLICE in said services. Results appear in Chapter
6.

(3) Conduct a macro-market scan and analysis of the North American passenger transport market, de
fined to include the United States, Canada, Mexico, and the Caribbean. The scheduled, common
carrier sector only was included, e.g., ferry services, with both existing and potential new routes
examined. Excursion passenger services were excluded from this portion of the study because
data on a national basis are not so readily available and because this is a highly localized and
variegated market. Results appear in Chapter 7.

(4) Select common carrier market cases by screening of descriptive data for economic, operational,
and engineering requirements and limitations. Process and results appear in Chapter 8.

(5) Conduct detailed case studies of individual metropolitan and regional common carrier ferry mar
kets. These were identified by the output of the macro-market scan and review and input of the
ONR. In addition to economic and demand analyses, the case studies treat environmental and
navigational safety issues. Process description appears in Chapter 8 and results in Chapters 9
through 13.

(6) Select and execute "other service" case studies, two in number, to determine the commercial po
tential of SLICE there as well. Selections appear in Chapter 6 and results in Chapters 14 and 15.

1 Nigel Gee and Associates, Ltd .. Sea SLICE Marketing Study for Pacific Marine. Volume 2 - Stena HSS Case Study. June 1995.

8 Nigel Gee and Associates, Ltd.. Sea SLICE Marketing Study for Pacific Marine. Volume 3 - Route Studies. June 1995.
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3.2 Technical Analysis of High Speed Craft

It was essential to establish a basis of performance comparison among SLICE and competing high speed vessel
types. Those results form, in part, the basis of the economic analysis of each case study and comprise one ele
ment of the service needs analysis. SLICE performance was thus more precisely defined for both the common
carrier studies and for matching to the operating specifications, to the extent they are available, of the non
military government, cargo, and other services examined. The results of the latter analysis are the basis of the
selection of case studies in addition to those undertaken for the common carrier ferry service.

3.2.1 Service Needs

Volpe Center staff conducted an industry scan and developed a roster of potential services for SLICE, outside of
common carrier passenger ferry service. A matrix catalogs the needs of each service option and the benefits and
drawbacks of SLICE application thereto. The detailed specifications for all service could not be accurately
compiled because of the reticence on the part of some operators and builders. It should be added that none of
those contacted indicated that seakeeping requirements are specified; operators and financiers have not reached
that level of sophistication and confidence with the ship motion and environment characterization now available.

Project staff, with cooperation of the ONR, screened the list of candidate services and identified those that were
the most viable candidates for SLICE application. These are the subject of additional case studies. In addition,
a brief examination of available Coast Guard mission specifications resulted in an assessment of SLICE's suit
ability for those services (note that the Volpe Center did not consider the ongoing Coast Guard deep water cutter
project, for which a SLICE proposal, prepared by a consortium led by Lockheed, is one of three finalists).

3.2.2 SLICE and Other High Speed Craft Capabilities

The apparently high acquisition cost and novel nature of hull form imply that SLICE's potential to enter the
market depends on its opening new routes and services where other high speed types are not likely to succeed,
an argument that has not been effectively made in the marketplace by SLICE's proponents. SLICE's purported
advantage of stable, seakindly operation in rough weather must therefore be quantitatively defined by a valid
comparison to other high speed vessels, and that advantage demonstrated in specific sets of operational criteria
and conditions. For this reason, the project team developed a data base with a set of basic technical descriptors
for a variety of commercial high speed craft likely to compete with SLICE. The team also acquired a catalog of
motions and acceleration data, from computerized linear seakeeping programs, validated by model tests and full
scale instrumentation, for SLICE and a smaller group of competing vessels of varied types.

The vessel population of interest includes catamarans (including wave piercing type), pentamarans, monohulls,
and small-waterplane-area-twin hulls (SWATH). The following descriptive data are the primary points of refer
ence for the economic and technical comparisons:

• Principal dimensions and draft
• Displacement and payload weight (includes weight of passengers, their baggage, cargo and

vehicles only)
• Description of power plant (type and power rating)
• Operational speed and fuel consumption rate at service speed
• Passenger and vehicle capacities
• Service endurance
• Resistance and powering data

Chapter 5 is an analysis from the general to the particular, resulting in a clear picture of the capabilities of
SLICE relative to its likely high speed craft competitors in the common carrier ferry and other service case stud-
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ies. The "transportation efficiency" index is a good initial indicator of both performance and acquisition cost,
relating payload and speed to installed power. More detailed comparative measures rate the field in fuel con
sumption, seakeeping, and other features (notably, draft).

The ship motions calculations are aimed primarily at a determination of passenger comfort, with some attention
also to passenger, crew, and cargo safety criteria, with the results used in a comparative analyses of the SLICE
variants and the selected competing craft. The calculations are for a variety of conditions, i.e., sea states 3, 4,5,
and 6 with outputs including ship motions (pitch, roll, heave and vertical acceleration) at specified bridge and
passenger deck positions, deck wetness and slamming statistics, passenger comfort assessment for selected op
erational conditions, crew and passenger safety assessment for the above selected conditions using the subjec
tive motion (e.g., Shoenberger) or other specified criteria, and cargo safety assessments for the above selected
conditions using standard IMO acceleration and motion criteria.

3.2.3 SLICE Variants in this Study

Proponents of SLICE have put forward many concept variants in the aspects of size, service, number of pods,
propulsion type, and others. There has also been a proposal for a "SLICE trailer", a non-propelled platform with
four pods which would be designed for towing by a powered SLICE and for carriage of large vehicles or other
revenue cargo.

It was necessary to establish the study's bounds by identifying known vessel and design data and limiting the
number of variants under consideration. It was agreed via e-mail correspondence of December 7, 1998 that the
SLICE "250" discussed in the Hawaii inter-island study, and the 400/600 types in the Gee studies would be suf
ficient. The SLICE 600 includes the passenger-vehicle capability and eliminates the need to address the un
knowns of the SLICE trailer.

It turned out that the best available data from Lockheed were for the SLICE 400 and 600 variants, in 'Technical
Data Packages" completed in April, 1995. The size and geometry of the SLICE 400 are actually very close to
both the demonstrator and the SLICE 250. It should in addition be noted that the competition in the small size
range of catamarans and other high speed craft are, for the most part, carrying 350 passengers or more; the
SLICE 400 therefore is a better choice than the 250 for more direct comparison. The performance results for the
SLICE 400 are quite serviceable for purposes of analysis involving the smaller variants.

3.3 Common Carrier Ferry Service Case Studies

The Volpe Center adopted a case study approach for this analysis of the commercial feasibility of SLICE,
wherein the technical and economic characteristics of various vessels and their operation in specific geographic
markets are reviewed in some detail, allowing for conclusions to be drawn with more confidence than from a
more generalized approach. This method is a hybrid of the broad brush, multi-route analysis adopted by Gee
and Art Anderson Associates in their 1995 SLICE studies and the thorough-going investment grade analysis
required for financing of a new or improved ferry service for a public or private provider.

The case studies here are in many ways comparable to the "real world" approach, and improve upon it in some
notable respects. Each case includes a histogram of sea states during hours of operations and links those data to
the seakeeping signatures of several competing vessels. The result is a determination of the projected ride qual
ity and weather reliability performance of SLICE and other craft. These data combine with demand, ridership,
and financial analysis to form an integrated picture of each case market.
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3.3.1 Ferry Route Data Base

The Volpe Center developed a comprehensive ferry route inventory data base, with data on route length, service
types, scheduled travel times, and other basic data elements. This tool, whose basis was a broad spectrum of
public and private sector data bases, literature search, and personal contact with operators, served as the route
population from which case study candidates were selected. The data base was made available on both diskette
and via the Volpe Center anonymous ftp site to operators and other attendees at the Fast Ferry International
Conference in February, 1999. It later formed the basis of the National Ferry Database, prepared by the Volpe
Center for the Federal Highway Administration in response to a mandate under the Transportation Equity Act
for the 21 st Century (TEA 21).

3.3.2 Screening Process and Selection

The total population of services and routes was reduced in successive steps by the application of several selec
tion criteria, a systematic process of elimination to screen out routes deemed unsuitable for further considera
tion. The primary criteria utilized were:

• Route length
• Wave climate
• Draft restrictions and controlling depth
• Existing or forecast ridership
• Service profile
• Seasonality
• Likelihood of implementation
• Sponsor and other industry stakeholder input

The result is a group of case studies logically selected on the basis of geography, demographics, and commercial
environment. Optimal route length and potential operational restrictions constitute the geographic data of inter
est. The notably high draft values of SLICE craft designs restrict their operation in many areas because of shal
low navigational channels and terminal approaches. The initial screen for channel depth was based upon the
known draft of the SLICE demonstrator (the only variant whose principal dimensions were known at that stage
of the project). Subsequent adoption of the SLICE 400 and 600 variants as the subject craft did not fatally flaw
the assumed case study conditions but resulted in some marginal situations. Where the draft of the chosen
SLICE variant is close to, or even slightly in excess of, minimum channel depths, the assumption is that it can
operate without channel dredging.

Demographics and commercial environment fields provided the data for a rough determination as to whether the
economic threshold for a fast ferry operation could be attained. The presence or history of ferry operations led
to the choice ofthe SLICE variant chosen for each case. For instance, a route with a history of passenger only
service would be the subject of a study of the SLICE 400 variant, while the SLICE 600 would be chosen where
passenger and vehicle service is found.

Likewise, SLICE main deck freeboards are high relative to most passenger vessels. There is an assumption that
no terminal modifications to accommodate deck height are necessary, although in practice such a requirement
might well be necessary and quite costly.

3.3.3 Data and Analysis

Each case study represents a comparative analysis of alternative vessel types and specific operating scenarios, in
common carrier ferry markets meant to be illustrative of those most likely to be suitable candidates for applica
tion of SLICE vessels. The primary elements considered for each case study analysis include the following:
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• Introduction and regional overview
• Ferry market overview and operational profiles
• Related infrastructure and facilities
• Existing and/or proposed vessels
• Weather and wave climate
• Navigational considerations
• Environmental considerations
• Market forecasts and financial analysis

Economic and operational performance analyses appear in the case studies, resulting in budgetary estimates for
the operator and weather reliability impact projections. The influence of the latter on the bottom line is also
gauged. Further detail on the data processing and market analysis methods appears in Chapter 8.

3.4 Other Service Case Studies

Chapter 6 is a compendium of all the reasonably applicable services, other than common carrier ferries, for
SLICE, and a reduction to two additional case studies. This screening process lacks the quantitative precision of
the common carrier ferry case selection process because there are many different services considered, some in
much smaller market sectors. The market-wide data are not available as they are for ferry services; therefore, a
qualitative judgment by a group of marine professionals was undertaken, based on a thoughtful compilation of
SLICE's advantages and disadvantages relative to each service. The results of the performance comparison in
Chapter 5 were foremost in the minds of the group. It should, however, be pointed out that the seakeeping re
sults do not play directly into the service needs assessment because almost all commercial and government op
erators fail to specify seakeeping performance. The advantage of SLICE seakeeping performance could only,
therefore, be qualitatively characterized at this stage.

3.4.1 Selection and Analysis

The selection of other services case studies was the result of the best effort of the project team to logically re
duce the field and best match the needs of those services to SLICE's capabilities. Performance specifications
for most of the services in the matrix are not, similar to their lack of market data, available. Two cases were
selected.

The analytical approach combines economic and performance modes. Estimates of the significant financial fac
tors result in a daily operating cost for both cases and, in one case, daily revenues. The impacts of reliability and
ride quality for each service route are quantified by estimating frequency of cancellations and exceedance of
international motion sickness standards.
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Chapter 4: SLICE Technical Profile

4.1 SLICE Description and Service History

The tenn "SLICE" describes a family of designs of varying size and service, one of which has been built and
tested as a demonstrator. SLICE designs may be modular variants of the parent design, achieved by modifYing
the size and number of displacement pods. SLICE and similar craft opcrate on displacement pods attached by
thin struts to the hull, which rides above the surface. As with SWATHs, their predecessor, SLICE's waterplane
intercept is thus quite small in area, lending excellent stability and seakeeping characteristics, even in severe sea
conditions.

SLICE design has allowed for an unusual perfonnance signature: a small, relatively fast craft with excellent sta
bility. The displacement is provided by multiple (four or more) short and relatively fat deep hulls which are at
sufficient depth to reduce surface interactions. The connecting struts have relatively low wavemaking resis
tance, resulting in low wake and wash signature. The demonstrator has shown that it can maintain high speed in
sea state 4, with only a 7% speed loss relative to calm water speed.9

All design variants thus far seen have four pods, which vary in size to yield a range of displacement values.
Power is provided by engines in two or more of the pods; all designs, except that recently proposed to Washing
ton State Ferries, currently share the two engines forward configuration with propellers at the aft ends of the
pods. All functions save propulsion are topside on the deck, which spans the four pod struts; these include the
pilot house, command and control suite, mooring and line handling components, crew accommodations, and the
working or revenue spaces of the craft, e.g., helicopter deck, working deck for military test and evaluation mis
sions, or modular units for commercial and other military missions. The modularity feature has been given
some emphasis by the proponents of SLICE, who feel that the interchangeability and multi-mission capability
are strong features of the craft.

The prototype SLICE ATD (Advanced Technology Demonstrator) is a 180 long ton displacement craft with
minimal superstructure for command and control functions and basic day mission habitability requirements,
with a large, open working deck aft. The craft was built to a limited budget and is not regarded by Lockheed or
Pacific Marine as the working design for future commercial endeavors. The fiscal constraint in the prototype
project limited the size of the craft and choices for propulsion. Its particulars appear below in Table 4-1, along
with those of the concept designs for larger commercial service variants.

The demonstrator has been employed in a number of perfonnance trials and several military workboat missions,
mostly in Hawaiian waters. Notable among the perfonnance trials was a comparative sca trial with two Coast
Guard cutters in June of 1998. The SLICE fared quite well in sea state 3 and 4 conditions, demonstrating excel
lent seakeeping and ability to hold speed on all four headings in a quadrant, particularly by comparison to the
Coast Guard 110' cutter. The demonstrator also visited the U.S. west coast in the spring of 1999 for military
workboat missions in San Diego and marketing to transit and commercial operators in San Francisco. An
evaluation of SLICE's wake and wash characteristics was also conducted at this time (synopsis of results be
low).

Pacific Marine, Inc., the operator ofthe SLICE demonstrator, are pursuing pod design modifications which they
feel could significantly reduce drag and increase service speeds from 30 to 50 knots. It is not within the scope
of this report to comment on the efficacy of such prospective technological improvements. The commercial vi-

9 Pacific Marine presentation, "The Hydrodynamics of SLICE Ships or Why Short and Fat Might Outperform Long and Slender Hulls."
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ability analysis proceeds with available geometric and configuration data for the demonstrator and designs for
future variants as addressed in Chapter 3.

4.1.1 Observed Performance

The Volpe Center project team visited Hawaii in June of 1998 to observe the SLICE demonstrator in a sea trial
with two Coast Guard cutters. The trial was designed to compare SLICE performance at cruising speed against
two Coast Guard cutters at their top speeds: the 378' CGC Rush and the 110' CGC Washington. All three were
instrumented for motions and accelerations. The Washington was late due to a generator problem and missed
two of the four quadrant runs. The Rush was only able to operate diesels (gas turbine problems) and could only
make up to about 15 knots. The third quadrant included all three vessels at about 14 knots. The Rush departed
prior for the final run, which went off at about 28 knots into bow quartering seas.

The trial condition was a strong sea state 3 to sea state 4, with long southerly ocean swells and easterly wind
waves. The observations were:

• SLICE's worst motion was in beam waves.
• The craft exhibited excellent stability and sustained speed quite well in all seas. Generally,

it performed best in head seas. Mr. Steven Loui of Pacific Marine stated that steep waves
of 10-12 feet cause the worst slapping loads on the exposed under structure.

• The impression on deck was one of a stable, but somewhat rough ride. The operators stated
that the ride control system was not performing as expected and should improve with ex
perience.

• The high speed (28 knots) run with the 110' CGC was stable yet with quick minor accelera
tions (a "trolley ride" as described by the operators). The 110' CGC kept up speed but of
ten labored heavily through the waves. The Coast Guard skipper ordered all personnel off
decks because of heavy motion and spray. Observers on the SLICE were as comfortable as
on other runs, except for the increased wind.

• Pacific Marine reports that SLICE consumes about 170 gallons of fuel per hour. The die
sels are overhauled every 6000 hours, the generator sets every 15,000 hours. The prototype
was built with about 75,000 man hours.

• SLICE can "crash stop" in approximately two boat lengths.
• SLICE is not a nimble craft. The "canards", moving control surfaces on the inboard sides

of the aft pods, are programmed to minimize roll and will resist quick turns.

Volpe Center personnel also observed SLICE operations in San Francisco during April of 1999. The most nota
ble event was the operation in waters just outside the Golden Gate, where sea state 5 conditions were encoun
tered. Current and bathymetry make for steep short crested waves in this area, which the SLICE handled very
well. The ride was observed to be quite stable and with a small fraction of the ship motions one would expect
from a conventional vessel. Some slamming was noted when the largest waves were encountered. There was
instrument recording of accelerations but the project team has not been able to obtain the data.

Instrumented trials conducted by the Naval Surface Warfare Center, Carderock Division in April, 1998 off Oahu
were reported in a summary published in January, 1999.10 The Navy reported that SLICE demonstrated
"SWATH-like" seakeeping characteristics and a "relatively stable ride" in sea conditions up to sea state 5, with
some "slamming and shuddering" in the higher conditions.

10 Applebee, Terrence R., and Dennis A. Woolaver. Summary ofSeakeeping Trials Aboard SLICE. Naval Surface Warfare Center, Carderock Division.
Report # NSWCCD-50-TR-1999/002. January 1999.
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4.2 Principal Particulars

The principal particulars of known SLICE designs appear below in Table 4-1. Source data are from Lockheed
Technical Data Packages for the SLICE 400 and SLICE 600, which include data for the demonstrator and
SLICE 250 variants as well. These characteristics are the key inputs for the economic and performance analyses
which follow. The Technical Data Packages also contained sufficient hull form and weight distribution data for
execution of the seakeeping analysis, whose results appear in Chapter 5. The reader should note that Lockheed's
numbers for the demonstrator changed from the original design (descriptors WT-15 to WT-AAA), due mainly to
a decision to replace the gas turbines with diesel engines, and also because of other modifications for safety and
passenger vessel requirements.

TABLE 4-1: SLICE PRINCIPAL PARTICULARS

SLICE Variant

Particulars

SLICE Advanced
Technology

Demonstrator
(ATD) (1) SLICE 250 (2) SLICE 400 (3) SLICE 600 (4)

104.0 110.5 111.5 213.0
-----.----_ .. _------- .------------------------------------ -----------------

55.0 55.0 61.0 105.0
----------_ .. _------- ------------------------------------- -----------------

14.0 14.0 15.0 28.5

31.011.7511.0

(2) TF40gas
turbines

11.0

(2) MTU 16V 396
TB94

nfa nfa nfa 21.5...... _--_ .. -.. _------- ---_ .. _------------- ------_ ..... _------ -----------------
_______________1_~g:~ 1_~~~~ ~?9;9 .__1!~5l_~.5l

35.1 17.9 28.6 177.9
-------------------- ------------------- ----------------- -----------------

nfa 250 400 600
-------------------- ------------------- ----------------- -----------------

nfa nla nfa 90
-------------------- ------------------------------------- -----------------

(2) TF40 gas (2) RLM1600 gas
turbines turbines or

equivalent

~~_~9!~_9_~~~!1_(~~~)J!~_e..t) _
~_~'!~ _(!~~_t} _
~_r_~~Jf~~tt _

Main Passenger Deck Freeboard
(feet)------ ~ _. -_ _ ------- ---_ ..
Y_e..~~c:l_e.. ~~~!<_ ~!~e..'?~_~':.~ .l!~~!} _
~_i~p-I~_C:~~~!1_t_ {1~~9_!~~~J. _
~_~~~~'!~_ {I~~~_ ~()!1_s.) _
Passenger Capacity

Y~~~~~I~~~p~~i~tY~(~~~~)~(=~~~~~~~ ~ ~

Main Engines

!~~I_':'~\Y~_r.!~p) . ~,!3_~~ ~,~~g:6~ ~,_~~9 ~?!g95l

Service Speed (knots) 23 to 25(7) 30.0 30.0 30.0
nJa (not applicable)

Sources:
(I) Lockheed Marine Systems, SLICE ATD Weights SummalJ'. Also, U.S. Navy, Office of Naval Research, Industrial Programs.
(2) Lockheed Marine Systems. Also, Hawaii Inter-Island Ferry Business PI"n Phase A. Pacific Marine & Supply Company, Ltd. July 1995.
(3) Lockheed Marine Systems. 400 Passenger Slice Ferry. TechnicalLJala Packnge. April 1995.
(4) Lockheed Marine Systems. SLICE 600 Passenger Vehicle Fen)'. Technical Data Packnge. April 1995.
(5) Automobile equivalent unit (AEU), which in the case of the SLICE 600 is considered a 19' x 9' space on the vehicle deck.
(6) No data available, but power requirements are inferred from the SLICE ATD and the SLICE 400.
(7) Although operating speeds of27 to 28 knots were planned for. in practice speeds of23 to 25 knots are achieved at 85% mer.

Several comments relative to the above data are appropriate at this stage:

• Outfit and furnishings for the demonstrator are minimal, therefore its payload is very high rela
tive to those projected for commercial designs.

• There is no known passenger or vehicle capacity for the demonstrator.
• The chosen power plant for all variants except the demonstrator are gas turbines, probably be

cause of space limitations in the pods. Two MTU 16V 396 TB94 marine diesel engines were
installed in the demonstrator apparently because they came at very low cost, but also with a
penalty of weight and speed.
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• The operators of SLICE ATD report that, at 85% mer, the craft makes approximately 23-25
knots.

• The geometry, displacement, and powering requirement of the demonstrator, SLICE 250, and
SLICE 400 are quite similar, a fact which should be recalled in review of the economic and per
formance analysis results.

The general arrangements for the SLICE 400 are presented in Figure 4-1. The SLICE 400 is a conceptual de
sign for an aluminum hulled 34 meter passenger-only ferry. The vessel is planned to accommodate a total of
approximately 400 passengers on two decks, with the main deck accommodating 268 passengers, and the upper
deck 132 passengers. The planned service speed of the SLICE 400 is 30 knots.

The general arrangements for the SLICE 600 are presented in Figure 4-2. The SLICE 600 is a conceptual de
sign (a "geosim" of the 400, according to the designers) of a steel hulled 65 meter RoPax ferry. The vessel is
planned to accommodate approximately 600 passengers and 90 automobiles, or a combination of 4 motor
coaches and 75 automobiles, with access to the vehicle deck from the stern. Passengers are accommodated on
two decks, with approximately 422 in economy class seating in two separate compartments on the gallery deck,
with each compartment having its own restroom and snack bar. An additional 178 passengers accommodated
on the upper deck in first class or lounge type seating. The planned service speed of the SLICE 600 is 30 knots.

4.3 Safety

The SLICE ATD has been reviewed by the Coast Guard as a Subchapter T passenger vessel (fewer than 150
passengers, L<200', gross tonnage<IOO), first by Marine Safety Office (MSO) Honolulu then by the Marine
Safety Center in Washington, D.C. because of its novel aspects. The MSO Captain of the Port felt that there
were no significant issues with regard to SLICE's compliance with the relevant safety regulations. Such has
been the case generally with high speed vessels, which have successfully met the engineering and safety re
quirements of the U.S Code of Federal Regulations (CFR) or the more stringent international High Speed Craft
Code (HSC).

SLICE 400 and SLICE 600 designs also are intended to meet the relevant requirements of Title 46 of the Code
of Federal Regulations, Subchapter T (parts 175-185). The designs at this stage meet the requirements for intact
and damage stability for mechanically propelled ocean going passenger ships. Review at the time of certifica
tion would include approval of general arrangement and hull lines drawings, curves of form, tank capacities and
draft markings, as well as the arrangement of watertight bulkheads and doors, and trunks and penetrations. Both
vessels are designed to survive damage to any two adjacent compartments. They would also have to comply
with fire safety, lifesaving appliances, navigation and communication, and passenger accommodation regula
tions.

The issues that have arisen with high speed vessels are instead operational safety and environmental impact,
e.g., high speed collision avoidance and wake and wave effects on adjacent shores, respectively. These con
cerns are waterway specific, nuanced according to local vessel traffic conditions and environmental sensitivity.
They are therefore addressed in the context of the specific market case studies, which portray a variety of ser
vices and routes, whose analysis provides a clearer illumination of the issues than a general discussion.
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FIGURE 4-1: SLICE 400 GENERAL ARRANGEMENTS

SLICE 400: OUTBOARD PROFILE
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FIGURE 4-2: SLICE 600 GENERAL ARRANGEMENTS

SlICE 600: OUTBOARD PROFILE
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One safety aspect which may present a problem is emergency evacuation, because of the interface between
SLICE's high main deck and the decks of rescue vessels. This is particularly so for the SLICE 600 where the
vehicle deck is 21' above the design waterline and the lowermost passenger deck 31.5' above it. This is likely
solvable with one of the many new marine evacuation systems now available.

4.4 Power and Propulsion

The SLICE 400 and SLICE 600 Technical Data Packages both propose the use of aero-derivative marine gas
turbines for poweLl I The powerplant for the SLICE 400 is two AlliedSignal TF40 marine gas turbines, which
have a nominal maximum rating of 4,600 horsepower (3,430 kW), and a maximum continuous rating (MCR) of
4,000 horsepower (2,980 kW) but which would be derated to a MCR of 3,400 horsepower (2,530 kW) for the
SLICE 400 application. The "oversizing" of the TF40 for the SLICE 400 is most likely due to the limited num
ber of marine gas turbines available in this relatively low-power class, and has the benefit of accommodating
power requirement growth. The powerplant for the SLICE 600 is two General Electric LM 1600 gas turbines,
which have a peak rating of 20,000 horsepower (14,900 kW), and will be operated at a maximum continuous
rating (MCR) of 18,000 horsepower (13,400 kW) to achieve the 30 knot operating speed. The SLICE 400 and
600 will both be equipped with controllable pitch propellers (CPP) driven through gearboxes by the gas turbine
engines, one each located in the two forward pods. A further discussion of high speed craft propulsion is con
tained in Chapter 5, Section 5.2.2.

4.5 Seakeeping

SLICE's most attractive feature is its apparently superior seakeeping performance, resulting from the deep draft
of its displacement pods and minimal waterplane of the four struts which minimizes surface interactions. It was
essential to quantify this performance feature relative to the competition, in order to gain the perspectives of
weather reliability and passenger comfort (i.e., the incidence of sea sickness).

The approach was to identify a small population of high speed craft in competition with the SLICE 400 and
SLICE 600, conduct computer model (verified with model test and full scale instrumented results) seakeeping
runs, and compare key outputs such as motions measured against ISO 2613 kinetosis standards, slamming, and
propeller emergence. The work was carried out under a contract to Seaspeed Technology Limited, a top interna
tional high speed craft consultancy.

Seaspeed found that both SLICE variants are in this regard superior performers to the sampled craft of all types
tested. SLICE easily met the ISO 2631 two hour kinetosis standard, the most stringent, in all conditions mod
eled up to sea state 5, both at service and low speeds. SLICE appears not to suffer from slamming at all in the
modeled conditions (although Pacific Marine has found in operation that it occurs rarely), although, curiously,
the SLICE 400 undergoes propeller emergence in sea state 5 beam waves. Altogether, SLICE lives up to its de
signers' expectations as the best seakeeping craft at high speed in heavy waves. Details of the comparative
analysis may be found in Chapter 5. The complete Seaspeed report is presented as an Appendix to this report.

11 Derived from aircraft engine designs, the Allied Signal/Lycoming TF40 and the General Electric F-404, respectively.
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4.6 Wake and Wash

SLICE's deep draft displacement pods and small waterplane area combine to effect a very favorable wake and
wash signature. The pods are at sufficient depth to minimize surface interactions and the four struts produce
smaller waves than monohull or dual hull forms. Lockheed commissioned a study by Fox Associates, who de
signed a testing procedure in San Francisco Bay and recorded data characterizing SLICE's wake and wash. 12

SLICE wake and wash signature peaks at intermediate speeds and is reduced as it approaches service speed, as
with most high speed craft. Fox Associates reported that at 15-16 knots (Froude number = 0.6), SLICE's wash
height, measured at 300 meters distance, peaks at approximately 52 centimeters and then drops with increasing
vessel speed. Unlike other high speed craft, the SLICE wavc pcriod decreases at speeds above 0.6 Froude num
ber.

This observation tracks roughly with the speed versus resistance curve developed by Lockheed indicating a
maximum at about 12 knots, a minimum at 18 knots, and then a gradual increase as service speed is approached.
Fox noted the curious phenomenon that the wave height and energy density peaks occur at about 4 to 6 knots
higher speed than the resistance "hump". The SLICE demonstrator meets the Washington State Ferry standard
of 30 centimeters maximum height at speeds above 26 knots.

Wash energy, or wave energy, is the critical value for assessing potential impact to sensitive shoreline areas or
nearby vessels. The Washington State Ferry standard of 4,500 joules/meter has reportedly been exceeded by the
AMD 385 Chinook now in service. The Fox analysis showed that SLICE only slightly exceeded the standard at
its maximum wavemaking speed of 15 knots, just meets the standard at about 21 knots, and drops well below it
at service speeds (23-27 knots). It is noteworthy that Fox reported that SLICE's wash energy at service speed is
well below those of other high speed craft they have tested (catamarans and tri-catamarans). These favorable
results were onc of the primary features offered in Lockheed's high speed service proposal to Washington State
Ferries.

The discussion of wake/wash performance comparison will not be repeated in individual case studies. Regula
tory strictures as seen in Pugct Sound are not in place in the regions under study (although speed limits are in
some cases). This section serves as the common reference in the matter of wake/wash for the entire report.

12 Fox Associatcs. Wake Wash Measurement Trials: MIV SLICE. Conducted for wckheed Martin, Inc .. April 1999.
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Chapter 5: High Speed Craft Comparison

This chapter is a technical brief offering a comparison of the SLICE family of craft to other high speed types.
The results are the basis, in part, of the service needs assessment in Chapter 6 and the subsequent ferry, crew
boat, and excursion boat case studies.

World fleet data indicate a very strong position for catamarans of all lengths and a solid showing for monohulls,
particularly among the larger classes of high speed craft. Catamarans and monohulls accounted for 93% of the
world market between them in 1998. Of the remaining 7%, hydrofoils accounted for 6%, leaving a 1% niche for
other types. These include older technology such as air cushion and surface effect vehicles, and SWATHs. The
question for SLICE, then, is whether it can compete successfully on routes served by other craft or make possi
ble the opening of new routes which they cannot serve, in either case expanding that niche to the point where
successful production of SLICE could occur.

It is therefore necessary to quantitatively compare the performance of high speed craft. The comparison in
cludes use of conventional and readily available data such as powering and fuel consumption values, as well as
seakeeping performance data. SLICE's apparent advantage is its stable and seakindly ride in heavy seaways.
That advantage must be quantified relative to the competition in a technically consistent way, that is, ship mo
tion results derived from the same analytical tools applied with the same set of conditions (Section 5.3). The
results of all the foregoing give a fair picture of SLICE's place in the current environment and, furthermore, are
a vital set of data for the quantified case study findings to follow.

The following sections are: (l) a tree top look at the advantages and disadvantages of several high speed types;
(2) an examination of powering, payload, and efficiency; (3) a detailed comparison of seakeeping characteristics
of two SLICE variants and a sampling of other high speed craft of comparable size and capacities; and (4) con
sideration of other operating features. Table 5-1 presents a subset of high speed craft and the SLICE variants of
interest, which were used in the detailed technical and economic analyses to follow, both in this and subsequent
chapters. "T.E." is the transportation efficiency, the subject of analysis in Section 5.2.1.

TABLE 5-1: HIGH SPEED CRAFT PRINCIPAL PARTICULARS
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High Speed Vessels to Market: Comparative Case Studies in the Passenger Trade

5.1 High Speed Craft Overview

Table 5-2 shows the primary characteristics of thc important typcs of high speed craft in the world today. The
available technical literature serves generally as the source of this information, and an excellent summary is
found in the Ferries 97 Conference presentation of Philippe Goubault (Fort Lauderdale, November 1997).

It is not intended as a definitive outlook on the benefits and drawbacks of high speed vessel types, but as an in
dication of current thinking in the industry. Specific designs will of course each have their own performance
features. The following sections offer more specific measures of SLICE compared to particular designs of other
popular high speed types.

TABLE 5-2: HIGH SPEED CRAFT PERFORMANCE FEATURES

Craft Type Advantages Disadvantages

"Mature Technology "High Power Requirement

Monohull "Large Hull Volume "Stability Limitation Relative to

"Large Deadweight Seamier Types

"Good Stability "Seam May Limit Access

Catamaran
"Large Deck Area "High Vertical Accelerations in

"Good Powering Performance Head Seas

Due to Long Slender Hulls "Stiff Roll Motion in Beam Seas

"Excellent Seakeeping & Stability "Difficult Machinery Arrangement

SWATH/SLICE "Low Speed Loss in Seaway "Limited Top Speed Due to High

"Large Deck Area Wetted Area

"Superior Seakeeping "Limited Deadweight

"High Speed Capability "Complexity of Foil Control System

Hydrofoil "Poor Operating Characteristics
at Low and Medium Speeds

"Expensive Aerospace Technology

"Difficult Maneuvering

Source: Philippe GoubaulL "Worldwide Review ofFas! Ferries." Fenies 97 Conference. Fort Lauderdale,
Florida November 1997.

5.2 Power and Efficiency

5.2.1 The "Transportation Efficiency" Measure

One very effective measure of high speed craft performance is the "transportation efficiency" value, whose
name may vary slightly depending on the source, but whose meaning is essentially constant: the relationship
between the power plant and payload and speed it delivers, As such, transportation efficiency tells the operator,
in relative terms, quite a bit about the operating costs and potential revenue ofvarious high speed craft.

The term has been used in studies by the Alaska Marine Highway System in a 1997 Technical Memorandum
entitled "Potential Implications of Technological Improvements", which rank ordered 22 high speed vessel
types. Table 5-3 shows those results, which are not linked to any variable (e.g., length).
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TABLE 5-3: HIGH SPEED CRAFT TRANSPORTATION EFFICIENCIES

Passenger-Only High Speed Vessels
Rank Vessel TVDe Descriotion T.E.

1 Foil Assisted Monohull 247
2 SUrface Effect Ship 208
3 Wavepiercer 203
4 Catamaran 195
5 SUrface Piercing Hyctofoil 182
6 Air LUbricated 177
7 Monohull 163
8 Air Cushion Vehicle 162
9 Foil Assisted Catamaran 159
10 Trimaran 154
11 Fullv SJbmeroed HYdrofoil 147
12 SWATH 146

Vehicle (RoRo) High Speed Vessels
Rank Vessel TVDe Descri,,6on T.E.

1 Wavepiercer 441
2 Catamaran 342
3 Trimaran 336
4 Air Cush ion Vehicle 315
5 Semi-SWATH 312
6 Monohull 305
7 Foil Assisted Catamaran 283
B SUrface Effect Ship 272
9 SWATH 249
10 40+ Knot Catamaran 176

1'\otes; T.E. tr.mSpct{1a1.1Ql ct1i\."'"I\.,n:~

Sounx: Slal~llfAlaslullA.-panmcnll'fTnIrlSp.lf1ation and Public I-"HIo:ilitk.."S.. Tl.'\:hnical \k"'T1lcw"3Iultrrn 3: '\'h..-ntial
1tnp1iC81KqlS rofT«;."\.iu'Mll4-,!i'-'3llmf!l'l"C'I'TM.'fIK Final 'AL'"m(mmdum. Prq-.an..'d h~' Jr..:.JS A,,-~iah.."S..lnc .. in ..........ll.'1stic)n
"ilh Art Amlcl"on As_utes and 1I0R "Ieska Seplo:mher:?9. 1997. pg. I L

Nigel Gee conducted a similar comparison for Pacific Marine in 1995, with more specific data linked to each
craft. i.e., speed and length. Gee found that:

• SLICE competed poorly against most vessel types, excepting SWATHs, and in each case
offered the caveat that SLICE would compete much better with the consideration of loss of
speed in a seaway.

• Passenger-only monohulls (lengths up to about 50 meters) reach their maximum perform
ance efficiency, and are the best among all craft types considered, at about 30 knots and
suffer more marked power penalties at higher speeds than multi-hull craft. It is worthy of

. note that 30 knots is SLICE 400's intended service speed.
• The advantage shifts to catamarans in the class of larger RoPax craft. Monohulls as well as

catamarans at these lengths operate at low Froude numbers and also perform well. The
SLICE 600 rating was about average for a monohull and low for a catamaran.

The project team sampled the Gee data and added those for more high speed craft built since 1995. In-house
calculations for craft payload were on the basis of 72.7 kg (160 pounds) per passenger (Coast Guard standard)
and 1,200 kg per automobile. The Gee transportation efficiency calculations were adjusted downward because
of their original selected value of 85 kg per passenger.

The results appear in two scatter diagrams (see Figure 5-1 and Figure 5-2), for passenger-only and RoPax craft,
respectively. Both indicate that SLICE does not provide speed and payload comparable to most catamarans and
high speed monohulls now in the market. Figure 5-1 indicates the SLICE 250 and 400 variants at the low end of
the scale. The two best· SWATHs appear to be competitive although not among the best performers, while the
low values for three other SWATHs track well with the SLICE values.

Figure 5-2 tells much the same story for high speed RoPax craft: the SWATH types, including SLICE 600, do
not compare favorably using this measure. A sampling of the craft analyzed shows that there is no clear rela
tionship of SLICE's power to either the payload, by itself, or the speed, by itself, relative to other craft types. In
each case, SLICE is in the low to middle range; the combination of the two, however, results in poor transporta
tion efficiency performance.
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FIGURE 5-1: TRANSPORTATION EFFICIENCY (PASSENGER-ONLY VESSELS)
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FIGURE 5-2: TRANSPORTATION EFFICIENCY (ROPAX VESSELS)
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5.2.2 Power and Propulsion

The majority of high speed water craft are powered by medium and high speed 4-stroke diesel engines, usually
with turbocharging for improved power density and efficiency at high power settings. These engines are almost
all V-configuration engines with 12, 16 or even 20 cylinders.

Diesels have the advantage of being very efficient compared to gas turbine and spark ignition engines by virtue
of their basic thermodynamic cycle. Diesels also tend towards a very flat specific fuel consumption curve ver
sus power output, which allows flexibility in operation because relatively high efficiency can be maintained
across a broad range of powers. Diesels are also considerably more compact and less complex than powerplants
utilizing sophisticated cycles incorporating regeneration, or mixed cycle systems, such as steam turbines. Table
5-4 describes some of the diesels currently used in high speed craft.

TABLE 5-4: MARINE DIESEL ENGINES

Rating Rating SFC
Engine Configuration (kW) (HP) (kgfkW-hr)

Caterpillar 3516 V·16 2,088 2,803 0.193
Caterplliar '361'2" -.. - \i:1·i······ 3,830·--- ·5:1·41···· O~i01'"

Caterpiliar·361·6················· -_. _. '\i:1ir"'" 5,650···· .,.. ·i:584···· O~240'"

Caterplliar'361'a' _ _. _ "'V:{s""" '7,200"" '9,664"'" 0~201'"

Detroft"bies'eI16Y:92"tA········ --- V:16""" 3,282·--····· 4,405' -. - -. -0~200'"
DuetZ'MWMTSO-664"s \t8-' - v--8······· 840··-· {·1·28···· .. '0~226'"
MTlf16y'39'6T884·········· -- ·V:16······ 2,040---- '2}38-- -- .--0'.194'"
MTLf16Y·396TE74L············ "V:16-- -- -- -- -- 2,060"" 2,685-- -- .--0~229 --.
MTLf16\j"595TE70L············ ·_-···\i:16------ ""3,925"" ··-5,268---- ·--O~245···

MTLf20V1163·tS73C· -------- -·····\i:20---- -- .. ··6,500---- --. '8}25-- -- ·--0~252·--

Ruston '{6v'RKi70'M······ -_..- ·V:16······ ....5,560········ ·i.383···· "'0~200'"

Ruston 2'ovRKi70'M---_ ·\i:20······ .. ··7,080···· l:i,"563···· b~i48' _.

A limited number of high speed craft, including the proposed SLICE 400 and SLICE 600, are powered by gas
turbines. Gas turbines in general are not as efficient as equivalent power marine diesels, however some larger
units do achieve comparable minimum specific fuel consumption levels. Unlike diesels, gas turbines generally
have a narrow "flat" in their power vs. SFC curve located near the maximum continuous rating (MCR). Opera
tion below this range tends to significantly increase specific fuel consumption. Some of the more widely used
marine gas turbines are reviewed in Table 5-5.

TABLE 5-5: MARINE GAS TURBINE ENGINES

Rating Rating SFC
Engine Configuration (kW) (HP) (kgfkW·hr)
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High Speed Vessels to Market: Comparative Case Studies in the Passenger Trade

Gas turbines do, however, have very high power densities relative to even turbocharged marine diesels, but the
weight advantage of gas turbines is offset by the added fuel weight that must be carried for all but the shortest
journeys. The relative compactness of gas turbines does make them well suited for applications with space limi
tations due to unconventional hull forms, such as some catamarans, SWATHS or the SLICE vessels. The Pe
quot 45m TriCats use Caterpillar Solar Taurus gas turbines fitted within their narrow hulls for propulsion.
TriCo Marine's Stillwater River SWATH vessel is another example of the requirements for high power con
tained within an unconventional hull form, which led to the choice of two Allison 501-K gas turbines. The loca
tion of the SLICE vessel powertrains within the two forward hull pods, combined with the high power require
ments of the SLICE hullform make gas turbine power a good choice for the SLICE 400 and 600.

Medium and high speed diesels operate on a variety of light weight fuel oils, which are generally similar to
kerosene. Marine gas turbines have a greater fuel flexibility than diesels, with some units such as the ABB Stahl
GT35 used in the Bazan Buquebus B60 catamaran capable of operating even on heavy fuel oil. However, the
gas turbine powered SLICE vessels would most likely be operating in and out of ports also served by conven
tional diesel powered vessels, so a specialized fuel supply for the SLICE vessels could be a logistical barrier to
its introduction on these routes. Therefore, this study assumed that all vessels operate on the same fuel, which is
a fuel oil with a specific gravity of 0.8.

Estimation ofVessel Power Requirements

The SLICE 400 and 600 both have relatively high power requirements when compared to similarly sized high
speed vessels. The complicated hull form of the SLICE, which is in effect four short hulls instead of one or two
long narrow hulls, has a high wetted area versus displacement, which causes high frictional losses. The location
of the propellers on the forward pods may also cause higher form drag than for a similarly sized catamaran.
Figure 5-3 illustrates the power requirements of the SLICE 400 versus a number of other high speed vessels.
The fast monohull has very similar power requirements compared to the SLICE 400, but this curve represents
the power required by a 925 passenger capacity monohull with twice the displacement of the 400 passenger
SLICE 400.

Based on the plotted curves of Figure 5-3, simple formulas were used to estimate vessel power requirements at
speeds lower than maximum cruise. These do not account for low-speed wave energy peaks, which cause a sig
nificant "bump" in power requirements, generally between the speeds of 10 knots and 20 knots, depending on
the individual hull design.

For catamaran vessels, MeR power was defined as 80% of installed power:

PowerREQUIRED = PowerMCR X (VACTUAJVMAXIMUM CRUISE)2.2

For baseline low speed monohull vessels, MCR power was defined as 80% of installed power:

PowerREQUIRED = PowerMCR X (VACTUAJVMAXIMUM CRUlSd
Z
.
O

For SLICE vessels, power requirements as a function of vessel speed were taken from directly LMS supplied
data.
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FIGURE 5-3: HIGH SPEED VESSELS· POWER VS. SPEED
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Because specific fuel consumption (SFC) curves were not available for the engines powering the study vessels,
and in the interest of simplifying the spreadsheet modeling involved in the route case studies, a series of speed
based multipliers were used to estimate vessel fuel consumption rates at various speeds. Published SFC values
were assumed to reflect engine fuel consumption at maximum continuous rating. Table 5-6 shows the SFC mul
tipliers used in the route case studies.

The reader should note in Table 5-6 that the SFC of the gas turbine powered SLICE vessels is assumed to rise to
a much greater extent than that for the other diesel powered vessels. This reflects the poor off-design fuel con·
sumption characteristics of gas turbines referred to previously.

TABLE 5-6: SFC MULTIPLIERS

Vessel Speed Slice 400 and 600, gas turbines Other vessels, diesels

1:1.i9h§~.................. ~~~§f:~.~.1~Q...................... MCR SFC X 1.0
~~.§)~.1_{~~~.~~_q~~1 ___ ~g~.~f.9_ ~ _~~Q ______________________ -~'c;~'S;F~)('1~2!5"---"'---

~~_§)~.?{? __~I)~~J._ ... MCR SFCX 3.0 -~d~-S-F~)('f2!5' .-_... ----
Low Speed 3 (15 knots) MCRSFt'X-i.-5-forSi.i~E-46b;-'··· -~-c;~·s·F~)(·i()·---·.... -_.

MCR SFC X 1.0 for SLICE 600
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Basic fuel flow rates were calculated by multiplying the power required by the appropriate SFC, along with the
appropriate conversion factors, to yield fuel flow rates in gallons per hour. After examining real world idle fuel
flow values for diesel powered high speed vessels, it was decided that the estimated fuel flows were too low,
and that a better approximation was to use real world fuel flow values (in gallons per hour) for idling fuel flows
and then the sum ofthe idle fuel flows plus the estimated fuel flows from above for the low speed operations (in
effect offsetting all the low speed fuel flows by a base idle fuel flow). The fuel flows used in the case studies
then were ofthe form:

Fuel = FuelIDLE + (PowerREQUIRED X SFCMCR X FactoTsFC MULTIPLIER) X (Units Conversion)

Results from SeaSpeed later validated this general approach, as the SeaSpeed study used a general formula for
all high speed vessels which estimated power required to be a function of (VVESSEL i 15

• To better assess the
SLICE's relative power requirements, Figure 5-4 expresses vessel power requirements in terms of the power
required per ton of payload. 14 The SLICE 400 lies well above the curve in this plot, which translates into SLICE
requiring roughly 50% more power per ton of payload relative to similarly sized high speed craft. Notice that
one SWATH design has a power to payload ratio that is similar to the SLICE 400, however this represents a
SWATH vessel outfitted for casino operations, and therefore with a great deal of equipment that cuts directly
into the vessel's payload capacity.

FIGURE 5-4: BRAKE POWER PER PAYLo'AD TONNE,
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14 seaSpeed Technology Limited. High Speed Craft Sea Perfonnance Comparative Study for the Volpe National Transportation Systems Center. Sep
tember 1999. Page 10.
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TABLE 5-7: VESSEL PARTICULARS

PaxOnly & RoPax SLICE Variants Other High Speed RoPax Vessels

Particulars

Vessel Designer

Y~~~~I_"!::t~~ ••• _
Hull ConstructionPurchasePrice-(1997 us'$).--.--.--

Length OverallBea;;; Ove"'II---- -------.. ------
Full-Coad-Draft ---- -------- ---- --

Passenger Capacity

y~~i~~~a~~i~~(~~~~~:::::~:~~~
Fuel Capacilv (gallons)
lwe,gms

SLICE 400(1
) SLICE 600(2) Incat 78m(3) Incat 74m1') Incat 12m(5) AMD K50(6

)

Lockheed Marine Lockheed Marine Incat Incat Incat Advanced Multihull
Systems Systems ~~~~~~ _

- -Passenger-O-nly - - - - - - -RoPa; - - - - - - - - -RaP;;" ---- ----RaPa-; - - - - - - - - RaPa, ---- RoPax
----Aiu.minum---. ------Ste-ei----- ----Aluminu·m-·· ---Aiu·niinum--- ---Alum-inurn-·- ---Aluminum---
- - - - - - $12~0-00~000 - - - •• - -$37~000~000 - - - - - $32,OOO~000 - - - - -$28~900,000 - - - - $27~5-00~OOO - - - - -$30,000,000

, '.- '

111,5 213,2 254,0 243,2 238,3 262,7
•••••••• ----61~0 - - - - - - - - - ---105~0 - - - - - - - - - - - 85,3 - - - - - -- -- - -8"5.3 - - - - - - - - - - 56~4 - -- - •• -. - --62.3
- - - - - - - - - - - - -15~0 - - - - - - - - -. - - -28~5 - - - - - - - - - - - 1i ,5 - - - - - - - - - - - -96 -, - - - - - -- - -Y2 - - - - - - - - - - - -71

".-, '

400 600 600 597 325 400
-- --- - - - ---- - ;'fa - - - - - - - - - ---- -90 -- - - - - - - - - - -150 - - - ---------84 - - - - - - - - - - - -75 - -- - - -- - - --- 89
- - ---- - - -- -1'(837 - - - - - - - - ---39~087" - - - - - - - - 9~i58 ----••. - -10,087 - - - - - •• - - 8~98"1 - ---- ----12,680

Fin
Payload
Total-Deadweight - - - - - - - -. - -. -. -
Displacement - - - - - •• - - - - - - - - - - --

Main Engines

,----------------
Total Installed

(knots)
Range
I'+'UIlliCOnSuin
GPH at service speed
ClPHat3ii'-0-"nots- - ----------- •• -
GPHat 1ii,0-"nots- ------------ •• 
G-PH at 7'-0- "nots- ----" ---- ---- -
G-p-Ii at 3~5-knot;'- - - - - - -- - --- - - --.
GPH at Idle- - - - - - - - - - - - - ----- ---

28,6 177,9 207,5 154,6
------ ---- - - 47~1 • - -. - - - - ----3-55~0 -- - - - - - - - - 252,0 - - - -- --··-199.6
- - - - - - - - - - - 220-0 - - - - - - - - - - Hoo~o ----.. -. --a65,0 - - - - - - - - - -700.6

UPLiFU

(2) TF40 gas (2) RLM1600 gas (4) Ruston 16 (4) Ruston 16
turbines turbines or RK270 marine RK270 marine

equivalent __ ~i~~~I_e.n.gJn.e.s. _ __d_~s.e~ ~!'fl~n_es__
___________ .?,~~O ::::: ::::_ :~6~~~O ?~,4_9_4 3~?~

30 30 34 39
- - - - - - - - - - • - -340 - - - - - - - - - - - - - 620 - - - - ••••• - - -370 -. - - - - - - - - - 396

502 1.891 898 993
- - •• -. - - - - - - -502 - - - - - -- ··---'~891 - - - - - - - - - - - -804 -------. -. - 557
------- - -- - --218 - -- ---------{757 -- -- -- - - - ---3-10 --------.-- 276
- - - - - - - • - - - - '142 - - - - - - - - - - - - - 484 - - - - - - - - - - '-176 - - - - - - - - - - -177
-. _. _•• - - - - - -120 - - - ---- -- - -.-450 - - - - - - - - - - - -144 --- -- ---- - -155
- - - - - - - - - - - - - '75 - - -. - - - - - - - - - 284 - - - - - - - - - - - -(35 - - - - - -. - - - -149

120,0 138,9
----------151~0 ----------1740
---------531~0----------612,0

" ",

(4) MTU 16 V 595 (4) Ruston 16
marine diesel RK270 marine

engines __qi~se.l_e_n9!n.e_s __
- - -, - - - - -2-(036 29,476
- - - - - - - - - - - -40 - - •• - - - - - - - - 45
•• - • - - - - - - -350 - - - - - • - • - - - 390

1,014 1,439
- ----- -----539 --.--. - ---- 590
- - - - - - - - - - -269 - - - - •• - - - - • 344
- - - - - - - - - - -180 - - - -. - - - - - - 246
-----------158 -----------222
- - - - - - - - - - -152 - - - - - - -. - - - 2; 6

fila (nol apphcablel

Sources:
(1) Lockheed Marine Systems. 400 Passenger Slice Ferry. Technical Data Package. April 1995.
(2) Lockheed Marine Systetrn. SLICE 600 Passenger Vehicle Ferry. Technical Data Package. April 1995
(3) Inca! Designs. Also. Jane's High Speed Marine Transportation 1998-/999. Also, Volpe Center

estimates tor some data elements. as per discussion in Chapter 8
(4) Incat Designs. Abo. Jane's High-Speed Marine Tramportation /998-1999. Also, Volpe Center

estimates for some data elements, as per discussion in Chapler 8
(5) Gladding-Hearn Shipbuilding. the Duclos Corporation. Also, Volpe Center estimates tor some data elements, as per discussion in Chapter 8
(6) Advanced Multihull Design.~_ Also, Fast Ferr)' Jnfenwfiona! ,October 1998, pp. 21-24. Also, Janes Hign-Speed Marine

Trorlspof1ation, 1998-1999. Abo, Vnlpe Center estimates lor snme dilw elements, as per discussion in Chapter 8.
(7) For a nominal vessel operating hours of 3,000 annually.
(8) Autotmbile equivalent uniIIAEUI, typically a minimum of a 17' x 8.5' space on the vehicle deck.

the overall contribution to fuel consumption was not very large. Additionally, because routes in this study are
generally those with long high speed cruise segments, the overall impact on fuel consumption is small.

SLICE Powerplant Layout and Maintenance Issues

Placing the SLICE powerplants and drivetrains within submerged close-fitting pods presents some servlcmg
difficulties versus a conventional monohull engine room layout. As an example, while the AlliedSignal TF40
powerplants specified for the SLICE 400 have a major maintenance interval of 24,000 service hours, they re
quire a scheduled inspection every 2,000 hours of service, which involves some disassembly of the engine hot
section (combustor and turbine section).15 While some engine servicing can be accomplished from within a pro
pulsor pod, any major procedures, especially those requiring removal of all or part of the engines, gearboxes,
drive shafts or propellers most likely will require that the vessel be dry-docked so that the propulsor pod is no
longer submerged. Based on this study's assumption of a nominal 3,000 vessel operating hours annually, this

/5 Jane's High-Speed Marine Transportation 1998-1999. Page 339,
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implies that unless the gas turbine hot sections can be accessed and disassembled from within the propulsor
pods, the SLICE 400 could possibly require dry-docking roughly every 8 months.

Even with a SLICE vessel in drydock, access to the engines and rest of the powertrain is still a potential issue.
The SLICE prototype vessel uses pods of a welded construction, so access to major powertrain components can
only be achieved by actually cutting through the pod skin. Production vessels could conceivably be made more
serviceable through use of bolt-on access hatches or split bolt-joined pods. It has also been suggested that pro
duction vessels might use modular propulsor pods which could be removed for servicing and replaced with
spares, much as nacelle/engine assemblies are on commercial jet aircraft.

An alternate propulsion system layout is being explored by Lockheed for a proposed Washington State ferry, in
which the engines would be located at or near deck level, with a system of drive shafts and gears, transmitting
power to the propellers mounted on the two propulsor pods. Lockheed is proposing twinned diesel engines driv
ing each of the vessel's two propellers. Using diesels in a deck level installation is possible because space con
straints will not be as much of an issue as for a podded configuration, so the lower power density of diesels will
not be an issue. Using diesels will also allow commonality of engines with Washington State Ferries' other die
sel powered vessels, plus the diesels will most likely be more fuel efficient than the TF-40 gas turbines proposed
for the SLICE 400.The drawbacks of such a system are increased mechanical complexity, which would most
likely lead to increased maintenance requirements, increased weight, both due to the lower power density of the
diesels and the weight of the substantial shafting and gearing required to bring power from the deck-level en
gines to the pod-mounted propellers, and some loss of efficiency due to mechanical losses in the drive system.
A hydraulic drive system is also a possibility for such a layout. In such a system, the engines drive a hydraulic
pump which transmits power through a line to hydraulically driven propellers. Hydraulic drive systems, such as
those manufactured by Kamewa and Rexroth, allow flexibility in location of propellers. In some cases, the fluid
flow losses in the pumping and drive system are offset by the gains in efficiency due to better positioning of the
ships propellers. 16

5.3 Seakeeping

The Volpe Center established two premises as the basis of the commercial viability analysis:

• SLICE's potential to enter the market depends either (1) on its opening new routes and services
where other high speed types are not likely to succeed or (2) demonstrating a sufficient advantage to
out compete other craft on established routes.

• SLICE's purported advantage in stable, seakindly operation in rough weather must be quantitatively
defined by a valid comparison to other high speed vessels.

The quantification of perfonnance is in two stages, of which this section recounts the first. They are:

• Seakeeping perfonnance of a group of high speed craft compared through a controlled process, with
outputs desired in tenns of passenger comfort and safety.

• Application of the seakeeping results to route specific wave spectra, resulting in ride quality and
weather reliability outputs.

Several craft were selected for the seakeeping analysis from the group of vessels presented earlier in Table 5-1,
including three competitors for the SLICE 400 and one for the SLICE 600. This subset of craft appears in Table
5-8.

16 Jane's High-Speed Marine Transportation 1998-1999. Page 355.
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TABLE 5-8: SEAKEEPING ANALYSIS - SUBJECT

CRAFT

Passenger-Only Craft

• SLICE 400

• 40 meter SWATH

• 45 meter catamaran

• 50 meter wave piercing catamaran

RoRo-Passenger (RoPax) Craft

• SLICE 600

• 75 meter wave piercing catamaran

5.3.1 Approach, Input and Output Data Sets

The Volpe Center contracted with Seaspeed Technology Limited to execute the calculations and present find
ings. The approach and selection of software were validated by comparison of results to a catalog of motions
and acceleration data from model tests and full scale instrumentation for a large number and variety of contem
porary commercial high speed craft. The subject craft population (the group appearing in Table 5-8) includes
two SLICE hulls (the 400 and 600 variants) and the selected competing high speed craft. The accuracy of the
output is considered good (see comments on validation below) and certainly serves as an excellent relative
measure of seakeeping performance.

The particulars ofthc seakeeping work are the following:

Seakeeping Analysis Input

• Relevant characteristics of SLICE 400 and three competitors, and SLICE 600 and one
competitor, including hull geometry, centers, gyradii, and service speed.

• Positions onboard specified as the bridge, and two positions on the passenger deck - on the
centerline at the longitudinal center of gravity (LCG), and at the transverse outermost seat
at the LCG.

• Assumption ofno active ride control systems.
• Long crested waves in sea states 3, 4, 5, and 6, with a limited sensitivity analysis varying

crossing periods for the SLICE 400 and the 50 meter wavepiercer, both at service speeds.
• Five headings of subject craft relative to the waves: head, bow and stem quartering, beam,

and stem.

The "CATMO" ship motion program generated the required motions and accelerations output, with various
post-processing algorithms employed for calculations of comparative craft performance, e.g., compliance with
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ISO 2631 kinetosis thresholds. CATMO is based on the strip theory approach but run in the time domain to fa
cilitate analysis of control systems. Its accuracy relative to full scale recorded motions was satisfactorily dem
onstrated by comparisons presented by the contractor. In addition, the results of the analysis correspond well to
the experience onboard the types of high speed craft under consideration.

Seakeeping Analysis Output

Ship motions, including peak, root mean square (rms), and standard deviation values for pitch, roll, heave, and
vertical acceleration, were the basis for:

• Deck wetness and slamming statistics.
• Passenger comfort assessment for selected operational conditions using analysis of the ver

tical accelerations and comparison to accepted kinetosis criteria (i.e., ISO 2631).
• Crew and passenger safety assessment for the above selected conditions using the subjec

tive motion (e.g., Shoenberger) or other specified criteria.
• Cargo safety assessments for the above selected conditions using standard IMO accelera

tion and motion criteria.

5.3.2 Results

The results of the seakeeping analysis comprise three data sets: (1) comparative rms values of motions and ac
celerations derived directly from the CATMO output; (2) a brief assessment of the subject craft motions relative
to accepted limiting operational criteria for ships at sea; and (3) application of the ISO 2631 standard "Evalua
tion of Human Exposure to Whole-body Vibration" to compare subject craft ride quality performance.

RMS Motions and Accelerations

The seakeeping study yielded a full range of motions and accelerations data for the subject craft, all of which
appear in their entirety in the tables and figures of the Seaspeed report, attached as Appendix A to this report. A
representative graphic sampling appears here, as listed:

• Figure 5-5: rms roll angles of the SLICE 400 and its competitors in various headings at sea
state 5.

• Figure 5-6: rms vertical accelerations of the SLICE 400 and the 50 meter wavepiercer in
sea states 3, 4, and 5, with varied wave crossing periods.

• Figure 5-7 and Figure 5-8: TInS pitch and roll angles of the SLICE 600 and the 75 meter
wavepiercer in sea states 4,5, and 6, at their respective service speeds.
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FIGURE 5-5: ROLL ANGLE COMPARISON IN VARIOUS HEADINGS AT OPERATIONAL SPEEDS IN

SS 5 (SLICE 400 AND COMPARATIVE VESSELS)
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FIGURE 5-6: SLICE 400 AND 50 M WPC - MOTION SENSITIVITY TO WAVE PERIOD 
COMPARISON OF VERTICAL ACCELERATION AT THE LCG
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FIGURE 5-7: SLICE 600 AND 75 M WPC - PITCH ANGLE VERSUS HEADING AND SEA

STATE
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FIGURE 5-8: SLICE 600 AND 75 M WPC - ROLL ANGLE VERSUS HEADING AND SEA

STATE
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Limiting Operational Criteria

An approximate assessment of craft performance can be derived from the seakeeping data, by comparison to
accepted limits of limiting safe operational criteria. Table 5-9 is a summary of such criteria.17 The comparison
of seakeeping results with long crested waves as their basis to criteria derived from practical experience largely
from short crested waves has limitations, but is useful as a relative measure. The results of Figure 5-6 should be
borne in mind, as the underlying data show increased vertical accelerations with shorter wave periods. The
comparative findings below may, therefore, understate matters because of the sea conditions assumed for this
seakeeping analysis.

TABLE 5-9: LIMITING OPERATIONAL CRITERIA

Criterion Range of Values

fy!~~~~~~ _r_~.? P!!~~_ ,!!<?!i9.~ ~~~~?~!~~!~!~ _~'.~ .t9_ ?~?_9~Q~~~? __ ._.._.. _._
Maximum rms roll motion Approximately 2.5 to 4.0 degrees

y~~i~~~ ~:~~~~~~!i9:~!~~: (~~!~:~i:::: ~j:!~:~.:~ :0!{~~~~~~~ :~~:!~~:~~~~~I::::::
1?!'::l~~~~!J_I?~?!>_~~~I~ty_ .. _... ~~~~?~!~~!~!~_q ..q~ .~~ _~._~~ _
Propulsor emergence probability Approximately 0.01 to 0.2

Source: High Speed Craft Sea Performance Comparative Study for the Volpe National Transportation
Systems Center. Seaspeed Technology Limited. Report STU22S/01. September 16, 1999. Page 20.

The substantive results of the comparison of seakeeping results to the limiting criteria ofTable 5-9 follow:

• Pitch - none of the vessels studied would be limited within the sea states considered.
• Roll - the 40 meter SWATH would be limited, only in sea state 6.
• Vertical acceleration - of the two larger cargo (vehicles) carrying craft, the 75 meter

wavepiercer would be limited in sea states 5 and 6, in head and bow quartering seas.
• Slamming - limitations would occur in the following situations: the 45 meter catamaran in

head seas, sea state 4; 40 meter SWATH and 50 meter wavepiercer in head seas, sea state
5; 75 meter wavepiercer in head seas, sea states 5 and 6.

• Propeller emergence - the 45 meter catamaran, 40 meter SWATH, and SLICE 400 are lim
ited in head seas, sea state 5; the 40 meter SWATH, and SLICE 400 also exceed the crite
rion in beam seas at low speeds (this may not be a limiting condition because of low engine
speed).

It is noteworthy that SLICE meets all the criteria with the exception of propeller emergence, although there are
unique features in that case. SLICE's minimal relative motions in large waves are the probable cause of propel
ler emergence due to its approximate amidships location. Craft with propellers aft are more likely to undergo
emergence in the presence of ship motion. All the other criteria tested are influenced by ship motion, and
SLICE is notably absent among those craft exceeding the criteria.

17 Karppinen, Tuomo, and Timo Aitla. Technical Research Centre of Finland. Seakeeping Peiformance Assessment ofShips. NSTM. Stockholm. 1986.
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Kinetosis, ISO 2631

ISO 2631, "Evaluation of Human Exposure to Whole-body Vibration", requires comparison of the results of a
third octave analysis of the motion response of the vessel to threshold curves of vertical acceleration, the latter
established by experimentation and experience. The ISO 2631 threshold lines for 30 minutes and 2 hours repre
sent a limiting level of tolerance where it is likely that approximately 10% of passengers will experience motion
sickness. Inspection of the relevant figures reveals that the 2 hour threshold is lower than that for 30 minutes;
this agrees with intuition since less motion over a longer period of time would result in a similar incidence of
kinetosis.

This analysis was undertaken for each subject craft, in the head sea condition, at both service and low (5 knots)
speeds. The results follow, with SLICE 400 and 600 taken separately.

SLICE 400 and passenger only class

At service speed, the SLICE 400 is the only craft that does not exceed the ISO 2631 limit in all sea states and
speeds tested. At operational speed, the 40 meter SWATH performs nearly as well but exceeds the 2 hour limit
in sea state 5. The 45 meter catamaran and 50 meter wavepiercer exceed both the 2 hour and 30 minute standard
in sea states 3 and 4. The model indicates that all four craft in this class would perform within the ISO 2631 2
hour specification at 5 knots with heads into sea state 3, 4, and 5 waves; again, SLICE is the best performer, but
the advantage is quite narrow. Figure 5-9 and Figure 5-10 show the results for the two speeds in sea state 5.

SLICE 600 and passenger/RoRo class

The SLICE 600 as well was superior to its competition, in this case the 75 meter wavepiercer. At operational
speed, SLICE 600 performed within specification for 2 hours exposure in all seas up to and including sea state
6, while the wavepiercer exceeded the ISO acceleration limits in sea states 4,5, and 6 (see Figure 5-11). At 5
knots into head seas, both craft met the specification; the SLICE 600 was again the better performer, but its ad
vantage was much smaller (see Figure 5-12).

5.3.3 Conclusions

The ship motions analysis shows clearly that SLICE would fulfill its promise of superior seakeeping at high op
erating sea states. Weather reliability and ride quality would be marked advantages to an operator for whom the
service area conditions are rough enough to cause recurrent problems for other craft types. The case studies to

follow include characterizations of operating conditions which, along with these results, will indicate whether
SLICE performance yields a sufficient economic advantage to induce operators to buy it.

Ride quality for passengers is the focus for the case studies appearing in subsequent chapters. Excepting vehi
cles for the larger class of craft, safety of cargo carriage is not important (see results of Chapter 6). SLICE's
seakeeping performance margin relative to other craft is greatest at service speeds, implying that the operational
advantage would be greatest for scheduled ferry service or for excursions requiring long exposed runs. The
margin narrows appreciably at low "hoteling" speed with less fortunate implications for SLICE in many types of
excursion service. Finally, all these considerations must be predicated on the presence of sea conditions severe
enough to bring consideration of SLICE into the operator's picture.

It should be noted that these seakeeping data are based on craft without active ride control systems in operation.
It may be assumed that performance for all would improve, at least in the lower sea states, to some extent, but
the SLICE advantage would remain. Experience has shown that the SLICE demonstrator performs well with a
less than optimal ride control system and that other high speed types, catamarans in particular, have had trouble
with motion sickness in rough weather. It is also probable that effective ride control would assist the small wa
terplane craft to a greater extent than the others.
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FIGURE 5-9: ISO 2631 CHART COMPARISON (OPERATIONAL SPEEQS IN HEAD SEA,
555) VERTICAL ACCELERATIONS AT THE LeG :
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FIGURE 5-10: ISO 2631 CHART COMPARISON (5 KNOTS IN HEAD SEA, SS 5)
VERTICAL ACCELERATIONS AT THE LeG
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FIGURE 5-11: ISO 2631 CHART COMPARISON - SLICE 600 VERSUS 75 M WPC AT

OPERATIONAL SPEED IN HEAD SEAS - VERTICAL ACCELERATIONS AT THE LCG
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FIGURE 5-12: ISO 2631 CHART COMPARISON - SLICE 600 VERSUS 75 M WPC

AT 5 KNOTS IN HEAD SEAS - VERTICAL ACCELERATIONS AT THE LeG
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5.4 Other Features

5.4.1 Draft

Deep displacement pods enable SLICE's most beneficial perfonnance features, its superior seakeeping and
wavemaking characteristics. This hull fonn has its associated costs, as might be expected. As noted previously,
the relatively large wetted surface brings a penalty in resistance and powering. The large draft also carries a
significant operational restriction relative to shallow waterways and tenninal areas.

It has been noted above that SWATH vessels are deep drafted by comparison to other high speed craft. The
caution of an operator in this regard would be greater in the case of SLICE, all of whose variants are deeper
drafted than comparable SWATHs. Figure 5-13 indicates drafts for four high speed craft types and shows
clearly that SWATH vessel types, SLICE in particular, draw up to four times the water as do comparable cata
marans and monohulls.

FIGURE 5-13: DRAFT VERSUS DISPLACEMENT FOR HIGH SPEED CRAFT
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5.5 Summary

SLICE is an excellent seakeeping vessel, better than all other high speed types it was compared to. A compara
tive analysis of kinetosis effects at sea states 4 and 5 shows both SLICE 400 and 600 superior at service speed,
where the competition fail to meet the ISO 2631 standard, and at slow speed, although the others tested per
formed much better here than at service speed.

SLICE at 30 knots is slow relative to most of the high speed craft coming into the market today, and requires
more power than most, because of the large wetted area associated with its deep draft displacement. The "trans
portation efficiency" number, measuring payload and speed against required power, shows that three SLICE
craft (250, 400, and 600) have the lowcst range of numbers relative to groups of catamarans, wave piercers,
SWATH, and high speed monohulls.

SLICE has two seriously conflicting design requirements: the limited space within the displacement pods for
machinery arrangements and the need for higher powered engines relative to other high speed craft. The result
ing design concepts have included pod mounted gas turbines, because of their more compact geometry, and deck
mounted marine diesels geared to the propeller by Z drives. Capital, fuel, and maintenance costs are in both
cases higher than the conventional marine diesel configurations found on most high speed craft. There is also a
question as to the ease of routine maintenance for pod mounted engines.

SWATH is in fact SLICE's closest competitor; it is another stable and seakindly craft in high sea states, whose
speeds in some cases now exceed 30 knots (SLICE design service speed). Lastly, and perhaps most signifi
cantly, SLICE draws more water than SWATH, and a lot more than its other competitors in the high speed mar
ket. Draft is a severe limitation for SLICE (whose variants draw from 14.0' to 28.5 '), most certainly eliminating
it from many waterways whose channel depths will not suffice. In addition, these deep drafts are unsuitable for
most Coast Guard missions (except the deep water cutter service now provided by the 378' Hamilton class)
where maximum access to coastal waters is necessary.

There are two notable anomalies in the powering and resistance data available for the SLICE. Firstly, Lock
heed's technical data packages state that both the SLICE 250 and 400 variants will make a service speed of 30
knots with twin TF40 gas turbine engines, rated at 6,850 total horsepower, while Pacific Marine reports that the
SLICE demonstrator, a slightly smaller craft, can make 23-25 knots at 85% mcr with its twin marine diesels
rated at 6800 horsepower. Secondly, the speed vs. power curve predicted by Lockheed shows a power hump at
about 12 knots followed by a minimum at about 16-18 knots and then an exponential rise with increasing speed
above 18 knots. Fox Associates noted, however, that SLICE's wavemaking energy was at its maximum at 18
knots, precisely at the point of the predicted minimum.

In sum, the craft's delivered speed does not match the prediction and the nature of its observed wavemaking re
sistance does not bear out the modeled power curve. The Volpe Center has accepted the performance modeling
results provided by Lockheed for the purpose of our economic performance models but do so with reservations
about the in-service performance of SLICE.
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Chapter 6: Service Needs Assessment
The case study approach for the SLICE commercial viability assessment required a process for the identification
and screening of possible service applications as an initial step. To briefly recapitulate the methodology, the
main thrust of this study is to examine the common carrier, scheduled service ferry market, and then to examine
the possibilities in other services and markcts. The premise that people are the most valuable commodity for
carriage by SLICE or other high speed craft remains central, as may be seen by inspection of the roster of "other
services" presented below.

This chapter addresses services other than common carrier ferries. The approach taken is not a quantitative
analysis, but a qualitative judgment by a group of marine transportation and transportation systems professionals
based on a thoughtful compilation of SLICE's advantages and disadvantages relative to each service. The re
sults of the performance comparison in Chapter 5 were foremost in the minds of the group. It should, however,
be pointed out that the seakeeping results do not play directly into the service needs assessment because almost
all commercial and government operators fail to specify seakeeping performance. The advantage of SLICE
seakeeping performance could only, therefore, be qualitatively characterized at this stage.

6.1 Identification and Screening of Candidate Services

The aim of the work described in this section is the reduction of the universe of possible non-military, non-ferry
SLICE applications to a small number of high potential candidate services for the quantitative comparison of
case studies. Table 6-1 presents the results of the group'slS thinking and includes all identified candidate ser
vices, with SLICE's strengths and drawbacks cataloged for each. The candidates are not listed in any particular
order. More detailed discussion on the outlook for each service follows the table, where those selected for fur
ther study are identified.

The team identified sixteen possible non-ferry commercial applications for SLICE, including inland, coastal,
and deep water operations for a variety of passenger, industry, response, and research services. The matrix was
developed to identify strengths and weaknesses of the SLICE with regard to each possible application; to iden
tify competing forms of transport in that service; and to note where competitive advantage may exist. The ma
trix includes qualitative assessments only, as a starting point for further analysis.

6.1.1 SLICE Service Briefs

The following are individual briefs for each of the services identified in Table 6-1. Selection for a quantitative
case study is indicated in the two pertinent instances. Additional services showing some promise are also identi
fied.

Crew/supply boats, offshore oil industry: SLICE strengths of high speed, ability to maintain speed in
waves, reduced motions for crew comfort and safety, and high proportion of usable deck space appeared to out
weigh possible drawbacks of deeper draft and higher cost. Speed is an important factor for reducing time spent
aboard by rig crews in transit, providing an economic advantage to the operator. Fast SWATH vessels are now
gaining acceptance in this trade, indicating that there may be customer demand for improved ride quality over
conventional monohulls. This service was selectedfor further quantitative analysis.

18 The group consisted of project team members Michael Dyer and Robert Armstrong (Volpe Center), and Krishna Jain and Ted Dickenson (EG&G Dyna
trend).
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TABLE 6-1: CANDIDATE SERVICES FOR SLICE VESSELS

SLICE SLICE Remarks I
Service Strengths Drawbacks Competition Motivation

Crew/supply boat, Speed; Reduced motions; Deep draft Conventional Get to the rig and back
offshorc oil industry Maintained speed in monohull; SWATH quickly even in heavy seas;

waves; Usable deck space reduced motions for crew
comfort and safety and
working efTectiveness.
However deep draft may
present problems in some
areas

------------------- ------------------------ ---- - ---- ------------ --------------------- ---------------------------
Pilot boat Reduced motions in Higher cost for speed Conventional Reduced motions transiting to

stationary and transit may not be justified monohulJ rendezvous point and in
modes standby mode waiting for

ship, leading to more restful
environment for pilots on
board, improved effectiveness
on duty

------------------- ------------------------ - -- -------------.- --- - - - - -- -- ------------- --------------------------.
Spill response Speed; seakeeping in Weight sensitivity (for Monohull Get to the spill fast even in

rough weather; reduced stowage of recovered heavy seas; reduced motion
motions in low-speed pollutants); endurance; may improve spill cleanup
operations cost effectiveness

---------_._._---.- ---------------- ---_ .. -- ---------------_ .... - --------------------- ---------------------------
Firefighting vessels Speed; stability; Deep Draft Conventional Get to the fire quickly even in

maintained speed in monohull, surface rough seas; reduced motions
waves; reduced motions in effect ship may improve effectiveness of
low-speed or stationary firefighting efforts

---------_ .... _---- ~~-------------- - -~ .. --------------_ .. __ .. ._------------------- -_ ..... -----------~------_.
HAZMAT transport Stability and seakeeping Weight sensitivity Barge, freighter Unclear at present if speed is

for safety important

--------_ ....... _-- -------------_._ .. -_._ .. -------------_ .. __ ._. ._-------------~----- -_ .. _. ------------_.- ----_ .
Gambling/casino Speed; reduced motions in Deep draft (inland use) Monohull; SWATH Reach jurisdiction limits
excursion vessels open water; passenger quickly. Reduced motions

capacity improve passenger comfort.
Inland use has no need for
speed or rough sea capability

------------------- --------- - --- - -- --- - - --- --------------------- ------------------._- ----------------------~----

High-value container Speed; maintained speed Weight sensitivity, Trucking, railroads, Seakeeping for physical
feeder service to in high seas; seakeeping limited payload small conventional protection ofcargo--avoid
hubs containerships, tug- green water over decks. May

barges not tolerate variation in cargo
weight

---_ .. __ . __ ._~~---- -----------------_._---- ----------~--~------- -------------_._ .. ~-- -- ------------_ .... ~ -- - ----
Salvage vessels Stability, speed and loss of Weight sensitivity Conventional Get there first, heavy seas

speed, reduced motions in monohull operating capability
stationary mode

----~--~----_._---- ------------------------ -~-------------_.._-- --------_ .. _-~---_._- --------------_.----_._----
Whale watch vessels Speed; reduced motions in Conventional Get out and back from

moderate to heavy seas in monohull; catamaran offshore viewing grounds
both high and low speed quickly; improved passenger
operation comfort in both transit and

viewing modes
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CANDIDATE SERVICES FOR SLICE VESSELS (continued)

SLICE SLICE Remarks I
Service Strengths Drawbacks Competition Motivation

Diving excursion Speed; reduced High freeboard Conventional Get to and from dive site
vessels motions during transit monohull; SWATH; quickly even in moderate

and on station; usable catamaran seas; reduced vessel motions
deck space on station may facilitate

divers' climb aboard

-----------._---_._.- - ..... _-------._-_ ... ------_._--------_.--- ---------------------- ---- - - - - - - - ----------------
Ecotourism / glacier / Speed; seakeeping in Deep draft Conventional Transit open water quickly
iceberg tourist moderate scas; monohull; SWATH; for access to more remote
excursion vessels maintained speed in catamaran areas; passenger comfort

waves

--------------------- -------------_._._--- ---------------------- ._-------------------- ------------------------_.-
Charter offshore Speed; seakeeping in Deep draft Conventional Transit to fishing grounds
fishing vessels transit and on station monohull quickly without discomfort to

passengers; reduced motions
on station

-----------_.-------- ------------ _. ------- ---------------------- ---------------------- - - - - - - - -- ------------. - - _.-
Cruise ship mini Speed; reduced Deep draft Monohull Transit from "mother ship" to
excursion vessels motions in transit and places of interest. Unaware
(concept) on station of any cruise ships in service

where this concept is used
------. ---_ .. -- -- ---- ----------._-_._._---

--------------~-~------ .. _--------------._ .. . _-------------------------
Oceanographic Stability; reduced Conventional Fast transit to and from
research vessels motIOns on station; monohull; SWATH station; reduced motions

speed; maintained improve conditions for
speed in waves research work on board

----- ... _--_.-------- -- - - --- - ------------- ---------------------- ---------------_._---- -------------------_ .. _---~
Commercial fishing Speed; maintained Weight sensitivity, Conventional Transit to and from fishing
vessels speed in waves; deep draft, cost monohull grounds quickly; reduced

stability; seakeeping in motions may improve safety
high and low speed conditions for crew; but
modes weight sensitivity may be

difficult to overcome

_._------------------ ---- - - ---- - - -- ------- -------- -- --- -- - -- - --- ---------_ ..... ---._-- -------------_ ... _--_._----
Oceangoing Tugs Seakeeping; stability Deep draft Conventional Speed not of interest; low

monohul1 towing efficiency if designed
for high speed

------_._------------ --------------------- ---------------------- -------- -------- .-. --- -----~-~-----_._-----------
Coast Guard Patrol Speed; seakeeping Deep draft Monohull; catamaran Draft limited to 6 feet
Boat
-------- --- ---------- ----------._--------- --_._----_._---------- -~---_. _. ------ ._----- ---------_._ .. _-_._--------
Buoy tendcr Seakeeping Weight sensitivity, Monohull Weight sensitivity makes

deep draft heavy lift capability
infeasible.
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Pilot boats: SLICE's reduced motions offer significant value to the pilot boat operator who may need
to heave-to in rough seas for many hours waiting for a ship or while otherwise prevented from returning to
shore; however, there is no differentiation between the SLICE and the SWATH in this regard. Indeed, SWATH
pilot boats are now in service in at least one major U.S. port. The marginal increased speed offered by SLICE
does not appear to present an advantage to pilots, who travel relatively short distances, otten through speed re
stricted zones. Therefore no clear competitive advantage for SLICE was evident and the pilot boat application
was dropped from further consideration.

Spill response vessels: There are a variety of types and sizes of spill response vessels but generally their
mission requires transit to a spill site, deployment and recovery of spill cleanup equipment, separation of sea
water from oil, and storage of recovered pollutants. Additionally some spill response vessels are equipped for
helicopter operations for scouting, monitoring, or transfer of personnel and equipment.

SLICE presents possible advantages in the spill response market by providing speed to reach the scene of the
accident faster, and in providing a very suitable, steady helicopter platform for spill reconnaissance missions.
Reduced vessel motions, in addition to providing a helicopter capability in higher sea states, would also improve
the restfulness and effectiveness of the on-board crew when operating in exposed areas. The weight sensitivity
of the SLICE would prevent the on-board stowage of large volumes of recovered polluted seawater; however, it
is current practice to utilize accompanying barges or other vessels for this purpose when the tanks of the lead
spill response vessel are full. It is feasible for SLICE to tow objects such as bladders; however it would be inef
ficient at doing so since the design point for the propulsion system of SLICE is at high speed.

Another drawback of the SLICE for this service is its reduced endurance in comparison with a standard mono
hull, which may force either a premature return to port or refueling at sea, which complicate logistics and add
cost. Despite an abundance of open deck space, SLICE's high freeboard means that it is not well suited to de
ployment and retrieval of oil spill containment and cleanup apparatus such as booms and skimmers'9. It is not
feasible to alter the design of SLICE to significantly reduce its freeboard height because its seakeeping perform
ance relies in part on the air gap between the waterline and the underside of the wet deck. Finally, many oil
spills occur in coastal areas where depths may be shallow. SLICE's draft would limit its use in this regard as
well.

The outlook in the response and salvage business is for operators to use multi-mission vessels. A recent Coast
Guard report indicates that oil spill response organizations (OSRO) have adequate equipment now on hand to
meet currently regulated response capabilities plus the 25% increase planned for the near future. 20 The salvage
business has been shrinking for twenty years as accident rates have decreased. Operators in the business cannot
afford single mission dedicated vessels, particularly costly high speed multi-hulls. Newbuildings are likely to be
high payload workhorses capable ofmultiple missions. This service was not selected as a SLICE opportunity.

Firefighting: SLICE's high speed and excellent seakeeping characteristics would allow it to transit to
the site of the fire or oil spill quickly, even in a heavy seaway. Its reduced motions in low-speed or stationary
mode may enhance the effectiveness of the firefighting effort by providing a steadier platform, facilitating the
ability to keep water and foam streams on target. The most critical limitation of SLICE for this service is endur
ance. Again, the need for multi-mission vessels is a serious obstacle, particularly when salvage operations re
quiring heavy lift capability are considered. This service was not selected as a SLICE opportunity.

HAZMAT transport: Transport of hazardous materials in any mode presents health and safety issues,
both for the public at large and for the occupational population, as well as environmental risks. A recent study

19 Design requirements for Marine Spill Response Corporations' Responder Class of oil spill response vessels (OSRVs) are discussed in the SNAME
paper entitled "MSRC Responders: Construction and Operation of Sixteen Oil Spill Response Vessels" (Marine Technology, July 1995). Although free
board height is not mentioned as a specific design requirement, note is made of the suitability ofa converted offshore supply vessel (OSY) "with its open
deek and low freeboard makes the ideal platform for oil recovery work."

20 U.S. Department of Transportation, U.S. Coast Guard Headquarters G-MOR, Office of Response. Response Plan Equipment Caps Review. May 1999.
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by the Volpe Center for the Research and Special Programs Administration of the U.S. Department of Transpor
tation concluded that although voyage distance, and the associated human and environmental exposure, consti
tute an important risk factor, trip duration does not.2

! Speed is therefore not a beneficial feature relative to
HAZMAT transport; high speed at sea or in a waterway may indeed worsen risk relative to conventional vessels
or other modes. SLICE is a weight sensitive craft, restricted in its cargo-carrying capacity. Cargoes would be
relatively small (particularly since HAZMAT tends to have a large liquid constituent) and expensive. With
these factors in mind, HAZMAT transport service was dropped from further consideration.

Excursion vessels: Passenger excursion vessels generally are an opportunity service SLICE because
of its reduced motion in waves, seakindly ride characteristics, and weather reliability. Passenger comfort bene
fits the operator through both repeat and word-of-mouth business and the customers' inclination to spend money
while on board. Furthermore, the speed of SLICE offers the operator lower transit times to event destinations
(e.g., whale watching sites or jurisdiction limits for gaming boats). The potential for high revenue business and
the added premium on passenger comfort make excursion service a very attractive opportunity. Six excursion
services were identified in Table 6-1. The added capital cost of SLICE relative to other high speed craft is an
indicator that a higher revenue service should be explored. The SLICE 400 configuration is most suitable for
excursion service since it may efficiently carry a large number of passengers and no vehicle capacity is required.
The gaming boat is selectedfor a case study.

High-value container feeder service to shipping hubs: SLICE's high speed, the ability to maintain
speed in waves, and weather reliability are potentially desirable characteristics for this market, where transport
time is the apparent driver. However, SLICE's weight sensitivity would limit cargo capacity significantly.
Conversations with container ship operators indicate that the economics for such service are not presently favor
able. Spoilage of perishable cargoes has been greatly reduced by improved intermodal scheduling, faster port
handling methods, and modem refrigerated container technology. An economic study of short to medium haul
container service by high speed vessels on European routes had quite conclusive negative results in markets
where road congestion is at least as bad as found in U.S. metropolitan areas. Competition in the U.S. from over
land trucking, rail, conventional containerships, and tug-barges is keen and the economic outlook for high speed
service is therefore unfavorable. This service was not considered for further analysis.

Salvage vessels: SLICE's speed and seakeeping would allow it to quickly reach the site of the incident
even in rough weather. Its reduced motions in station keeping mode may enhance salvage operations. However
its endurance is limited, and its weight sensitivity may make it unsuitable. Therefore this service was not se
lected for further analysis.

Whale watch, diving, ecotourism, charter offshore fishing excursion vessels: Excursion vessels in
general are treated above and will not be separately considered for further analysis.

Cruise ship mini excursion vessels : This case merits some further discussion apart from other excur
sion types because of its unique mode of operation. Shuttle services to shoreside destinations and cruising ex
cursions from large cruise ships are common. In addition to the positive attributes already discussed, SLICE
offers superior motion characteristics for the transfer of passengers at sea, eliminating the trauma and risk to
those unaccustomed to shipboard environment. Embarkation would not be draft limited as at port facilities, ex
cept for the case (only conceptual at this point) where the excursion vessel gains access to the "mother" cruise
ship by a stem gate to a well deck. Although potentially promising, this service was not considered for further
analysis.

Oceanographic research vessels: SLICE would provide excellent motions characteristics on station
for handling of underwater vehicles and for crew and scientific staff comfort during the transit period. In fact
SWATH vessels havc become accepted for oceanographic research purposes because of these same characteris-

21 R.A.M. Transport Risk Study.
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tics. However, the limited endurance of the SLICE may curtail its effectiveness for lengthy missions. Addition
ally, there seems to be little added value to the research community for the increased speed offered by SLICE.
Therefore this vessel type is not considered for further analysis.

Commercial fishing vessels: SLICE's speed and maintained speed in high seas would decrease transit
time to and from the fishing grounds. Its stability and motions characteristics may improve safety conditions for
the crews. But the weight sensitivity and endurance limitations of the SLICE would reduce its effectiveness to
bring in large catches and go on long trips. Cost is also a major drawback for an industry in serious economic
decline. Fishing service is therefore not considered for further analysis.

Oceangoing tngs: SLICE does not appear to be a good match for this vessel type because speed is not
an issue in this trade, and vessels designed for high speed generally are ineffective at pushing or towing loads.
Additionally, SLICE's endurance limits would affect the ability of the tug to make long ocean tows. The ma
neuverability characteristics of SLICE are not well known. Effects of impact loads against the lower hulls are
unknown. This service is not promising and therefore was not selected for further analysis.

6.2 Coast Guard Missions

While Coast Guard floating platforms must generally have multi-mission capabilities, the existing US Coast
Guard fleet could be described under the following four categories: patrol boats, aid-to-navigation servicing ves
sels, icebreakers, and open ocean cutters. Each will be considered in turn, starting with the most promising: pa
trol boats.

The patrol boat's performance of its mission would benefit from SLICE's speed and reduced motions. How
ever, SLICE's draft is not feasible for the patrol boat given the coastal areas in which it must operate. The U.S.
Coast Guard's Circular ofRequirements (COR) for the new coastal patrol boat sets a required maximum draft of
six feet (1.83 meters), while the SLICE demonstrator has a draft of approximately 14 feet and other variants are
even deeper. Therefore the SLICE was not given further consideration in this study for the patrol boat applica
tion.

The minimization of vessel motion for personnel working on deck is an attractive feature of SLICE for aid-to
navigation servicing. These vessels must be capable of carrying heavy aid-to-navigation equipment as deck and
hold cargo, however, a requirement for which SLICE is not well suited. In addition, the aids-to-navigation ves
sels are draft limited because they must be able to work aids in shallow water which mark shoals or other ob
structions to navigation.

Icebreakers must have extremely robust hulls for breaking ice and are required to travel great distances without
replenishing consumables. SLICE is poorly suited for this service.

For open ocean law enforcement and search and rescue work, the SLICE strengths of high speed and reduced
motion are attractive. The SLICE hull form appears to offer an excellent platform for helicopter operations as
well. SLICE is currently a candidate for this service in the US Coast Guard's Deep Water Capability acquisition
program, for which the acquisition managers will conduct a very thorough analysis of its capabilities. As a re
sult, this study will not attempt further analysis of SLICE for this application.
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Chapter 7: North American Common
Carrier Ferry Market Analysis

In order to adequately characterize both the existing and potential future markets for common carrier ferry ser
vice in North America, the Volpe Center developed a comprehensive and detailed inventory of both existing and
proposed common carrier ferry route segments throughout North America, including the United States, Canada,
Mexico and the Caribbean.22 A population of 759 existing and 69 proposed ferry route segments was identified,
with these totals based on information current as of the spring of 1999. The database described in this chapter
provided the initial basis for the ultimate selection of the final case study candidates reviewed in subsequent
chapters.

7.1 Data Acquisition

To perform the higher level overview of North American ferry service markets called for in this chapter, other
existing sources of related data were first identified and thoroughly reviewed. It was determined that thesc ex
isting data sources were in many ways inadequate in either their scope, content, timeliness, accuracy or reliabil
ity, thus necessitating the development by the Volpe Center of the inventory described here. Examples of some
of the shortcomings exhibited by these existing data sources include sources that contained data for ferry routes
located in the U.S. only, with no data for routes in other areas of interest to this study, sources that lacked certain
data fields of interest, sources that contained data that were not up-to-date, and sources that contained factual
errors regarding the existence of particular ferry routes or their attributes. Although not suitable in their original
form, these initial data sources did provide a starting point from which substantial additional development and
refinement yielded the ferry route inventory produced by the Volpe Center.

The major categories of data sources utilized to perform this additional development included information from
federal, state and provincial, and local government agencies, from the World Wide Web (WWW) sites of ferry
operators or their oversight agencies, from ferry industry periodicals and related literature, and to a limited ex
tent from various commercially available sources of information, for example digital street atlases, many of
which identifY both passenger-only and RoPax ferry route locations. Also, to identifY proposed routes, local
planning studies were utilized as an additional source of information. Specifically, some of the data sources
utilized included:

• Federal Transit Administration (FTA), National Transit Database (formerly Section 15
data)

• Federal Transit Administration (FTA), Transit GIS
• Federal Transit Administration (FTA), Urban Harbors Institute (URI) National Waterborne

Passenger Transportation Database
• American Public Transit Association (APTA)
• Federal Highway Administration (FHWA), National Highway System GIS data
• US Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Census, TIGER/Line GIS data, census feature

class code (CFCC) A65 (Feature Class A, Road; "Road with Special Characteristics" sub
category, A65 "Ferry crossing, the representation of a route over water that connects roads
on opposite shores; used by ships carrying automobiles or people)

22 A "ferry route segment" is defined here as direct nonstop ferry service between two locations, and mayor may not comprise part of a greater overall
multi-stop route or route system. Thus, for example, the multi-stop route Seattle, WA - Friday Harbor, WA - Victoria, BC consists of two nonstop route
segments (Seattle - Friday Harbor, and Friday Harbor - Victoria) that comprise the overall Seattle, WA to Victoria, BC route. Many services are simply
point-to-point serving only two locations, in which case the route consists of only a single nonstop route segment.
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• U.S. Geological Survey topographic maps
• U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, Waterborne Transportation Lines of the United States

(WTLUS)
• U.S. Coast Guard, MSIS (Marine Safety Information System) data
• Miscellaneous federal, state/provincial and local documents (e.g., reports from Transport

Canada, etc.)
• Jane's Information Group, High Speed Marine Transportation
• Jane's Information Group, Urban Transport Systems
• American Automobile Association (AAA) Bridge and Ferry Directory
• General Literature (e.g., Sarah Bird Wright, Ferries ofAmerica, 1987)
• Industry Literature (Marine Log, Fast Ferry International, etc.)
• World Wide Web sites of ferry operators, oversight agencies, and other ferry industry

stakeholders

Although some of the sources used here could be considered somewhat unorthodox, to rely solely upon pre
existing ferry route databases, with their various shortcomings as noted earlier, would have simply resulted in an
inventory which replicated many of these same weaknesses. Therefore, a multitude of data sources were com
bined and reconciled in order to maximize both the breadth and accuracy of the inventory.

The specific types of ferry services included within the scope of the inventory were those providing itinerant23
,

fixed route, common carrier24 passenger and/or vehicle (RoPax) ferry service. Ferry operations that were exclu
sively non-itinerant (e.g., "cruise-to-nowhere" services), excursion services (e.g., whale watches, casino boats,
day cruises, dinner cruises, etc.), passenger-only water taxi services not operating on a fixed route, LoLo (Lift
on/Lift-off) freight/auto carrier services, or long distance passenger-only cruise ship services were excluded.

The inventory of existing ferry route segments was developed separately from that of proposed ferry route seg
ments, although they share many features in common. Because the existing ferry route inventory represents the
bulk of the services that were identified (769 existing route segments, as opposed to 69 proposed route segments
identified), and was the most well developed in terms of it presentation and distribution to the public, it is the
primary focus of this chapter, and is subsequently referred to as the North American Ferry Route Inventory, or
the inventory.

The North American Ferry Route Inventory was distributed both on diskette at the February, 1999 Fast Ferry
International conference in Boston, MA, and thereafter on diskette and via Volpe Center anonymous FTP. Thus
far, the inventory has been well received by a broad spectrum of ferry industry stakeholders, and their use and
evaluation ofthe ferry route inventory has also provided an important element of peer review.

7.2 Database Structure

As noted earlier, the North American Ferry Route Inventory contains information on 759 nonstop ferry route
segments, which comprise 555 routes and serve a total of 923 ferry terminal locations. Many ferry routes con
sist of multi-stop service between multiple ports of call (e.g., the Alaska Marine Highway System); therefore
routes are sometimes comprised of more than one nonstop route segment, resulting in fewer overall routes than
there are individual route segments.

23 Service between two different ferry terminal locations or ports of call. Such service need not necessarily operate on a regular schedule, but instead
might be characterized as "demand-responsive." Examples of such demand-responsive service include various inland river RoRo ferry crossings in United
States and Canada that operate "on-demand" during a defined period of service each day.

24 "Common carrier" can be generally defined as a for-hire carrier that holds itself out to serve the general public at reasonable rates and without discrimi
nation.
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The fundamental data record structure of the North American Ferry Route Inventory is such that an individual
record represents a distinct combination of:

• Route
• Nonstop route segment
• Operating entity
• Distinct service types (passenger only, RoPax, conventional, or high speed25

)

The database structure allows both for detailed review of individual route segments and services and the ability
to also review information at higher levels (e.g., at the route level instead of the route segment level) if so de
sired. An illustrative example of this record structure can be seen in looking at the ferry services between
Bremerton, WA and Seattle, WA (see Figure 7-1). Service between these two locations is reflected in the route
inventory by three separate records, one representing the RoPax service operated by Washington State Ferries
with a trip time of one hour, the second representing the passenger-only service operatcd by Washington State
Ferries with a trip time of 45 minutes (using the vessel MV Tyee), and the third representing the passenger-only
service operatcd by Washington State Ferries with a trip time of 30 minutes (using the vessel MV Chinook).

For each data record, the primary data fields or attributes include:

• Route name
• Route segment
• Geographic coordinates of route and route segment ferry terminal locations
• Operator and/or sponsoring agency
• Type of service (RoPax or Passenger-Only)
• Type of service (High Speed or Conventional)
• Route segment length (nautical miles)
• Existing scheduled route segment travel time
• Name of the body of water crossed
• Vessel names
• Telephone contact information
• Hyperlinks to World Wide Web homepages

Given seasonal and year-to-year changes that can occur in schedules, fares and other attributes of a given ferry
service, and the overall pace of change affecting many routes (new vessels being introduced, etc.), the WWW
hyperlinks provide a convenient method of updating the information in the inventory without manual updating
of the data fields.

25 The detennination as to whether or not service is "high speed" is based on the general rule-of-thumb of 25 knots operating speed and greater, although
some suggest that 25 knots is too modest a threshold for characterizing a service as being truly high speed.
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FIGURE 7-1: GRAPHICAL EXAMPLE OF FERRY ROUTE INVENTORY
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The route segment inventory was developed in Microsoft Access, a widely used commercial database software
application. A form-based interface was developed (see Figure 7-2), providing a clean and well organized inter
face for users to interact with the data. This interface enables the use of form-based queries with drop down
pick-lists, enabling straightforward extraction of customized data sets based on any number of user-defined cri
teria (e.g., operator, location, service type, route length, scheduled travel time, etc.).

FIGURE 7-2: FORM-BASED INTERFACE OF NORTH AMERICAN FERRY ROUTE INVENTORY
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7.3 Database Geographic Information Systems (GIS) Capabilities

Geographic representations of the ferry route segments and ferry terminal locations identified in the route seg
ment inventory were developed to facilitate further analysis. Individual GIS route segment records, such as
those shown in Figure 7-3 for the San Juan Islands and Southern GulfIslands in Washington State and British
Columbia, were coded so as to maintain their distinct identity, with each GIS route segment linked to the data
field attributes describing that route segment. In addition to the role it can play in data analysis, GIS also pro
vides an effective means of representing, communicating and conveying the information contained in the route
inventory in a more compelling visually-oriented manner. The route segment and ferry terminal GIS locations
developed for the route inventory are generally meant to be abstract, approximate representations to be used for
analytical purposes. They are generally not exact, realistic representations of the precise routes traveled, and
thus would not be suitable for navigation purposes, for example. When combined with other GIS data files,
such as census bureau demographic data or representations of the other transportation facilities such as high
ways, the ferry route segment and ferry terminal GIS data files created here can provide the spatial data building
blocks with which to conduct additional analyses (for example, helping to determine the location of possible
new services, etc.).

FIGURE 7-3: GIS FERRY ROUTE DATA - EXISTING FERRY ROUTE
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7.4 Summary Findings

The North American Ferry Route Inventory proved to be a useful tool for accurately characterizing the extent
and nature of the common carrier ferry market in North America. A selection of some of the many possible ap
plications of the inventory and cross tabulations that can be derived from the inventory are presented here.
Based on the data contained within the North American Ferry Route Inventory, Figure 7-4 presents the geo
graphic distribution of existing ferry services in North America.

FIGURE 7-4: GEOGRAPHIC DISTRIBUTION OF NORTH AMERICAN FERRY

SERVICES
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Figure 7-5 presents the distribution of the number of existing ferry route segments by service type (RoPax or
Passenger-Only) by route length in nautical miles. This figure reveals that for both RoPax and passenger-only
service types, the majority of ferry route segments (51 % of passenger-only route segments and 63% of RoPax
route segments) are ofless than 10 nautical miles in length. Only 8.7% of passenger-only route segments and
16.8% ofRoPax route segments are of greater than 50 nautical miles in length.

Although passenger and vehicle ridership data were not collected for most ferry route segments, it is estimated
that for U.S. ferry routes, total annual passenger ridership for 1998 was between 80 million to 113 million annu
ally. The figure of 134 million for total annual U.S. ferry passenger ridership is found in the September 1999
Marine Transportation System (MTS) Report to Congress,26 based on the National Waterborne Passenger
Transportation Database, developed by the University of Massachusetts at Boston, Urban Harbors Institute
(UHI) for the Federal Transit Administration in the early 1990's. This figure is flawed is two major respects,
however.

26 An Assessment ofthe U.S. Marine Transportation System. A Report to Congress. September 1999. Pages II, 19, 30, 34, and 46.
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FIGURE 7-5: DISTRIBUTION OF EXISTING NORTH AMERICAN FERRY

ROUTE SEGMENTS BY ROUTE LENGTH AND SERVICE TYPE
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First, it is based on the reported ridership of 50% of 168 ferry operators surveyed between 1990 and 1994, total
ing 67.9 million annual passenger boardings. The Urban Harbors Institute then simply doubles this value to es
timate total national ferry ridership at 134 million, However, of this reported value of 67.9 million passenger
boardings, two of the approximately 84 ferry operators who responded (Washington State Ferries and the New
York City DOT Staten Island Ferry) alone account for almost half(46.6%) of the total. In effect, all ofthe larg
est and most highly patronized ferry systems responded to the ridership portion of the survey, whereas many
smaller and less well patronized ferry systems did not. By doubling the original estimate of67.9 million, UHI
introduces a sample selection bias, since it assumes that the 50% of operators who did not report ridership data
are similar in terms of their aggregate ridership levels as the 50% who did report. Therefore, the adjustment ap
plied by UHI substantially overestimates total annual U.S. ferry ridership for the early 1990's. Based on the
67,900,000 reported ferry passengers, and considering the issue of sample selection bias discussed above, a
more accurate estimate of U.S. national ferry ridership for the early 1990's probably lies somewhere between 80
to 100 million annually. As an accurate and contemporaneous point of reference, the fourteen ferry boat opera
tors reporting information via Section 15 of the Federal Transit Act (currently known as the National Transit
Database), reported a combined total of 42,656,400 annual unlinked passenger trips (i.e., passenger boardings)
for the 1992 report year.27 The magnitude of this figure is generally consistent with the 80 million to 100 mil
lion total national ferry ridership estimate for the early 1990's, which represents a larger and more comprehen
sive population of ferry operators than the relative few reporting on Section i 5.

In addition to the problem described above, the ridership data reported via the UHI survey is currently between
seven and ten years old. With no comprehensive, accurate and current total ferry ridership data available, it is
difficult to estimate what growth in national ferry ridership might have occurred between the early 1990's and

27 .
Section IS, 1992 Report Year, Table 21.
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1998. Using annual ferry ridership reported by the Federal Transit Administration (based on a small representa
tive portion of U.S. ferry operators) in the National Transit Database for the 1992 and 1997 report years as a
rough indicator of nationwide trends, ferry ridership has probably remained relatively stable. The data reveal
virtually no change in total ridership during the period in question, with a total of 42,656,400 unlinked passenger
trips reported for 1992 and a total of 42,047,680 unlinked passenger trips reported for 1997.28 Therefore, a more
current and accurate estimate of U.S. national ferry ridership for 1998 probably lies somewhere between 80 to
113 million annually, which on the low end assumes no growth over the period from the early 1990's, and on
the high end assumes a compound annual growth rate in national ferry ridership of 2.5%. The number of vehi
cles carried by ferries annually is more difficult to estimate, and the MTS Report to Congress estimates is in the
"tens of millions." As a point of reference, annual vehicle boardings for Washington State Ferries, the largest
ferry system in the U.S. ranked in terms of passenger and vehicle boardings, exceed ten million.

For Canadian ferry routes, it is estimated that companies that are members of the Canadian Ferry Operators' As
sociation (CFOA) represent the major providers of passenger and vehicle ferry service, and account for more
than 95% oftotal ferry traffic in Canada.29 In 1997, these operators had total patronage of 38.2 million passen
ger boardings and 14.4 million vehicle boardings, with British Columbia Ferries along having 22.2 million
passenger boardings and 8.1 million vehicle boardings. Reliable statistics on all ferry operators in the Caribbean
and Mexico arc not available.

Table 7-1 presents a detailed cross tabulation by region (Canada, U.S., Mexico, Caribbean, or multi-region
cross-border), service type (passenger-only or RoPax), operating speed (conventional or high speed), and for the
proposed route segments, the likelihood of implementation (high, moderatelhigh, moderate, low)30, of the ferry
route inventory data for both the 759 existing ferry route segments identified and the 69 proposed route seg
ments identified. Overall, the U.S. has the greatest number of all ferry route segments, with 393, followed by
Canada with 220 and the Caribbean with 107. In Canada, 74.5% of ferry route segments are RoPax, whereas in
the U.S. 50% are RoPax, and in the Caribbean, only 16% are RoPax. For the proposed route segments, 81% are
proposed for service within, to or from the United States. Of all 69 proposed ferry route segments, only about
4.5% are proposals for conventional fcrry service, and the majority (56.5%) are proposals for high speed, pas
senger-only ferry services, mostly in the United States.

28 National Transit Database, 1997, Table 26.

29 Canadian Coast Guard. Ferry Services. Service Profile 96. WWW at URL http://www.ccg-gcc.gc.calarchives/profile/ferries.htm

30 This was a largely subjective determination of the likelihood that the proposed ferry service will actually be implemented within a reasonable time
frame (Le., 5 to 10 years). This determination is based upon various factors including, but not limited to, the experience and current extent of operations
(if any) by the intended operating and/or sponsoring entity, and the level of detail in which feasibility studies and business plans appear to have been de
veloped.
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TABLE 7-1: CROSS TABULATIONS OF FERRY ROUTE SEGMENT DATA
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Notes
(I) Caribbean I U.S. routes include Miami-Freeport (Bay Fenies), Miami-Nassau (Bay Ferries), and Palm Beach-freeport (SeaJelS) as of late summer 1999
(2) Data as of March, 1999.
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Chapter 8: Ferry Case Studies

The case study approach adopted herein incorporates technical and economic characteristics of various vessels
and their operation in specific geographic markets, providing the detail needed for conclusions to be drawn with
good confidence. When an existing public or private ferry service provider considers the implementation of
new or improved ferry service, many difficult questions regarding technical and economic attributes of the ves
sels and service must first be addressed satisfactorily in order for the service to have a reasonable chance of suc
cess. The case studies are in many ways comparable to this "real world" approach, while improving upon it in
many respects, and thus provides a reasonable assessment of the commercial feasibility of SLICE relative to
other high speed craft.

Previous analytical studies regarding the commercial feasibility of SLICE have utilized both generalized and
more detailed case study approaches. In both the June 1995 marketing study conducted by Nigel Gee and Asso
ciates for Pacific Marine3!, and the June 1995 SLICE marketing study conducted by Art Anderson Associates32

,

a high-level generalized approach was taken, considering a large number of potential routes with limited techni
cal and economic detail attributes. In contrast, the July 1995 Pacific Marine Hawaii Inter-Island Ferry Business
Plan utilized a far more detailed case study approach, analyzing just two routes in great detail.

The present study combines elements of both of approaches, and adds other quantitative analyses. The general
approach adopted by Gee has been taken in developing the inventory of existing and proposed North American
ferry routes, and in selecting the case study markets. The selected market case studies go beyond the Pacific
Marine approach in some ways, including the rigorous quantitative analysis of wave climate in the selected case
study markets and the seakeeping analyses to detennine the suitability of SLICE and other high speed vessel
types in given markets and operating environments.

This chapter reviews the approach taken in selecting the common carrier ferry case studies from the North
American ferry services inventories and follows with detailed discussion of the elements considered in evaluat
ing each case study market.

8.1 Selection of Case Study Markets

This section addresses the process by which ferry routes or ferry route systems were selected for detailed case
study analysis from among the universe of 759 existing North American ferry route segments and 69 proposed
North American ferry route segments identified in Chapter 7. These comprehensive ferry route inventories,
with data on route length, service types, scheduled travel times, and other basic data elements, served as the ini
tial basis for the selection of the final case study candidates. A series of selection criteria were developed, and a
systematic process of elimination was then applied in order to screen out routes deemed unsuitable for further
consideration. The primary criteria utilized were:

• Route length
• Wave climate
• Draft restrictions and controlling depth
• Existing or forecast ridership
• Service profile
• Seasonality

31 Nigel Gee and Associates, Ltd. Sea SLICE Marketing Study for Pacific Marine. Volume 3 - Route Studies. June 1995.

32 Art Anderson Associates. Study ofMarketing Possibilities for Two Variants ofthe SLICE Design. June 1995.
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• Likelihood of implementation
• Sponsor and other industry stakeholder input

As indicated, the first criterion utilized was that of route length in nautical miles. Either the actual reported
route length, or the route length estimated using geographic information systems (GIS) software in combination
with the geo-referenced ferry route inventory, was utilized. For passenger-only ferry services, route segments of
less than 32 nmi in length (approximately the 85 th percentile for passenger-only route segments) were eliminated
from further consideration. Similarly, for RoPax ferry routes, route segments of less than 60 nmi in length (ap
proximately the 85th percentile for RoPax route segments) were eliminated. These route length criteria were
developed with the following in mind.

First, ride quality and passenger comfort issues increase in importance as route length and total travel time in
crease, thus providing SLICE an advantage on longer routes. This can be seen in the ISO standards for vertical
accelerations and passenger motion sickness, with lower acceleration limits for longer trip times and longer ex
posure to vessel motions. Route length also serves as a partial proxy for operation in "exposed waters," with
longer routes more likely to experience operations in difficult sea states for a given meteorological region. Fur
thermore, in previous SLICE case studies, the great majority of routes analyzed were in excess of the threshold
distances used here. Finally, if SLICE provides a travel time advantage over alternative vessel types, routes
must be long enough to provide a significant time savings. Terminal operations for RoPax vessel load
ing/unloading add to total trip time and increase the requirement for significant travel time savings.

The second criterion used was that of wave climate or sea state. Annual and seasonal wave height frequencies,
extracted from the NOAA Coast Pilot meteorological tables, were utilized to identify regions of relatively diffi
cult sea states. More detailed and refined quantitative wave climate analyses were conducted for the final case
study markets that were ultimately selected; however, this higher level approach provided an initial indication of
regions that would be generally suitable for further study. As shown in the Seaspeed vessel seakeeping analy
ses, SLICE does indeed provide an advantage of other vessel types under many conditions, thus providing
SLICE an advantage in operational reliability, operating speed and ride quality in difficult sea states. Figures 8
1 through 8-5 provide a graphical representation of this macro-level sea state analysis, presenting both annual
and seasonal characterizations.

The third criterion was draft restrictions and controlling depth. As shown earlier in Chapter 5, the draft of all
SLICE variants is significantly greater than that of other vessel types of similar displacement and capacity, in
cluding even SWATH vessels, which themselves have comparatively deep draft compared to other vessel types.
Assuming that dredging would be prohibitively difficult or costly, use of SLICE would be unlikely where con
trolling depths in harbors and waterways are currently insufficient,33

33 The Technical Data Packages for the SLICE 400 and SLICE 600 were not received from Lockheed Marine Systems prior to the case study market se
lection process. Therefore, reasonable estimates of the draft for these two SLICE vessel designs were instead made based on the SLICE ATD vessel, the
observed draft of SWATH vessels of varying displacements (with data obtained from SWATH International, Ltd.), and the estimated draft of a 1,700 long
ton deadweight SWATH design reviewed in a 1992 study of alternative hull types performed by the Alaska Marine Highway System. Despite this, the
28.5 foot draft of the SLICE 600 significantly exceeded the original draft estimate of approximately 22 feet for the SLICE 600, with the result that cettain
case study route candidates do not necessarily have sufficient controlling dcpth to accommodate the SLICE 600 vessel.
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FIGURE 8-1: WAVE HEIGHT FREQUENCIES - ANNUAL
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Ferry Case Studies

FIGURE 8-2: WAVE HEIGHT FREQUENCIES - WINTER (DECEMBER TO FEBRUARY)
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FIGURE 8-3: WAVE HEIGHT FREQUENCIES - SPRING (MARCH TO MAY)

Percent Frequency
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FIGURE 8-4: WAVE HEIGHT FREQUENCIES - SUMMER (JUNE TO AUGUST)
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FIGURE 8-5: WAVE HEIGHT FREQUENCIES - FALL SEPTEMBER TO NOVEMBER
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The fourth criterion was ridership. Even though the potential advantages of SLICE such as superior ride qual
ity and (in certain cases) greater speed may increase ridership on a given route, routes where existing or forecast
ridership is relatively low, the existing or proposed vessel capacity is relatively small, and service is infrequent
are likely to be poor candidates for viable SLICE service, and were eliminated as possible case study candidates.

The fifth criterion was existing or proposed service profile. Certain existing routes, although meeting some of
the criteria discussed here, exhibit service profiles that would likely be unsuitable for SLICE. For instance, ser
vices best characterized as coastal supply boat services, that are infrequent, have relatively low ridership and are
in some cases seasonal, are likely to be poor candidates for viable SLICE service and were therefore eliminated
as possible case study candidates.

The sixth criterion was seasonal service versus year round. The capital cost of SLICE and its performance in
rough seas would argue for year round service on a given route. Routes having a limited seasonal service would
likely therefore be poor candidates for viable SLICE service, although conceivably the vessels could be reposi
tioned in the off season to other markets.

The seventh criterion was the likelihood of implementation for proposed new ferry services. This is a largely
subjective determination of the likelihood that the proposed ferry service will actually be implemented within a
reasonable time frame (i.e., 5 to 10 years). This determination is based upon various factors including, but not
limited to, the experience and current extent of operations (if any) by the intended operating and/or sponsoring
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entity, information concerning the financial capacity of the intended operating and/or sponsoring entity, and the
level of detail in which feasibility studies and business plans appear to have been developed. Proposed routes
that appeared to a have a low likelihood of actual implementation were eliminated from further consideration as
case study candidates.

Finally, discussion with and input from the Office of Naval Research project sponsor, as well as limited input
from other industry groups and individuals, contributed in part to the selection of the final five case study ferry
markets.

The following figure shows the overall process, and the number of route segments that remained after screening

FIGURE 8-6: CASE STUDY SELECTION PROCESS

EXISTING ROUTES
AND ROUTE SEGMENTS

PROPOSED ROUTES
AND ROUTE SEGMENTS

related route segments
combined into roLJte
systems or markets

step.

The 18 existing route systems and 10 proposed route systems that survived into the final rounds of the selection
are presented in the following tables, along with basic information describing these route systems.
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As noted in the above tables, after the selection process was complete, a total of five common carrier passenger
and/or vehicle ferry routes or route systems were selected for further analysis. Three of the five are existing
routes or route systems:

• Southeast Alaska: conventional RoPax ferry service, provided by the state-run Alaska Marine
Highway System (AMHS), serving multiple points between Bellingham, WA and Skagway, AK

• Bay of Fundy (Saint John, NB - Digby, NS): conventional RoPax ferry service, provided with a
federal operating subsidy by the private sector operator Bay Ferries, Ltd., serving Saint John, New
Brunswick, and Digby, Nova Scotia

• Caribbean (Leeward and Windward Islands): high speed passenger-only ferry service and lim
ited high speed RoPax ferry service, provided by the private sector operator L'Express des Iles, serv
ing the islands of Guadeloupe, Dominica, Martinique and Saint Lucia

The Caribbean case study could not be completed due to the lack of available economic and environmental data,
although inferences concerning the likely outcome of this case study can be drawn from the other cases that
were evaluated. In its place, the findings of an earlier 1995 Pacific Marine case study of possible SLICE service
in the Hawaiian Islands are presented.

The remaining two case study routes are proposed new routes on which services are planned in the near future,
and that have a high likelihood ofactual implementation. These two include:

• Lake Michigan (Milwaukee, WI - Muskegon, MI): high speed RoPax ferry service, to be pro
vided by the proposed private sector operator Hydro/ink, serving Milwaukee, Wisconsin and Mus
kegon, Michigan.

• Florida Keys (Miami, FL - Key West, FL): high speed RoPax ferry service, to be provided by the
proposed private sector operator Boomerang Fast Ferry, serving Miami, Florida and Key West,
Florida.

8.2 Case Study Approach

The technical and economic characteristics of each of the above five ferry markets are examined in detail in the
subsequent five chapters of this report, with the existing or proposed baseline vessel types examined, as well as
SLICE variants that may be suitable as an alternative vessel type in these particular markets. For each case
study, the "baseline" refers to either the existing vessel or vessels and their current actual operating profile, or
the vessels and operating profile proposed in present plans to institute new service.

Each case study represents a comparative analysis of alternative vessel types and specific operating scenarios, in
common carrier ferry markets meant to be illustrative of those most likely to be suitable candidates for applica
tion of SLICE vessels. The primary elements considered for each case study analysis include the following:

• Introduction and Regional Overview
• Ferry Market Overview and Operational Profiles
• Existing and/or Proposed Vessels
• Related Infrastructure and Facilities
• Weather and Wave Climate
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• Navigational Considerations
• Environmental Considerations
• Market Forecasts and Financial Analysis

In the remainder of this chapter, these elements are briefly reviewed in the order that they are addressed within
each case study.

8.2.1 Introduction and Regional Overview

This brief introductory section is meant to acquaint the reader with the general character of the region, and to
provide an overall context within which the subsequent technical and economic case study elements are consid
ered. This is accomplished by describing the physical and political geography of the region, and providing gen
eral background information related to its economy and demographic characteristics.

8.2.2 Ferry Market Overview and Operational Profiles

This section reviews any currently existing ferry routes in the region, any ferry routes operated historically but
no longer in service, and any proposed new ferry routes. For each service profiled, the location of the ports of
call and the specific route segments served are described, as are the attributes of the operating schedule, includ
ing the seasons, days of the week, and times of day that service is or will be provided. The scheduled travel
time, passenger and vehicle fares, and passenger and vehicle patronage levels are also noted for each route. For
proposed services, reasonably conservative assumptions and inputs were utilized in evaluating vessel operating
speeds and travel times, in the hopes of avoiding an overly optimistic assessment of possible operating condi
tions and financial performance. The existing or proposed baseline vessel types, as well as the most suitable
SLICE variant, are briefly described, with detailed vessel particulars presented in a subsequent section of the
case study outline.

8.2.3 Existing and Proposed Vessels

Detailed vessel particulars, some of which were presented earlier in Chapters 4 and 5, are briefly reviewed in
this section. Existing vessels operating on the case study routes, proposed baseline vessel types and SLICE
variants that may be suitable as an alternative vessel type in these particular markets are examined. For the pro
posed new ferry services reviewed for the Lake Michigan case study and the Miami - Key West case study, spe
cific baseline vessel types were identified on the basis of infonnation obtained from the proposed ferry opera
tors.

8.2.4 Related Infrastructure and Facilities

The specific location of ferry terminal facilities is identified here, and details regarding various physical charac
teristics are presented. Vessel berths are described (length, controlling depth alongside, freeboard height), and
any applicable harbor regulations such as speed restrictions are noted. Controlling depths of channels are dis
cussed in a subsequent section under navigational considerations. Sources of data here included contact with
local port authorities, digital nautical charts, and information drawn from the U.S. Coast Pilot. Landside ferry
terminal facilities are also described (parking, structures and buildings, facilities for the handling of passengers
and/or vehicles, customs facilities, and landside ground access). Using this information, conclusions are made
regarding the interface of SLICE or other high speed vessel types with existing terminal facilities, and whether
infrastructure improvements may be required to suitably accommodate SLICE or other high speed vessel types
and their passenger and vehicle payloads.

8.2.5 Weather and Wave Climate
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In this section, meteorological conditions that could affect vessel operations are reviewed, and the nature and
extent of possible weather hazards such as fog and ice are identified. In additional to weather, wave climate is
also reviewed in detail. The vessel seakeeping analyses conducted by Seaspeed for the Volpe Center, discussed
earlier in Chapters 4 and 5, indicate that SLICE vessels have superior ride quality when compared to the best
existing vessels in sea states 3 and above. Given this important finding, in this section of each case study a rig
orous quantitative analysis of wave climate was performed in order to address the question of whether historical
wave climate conditions in each region afford SLICE adequate opportunity to provide superior ride quality.

Waves observed on the surface of a large body of water are caused principally by wind, although tide and cur
rents can contribute somewhat to waves as well. The principal physical characteristics of waves include the
wave height (the vertical distance between the trough and crest of a wave), the wavelength (the horizontal dis
tance between successive crests) and the wave period (the time interval between the passing of successive crests
at a stationary point). Note that the wave height is the vertical distance between the trough and crest, and not the

FIGURE 8-7: A TYPICAL SEA WAVE

II L "
~ STILLWATERLEVEL./S: A

:......?' ""'"=:...;.;;" """""-l

vertical distance between the still water level and the crest (see Figure 8-7).

In reporting the visually observed "average" wave height, mariners generally tend to disregard many of the
lower height waves and overestimate the height of larger waves when making their observations. Therefore, it
has been found that the reported wave height value tends to be approximately equal to the average for the high
est 113 of the waves observed. This value, the average of the highest 1/3 of waves, is referred to as the signifi
cant wave height (typically referred to with the notation Hmo or H) and is the wave characteristics of primary
interest to the review of wave climate in this report. The approximate relationship between the significant wave

TABLE 8-3: RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN

SIGNIFICANT WAVE HEIGHT AND
OTHER WAVE HEIGHT MEASURES

Wave Height Relative
Measure Height

____ ~Y.~~~9~ ____________ 0.64------------_ ...
__ ..~!gn~~~.~~_t_________ . 1.00

... ---_ .. _---- ......

_... !j!~l.~~~!. ~ ~r.o_______ 1.29
Highest ······nfr----

Source: National Imagery and Mapping
Agency (NIMA). The American Practical
Navigator. Pg. 446.

height and other wave height measures that are sometimes reported are presented in Table 8-3.
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TABLE 8-4: SIGNIFICANT WAVE HEIGHTS AND CORRESPONDING SEA STATE
CONDITION

Significant Wave Height

Lower Upper
Bound Average Bound

Sea
State
0-1

---------
2---------
3

---------
4

---------
5----6----

---------
7----g----

--->8---

I- ~m:..:..:..::e:=;te:..:r.=s___._---__I_---~-..:..fe::..;e:..:t:....-_,__--___lTypical Mean
Lower Upper Wind Speed
Bound Average Bound (knots)

In Table 8-4, the various significant wave heights classifications and their corresponding sea state conditions are
presented.

The primary sources of available wave height data suitable for research and operation applications include (1)
observations made by ships in passage, (2) global satellite altimeter missions, (3) measured data obtained from
buoys operated by various governments and marine research organizations, (4) and computer modeled hindcast
data.

As noted earlier, ship-based observations can be of questionable accuracy, both because of the subjective nature
of mariner observations, and because such ships tend to avoid bad weather when possible, thus biasing the wave
height data toward more benign sea states. The wave height data utilized earlier for the case study route selec
tion process was obtained from U.S. Coast Pilot meteorological tables, and are themselves based upon observa
tions by ships in passage. For this reason, and because this data has a spatial resolution too low to be suitable
for the more precise locations reviewed in the case studies, ship-based observations were not used for the case
study wave climate analyses.

During the past decade, global satellite altimeter missions have included Geosat, ERS-I, ERS-2, and TOPEX /
Poseidon. At present, the Topex/Poseidon, ERS-I and ERS-2 satellites are still in operation (see Table 8-5).
Some issues related to satellite altimeter wave height data include the available spatial resolution, which varies
by mission, and can sometimes pose a problem ifwave climate data is required at a local regional level of detail.
Also, there are data quality problems in coastal areas. First, when making measurement in coastal areas, read
ings are distorted out to approximately 7 km from shore. Also, when the satellite is tracking from land to sea,
often no data or erroneous data on wave heights is obtained for about 30 km from land.34 For these reasons, and
because of limited the limited availability and high cost of data that has undergone a suitable level of quality
control, satellite altimeter wave height data were not used for the case study wave climate analyses.

With the above data sources eliminated from consideration, a combination of measured wave height data ob
tained from buoys and hindcast data obtained from computerized wave models were utilized for the case study

34 Carter. DJ.T. "WAVSAT: Background. Marine Climate Information for Design and Operational Planning." Satellite Observing Systems (50S),
Surrey, United Kingdom. February 1997.
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TABLE 8-5: OVERVIEW OF GLOBAL SATELLITE ALTIMETER MISSIONS

Latitude
Exact Coverage' Separation (km) of

Repeat Direction of Altitude Track Cross-Over
Satellite Agency Launched Operating Period Travel (km) Points at Equator

Geosa! U.S. Navy March 1985
Nov. 1986 to

17 days
72 deg.

800 163
Dec. 1989 (westward)

--------------- ---_._------- ------------ ------------- ---------- - - - - - - - - - - - -- -------- -----------------
GFO (Geosat

U.S. Navy Feb. 1998 1998 to present 17 days
72 deg.

800 163
Follow On) (westward)
--------------- ---------_._. ------------ ------------- _.-------- ------_.----- -----------------
Topex/Poseidon

U.S. NASAl
August 1992

Sept. 1992 to
10 days

66 deg.
1,336 315

French CNES present (eastward)
-------_.------ -------_.---- --.--------- ------------- ---------- -------_.---- -------_._._-----
ERS-1

European
July 1991

April 1992 to
35 days

81.5 deg.
785 78

Space Agency Dec 1993 (westward)
--------------- -------_.---- ------------ . ------_.. --- ---------- ---_._ .. ----- _.---------._._--
ERS-2

European
April 1995

April 1995 to
35 days

81.5 deg.
785 78

Space Agency present (westward)

SOllfces·
(I) Barstow, Steve, and Ola Haug. World Wave Atlas: A PC MS-Windows Productfor Wave Climate Assessment Global£r. OCEANOR. Norway

(2) U.S. Navy, Geosat Follow On Mission homepage, WWWURLathttp://gfo.bmpcoe.orgigfo/.

wave climate analyses. The sources of measured buoy data that were utilized for the case study wave climate
analyses include (1) National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) buoy data, (2) Florida Coastal
Data Network (FCDN) buoy data, (3) Scripps Institution of Oceanography (SIO) buoy data, and (4) Network for
Enginccring Monitoring of the Ocean (NEMO) buoy data.

The NOAA data sets contain data from a series of moored buoys operated by the NOAA National Buoy Data
Center. Date, time, wind speed, significant wave height, wave period and wave direction data are contained in
these data sets. Although additional NOAA data from Coastal Marine Automated Network (C-MAN) stations
were also available, these stations did not contain wave height data measurements, and only the buoy data con
taining wave height information was utilized. The FCDN data is derived from a series of eight station locations
along the coast of Florida that collected significant wave height and peak wave period data during the 1978 to
1994 time period. The SIO data is obtained from the Coastal Data Information Program (CDIP) at the Scripps
Institution of Oceanography. The NEMO data are derived from a series of several stations that record date,
time, significant wave height, wave period and wave direction.

The modeled hindcast wave height data sets that were utilized for the cast study wave climate analyses included
data from the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, Wave Information Study (WIS). The original purpose of the WIS
effort, begun about 20 years ago, was to develop hindcast wave climate data for U.S. coastlines to serve as input
for the design of coastal structures, though most of the data cover both coastal and open water areas. WIS data
are computer modeled wave height estimates developed using the WISWAVE model. The WISWAVE model is
a second generation, directional spectral, time dependent model which can be used in both deep and shallow
water. It is a peer reviewed, state-of-the-art model that is considered accurate to within +/- 0,3 meters in wave
height when compared to measured data.

The WIS hindcast data have much better spatial resolution than any of the other data sources review here includ
ing the measured data, and they represent a longer time series than the measured data sources, In general, the
trade-off is that the measured data has poor spatial resolution and a limited time series, but high accuracy be
cause of the use of actual measured wave height values. In contrast, modeled hindcast data has much improved
spatial resolution and a more extensive time series, but are of somewhat lesser accuracy because they are esti
mated rather than actual wave height values.
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All measured and hindcast data files were obtained from the Coastal Engineering Data Retrieval System
(CEDRS) at the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, Coastal Engineering Research Center. Because most of the
measured and hindcast data sets contain frequently recorded data (in many cases hourly observations), and sev
eral stations were usually located in the vicinity of a given case study ferry route, each case study wave climate
analysis was based on many thousands of observations, in some cases spanning a period of up to 20 years.

For each case study, both the measured and hindcast wave height data records were merged into a combined
dataset. For each day of the year over the multi-year period being analyzed, the average, standard deviation,
variance, minimum and maximum significant wave heights were calculated. Next, different sea states were de
fined according to their corresponding significant wave heights as presented earlier in Table 8-4. The probabil
ity of the occurrence of each state on any given day of a typical year, based on the observed historical time se
ries, was then calculated. For each day of the year, it was assumed that observed wave heights were normally
distributed, with a mean and standard deviation as observed in the dataset. In reality, the observed historical
wave height distribution for each day conforms with a distribution that is truncated at zero (i.e., there are no
negative wave heights, and the observed probability of a zero wave height or calm seas is not zero). The impor
tant issue here is that the use of a probabilistic analysis such as this, assuming any reasonable probability distri
bution, at least reflects the fact that, based on the observed data, higher wave height events do occur, albeit with
a very low probability in most cases. Therefore, these high wave height observations are not inadvertently "av
eraged out" of the analysis as they might otherwise be if, for instance, one erroneously assigned entire days to a
given sea state based on that day's average wave height observed over the past 20 years.

The final step was to develop a distribution of annual vessel operating hours by sea state category, based on ac
tual or proposed ferry operating profiles in each case study market. An important distinction exists between (l)
the distribution of hours during the year during which a particular sea state prevails, and (2) the distribution of
annual vessel operating hours during which a particular sea state prevails. This distinction is an important one,
since in the northern hemisphere, routes often operate more frequently during the summer, even in the Carib
bean, due largely to seasonal variation in non-business ferry travel demand. Therefore, more benign summer
sea states tend to be operated in more often, to the disadvantage of SLICE and its superior seakeeping ability.

Details regarding the specific data sources used, buoy and station locations, the specific time series availability
for each location, and the characterization of the wave climate derived from the available data are reviewed
separately in each case study analysis.

8.2.6 Navigational Considerations

Issues or potential problems related to the navigation of the different vessel types considered for each case study
are reviewed in this section. One important item considered here, particularly with respect to SLICE, is the con
trolling depths of channels and berths, and the presence of any reefs, sandbars, shipwrecks and other submerged
obstacles. These depths are generally noted in either feet, meters or fathoms, and at a given low water datum,
typically "mean low water," although other low water datums are sometimes used.

The existence of any operating restrictions, such as vessel speed restrictions, or restricted operating areas that
may be related to safety, environmental, or other reasons is also reviewed. Also considered are overhead clear
ances under bridges and cables, typically measured in feet or meters and at mean high water, and for a given
vessel type under lightship conditions. Floating debris, other potential obstacles (e.g., lobster pots), ice condi
tions and the amount of other commercial vessel or recreational boating traffic are also reviewed.

Sources of information utilized here included an extensive set of up-to-date digital nautical charts and electronic
charting software provided by Jeppesen Marine. Other sources include various volumes of the U.S. Coast Pilot,
and various Sailing Directions publications for non-U.S. areas such as Canada and the Caribbean. Discussions
with local U.S. Coast Guard district staff and port authority staff were also utilized.
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8.2.7 Environmental Considerations

The potential for environmental impact resulting from ferry service provided by the different vessel types under
consideration in each case study are reviewed in this section. Specific environmental impacts sometimes associ
ated with ferry service include wake wash, impacts upon marine mammals and other marine life, noise and air
quality issues. The primary environmental impacts focused on in the case studies are wake wash, as well as
possible impacts upon marine mammals. Possible mitigating actions and their potential impact upon the vessel
performance (e.g., speed restrictions) are noted where applicable.

Arguments are sometimes made that vessel generated wake wash can be a nuisance or risk to people on beaches,
a source of coastal erosion, and pose a threat to small boats. The earlier review of vessel wake wash characteris
tics in Chapters 4 and 5 indicate that SLICE has superior performance relative to other vessel types. With re
gard to the possible impact of SLICE vessels upon marine mammals, various whale species are present in cer
tain of the case study regions reviewed here. SLICE vessels, with their deep draft, could conceivably have a
somewhat higher probability of striking a large marine mammal while underway, and with their use of propel
lers rather than water jets for propulsion, SLICE vessels could also inflict somewhat greater physical harm if
such an impact where to occur. The particular whale species present in each case study region, and the times of
year when they are most likely to be encountered, are reviewed in each case study.

8.2.8 Market Forecasts and Financial Analysis

This section, drawing in part upon the findings of the elements reviewed in previous portions of each case study,
is the final and perhaps most important element of each case study analysis. For each vessel type under consid
eration, the existing or forecast passenger and vehicle travel demand on the case study fcrry route is examined,
with consideration given to changes in level of service parameters (e.g., travel time, frequency of service, ride
quality, etc.) associated with the use each vessel type under each operating scenario. Then, for each vessel type,
operating scenario, and passenger and vehicle demand level, a detailed review of the operating costs and reve
nues resulting from providing the corresponding level of service is performed. The commercial feasibility or
ultimate success or failure of a particular ferry service is thus judged here on the basis of the economic perform
ance of the ferry operator in providing the necessary level of service, while operating under the various technical
and other constraints dictated by a particular vessel design, area of operation, or other exogenous environmental,
legal or political constraints.

Travel Market Forecasts

Limited resources precluded the use of more advanced state-of-the-art travel forecasting methods for each case
study analysis. Such methods include conducting consumer research studies to elicit information regarding
traveler preferences for alternative modes of transportation (i.e., the development of "stated preference" data),
and the use of disaggregate travel demand models based on discrete choice modeling techniques. These more
advanced techniques for estimating patronage are often utilized in developing an "investment-grade" ridership
forecast of the type typically required to secure private sector financing and/or government loan guarantees for a
transportation project requiring significant investment. Where recent travel demand studies have been per
formed by public sector or private sector organizations in the case study regions and made available to the Volpe
Center, these existing studies have, however, been utilized to the greatest extent possible in providing guidance
for the development of patronage estimates for each case study analysis.

Ferry Travel Level ofService Measures and Travel Demand Elasticity
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For the three case studies where existing ferry routes are analyzed, observed historical ferry passenger and vehi
cle ridership data were used as the basis for estimating ferry ridership under different service conditions
expected with an alternative vessel type such as SLICE or other high speed vessel. The primary level of service
parameters considered in arriving at these scenario ridership estimates include (1) travel time, (2) fare levels, (3)
frequency of service, (4) passenger ride quality resulting from vessel seakeeping performance, and (5) opera
tional reliability resulting from vessel seakeeping performance. Travel time, fare levels, and frequency of ser
vice are significant because historically they have consistently proven to be those variables that most affect the
demand for common carrier modes of travel, including ferry traveJ.35 Passenger ride quality and operational re
liability are also considered because of the superior seakeeping ability of SLICE vessels, and an interest in de
termining what if any impact this might have upon the demand for ferry travel in the case study markets.

Increases or decreases from the historically observed baseline ferry passenger and vehicle ridership resulting
from a change in the travel time, fare and frequency of service parameters are quantitatively estimated utilizing
the concept of elasticity. The elasticity ofdemand, in this case the demand for ferry travel, is an economic con
cept for measuring how much the quantity demand (i.e., patronage) changes in response to changes in a given
variable that affects demand (e.g., price, service quality, etc.).

Quantitatively, the elasticity of ferry travel demand with respect to a given level of service parameter, such as
travel time or fare, represents the percentage change in quantity demanded resulting from a 1% change in the
level ofservice parameter under consideration. For example, if the elasticity of ferry travel demand with re
spect to travel time is estimated to be -0.6, this value of -0.6 means that if travel time increased by 20%, then
ferry ridership would decrease by 12%. If the absolute value of the elasticity measure is less than 1.0, then the
demand for ferry travel is referred to as being "inelastic" with respect to the level of service parameter under
consideration. Similarly, if the absolute value of the elasticity measure is greater than 1.0, then the demand for
ferry travel is referred to as being "elastic" with respect to the level of service parameter under consideration.
Finally, if the elasticity measure is equal to 1.0, then travel demand is said to be of "unitary elasticity."

To apply this approach in practice for the case study analyses, reasonable numerical estimates of the elasticity of
ferry travel with respect to travel time, fare, and frequency of service were required. The elasticity measures
that were used for the case studies in this report are based on estimates derived from actual ferry travel behavior
observed in various markets that was either analyzed in previous demand studies of ferry travel, or calculated
directly from observed changes in ferry travel demand in certain ferry route markets. For example, Table 8-6
presents elasticity estimates derived from a 1998 study offerry travel on the Alaska Marine Highway System.

35 A comprehensive compilation of approximately 150 documents and other information related to both urban and intercity travel demand forecasting
methods can be found in the U.S. Department of Transportation, Bureau of Transportation Statistics CD-ROM product entitled "Travel Demand Forecast
ing: A Compilation of Transportation Plans, Reports and Data." BTS-CD-ll. 1997.
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On the ferry route between Bar Harbor, Maine and Yannouth, Nova Scotia, fares for the 1998 season when the
high speed RoPax vessel The Cat was introduced were kept at the same levels as the previous season when the
conventional RoPax vessel MV Bluenose serviced this route. With fare levels remaining the same, and a total
travel time reduced from 6 hours to 2 hours and 45 minutes, Bay Ferries reports that ridership during the 1998
season on The Cat approximately doubled over the previous year. It is estimated based on the number of vessel
trips perfonned by The Cat, its capacity and an assumed average capacity utilization rate of 50% that as result of
this decrease in travel time, patronage increased from approximately 95,500 annually to 191,000 annually. This
suggests a demand elasticity with respect to travel time of about -0.89. Finally, a 1990 study of the Staten Island
Ferry service estimated a ferry travel demand elasticity with respect to travel time ofbetween -0.70 and _0.80.36

Although derived from different sources, the elasticity estimates are generally consistent, and reveal that ferry
patronage demand is inelastic with respect to these three level of service parameters, and that ferry passengers
are most sensitive to changes in travel time, followed by fare and then frequency of service. On the basis of the
above data, the ferry travel demand elasticities used for the case study analyses are as follows:

ferry travel demand elasticity with respect to travel time: -0.75
ferry travel demand elasticity with respect to fare: -0.61
ferry travel demand elasticity with respect to frequency of service: -0.26

In practice, when applying these elasticity estimates to the baseline observed ferry patronage levels, they are
assumed to affect travel demand independent of each other. For example, if the baseline ferry ridership in a
market is 100,000, and for a certain operating scenario travel time is assumed to be reduced by 20% and fares
increased by 10%, then the resulting estimated of ferry ridership would be equal to:

Baseline ridership:
Change in baseline ridership resulting from reduced travel time:
Change in baseline ridership resulting from increased fare:
Resulting scenario ridership:

100,000
+15,000

- 6,100
108,900

Also, the level of service parameters for other modes of travel that may be possible substitutes for ferry travel on
the route being analyzed (such other nearby ferry routes, auto, air, rail or bus travel modes) are assumed not to
vary, that is, all else is assumed to be equal when the elasticity estimates noted above are applied to the baseline

TABLE 8-6: FERRY TRAVEL DEMAND ELASTICITIES

Tri:> Purpose

Personal Average for
Level of Service Business I all Trip
Parameter Work Shop Medical School RecNRF Other Purposes
Travel Time -0.80 -0.85 -0.95 -0.50 -0.40 -0.80 -0.72Fare-------- --- ---- -------- --------- --:O~~f5-- "-lf6o-- --:0.50-- -_.~O:40" ·····:o~E;6---- ""':6:61---'-0.60
Frequencyo{SeiVicelfi -- --------- ---------- ._------- ----- ..... _-- ...... _------

.. oo .. _-----------
...... _-_._- .. --

-0.30 -0.30 -0.50 -0.08 -0.10 -0.30 -0.26
..

Source: State of Alaska Department of TransportatIOn and PublIc FaCIlities. Technical Memorandum 10.' ExlStmg
and Future Demandfor inter-Community Travel in Southeast Alaska. May 14, 1998. Appendix B.
(I) Frequency of service is expressed as the amount of time between vessel departures, not the number of vessel

depm1ures performed during a given period of time, thus the negative sign on the elasticity measure.

36 Berkowitz, Carl. "Modeling Waterborne Transportation User Characteristics." Transportation Research Record 1263, 1990. Page 75.
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ferry ridership to estimate the scenario ferry ridership.

As for possible changes in ferry ridership with respect to passenger ride quality and operational reliability, these
two level of service parameters are also considered quantitatively, although using a different method because
elasticity estimates for these service parameters were not available in the literature or from observed ferry opera
tions. The weather and wave climate analyses conducted for each case study, in combination with the vessel
seakeeping analyses in Chapter 5, provide the basis for determining whether there may be any change in these
level of service parameters as a result of the introduction of SLICE vessels on a particular route. First, the
seakeeping analysis from Chapter 5 is referred to for the relevant vessels types, or similar vessel types, being
compared in the case study. The sea states in which each vessel type exceeds either the ISO 2631 2 hour
criterion for motion sickness are determined from the vessel seakeeping analysis. Next, the percent of annual
vessel operating hours during which these sea states are experienced is determined from the wave climate analy
sis presented in each case study. An estimate was made of the percentage of time in each sea state condition that
the third octave center frequencies for which the vessel exceeds the ISO 2631 criteria are experienced. This re
sults in an estimate of the percent of annual vessel operating hours during which the ISO 2631 criteria are ex
ceeded for each vessel. As a simplifying assumption, this percentage is assumed to apply also to the number of
one-way vessel departures performed annually in the baseline scenario, and baseline annual ridership, resulting
in an estimate of the number of annual passenger trips during which ISO 2631 is exceeded in the baseline sce
nano.

The ISO 2631 limit represents the point at which it is likely that approximately 10% of passengers will experi
ence motion sickness. This 10% figure is then applied to the earlier estimate of the number of annual passenger
trips during which ISO 2631 is exceeded. The resulting amount of passenger boardings is added to the baseline
ridership for the scenarios in which the SLICE 600 or SLICE 400 is utilized. As an example, assume that the
baseline vessel is a 74 meter WPC, which exceeds the ISO 2631 limit in sea states 4 and above, and that the
SLICE 600 does not exceed this limit up to sea state 6. Next, it was assumed a regional wave climate in which
sea state 4 and above is experienced for 20% of annual vessel operating hours, and that the percentage of time in
each sca state condition that the third octave center frequencies for which the vessel exceeds the ISO 2631 crite
ria are experienced is 50%. Therefore, based on this information, it can be estimated that the ISO 2631 criteria
are exceeded during 10% of annual vessel operating hours, and since the ISO 2631 limit represents the point at
which it is likely that approximately 10% of passengers will experience motion sickness, than approximately 1%
of total baseline passengers will experience motion sickness. If estimated baseline patronage for the baseline
vessel is 200,000 annually, then an additional 2,000 passengers annually is forecast for the SLICE 600.

Regarding possible impacts upon ridership from changes in operational reliability, if existing operations experi
ence any missed trips or cancellations due to weather, it is assumed that with SLICE these trips would be able to
operate. To reflect this, an amount of annual ridership equivalent to the number of missed trips experienced
with the baseline vessel, at the average capacity utilization rate of the baseline vessel observed historically, is
added to the SLICE scenarios.

A final note here is that despite the superior seakeeping ability of SLICE, passenger perceptions and precon
ceived notions regarding the usual relationship between poor weather conditions and the tendency for motion
sickness may work against the ability of SLICE's superior performance to result in gains in ridership. For ex
ample, passengers may simply observe poor weather on a given day and decide not to travel for fear of poor ride
quality on the ferry route. The superior ride quality of SLICE would need to be highlighted in advertising and
marketing materials in order to minimize this from this occurence.

For the two case studies where entirely new ferry services have been proposed, an approach similar to the one
described above is utilized, where the only significant difference is the way of estimating the baseline ferry rid
ership is estimated. Because these are proposed rather than existing routes, there are no observed historical ferry
ridership data to rely on. Instead, information regarding the proposed operating profile for the new route was
obtained from the actual groups currently planning to implement service on these routes. Although these groups
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did not agree to release detailed information concerning their marketing plans and patronage estimates, their
proposed operating profile, including information such as the capacity of the baseline vessel types proposed, and
the proposed operating schedule and frequency of service, was available in both cases. These operating profiles
reveal in part a range of possible credible patronage estimates, assuming that they reflect what the proposed op
erators have determined to be a reasonable estimate of patronage. Therefore, at a minimum, possible patronage
estimates can be bounded on the low end at zero, and at the high end at 100% of the capacity (seats, vehicle
deck spaces) being supplied under the proposed operating schedule with the baseline vessel. Beyond this broad
range, a reasonable baseline patronage level is assumed to be at a level that returns a reasonable profit to the op
erator, specifically at the point where a 15% return on required equity investment is earned on a discounted cash
flow basis, with the baseline vessel under the baseline operating profile. The specifics of the financial analysis
methods utilized for the case studies are discussed in the following section.

In addition to reviewing the currently proposed operating plans, ridership and levels of service on other travel
modes serving the same market were also reviewed where data were available, in an attempt to independently
verify the capacity and demand levels currently forecast by the proposed ferry operator. Where data were avail
able, the review included travel in the same geographic market by auto, air, rail, bus, and in certain cases other
ferry services serving nearby markets.

Previous experience with both newly implemented ferry services, as well as with the adoption of new travel
modes in particular travel markets, suggests that a full "equilibrium" or "steady state" level of ridership is rarely
ever achieved during the first full year of operation. On the basis of this information, it is expected that equilib
rium levels of ridership would not occur until year 3 of any new ferry service in the Milwaukee - Muskegon and
Miami - Key West markets. Specifically, the anticipated ridership "growth path" for these new services is as
sumed to have year I ridership equal to approximately 40% of the year 3 equilibrium ridership, and year 2 rider
ship equal to 87% of year 3 equilibrium ridership.

Financia/Perjormance

The financial performance of the different vessel types and operating scenarios evaluated in the case study
analyses is measured by calculating the rate of return on required equity investment over the project life cycle on
a discounted cash flow (DCF) basis. The project life cycle refers here to the time period over which a new ves
sel is introduced and operated, which is based here largely upon a reasonable estimate of vessel service life of25
years, the length of which is discussed in more detail in a subsequent section of this chapter. Even for govern
ment subsidized ferry services, minimizing the subsidy amount required to generate a positive return on equity
investment is an appropriate measure of the economic performance of the ferry operator, even though the opera
tion might not be considered a strictly commercial enterprise.

The income statement known as a statement ojcash flows is used here as the basis for determining the return on
equity investment on a discounted cash flow basis. A series of annual cash flow statements are estimated for
every year of the project life cycle, under the various operating scenarios, using different vessel types and with
the resulting different levels of ridership. The net cash flows before taxes (sometime referred to as the residual)
for each year of the project are then compared to the required equity investment over the project life, all on a
discounted basis. Required equity investment typically includes a portion of the vessel purchase price (i.e., the
down payment), start-up expenses and provision of working capital for new routes, and any cash deficits experi
enced during the project life cycle. Start-up expenses and provision of working capital represent one-time costs
associated with the start-up of a completely new service (e.g., marketing and advertising, accounting, legal,
permitting, licensing, etc.). In this report, this cost category is applicable only to the Lake Michigan case study
and the Miami - Key West case study. Based on the 1995 Pacific Marine Hawaii Inter-Island Ferry Business
Plan, this cost is assumed to equal 11% of total year 3 (equilibrium patronage) passenger and vehicle revenues,
including ancillary revenues, and is assumed to be provided from owner equity in year zero (before project start
up).
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The stream of annual cash flows is then compared to the required equity investment on a discounted basis, re
sulting in the calculation of the projects internal rate of return (IRR). The internal rate of return is the discount
rate or interest rate that equalizes the expected positive cash flows with the negative cash flows (equity invest
ment) of the project. That scenario which yields the greatest internal rate of return provides the greatest return
on required equity investment over the project life cycle, and is therefore considered superior in its economic
performance to other scenarios with lesser internal rates of return.

In keeping with generally accepted principals and methods for the financial analysis of transportation business
entities, total expenses (cash outflows) are classified into three mutually exclusive categories of vessel debt re
payment, direct operating costs and indirect operating costs. Vessel debt repayment includes principal and in
terest payments on the portion of the vessel purchase price not funded by the equity investment of the owners.
Direct operating costs are defined here as vessel direct operating costs, which are generally considered to in
clude crew costs (in this case deck and engine crew only, excluding passenger service crew), fuel and lubricant
costs, hull insurance, and vessel maintenance. Indirect operating costs are defined here as including items that
are not included under the direct operating costs category, for example, passenger service crew costs, terminal
related costs such as passenger facility charges and docking fees, marketing and advertising, and general ad
ministration.

In evaluating vessel attributes affecting operator financial performance (e.g., fuel consumption, vessel mainte
nance, vessel purchase price, etc.), data were obtained from the Technical Data Packages provided by Lockheed
Marine Systems for the SLICE variants. For the other existing or proposed baseline vessels and comparative
high speed vessel types, data were obtained from sources such as the current baseline vessel operators, other
operators of similar vessels, vessel designers and shipyards, and Seaspeed, among others.

In evaluating the economic performance of a particular vessel type and operating scenario, operating and finan
cial data obtained from various ferry operators, as well as from other ferry service feasibility studies, were used
to develop plausible estimates of unit costs that were subsequently utilized in arriving at the estimated annual
income statements for each case study. Wherever possible, estimates based on actual operating experience were
utilized. Just a few of the many sources referred to for actual operating and financial data include the British
Columbia Ferry Corporation (BC Ferries), the twenty-six ferry operator members of the American Public Tran
sit Association (APTA) for report year 1997, and the thirteen ferry operators reporting data to the U.S. Federal
Transit Administration National Transit Database (formerly known as Section 15 data) for report year 1997.
Just a few of the many previously performed ferry service feasibility studies that were referred to include a 1992
study of potential ferry services in the New York City metropolitan area, a 1998 study of ferry service in San
Juan, Puerto Rico, and the SLICE marketing studies perfonned by Nigel Gee and Associates, and Art Anderson

Associates.

Certain cost elements, such as labor expense, and to a lesser extent vessel debt repayment, usually represent a
disproportionately large share of total expenses, whereas certain indirect costs elements are quite modest and in
some cases relatively insignificant relative to overall expenses. Therefore, when necessary priority was placed
upon obtaining reasonable and accurate estimates for those cost elements that represent the largest share of
overall operating costs, since it is here where any variation would result in the greatest relative changes in finan
cial performance. Also, for many of the indirect cost categories, it is not clear that there is any basis for assum
ing that costs incurred for utilizing SLICE vessels would be substantially different from those of a ferry opera
tion utilizing other either conventional or high speed vessel types.

The economic performance of a given vessel type and operating scenario is estimated both for the projected lev
els of passenger and vehicle patronage, as well as for a "break-even" level of patronage for the proposed operat
ing schedule. The break-even level is defined here as the level of passenger and vehicle patronage required to
achieve an internal rate of return of 15% at a particular fare level.
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TABLE 8-7: DISCOUNTED CASH FLOW ANALYSIS EXPENSE AND REVENUE

CATEGORIES

Annual Vessel Debt Repayment
Annual Vessel Debt Repayment (combined principal and interest)

Direct Operating Costs
Salaries, Wages and Benefits (Deck and Engine, Officers & Crew)-..-··yessei i=uai -anef Liibricants·· ------------_. _.. -.--.- --------------_. _ -_..-----------_.

-----·yessei Maintenance cos-ts·-·- ---------- --------------- -- --- ---------- .
-- ---- -rv'-arir18 Hull Insiirancel -------- ------------------ --- -------------------------- -----------_.
Indirect Operating Costs

Salaries, Wages and Benefits (Onboard Passenger Service Crew)_.....-M-arketirig -anefAdveirilsirig -------------_ _....--------------_ --. _. -----------.. _.
-------Reiservatlons-s.- saies- ----------------- -..-_. ----------------._ ---- -----_... -._...
-----. -Do-cka~ie -Fees j"Pa·sseiiger-FaciiitY -th-argas- l"Shore -Operations· _. ---------------------.
-- ---- -Protection-andIndemnity(P&lj Ins'urance------- ---. -. -. -. --------- ---- -- ---------------.
_··-·-·Geriaral -Aejmliiisfratlon- --_. --------- _ _.. ------- _.._.- -------------_..
_. _..--Oiits-ide profession·a,-S·ervices--------_ ---------------_ _. --------------. -_..
---- --onboard -Foo·d&-Beiverage saies-~ -Cos(of-Sales- --------------.._.- ---_. -----------_. --.
----- --Gift-s"ti6ij: -tost"of-S~jles -------------- ---- --- ------------------ ---._....-------------.--.
----- --onboard Gi:iming~ -cosfofSales ------ -------- ----------------- --- -.- ------------------- .
.REVENUES- .I.• J", _.. I " • Ie, ·.·:··t.I;nHH·;H.IH:··;il;;; :I:LI L.:IIL:LI:;;LilL illl!&llk;;' .' .;- c . ':- ", '. :.0' : <i

Passenger Fares------Ve"tiicle-Fares····· -_._.- ----------------- ----- -----------------.-..-...------------- -.
....--Anciila-rY- Sales.-.Ont)oarij"Food's.- Beverage·S'ales -----_. ----_. _. -------------. --_ .
---- --AnCillai)'- saies·:Gift -shop ·Sales- ------ --- --- ----------------- -- ---- --- ...--_. ---_ -..
-- ----Ancillary- Sales-'-Onboarc{Gaming--- -- ---------------------- --------.. _. _ - -.
_... ---FederaL-Statelor-CocaIOperating- or-"ioii=opelratiriilsubsidy-- .-- --- --------------------.
NET CASH FLQWi&BEfiORETAXES ,,:.0 -.' . - /

Net Cash Flow Before Taxes

Table 8-7 presents the discounted cash flow analysis expense and revenue categories examined for each case
study. The definition of each individual element of expense and revenue reviewed, and how each varies as a
function of items such as vessel hours, number of passengers, or other factors, is presented in the remainder of
this chapter.

Vessel Debt Repayment

Vessel debt repayment represents principal and interest payments on the portion of the vessel purchase price not
funded by the equity investment of the owners. Leasing expense, for example under a bareboat charter arrange
ment, would be an alternative method of accounting for ownership expenses, and in some cases, leasing allows
for the indirect realization of certain tax advantages. On some of the existing routes analyzed in the case stud
ies, the current baseline vessels are 25 to 35 year old, and thus fully depreciated, such that ownership cost per se
is virtually zero. However, in such cases maintenance and overhaul expenses are often higher than if a newer
vessel were to be utilized.

Official purchase price estimates for the SLICE 400 and SLICE 600 variants have yet to be developed by Lock
heed Marine Systems or any U.S. shipyards that may be licensed to produce these designs. In an attempt to ar
rive at reasonable purchase price estimates for the SLICE 400 and SLICE 600, the purchase prices for recently
acquired vessels of varying types and capacities were analyzed. For three different high speed vessel types
(catamaran, SWATH, and high speed monohull), separate relationships were estimated based on the observed
data in which purchase price is a function of vessel length. The data and resulting purchase price model func-
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FIGURE 8-8: VESSEL PURCHASE PRICE BY VESSEL TYPE AND LENGTH
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tions are presented in Figure 8-8. Given that SLICE vessels are of a related design family to that of SWATH
vessels, it is a reasonable hypothesis that the construction cost of SLICE vessels will be of a similar magnitude
as SWATH vessels of similar size and capacity, with a slight upward adjustment to account for certain design
differences, i.e., complexity and number of pods. Based on these findings, the purchase prices for the SLICE
400 and SLICE 600 have been estimated at $12 million and $37 million, respectively.

In industry practice, various vessel financing terms are possible, including various amortization schedules, loan
terms, and interest rate amounts and types (fixed, variable, etc.). For vessels receiving a loan guarantee under
the Title XI program of the U.S. Maritime Administration, a minimum ownership equity contribution (down
payment) of 12.5% is required, and a level principal, rather than equal payment, amortization schedule is used in
almost all cases. This results in larger payment amounts earlier in the loan term, when the interest component is
the largest. A reasonable service life assumption for a large aluminum hulled RoPax catamaran is about 25
years. The first 74m Incat was delivered in June 1990, so longer term experience with large RoPax aluminum
catamarans is relatively limited. A similar service life is assumed for the SLICE variants, which for the steel
hulled SLICE 600 may be somewhat conservative.

To calculate the debt repayment expenscin each of the case studies, an equal payment amortization schedule is
assumed, with a required owner equity (down payment) of 20% of the purchase price, a loan term of 15 years,
and a fixed interest rate of 10%.

Direct Operating Costs - Salaries, Wages and Benefits (Deck and Engine, Officers & Crew)
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The total crew complement required for the operation of each vessel is classified into the three functional cate
gories of deck crew, engine crew, and passenger service crew, with the passenger service crew category re
viewed later under indirect cost elements. For the purpose of assigning appropriate rates of compensation, both
the deck crew and engine crew functional categories are assigned the further job classifications of either officer
or general crew. Depending upon the vessel type and size, the deck crew labor category typically may include
positions such as the captain, deck officers, navigator and other bridge crew, and deckhands. Similarly, the en
gine crew labor category typically may include a chief engineer, other engineering officers and engineering
crew.

Hourly compensation rates by labor function and job classification represent the cost of salaries, wages and
benefits (i.e., fully burdened rates). Total expense for this income statement category is therefore a function of
the hourly compensation rate by job function and job classification, vessel operating hours or block hours, plus
an additional amount of time equal to 25% of vessel operating hours, added to account for labor time required
for vessel preparation and vessel turnaround activities.

The operation of ferry routes as "day boats" can contribute significantly to a reduced crew size, largely as a re
sult of the lack of overnight accommodation services. For example, studies by the Alaska Marine Highway Sys
tem have suggested that reductions of between one-half to two-thirds over existing crew sizes could be achieved
with the use of high speed vessels and day boat operations in southeast Alaska.37

The total crew complement for each vessel type analyzed was determined on the basis of the observed manning
requirements of existing vessel types, the manning requirements reported by the proposed operators of new
routes or services, and regulatory considerations under the U.S. Code of Federal Regulations and the Canada
Shipping Act. Other sources of information included other ferry service feasibility studies, previous SLICE fea
sibility studies performed by Nigel Gee and Associates, Art Anderson Associates, and Pacific Marine, the
SLICE Technical Data Packages obtained from Lockheed Marine Systems, and information obtained from ves
sel designers and shipyards. In Figure 8-9, observed crcw complements for approximately forty vessels are pre
sented, by vessel type and vessel passenger capacity. As mentioned earlier, note the relatively large crew com
plements for the Alaska Marine Highway System vessels, which often operate over long distances on overnight
voyages, thus requiring additional crew.

Direct Operating Costs - Vessel Fuel and Lubricants

Vessel fuel and lubricant expenses represent the capital, maintenance, and administrative costs associated with
the provision of fuel and refueling services. For a specific vessel type, total annual fuel and lubricant expense is

a function of total vessel hours by operating mode, fuel consumption rate by operating mode, and the unit fuel
and lubricant cost. Fuel consumption at idle is accounted for by assuming that vessel hours at idle are equal to
15% of vessel operating hours or block hours.

Route profiles detailing the distance traveled and operating speed over each segment of a route for each vessel
type were developed using the electronic charting software and digital nautical charts. Fuel consumption rates
by vessel and by operating mode (e.g., service speed, intermediate speed, slow speed, idle, etc.) are based on
detailed data obtained for both the existing and proposed baseline vessels, SLICE variants, and comparative
high speed vessels. For example, for the Alaska Marine Highway System vessels, fuel consumption rates at ser
vice speed were obtained from Alaska Marine Highway System planning documents, with rates at other speeds
estimated based on powering data and the specific fuel consumption of the various engine types. For the SLICE
400 and SLICE 600, fuel consumption rates and powering requirements at all vessel speeds were obtained from
the Lockheed Technical Data Packages for each respective vessel design. For the proposed baseline high speed
vessels proposed for the Lake Michigan and Florida Keys case studies, data from vessel designers, shipyards,

37 State of Alaska Department of Transportation and Public Facilities. Technical Memorandum 3: Potential Implications ofTechnological Improvements.
September 29, 1997. Page 12.
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FIGURE 8-9: VESSEL CREW COMPLEMENT BY VESSEL TYPE AND CAPACITY
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and current operators of similar vessels were obtained where possible, with other values estimated based on
powering data and the specific fuel consumption of the various engine types.

There is a widc variety of commercially available diesel fuel oils. It is assumed that a suitable grade or type of
diesel fuel as defined in ASTM Specification D 975 is used to power both diesel engine and gas mrbine engine
propulsion systems. During 1998, real dollar fuel costs in the U.S. were some of the lowest in recent history,
however fuel prices have been on the increase throughout 1999. A unit price per gallon of $1.00, including
taxes, is assumed for the case studies, with local adjustments made to this overall price to account for significant
regional variation in diesel fuel costs, with prices generally being higher in Canada, the Caribbean, and the West
Coast of the U.S ..

Based on discussion with shipyards and vessel operators, the quantity of lubricant consumed is assumed to be
0.4% of the quantity of fuel consumption, with the unit cost oflubricant assumed to be $6.50 per gallon.

Direct Operating Costs - Vessel Maintenance Costs

Vessel maintenance expenses represent the cost of vessel hull and engine repairs and preventative maintenance,
including periodic replacement of engines and related systems. Maintenance is assumed to be contracted to an
outside service provider, with the maintenance expense representing all components of total maintenance cost,
including labor, materials and parts, and burden (overhead).
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In general, it is thought that maintenance for high speed vessels such as catamarans and SLICE is more preven
tative, more proactive, and done more frequently than for conventional vessels. Despite this, maintenance ex
pense for the older conventional monohull vessels currently used by the Alaska Marine Highway System and by
Bay Ferries on their 81. John to Digby route may not necessarily be less than for a high speed vessel, due in
large part to the age of these older vessels and the requirement for more frequent upgrades and overhauls.

Where possible, for baseline vessels on existing routes, observed values for vessel maintenance expense were
used. For the high speed vessels proposed as the baseline vessels for the Lake Michigan and Florida Keys case
studies, data were obtained on observed maintenance expenditures for similar vessels operating elsewhere, and
maintenance cost estimates were in some cases provided by shipyards. For SLICE, maintenance cost values
used in previous SLICE feasibility studies were reviewed, as were maintenance cost methodologies used in
other ferry service feasibility studies. In order to refine these maintenance costs estimates, and provide esti
mates for vessels for which limited data was available, the existing data were reconciled and combined into the
following maintenance cost estimation methodology.

In general, vessel operating hours on existing proposed routes were observed to range between 2,500 and 4,500
hours per year per vessel. Total annual maintenance expense per vessel is hypothesized to be partially depend
ent upon total vessel hours per year, especially for engine maintenance. Based on the observed data, total an
nual vessel maintenance expense is estimated to be equal to 3.5% of the purchase price of the vessel, for a vessel
operating 3,000 hours annually. To account for variation in total annual maintenance expense resulting from
different levels of annual vessel operating hours, the following formula is used to estimate total annual mainte
nance expenses for a vessel:

(0.021 * vessel purchase price) + [(0.014*vessel purchase price)*(annual vessel hours' 3,000)]

In this formula, 60% of total maintenance expenses is essentially fixed, with the remainder varying as a function
of total vessel hours, with nominal annual vessel hours assumed to be 3,000. For a vessel operated less than
3,000 hours annually, total maintenance expense is reduced somewhat, and above 3,000 hours, it is increased.
Note that the resulting value for vessel maintenance, expressed as a per hour rate, may actually be less for higher
operating hours, since although total maintenance expense increases, it increases at a slower rate than do total
annual operating hours, resulting in somewhat lower hourly figures for maintenance.

Direct Operating Costs - Marine Hull Insurance

Hull insurance primarily represents property insurance coverage for the vessel and equipment, although it often
includes collision liability coverage for damage to other vessels and their cargo as well. In determining insur
ance premiums, a variety of factors are usually taken into consideration. These include: (1) size of vessel, (2)
age of vessel, (3) hull value, (4) area of navigation, (5) years of operating experience, (6) completion of USCG
safety courses, and (7) extent of fire protection equipment on the vessel. Although high speed craft do not cur
rently seem to have a substantially greater insurance risk than conventional vessels, some industry observers
agree that the risk issues with high speed craft are different than with conventional vessels, and that the insur
ance underwriting market has yet to fully assess high speed craft for the potential risks that may be associated
with them.38

The hull insurance expense element is calculated here as a function of the new vessel purchase price. Estimates
obtained from shipyards, existing ferry operators, and other ferry service feasibility studies suggest that annual
marine hull insurance expense typically equals between 2% to 3% of the purchase price of the vessel being in
sured. A value of 2.5% of the vessel purchase price is used here as a reasonable estimate of annual hull insur
ance expense.

38 Fast Ferry International. July-August 1997. Page 21.
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Indirect Operating Costs - Salaries, Waves and Benefits (Onboard Passenger Service Crew)

As noted earlier, the total crew complement required for the operation of each vessel is classified into the three
functional categories of deck crew, engine crew, and passenger service crew, with the deck crew and engine
crew categories reviewed earlier under direct cost elements. Depending upon the vessel type, size, and typical
voyage length, the passenger service crew category typically may include positions such as cabin attendants,
pursers, and stewards. The operation of ferry routes as "day boats" can contribute significantly to a reduced
crew size, largely as a result of the lack of overnight accommodation services. For example, studies by the
Alaska Marinc Highway System have suggested that reductions of between one-half to two-thirds over existing
crew sizes could be achieved with the use of high speed vessels and day boat operations in southeast Alaska.39

As with deck and engine crew, hourly compensation rates for passenger service crew represent the cost of sala
ries, wages and benefits (i.e., fully burdened rates). Total expense for this income statement category is there
fore a function of the hourly compensation rate, vessel operating hours or block hours, plus an additional
amount of time equal to 25% of vessel operating hours, added to account for labor time required for vessel
preparation and vessel turnaround activities.

Indirect Operating Costs - Marketing and Advertising

This indirect cost category represents the production and distribution of marketing materials and costs associated
with the purchase of print, radio, television or other media advertising. This category is of particular importance
to new startup services (e.g., Florida and Michigan) in creating awareness and building ridership.

Based on previous SLICE feasibility studies, other ferry feasibility studies, and data from ferry operators, this
expense category is assumed to vary as a function of total passenger and vehicle revenues, including ancillary
revenues (and thus indirectly as a function of total ridership), and to be equal to 4% of these revenues.40

•
41

Indirect Operating Costs - Reservations & Sales

This cost category includes labor costs of reservations and sales personal, and commissions costs, or direct
charges arising from sales of passenger tickets.

Based on previous SLICE feasibility studies, other ferry feasibility studies, and data from ferry operators, this
expense category is assumed to vary as a function of passenger and fare revenues (and thus indirectly as a func
tion oftotal ridership), and to be equal to 3.5% of passenger and vehicle fare revenues.42

Indirect Operating Costs - Dockage Fees / Passenger Facility Charges / Shore Operations

For ferry terminal facilities owned by the ferry operator (as is generally the case with the Alaska Marine High
way System), shore operations costs represent the direct and indirect costs to the ferry operator (terminal opera-

39 State of Alaska Department of Transportation and Public Facilities. Technical Memorandum 3: Potential Implications a/Technological Improvements.
September 29,1997. Page 12.

40 The 1995 Pacific Marine Hawaii Inter-Island Ferry Business Plan assumes that this expense is equal to 6% of total revenues, or about $2.73 per passen
ger under the operating scenario analyzed.

41 The 1995 Nigel Gee route studies use a fixed amount of $250,000 annually for "Marketing" for SLICE 600 routes, and $75,000 annually for SLICE 400
routes, both of which do not vary with the total number of passengers carried or total revenue earned. On a per passenger basis for the nine SLICE 600
routes studied by Gee, the equivalent per passenger expenditure ranged from between $0.12 to just over $5.00 per passenger, and averaged about S1.00 per
passenger. For the SLICE 400 routes, the equivalent per passenger expenditure ranged from between $0.64 to $1.62, and averaged $1.13 per passenger.
In terms ofa percentage of revenues. these levels were about 1% to 1.5% on average.

42 As an example, for the fiscal year ended June 30, 1998, the Alaska Marine Highway System had a total "Reservations & Marketing" expense of
$2,142,000 on total ticket sales of $29,659,000. Therefore, reservations & marketing expenses represents about 7.2% of total passenger and vehicle fare
revenues. Because "Marketing & Advertising" is assumed to equal 4% of revenues, reservations expense alone is estimated to be 3.5% of passenger and
vehicle fare revenues.
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tor) of operating, manning (e.g., ticket sales, etc.), maintaining, insuring, and providing security for the terminal
facilities. For example, for the Alaska Marine Highway Systcm, Southeast operations, total expenses under the
category of "Shore Operations" were $2,916,000 for the fiscal year ended June 30, 1998. Alaska Southeast rid
ership during this period was approximately 300,000 passengers, yielding an average per passenger cost of ap
proximately $9.72 for ferry terminal operations. For the Bay Ferries St. John to Digby route, total per passenger
expenses under the categories of "Terminal Operations" and "Terminal Maintenance" are of the same magni
tude, having ranged between US$9.50 and US$13.80 per passenger boarding for the period 1989 to 1996.

For ferry terminal facilities owned by another party (a port authority, municipality, private entity, etc.), shore
operations costs are typically reflected as a terminal usage fee, often assessed as a per passenger charge, and a
vessel docking fee, often assessed per foot of vessel length. For example, although there is currently no fee
structure for the use of municipally owned facilities in Key West Harbor by ferries, the fee structure for cruise
ships includes a disembarkation fee of $6.50 per passenger, plus an additional vessel docking fee of $0.50 per
foot of vessel length. On the Bay Ferries route from Miami to Nassau, in addition to the round trip adult fare of
$119, there is an additional $20 charge resulting from U.S. and Bahamian departure taxes and passenger facility
charges. Similarly, on the Bay Ferries route from Miami to Freeport, in addition to the $99 round trip fare, there
is an additional $20 charge for similar reasons. Therefore, these passenger facility charges and related fces can
range from between 14% to 17% of the total amount paid by a passenger on these two routes.

For each case study, the specific method of calculating total expenses for this cost category varies based on
whether the shore facilities are owned by the ferry operator or not. In either case, these costs are assumed to
vary as a function of total passenger boardings, with the specific per passenger charge used in each case study
based on either actual observed data, or the existing or proposed fee structure for the use of terminal facilities on
each route and for each port ofcall.

Indirect Operating Costs - Protection and Indemnity (P&/) Insurance

This expense category includes insurance against passenger liability, crew liability, and other liabilities (which
often include liquor liability, pollution liability, premises liability and medical payments). P&I covers a wide
range of liability exposures and miscellaneous expenses that a vessel owner might incur. Injuries to crew mem
bers and other persons on board the insured vessel are generally the most common claims. Coverage is typically
provided for injury to persons aboard other vessels struck by the insured vessel, and for damage to property
(other than vessels) struck by the insured vessel. Accidental pollution from the discharge of fuel oil or other
similar substances is also often covered, unless due to negligence by the operator.

Based on previous SLICE feasibility studies, other ferry feasibility studies, and data obtained from ferry opera
tors, this expense category is assumed to vary as a function of the number of passengers carried, and to be equal
to $0.30 per passenger boarding.43

Indirect Operating Costs - General Administration

This expense category represents costs of a general corporate nature that are incurred in performing activities
which contribute to more than a single operating function. Specific examples include leasing of office space,
telephone & communications costs, office supplies, travel, and management and administrative personnel com
pensation and benefits.

Based on previous SLICE feasibility studies, other ferry feasibility studies, and data obtained from ferry opera
tors, a minimum of $500,000 annually is assumed for up to 60,000 annual passenger boardings, with an addi
tional $8.25 per person for every passenger boarding over 60,000 annually.44

43 For example, the 1995 Pacific Marine Hawaii case study assumed "non-marine insurance" (presumably P&I insurance) as ranging from between $0.26
to $0.39 per passenger, and the 1998 Be Ferries operating data shows that "Insurance, Taxes & Utilities" is equal to US$0.27 pcr passenger boarding.
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Indirect Operating Costs - Outside Professional Services

This expense category represents costs for outside professional service such as accounting, legal services, finan
cial services and banking, and professional consulting. This cost is assumed to vary as a function of the total
number of passengers, with the per passenger amount itself varying as a function of the total number of passen
gers according to the function:

Per Passenger Outside Professional Services Expense = 1.002098 • (0.01156 * Millions of Annual Passengers)

and generally ranges from about $1.00 per passenger down to about $0.75 per passenger for very large scale
ferry operators carrying in excess of 20 million passenger annually (e.g., BC Ferries or Washington State
Ferries). For example, for annual passenger boardings of 4 million, the per passenger expense would be $0.956,
and the total annual expense would be $3,824,000.45

Indirect Operating Costs - Onboard Food & Beverage Sales - Cost ofSales

On most of the vessels and services reviewed in the case studies, it is assumed that ancillary revenues are earned
from onboard food and beverage sales. This cost category represents the costs associated with the purchase of
supplies and onboard food and beverage sales operations. Based on previous SLICE case studies and standard
food service industry practice, it is assumed here that the cost of sales for onboard food and beverage sales is
equal to 65% of onboard food and beverage revenues.

Indirect Operating Costs - Gift Shop Sales - Cost ofSales

On most of the vessels and services reviewed in the case studies, it is assumed that ancillary revenues are earned
from onboard gift shop sales. This cost category represents the costs associated with the purchase of supplies
and gift shop operations.

Generally, souvenir types of items and other "hardgoods" (e.g., key chains, mugs, etc.) typically retail at a
markup equivalent to 100% to %150 of their wholesale cost (e.g., an item bought wholesale for $2.00 retails for
between $4.00 and $5.00, a markup of between $2 to $3). For "softgoods" (e.g., t-shirts, hats, etc.), the markup
over wholesale is equivalent to 2.5 to 3 times the wholesale cost (e.g., a t-shirt bought wholesale for $5 will re
tail for between $17.50 and $20.00, a market up of between $12.50 and $15.00). Overall then, the cost of goods
ranges from between 25% up to 50% of the retail price, and most shops try to attain an overall average cost of
goods of about 40% of retail sales. Based on this standard industry practice, it is assumed here that the cost of
sales for gift shop sales is equal to 45% of gift shop sales revenues.

Indirect Operating Costs - Onboard Gaming - Cost ofSales

On some of the vessels and services reviewed in the case studies, it is assumed that ancillary revenues are earned
from onboard gaming. This cost category represents the costs associated with the purchase of supplies and gam
ing operations. It is assumed here that the cost of for gaming operations is equal to 50% of gaming revenues. In
practice, this would likely vary depending upon the number of staff required to man gaming tables (if any), or
whether gaming was limited to electronic gaming machines only.

Revenues - Passenger Fares & Vehicle Fare

44 Though previous SLICE feasibility studies have utilized values of about $2.00 per passenger, actual experience with the Alaska Marinc Highway Sys
tem and with the Marine Atlantic Saint John - Digby route suggest a value of about $8.25 pcr passenger for general administration expenses.

45 The 1995 Pacific Marine Hawaii Inter-Island Ferry Business Plan assumes what equates to about $1.00 per passenger (or $0.0127 per passenger mile)
for this cost category, with a total of 181,422 passengers carried. The 1998 operating data for BC Ferries yield a value of $0.75 per passenger (or $0.0384
per passenger mile) for this cost category, with a total of 21,799,000 passengers carried.
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As noted earlier, the economic performance of a given vessel type and operating scenario is estimated both for
the projected levels of passenger and vehicle patronage, as well as for a "break-even" level of patronage for the
proposed operating schedule. Therefore, revenues are estimated for the projected levels of passenger and vehi
cle patronage, as well as for a "break-even" level of patronage for the proposed operating schedule. Passenger
and vehicle fares are the primary source of revenue for all routes. Revenues from the sale of advertising space
either onboard the vessel or in the ferry terminals is not considered here, since even in transportation operations
where this practice tends to be widespread (e.g., bus and rail public transit), revenues received from advertising
are only a small fraction ofoverall revenues.

For the three case studies where existing ferry routes are analyzed, existing passenger and vehicle fare levels
were reviewed. On new ferry routes, the fare levels planned by the proposed operators were utilized as the base
line fare level. When analyzing the use of SLICE or other comparable high speed vessel types on the case study
routes, these baseline fare levels were then increased or decreased appropriately to be consistent with the levels
of service provided. This may not be the case in all instances, however. For example, when Bay Ferries, Ltd.,
introduced high speed RoRo catamaran serviced between Bar Harbor, Maine and Yarmouth, Nova Scotia during
the summer of 1998, fare levels were kept the same as the previous 1997 season when the conventional RoRo
vessel MV Bluenose operated on this route. As a result of the greatly improved level of service, patronage dur
ing the 1998 seasons approximately doubled over the previous year. Presumably, Bay Ferries considered this
approach to be their profit maximizing or pre-tax net income maximizing approach.

Revenues - Ancillary Sales - Onboard Food & Beverage Sales

On most of the vessels and services reviewed in the case studies, it is assumed that ancillary revenues are earned
from onboard food and beverage sales. This revenue category represents revenues from food and beverage
sales, including bar sales of liquor if applicable, as well as vending machine revenues. This revenue category is
assumed to vary as a function of total passenger boardings, with the revenue per passenger assumed at $5.00.

Revenues -Ancillary Sales - Gift Shop Sales

On most of the vessels and services reviewed in the case studies, it is assumed that ancillary revenues are earned
from onboard gift shop sales. This revenue category is assumed to vary as a function of total passenger board
ings, with the revenue per passenger assumed at $3.00.

Revenues - Ancillary Sales - Onboard Gaming

On some of the vessels and services reviewed in the case studies, it is assumed that ancillary revenues are earned
from onboard gaming. First, whether or not gaming is legal on the particular ferry service in question must be
considered. If legal, it is assumed here that 10% of passengers participate, with an average per person expendi
ture of $25.

Revenues - Federal, State or Local Operating or Non-Operating Subsidy

For the Southeast Alaska and the Bay of Fundy case studies only, current federal, state or local operating subsi
dies provided for the existing baseline service were reviewed. As noted earlier, for government subsidized ferry
services such as these, minimizing the total net cost (the difference between total revenues and total expenses),
and thus the required subsidy, is an appropriate measure of the economic performance of the ferry operator even
though the operation might not be considered a strictly commercial enterprise.

Net Cash Flow Before Taxes
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The net cash flow before taxes is the total revenues earned by the ferry operator, net of expenses and before
taxes, and represents a summary measure of the financial performance of the operator under a given operating
scenario for a particular year of the project period. Negative values for annual net cash flow before taxes are, by
implication, considered here to be additional funds provided by the equity investors to cover these cash deficits.
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Chapter 9: Case Study #1 .. Southeast Alaska
The ferry service reviewed in this case study is a system of existing conventional RoPax routes operated by the
Alaska Marine Highway System (AMHS) in southeast Alaska. More than two dozen route segments receive
service in southeast Alaska, with route lengths ranging from only 13 nautical miles (Haines - Skagway) up to
595 nautical miles (Bellingham, WA - Ketchikan). With baseline vessel service speeds of around 15 knots,
typical travel times for these route segments vary from between I hour up to 36 hours. Almost all of the exist
ing vessels in the AMHS fleet are in excess of 20 years old, with the one exception being the MV Kennicott,
which was fIrst introduced into service during the summer of 1998. The AMHS is also currently evaluating the
possible future acquisition of high speed RoPax vessels in order to improve levels of service on its many routes.

9.1 Introduction and Regional Overview

The area reviewed for this case study extends from Prince Rupert, British Columbia north along the Pacific west
coast and the panhandle of Alaska to Skagway, referred to here collectively as southeast Alaska (see Figure
9-1). Much of the area of the region is part of the Tongass National Forest. The panhandle of Alaska consists of
a 30 mile wide strip of mainland, bordered to the west by an 80 mile wide chain of islands. Most of the islands

FIGURE 9-1: SOUTHEAST ALASKA POPULATION DISTRIBUTION (1997)
AND EXISTING FERRY ROUTES
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are mountainous, rough, broken, and are covered with dense growths of forest.

The state of Alaska has an estimated 1997 resident population of approximately 609,000 persons, with the
southeast Alaska region comprising 74,370 of this total (see Table 9_1).46 The southeast Alaska region, like the
state as a whole, is sparsely populated overall, with the largest communities of Juneau (with a 1995 population
of 28,757), Ketchikan (with a 1995 population of 14,543), and Sitka (with a 1995 population of 8,730) repre
senting 71% of the total population of southeast Alaska. Statewide, average population density is 1.1 persons
per square mile, the lowest in the United States.

TABLE 9-1: SOUTHEAST ALASKA POPULATION AND PROJECTIONS

Year
County Name 1990 1997 2002 2007
Juneau 26,751 29,934 32,177 34,384
Ketchikan·G·citeway·················· ------------ .... '14',61'1 ""'ECfs1 ·····1S,67113,828sitka' .................................

"""8~5'88 ······8~S64 ······8·,S33 ······8,490
Prince 'cif waieS:'OLjter Keichikcin'" ------------ ""--'7)"34 ------------ ------------

6,278 7,910 8,577
VVraiigeii:Petersbur~········-·······

------------ ..""i,i:)46 ---_ ... _---- ······7",0107,042 7,031
S'kag'eway:'Yakutat-Angoon' ........ ------------ ······4·}98 ------- ..... ------------

4,385 5,088 5,372
Ficifries······························. ······2~H7 .. ····2~1·83 ······2·,226 """2,267
Southeast Alaska Region 68,989 74,370 78,116 81,771

State of Alaska Total 550,043 609,000 653,965 697,797

Sources:
(I) u.s. Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Census.
(2) U.S. Census Block Groups with Estimates and Projections. Caliper Corporation, and

Applied Geographic Solutions.

The principal natural resources of Alaska are oil, coal, timber, and fish, with timber and fish being those most
prevalent in southeast Alaska. In the southeast, major sectors of the economy include forest products, tourism
and the commercial fishing industries. Statewide, service related industries comprised more than 34% of total
employment, followed by retail trade with 25%.47

Although encompassing an area of nearly 37,000 square miles, southeast Alaska is served by only 500 miles of
arterial roadways, due primarily to its rugged geography, which includes steep coastlines, various islands, and
mountainous terrain. Within the southeast Alaska region, the only communities that are connected to the conti
nental road system are Haines, Skagway, and Klukwan in the northern part of the region, and Hyder at the
southeastern part of the region. Of these communities, all but Klukwan are directly served by the Alaska Marine
Highway System. The state capital of Alaska, the City and Borough of Juneau, is the only state capital in the
United States that is not connected by land transportation to the rest of its state. The general lack of road trans
portation infrastructure makes the region far more dependent upon air travel and travel by ferry than most other
regions in the United States.

46 u.s. Department of Commerce, Bureau ofthe Census.

47 US. Department of Commerce. 1997 County Business Patterns for Alaska.
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9.2 Ferry Market Overview and Operational Profiles

Ferry service in southeast Alaska dates from 1948, when three residents of Haines purchased and modified a
surplus 121 foot Navy landing craft vessel, named the Chilkoot, and then began RoPax service up Lynn Canal
between Juneau, Haines and Skagway, with a capacity of 14 automobiles and 20 passengers. Coast Guard re
strictions limited service to the summer season only. The Territory of Alaska purchased the ferry in 1951, and
operated it until 1957, when the MV Chi/kat, a 99 foot ferry with a capacity of 15 automobiles and 40 passen
gers, was purchased and put into service. When Alaska achieved statehood in 1959, the federal government
transferred the MV Chi/kat to the state, and one year later voters approved an $18 million bond issue to finance
the construction of three new vessels and several ferry terminals. In 1963, three new 352 foot sisterships, the
MV Malaspina, MV Matanuska and MV Taku entered service from Prince Rupert to Skagway. Each vessel had
a capacity of 500 passengers and 109 automobile equivalent units (AEU). Service with the new vessels proved
successful, and in 1967 service was extended to Seattle, and by 1977, five more vessels joined the AMHS flect.
The MV Bartlett was placed into service in 1969 in Prince William Sound in southcentral Alaska. The MV Co
lumbia was placed into service in 1974, and the MV Malaspina and MV Matanuska were lengthened to increase
capacity in 1972. The sisterships MV LeConte and MV Aurora were placed into service in 1974 and 1977, re
spectively, to serve the smaller communities in southeast Alaska. The MV Chilkat was taken out of service and
sold in 1990. After more than 20 years without the purchase of a new vessel, the MV Kennicott was acquired
and placed into service in 1998, primarily serving southeast Alaska and allowing new service joining Juneau and
Valdez across the Gulf of Alaska.

In addition to the historical Alaska Marine Highway System services described above, there was a high speed
ferry demonstration project conducted in southeast Alaska during the summer of 1992.48 Through a contract
with the Alaska Department of Transportation and Public Facilities, the Boeing Company conducted a one
month demonstration of its Jetfoil hydrofoil vessel from August to September 1982, the purpose ofwhich was to
enable the state to determine whether it should add such a vessel to its route system. A second demonstration
was conducted during the winter of 1982-1983 to test cold weather operations. The trip from Seattle to Ketchi
kan in August, and the return trip in September, were made while the vessel was foilborne. Each trip took 17
hours, far less than the existing 36 hour trip time from Bellingham to Ketchikan.49 In all, a total of 15,367 pas
sengers were carried during the demonstration period. The vessel returned for another winter demonstration in
January and February of 1983.

It was found that throughout the summer demonstration period, weather was not a factor, although fog was pre
sent at times and it was necessary to avoid ice from a nearby glacier. Considerable amounts of floating debris
were encountered, and several log strikes were made, without any resulting damage to the vessel. An independ
ent opinion research firm, Gilmore Research Group, conducted a detailed analysis of public reaction to the Jet
foil service for the state. The results of this analysis were presented in an October 1982 report, and indicated
good public acceptance. The main findings were than 92% of the residents who used the Jetfoil service indi
cated that they would use the service if implemented, and 80% indicated that Jetfoil service resulting in shorter
travel times and more frequent service. The primary disadvantage seen by potential riders was the likelihood of
fares being increased over those of the conventional ferry services.

48 Existing and Former High Speed Waterborne Passenger Transportation Operations in the United States. U.S. Department of Transportation, Urban
Mass Transit Administration. August 1984. Report # UMTA-IT-32-001-84-3. Pages 11.59 - 62.

49 The AMHS ferry terminalloeation the state of Washington was moved from Seattle to Bellingham in 1989.
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Current Southeast Alaska Ferry Services

Although the Alaska Marine Highway System provides almost all of the ferry service in southeast Alaska and is
the focus of this case study, there are a limited number of smaller ferry operations that provide local service in
some communities. In Ketchikan, the Ketchikan International Airport is located on Gravina Island across Ton
gass Narrows from the community of Ketchikan. The Transportation Services Department of the Ketchikan
Gateway Borough operates a ferry operation for passengers and freight between the airport and Ketchikan, using
two vessels, the MV Ken Eichner, and the MV Bob Ellis, which accommodate passengers and vehicles up to 80
feet in length. Between Haines and Skagway, a privately operated passenger-only water taxi service is provided
by the Jacobson family with an aluminum catamaran, the MV Sea Venture II, which has a capacity of 80 persons
and an operating speed of 18 knots. This service is seasonal only, operating between mid-May to mid
September, with two round trips daily. Another company, Chilkat Transportation, also operates between Haines
and Skagway, using the MV Fairweather, a 115 foot monohull vessel with an operating speed of 15 knots.

The Alaska Marine Highway System currently serves 17 ports of call in southeast Alaska, as well as Prince
Rupert, British Columbia and Bellingham, Washington (see Table 9-2). Seven of the nine vessels in the AMHS
fleet service the southeast region. The southeast route system is divided into two subsystems: the mainline
routes and the feeder routes. Mainline ports of call are noted in Table 9-2 by an asterisk, and in Figure 9-1 with
all capitalized labels, and include Bellingham, Prince Rupert, Ketchikan, Wrangell, Petersburg, Sitka, Juneau,
Haines, and Skagway. The mainline routes are primarily served by the MV Columbia, MV Malaspina, MV Ma
tanuska, and the MV Taku. The MV Kennicott serves both the mainline routes as well as the inter-tie service
across the Gulf of Alaska between Juneau and Valdez. The feeder routes connect the other panhandle communi
ties with the mainline ports, which are regional centers in southeast Alaska for commerce, health care, govern
ment, or provide access to other transportation modes. The northern panhandle communities of Kake, Angoon,

TABLE 9-2: AMHS
SOUTHEAST PORTS OF

CALL

* Bellingham, WA
"",,"Prince" "Rupert: -S"c""""" """""""
····i-iyder;"AKiStewart,"SC""""
""". Mefl~jkatia: ·,A."K"""""···········
""';;"Ketchi"kan: AK" ------ .
"" ..Haiiis''-AI< -. -"""""". - """""""
"";"Wrangeii:Ai<"""""""""··""""""
";'Pete'rsburg; "AK""""" """""""""
""""Kake; AK""·· -. -.. """"""" .
"""-Sitka;Ai<"""""··""""" """""" .
····Angoon: ·AK"""""··.....""""""
~ ~ ~ ~f ~~~~~~~~~ ~P!!0~~; ~~K ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~

Pelican, AK
""""Hoonah~)\K' -"""" """""""""".".
"";" juneau i"Auke"B"ay~"AK'"""""
"",,'Hai~"es: "AK······"""""·········
..,,'Skagway: Ai<"' """" """

* Mainline ports
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TABLE 9-3: TYPICAL AMHS SAILING TIMES AND ROUTE

DISTANCE BETWEEN SOUTHEAST ALASKA FERRY

TERMINALS

Nautical
Route Segment Tvpical Sailing Time Miles

Source:
State of Alaska Department of Transportation and Public Facilities. Technical Memorandum 2.

Existing Transportlltion Conditions and Travel Characteristics in SE Alaska. Final Memorandum.
Table 2. Page 13. June 3. 1997.

Tenakee Springs, Hoonah, and Pelican are served by the MV LeConte. The southern panhandle communities of
Metlakatla, Hyder, and Hollis are served by the MV Aurora. Hollis and Kake also sometimes receive limited
mainline service. Table 9-3 presents typical sailing times and distances on the mainline and feeder route seg
ments served by the AMHS in southeast Alaska. Vessel operating speeds average approximately 15 knots for
the existing AMHS fleet, and the resulting travel times on most route segments are very long, with almost all in
excess of2 hours, many between 3 hours and 10 hours, and the longest being 36 hours.

Historical passenger and vehicle boardings data for the southeast Alaska route system, the southwest Alaska
route system (extending from Prince William Sound, west along the Aleutian Island chain to Dutch Harbor), and
both systems combined are presented in Table 9-4. As can be seen from this table, the southeast system repre
sents the vast majority of total passenger and vehicle ferry ridership in the state of Alaska as a whole, with 86%
of total AMHS passenger boardings, and 84% of total AMHS vehicle boardings. This was one factor contribut
ing to the selection of the southeast Alaska route system for this case study, rather than the southwest Alaska
route system.
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TABLE 9-4: AMHS HISTORICAL RIDERSHIP DATA (SOUTHEAST AND

SOUTHWEST)

AMHS Southeast AMHS Southwest AMHS Total

Source: Alaska Manne Highway System. 1998 Annual Tm[fic Volume Repon. Page 7.

From 1978 through 1992 passenger traffic on the southeast system grew at an average annual rate of about 3.9%
(see Figure 9-2). Vehicle traffic during this same period grew at an average annual rate of about 5.1%. From
1992 through 1997, however, passenger traffic has declined at an average annual rate of about 4% and vehicle
traffic has declined at a rate of about 3%, with both apparently stabilizing in 1998. 50 The length of this decline
in passenger and vehicle volume was the longest thus far in the history of the Alaska Marine Highway System.
One factor that is thought to be contributing to this recent trend is the recent increase in cruise ship travel in the
region that is likely taking a larger share of the tourist travel market. Since 1992, the volume of cruise ship pas
sengers visiting Alaska has nearly doubled, increasing from 265,000 to an estimated 516,000 passengers in
1997.51 Major cruise ship ports of call in southeast Alaska include, in order of annual cruise ship passengers,

Juneau, Ketchikan, Skagway, Sitka, Haines, Wrangell and Petersburg, all of which are mainline AMHS ports of
call as well.

Although AMHS service is year round, there are two major seasons, with the Spring/Summer season extending
from May through September, and the FalllWinter season extending from October through April. Ridership is
highly seasonal, due mainly to the large amount of tourists that visit Alaska during the summer months (see
Table 9-5).

During the summer, the MV Malaspina, MV Matanuska, and MV Taku operate between Prince Rupert and
Skagway, taking 4 days per round trip if a stop is made at Sitka, and 3 days if not. Service provided by the MV
Columbia changes from year to year. It serves all of the mainline ports except Princc Rupert from the southern

50 Care must be taken in comparing traffic data for 1997 and 1998. A fisherman's blockage of the MV Malaspina on July 19, 1997, resulted in a 138 day
suspension of service to the Canadian port of Prince Rupert. Limited service was restored December 4, 1997. however the disruption had a significant
impact on AMHS traffic for 1997.

51 State of Alaska Department of Transportation and Public Facilities. Technical Memorandum 2: Existing Transportation Conditions and Travel Char
acteristics in SE Alaska. Final Memorandum. June 3, 1997. Pg. 19.
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FIGURE 9-2: AMHS SOUTHEAST - HISTORICAL RIDERSHIP
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terminus of Bellingham. taking one week per round trip. Each vessel stops at Sitka approximately once a week,
and these vessels complete 7 round trips through the southeast region in the summer, stopping at each port ap
proximately once each day in each direction_ In the peak summer months, a mainline vessel does a double shuf
fle52 on Lynn Canal, and the MV LeConte stops at Haines and Skagway once or twice a week to supplement fleet
capacity and also provides connections to smaller communities such as Angoon, Hoonah, Tenakee Springs and
others.

During the winter months, the much reduced demand for service allows vessels to enter shipyards for scheduled
maintenance or refurbishment. Either the MV Matanuska or the MV Malaspina operates from Bellingham as the
'AfV Columbia is laid-up. The AfV LeConte and AfVAurora operate on a reduced schedule, the one not undergo
ing maintenance operating hi a winter panhandle route between Ketchikan, Metlakatla, Hollis, Petersburg, Kake,
Sitka, Angoon, Tenakee Springs, Hoonah, and Juneau, requiring 5 days per round trip, and also services Pelican
once a month. Due to low traffic volumes, Hyder is not served during the winter season. The MV Taku also
provides service to Prince Rupert.

For 1997 as a whole, passenger capacity utilization on the AMHS southeast route segments averaged 29.3% of
available passenger capacity, and vehicle capacity utilization averaged 47.1 % of available vehicle capacity. 53

Between October and April, AMHS vessels typically operate well below capacity, however during the peak
summer months, many vessels operate fully loaded and are sometimes unable to accommodate all requests for
passenger and vehicle reservations and standby traffic.

52 During the mainline trip between Skagway and Prince Rupert, a vessel will complete an extra round trip between Skagway, Haines and Juneau as the
schedule permits to accommodate travel demand in the Lynn Canal.

S3 Alaska Marine Hillhway System. 1997 Annual Traffic Volume Repon_ Pages 61Ai2_ Total southeast system capacity utilization calculated from indio
vidual link volumes and link capacitY utilization data_ Detailed capacity utilization data and on/off traffic data were not yet available for calendar year
1998 at the time this analysis was conducted, thercfure calendar year 1997 data have been utilized.
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TABLE 9-5: AMHS SOUTHEAST 1998 RIDERSHIP DATA

BY MONTH

AMHS Southeast
Passenger Boardinas Vehicle Boardings

Month
JanuaryF-ebruary ---------
March------------
AprY-- ---- -- --- --
May--------------
ji;ne-------------
juiy------- ----- --
August ------ ---- -
septelTiber -------
Ociciber--- ---- ----
~overnber--------

[)ecernber---------
Summer Season (1)

Off-Season

Annual Total

Percent of Percent of
Annual Annual

Number Total Number Total

199,922 66.0% 53,164 63.0%.... __ ._---- ------------ -_.---------- -----.--_._.
103,154 34.0% 31,164 37.0%
303,076 100.0% 84,328 100.0%

Source: Alaska Manne HIghway System. 1998 Annual Traffic Volume Report. Page 21.
Notes:
(I) Summer season is May I to September 30.

Detailed passenger ridership data for calendar year 1997 reveal that of the 85 route segments on which passen
gers were carried, the vast majority of route segments carried very few passengers, with only six heavily patron
ized route segments carrying more than half (54%) of all passengers in the AMHS southeast system (see Table
9-6). These six route segments include:

• Juneau - Haines
• Haines - Skagway
• Juneau - Skagway
• Juneau - Sitka

• Ketchikan - Hollis
• Metlakatla - Ketchikan

On these particular route segments, average annual passenger capacity utilization ranged from between 9.7% for
the route segment between Metlakatla and Ketchikan, up to 41.7% for the route segment between Juneau and
Haines.

The vast majority of the 80 route segments receiving vehicle ferry service have low vehicle patronage, with only
five heavily patronized route segments carrying more than half (52%) of all vehicles in the AMHS southeast
system (see Table 9-6). These five route segments include:

• Juneau - Haines
• Hollis - Ketchikan
• Skagway - Haines
• Juneau - Skagway
• Bellingham - Ketchikan
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TABLE 9-6: AMHS SOUTHEAST 1997 ON/OFF PASSENGER AND VEHICLE TRAFFIC BY PORT

Ports

Skagway

Haines

Juneau
Sitka 7,624
Petersbur 3,584 1,724

Wrangell 1,148 469 1,911

Ketchikan 4,959 1,438 2,481 3,398

Prince Ru ert 2,085 498 553 351
H der

Hollis 14 43 161 136 119
Metlakatla ° 1 0 33

Hoonah 98 121 4,922 489
Pelican 1,043
Tenakee 2 1,084 137
An oon 6 40 2,440 1,061
Kake 13 39 776 334
Bellin ham 2,938 4,330 2,884 657
Totals 35,057 38,948 68,552 16,383
.0 es
(1) Pa~<;enger nnmhe", in hold italic typeface reprerenl route segments v.ith directional passenger floll.s thai combined represent 54% of lotal A.\1IIS routhea..~t pas~enj!~r ooardings

Vehicles Embarkin

Ports

Skagwa
Haines

Juneau
Sitka 1,978

Petersbur 698 517
Wran ell 182 79 426
Ketchikan 927 372 473 832
Prince Ru ert 717 174 203 184
H der
Hollis 3 28 52 21 37

Metlakatla ° ° ° 5
Hoonah 11 43 1,286 65
Pelican 82
Tenakee 0 0 35 2
An oon 1 8 566 190
Kake 2 12 232 61
Bellingham 463 1,939 975 189

Totals 8,988 13,884 17,306 4,088
, acs
(I) Vehicle numbers in bold italic typeface repre,:;cnt route scl,'1llCllts w;tf1 directional vehicle flows thai combined represent S:2'!{, of to1m j\.!\..{H~ south'mst Hhicle boardil1g..~

On these particular route segments, average annual vehicle capacity utilization ranged from between 32% for the
route segment between Juneau and Skagway, up to 69.5% for the route segment between Bellingham and
Ketchikan.

It should be noted that the on/off passenger and vehicle flows presented in Table 9-6 are not necessarily equiva
lent to true origin-destination travel patterns because of the possible transfer of passengers and vehicles between
vessels. The on/off data show where all of the passenger and vehicle traffic that boarded a given vessel, at each
port along that vessel's itinerary, traveled to and disembarked from on that particular vessel. Despite this slight
discrepancy, the on/off data are the only data available concerning route segment passenger and vehiele vol
umes, and as such they are taken here as being generally representative of passenger origins and destinations.
The marginal totals in Table 9-6 represent total embarking and disembarking passengers and vehicles at each
port, indicating the relative importance of each port.

The 1999 fare schedule for the AMHS southeast services is presented in Table 9-7. There are more than a dozen
different fare schedules for the various classifications of passenger traffic (adult, child, senior, citizen, etc.) and
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TABLE 9-7: AMHS SOUTHEAST 1999 ONE-WAY FARES

Ad lOW F (A 12 Id)ut ne- ay are ge oro er
AMHS Fer v Terminal

1: 1:
OJ '"E 0. ;<

'" e'::J 2 c: >-'" 0:: '" 1ij ~
::J

~ Cf) -" .0 c: ~ ::J "' '" c:0> OJ " :<: :;; 0> e 0 '" '" OJ ;<
.~~ u OJ .B J!l ~ c: OJ OJ '" 0 c: OJ c: 0>

AMHS Ferry c: " ~ -" 06 Ol 8 c: '"Q; It >- OJ OJ 0 1i5 '" c: ::J
·ffi -" CD

Terminal III I :L :2 I s: 0- :L U5 <l: I -, I (/) 0-

Ketchikan $164' $38' $40' , . ,
Metlakatla $168' $32: $44' $14: . ,
Hollis $178; $52; $54: $20; $22:
Wrangell $180, $56, $58, $24, $28. $24,
PetersburQ $192' $68, $70· $38· $42' $38, $18·
Kake $202' $80' $82' $48' $52' $48' $34' $22'
Sitka $208: $86: $88: $54: $58; $54: $38: $26: $24:
AnQoon $222, $100, $102, $68, $720 $68, $52, $40, $28, $22.
Hoonah $226, $104, $106, $74' $78· $74. $56' $44, $38, $24, $20
Juneau $226' $104' $106' $74' $78' $74' $56' $44' $44' $26' $24' $20'
Haines $244: $122: $124: $92; $96: $92: $74: $62; $62: $44; $42: $38: $24,
Skagwav $252. $130, $132, $98, $102. $98. $82, $70, $70, $50, $48, $46, $32, $17,

,.
Pelican $248, $126, $128, $96, $100· $96, $78. $66, $52, $40' $38. $22, $32, $50' $60,
I,enakee $££0: $1U4: $1UO: $f4; $fll: H4: $:>0; $44: $;;£' :l>a, :1>10' :1>10' :1>££' :t>;;!j, :1>40' :1>:5;<

One-Way Fare for Vehicles from 15 feet up to 19 feet in length
AMHS Ferry Terminal

1: 1:
OJ '"E 0. ;<

c: '" e'
'"

::J 2 ::J >-
~ 0:: (/) '" '$ CD .0 c: ~ '"-" ::J <J>0> OJ " :<: :;;

:?J
0> e a '" '" OJ ;<

~ u OJ .B '" c:

*
OJ '" a c: (1) c: 0>

AMHS Ferry c: " a;
~

-" ,J5 0> a c: '"Q; it >. OJ 0 '" c: 0 ::J
·ffi -"

Terminal <ll I :L :2 I 0- :L Ui <l: I -, I (/)

Ketchikan $445, $90, $99, ,
Metlakatla $443, $100, $113, $25, : ,

Hollis $470' $128' $141' $49' $55'
, ,

Wranoell $482: $139; $153: $61: $73: $61:
Petersburg $515: $172: $188: $95: $107, $95: $42,
Kake . $548, $207, $223, $130. $141, $130, $83, $52,
Sitka $563' $223' $238' $145' $157' $145' $96' $63' $58'
Angoon $602; $261: $277: $184: $196; $184: $138: $103: $71; $49:
Hoonah

,
$636: $285: $292: $200: $211: $200: $150: $117: $97: $58: $47,, ,

Juneau $636, $285. $292, $200, $211. $200. $150, $117, $117, $62, $56, $45.
.

Haines $687' $336' $342' $249' $261' $249' $199' $165' $165' $112' $106' $95' $57'
,

Skagway : $707; $356: $362; $269: $282: $269: $220: $168: $168: $132; $127: $116: $78; $31;
Pelican : $679: $339: $354; $261: $271; $£ti1: $£10: $1Ib: $130: $103: $8b: $b6: $ll3: $13b; $1 be
Source. Alaska Manne Highway System. Alaska Marine Hl~hwa} Schedule. 1999 2000 Full Winter Spnng, Page 26.

vehicle traffic (by vehicle typc and dimensions). One-way fares for adults, and one-way fares for standard sized
vehicles from 15 feet to 19 feet in length, are shown as a representative sample of these various fare schedules.
Statewide, almost 74% of passengers on the AMHS were charged adult fares in 1998, with an additional 9%
charged child fares. Standard sized automobiles and recreational vehicles of between 10 feet and 21 feet in
length accounted for 77% of total vehicle boardings on AMHS vessels in 1998. Vans, defined by AMHS as ve
hicles from 12 feet to 13 feet in height, typically commercial, with enclosed cargo space, comprised 5% of total
AMHS vehicle boardings in 1998.

In recent years, the cost to maintain and operate the AMHS ferry system has been rising faster than inflation,
due largely to new regulatory requirements which require vessel upgrades and different levels of crewing, and
labor contracts which dictate wages, benefits and operating conditions.54 Capital costs for transportation are
covered largely with federal funds (historically about 90% of capital project costs) and do not impact the operat
ing budget of the state of Alaska to the same extent as operating expenses. However, increases in operating and

54 Alaska Department of Transportation and Public Facilities. Division of Statewide Planning. Southeast Alaska Transportation Plan. March 1999. Page
8.
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maintenance costs are especially important since these costs are financed with state funds. Since the Alaska
State Constitution prohibits the dedication of funds for specific purposes, the Alaska Marine Highway System
must compete for funds from the state general fund. The AMHS does operate within a "quasi-dedicated" fund
in that it is authorized to retain all revenue, however this is subject to annual legislative approval.

AMHS revenues from fares and other sources cover only a portion of the full cost of operation and maintenance
of the system, with the remaining costs provided from the state's general fund. For the fiscal year ended June
30, 1998, this shortfall totaled $30.6 million (45% of total expenditures) for the entire AMHS system (see Table
9_8).55 Taken separately, the southeast system performs somewhat better, with approximately 70% of operating
costs recovered through fares and other revenues.56 Because of declining state revenues, the Alaska State Legis
lature has called for significant reductions in funding for the AMHS operating budget and the level of state sup
port required for the AMHS. Therefore, the financial performance of any AMHS routes using a different vessel
such as SLICE or another comparative high speed vessel would likely be of paramount importance. The Trans
portation Equity Act for the 21 st Century (TEA-21) federal legislation, enacted June 9, 1998, increases the level

TABLE 9-8: AMHS STATEMENT OF REVENUES

AND EXPENDITURES (FISCAL YEAR ENDED

JUNE 30, 1998

Ticket Sales· -. -·SiatEirooms··········· -. - .
· -- --Dining' Ro'omicafeieria 'SaIEi;;' ---- --
·····Sar·Saleis······ - - .
... "Gift 'Shop'saies" - .
.... 'vending 'Ma'chine·saies········ - ---
.... 'video Game Commission--·············· .
.... 'PiliowiSla'n'k'e'(Renial .. -- .
.... -Concession'Fees'" --.
:::: :~~~~~¥ :~~~~(:::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::

Recovery of Expenses... 'Keichika'n' ~'-hipyara" -
.- .. ·oiher······· -- .
Total Revenues

Support Services
... ·Engi,ieerin(lManagemeni···············-··

.... ·OvEirhaiJi·························· .. --- ..
· Vessel Oper~ti;n; -M~;i~;ge~'B"rit .. -- .
- ReisEirVaiions'8:r,,fclrketin"(j" - -..
· Southeast Shore operations' - .
:::::$~~!6~~~! x~~~~( 9p~:~!i9:n:S::::::::::::::::

Southwest Shore Operations
.....Souitiwiis't"Vessei operations········ - .
.... 'AMHS improvement &" Overtiau(············
Total Expenditures

$29,659,000
......$3;832:666'
. .....$2;652:666
....... '$38i"(666'
....... '$266:666'
-- .... --$214:666'
........ '$40:666'
. '$10:666 .
-. --- '58:666.
. - '$15:666'
......... ($7:6665
-----.. '$360;666'
......... '$3;666'

$37,374,000

l:t<A n?~' nnn

INetRevenue(Loss) I ($30,653,000)

Source:
Alaska Marine Highway System. Annual Financial Report. Fiscal Year Ended
June 30. 1998. Page 2.

55 Alaska Marine Highway. Annual Financial Report. Fiscal Year Ended June 30, 1998.

56 Alaska Department of Transportation and Public Facilities. Division of Statewide Planning. Southeast Alaska Transportation Plan. March 1999. Page
64.
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of funding for the state of Alaska over previous levels. The state of Alaska feels that this may provide an oppor
tunity to use federal funds for strategic capital investments in transportation facilities in southeast Alaska that
will reduce long term operating and maintenance costs for transportation in the region.

Proposed Changes to Southeast Alaska Ferry Services

In 1999, the Alaska Department of Transportation and Public Facilities published a detailed multi-modal trans
portation plan for the southeast Alaska region. This plan calls for the restructuring of the existing AMHS south
east route system from its current structure of conventional mainline and feeder services, to a two-tiered ferry
system which will provide more frequent and higher speed ferry services both within and between four major
travel corridors. These four zones include (1) Juneau-Haines-Skagway, (2) Juneau-Sitka-Petersburg, (3) Peters
burg-Ketchikan, and (4) Ketchikan-Prince Rupert. The existing AMHS southeast route network currently links
these four areas together with mainline ferry service from Prince Rupert to Skagway. Under the proposed plan,
conventional mainline ferry service would continue, serving the demand for regional through service, and link
ing communities in southeast Alaska to each other and to areas outside of southeast Alaska. This would con
tinue "one seat" through service as an overlay to the new regional and community routes. A combination of
conventional vessels and new high speed vessels would provide semi-independent ferry service within the four
zones with frequent regional service linking the four zones.

Four distinct levels of service are provided on ferry routes in the plan. These include (1) mainline service, (2)
regional (zone) service, (3) community service, and (4) shuttle service. Mainline service will be operated on a
24 hour basis, similar to the existing mainline service, and would provide a one-seat ride from Bellingham to
major terminals throughout southeast Alaska, terminating in either Juneau or Haines/Skagway. Regional zone
service would be operated with both conventional and high speed RoPax vessels as dayboat service within a
given zone, with service operated on an 8 or 16 hour daily schedule as seasonal demand warrants. Community
service would consist of both dayboat service and 24 hour service using smaller existing vessels or new T-class
vessels, which would require smaller crews and lower state operating support. Shuttle service would operate as
dayboat RoPax service in a point-to-point route configuration, with vessels beginning and ending service days at
the same terminal, which would allow crews to stay overnight at their home residences.

The plan anticipates the reuse of existing ferry vessels and terminals to the greatest extent possible, however
some new routes and ferry terminals would be established in order to operate the new zoned service, with TEA
21 funds help to fund the acquisition of new vessels and the construction of new ferry terminals where neces
sary.

Southeast Alaska Route Segments Selectedfor Case Study Analysis

The Lynn Canal ferry service between Juneau and Haines/Skagway is selected here for further detailed case
study analysis for a variety of reasons. First, because of the extensive number of individual route segments that
currently receive some level of either passenger or vehicle service from the AMHS, it is beyond the scope of this
analysis to study the AMHS southeast system in detail in its entirety. Also, as noted earlier, the vast majority of
these routes experience relatively limited patronage throughout the year, and would likely be ill-suited for ves
sels having the capacity and high speed of those reviewed in this report. The existing route segments operated
on Lynn Canal between Juneau - Haines and Haines - Skagway were, however, the two most heavily patronized
in the entire AMHS ferry system in 1997.

Secondly, elsewhere in the southeast Alaska region, navigational difficulties related primarily to channel draft
restrictions (e.g., Wrangell Narrows, Sergius Narrows) pose significant operational difficulties, even in relation
to the 17 foot draft of the existing AMHS mainline vessels. The much deeper 28.5 foot draft of the SLICE 600
would far exceed these physical restrictions found throughout many of the southeast route segments currently
served by the AMHS. Depths along Lynn Canal are more than adequate even for the SLICE 600, although the
controlling depths alongside at the existing ferry terminal berths at all three locations would be inadequate for
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the SLICE 600. This is true of most other AMHS ferry terminals as well. Finally, the possible use of high
speed RoPax vessels on Lynn Canal is consistent with plans for improved ferry service reviewed in both the re
cently published Southeast Alaska Transportation Plan and the Juneau Access DE/S, and with previous studies
of high speed ferry service in southeast Alaska such as that conducted in June 1995 by Art Anderson Associ
ates.57

9.3 Existing and Proposed Vessels

The existing RoPax ferry service on the AMHS southeast routes is provided by seven of the nine conventional
monohull RoPax vessels that make up the AMHS fleet. Vessel particulars for these seven existing baseline ves
sels are presented in Table 9-9. The SLICE 600 is selected as the primary SLICE variant for this case study,
primarily because it is a RoPax design, and is of a generally similar passenger and vehicle capacity as the base
line and comparative high speed vessels. Finally, a 78 meter Incat RoPax high speed wave piercing catamaran
is selected as a comparative high speed vessel type. Vessel particulars for the Incat 78 meter WPC and the
SLICE 600 are presented in Table 9-10.

Existing Baseline Vessels

Because of the relative protection afforded by the Inside Passage, and the service history of the AMHS in south
east Alaska, all AMHS southeast vessels are certified for service on lakes, bays, and sounds by the U.S. Coast
Guard. Also, mainline vessels must meet the international SOLAS (Safety of Life at Sea) requirements. The
newest addition to the AMHS fleet is the MV Kennicott, which was introduced into service during the summer
of 1998, and is ocean certified, which allowed the AMHS to introduce a new "Inter-Tie" service, connecting the
southeast and southwest systems betwccn Juneau and Valdez. Loadcd drafts of the existing vessels range from
between 13.9 feet up to 17.6 feet, and service speeds range from between 14.5 to 17.3 knots. None of the
AMHS vessels are equipped with motion dampening systems, and are sometimes forced to take refuge from
heavy weather, or make several tacks across the trackline to prevent excessive rolling. Passenger amenities on
board these vessels generally include food service, gift shop, observation lounges and solariums, and all but the
MV LeConte and MV Aurora, private passenger cabins.

The generally long route segment travel times and the provision of overnight accommodations on most of the
existing vessels results in larger crew sizes than would otherwise be necessary. The operation of ferry routes as
"day boats" can contribute significantly to a reduced crew size, largely as a result of the lack of overnight ac
commodation services. Studies by the Alaska Marine Highway System suggest that reductions ofbctween one
half to two-thirds over existing crew sizes could be achieved with the use of high speed vessels and day boat
operations in southeast Alaska.58

All of the existing vessels in the AMHS fleet are in excess of 20 years old, with the exception of the MV Kenni
cotto Total cost for this vessel was $81 million, with an additional $5.3 million in general program costs. Ap
proximately $65 million of the total cost was provided by the Federal Highway Administration from Federal Aid
Highway funds under the Innovative Financing Program and Special Experimental Program No. 14. The re
mainder of the project costs provided by the State of Alaska as federal aid matching funds, Alaska Marine
Highway System ferry system discretionary funds, and from the Alaska Department of Environmental Conser
vation. The MV Kennicott was designed to satisfy diverse missions, including (1) to operate as a mainline ferry
from Bellingham and Prince Rupert to Skagway, with the ability to transit Wrangell Narrows and Sergius Nar
rows, (2) substitute for the MV Tustumena on the AMHS southwest routes, (3) establish a new service transiting
the Gulf of Alaska and connecting the AMHS southeast and southwest service areas, and (4) serve as a logistics,

57 Art Anderson Associates. Study ofMarketing Possibilities for Two Variants ofthe SLICE Design. June 1995. Pages 4-7.

58 State of Alaska Department of Transportation and Facilities. Technical Memorandum 3: Potential Implications of Technological Improvements. Sep
tember 29, 1997. Page 12.
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TABLE 9-9: SOUTHEAST ALASKA CASE STUDY - BASELINE VESSEL PARTICULARS

Vessel Name

Particulars

Vessel Builder

MVColumbia

Lockheed
Shipbuilding

MV Malaspina

Lockheed
Shipbuilding

MV Matanuska MV Taku

Puget Sound Puget Sound
Bridge & Drydock Bridge & Drydock

Co. Co.

MV LeConte

Peterson
Shipbuilders

MV Aurora

Peterson
Shipbuilders

MVKennicott

Halter Marine

~~:r~~~~~cti~~------------------~~~~~--- ----~~~!~--- --- -f3lt~~I~ --- ----~~~?---- -- -- ~~~f- ---
Year-Entered's";;;",, ----------- -----1974- --- -----1£i63---- -----;963- - - - - - - - -1963- ---- -----197-4- ---
qrl9i~~! p~~~~~~e: ~~i~!(:):::::::: ----$22~OOO~ooo - - - - -$5~OOO~000 - - - - -$5~OOO.000 - - - - -$5.000,000 - -. - '$5.600.000
Annual Maintenance Cost,ZI - - - - $1~402~i55 ----$; :4-46:947 -----f1~i7-1~i87 --. --$1~429,:28i -----$1~446, ;48
PfI••::~~::If.:::i;::;fi,J~~~;j~iJ1t@;Ji®¥lli*f4Wi__!TIT:i;0;(S:_::ii.i"H0':L ~:)"h<-:~?j;#~L~*~_~~::::;~,'~;j0';~;:5(:'::~:2~i:~'-?!!3, ~~i:'1:17f::11j~::~7';::+%0;<-~0;

RoPax------------Steel._---.-._---
1977------------
$7,700,000

----$1,368,548

235.0------------
57.0

------------13.9------------
6.0

......
250------------34------------10

RoPax

~~ ~~~[e~I ~ ~ ~ ~
1998------------

$61,000,000
-----$900,000

382.0---------85.0
------------17.5------------6.0

748------------
120----------'20

, .
Deck Crew Officers 6 6 6 5 3 3General Deck c-re;;"- --- -- ---- --- ----- ---- - -1-5 - - - - - .. - - --'-1 - - - - - - - •• - -11 - - - - - - - - - - -10 - - --. - - - - - - - 5 -. ------ .. -5
EngineeriniiOfficers-- -- -- ----- ---.--- .. -- -5 - - -- -- - - ----4 ---------- - -4 - - -- •• - ···--3------ -- -- -- 2- - - --·------2
Engi~eCre;;"------------- ----- --------- -- -9 - - -- -- - -----7 ----------- -7 - - ----------6------- --- --3 -----------3
Onboar':lPassenger Service------ ---··-----·29 -- -- - - - ----22 ------ - -- - -22 - -- - - ------1ii----- - - - - - - 11 ----------11
Total Crew Complement 66 50 50 42 24 24

Weklhts ltonatonsl. .' . , .
Displacement 3,946 2,928 3,029 2,458 1,328 1,281
T';t~1 O;;';;";i9-hl(''- - - - - - - - - - - -... - - - - - - - - -134~0 - - - - - - - -- 94:6 -- - - - - - - - -00:4 - - - - - - - - - -i2:3 ---- ----- -4'2.0 - - - - - - -- - -4'2.0
Pro .,.. "',. . .. : ..... ....... : . • .
Total Installed Horsepower 1.2,~5_0 8}:>OO • _.. J-,~qo 8.,ggq _. ~,~gg_. • __ ~,;J!!g

Se,vlce-Speed(k'ricitsj---------- 17.. 16.5 165 16.5 14.5 145

FlMl_tlonJmdIl>nOi:_'hOUr at·llldlelltl!Ct
GPH at service speed 400 270 240 215 250 250
GPH-at-10~Oknots- - - - - - --- -- - -- ---- - - - - - -1-67 - - - - - - - -- -120 _••• - - - - - -106 -----------95-- -- --. - - -132 - - - --_._. -132
GPH-al7:li knois- --------- ----- ---- -- ----'-25 - - - - - - - - - - -ii9 --- - - - - - - - -79 --- ----- ---71-- ---------96 ---- --- ----96
GPH-al'3:5 i<nois --. -.. --. -.. - - ---- -- -----i6 -----------53 - - - - - - - - - - -47 -----------42 -- ----- ----52 - --- -------52
GPH-alidle-- --.. ------------- -------- ---6'0 -- -- -------41 --- - - - - - ---36 -----------32-- -- - --- -- -38----------·38
$ervt<:e .. .... ".,,:

7
----------13
-----------4
-----------8
----------'24

56

6,757
- --17e.5

_______ ! ~,_3!!g

16.8

290
----------126
----------94
----------56
----------44

Service Route
Southeast Alaska Southeast Alaska Southeast Alaska Southeast Alaska

Mainline Mainline Mainline Mainline

Northern
Panhandle

Feeder

Southern
Panhandle

Feeder

Southeast Alaska
Mainline &Trans

Gulf

Sources:
(1) Current (then-year) dollars. State of Alaska Department ofTransportatioll and Public Facilities. Tech/rica! Memoral/du/IJ:J Exi.~lilJg Tra/l.soprlGliol/ COlldiril/o.sa dl/ Trawl Clwrauerisrhs ill SE

Alaska. Jnne 1997. Pa.'(e 11.
(2) Includes lilbor and malerials expense for the almuOll "six-week" overbaul. as well as expCllscs for major upgrades that each vessel undergoes approximately every three years.
(3) In Southeast Alaska, maximum vessel freeboard height at the main vehicle deck is 8 feet.
(4) Automobile equivalent unit (AEUl. typically a minimum of a 17' x 8.5' space on the veh.iele deck.
(.5) u.s. Army Corps ofEngineers, Walemome Trampormioll Lines ojfhe Unifed SImes, Vessel File. data for tlte full load capacity ofille vessel, transformed here from sIlon tons to long tons

communications, and command center for emergency responses to oil spills and natural disasters. General ar
rangements for the MV Kennicott are presented in Figure 9-3,

Alternative High Speed Vessels

In studying various options for improved road and/or ferry access to Juneau, the state of Alaska has reviewed
the possible use of a high speed wave piercing RoPax catamaran to service the route between Juneau and
Haines/Skagway along the Lynn Cana1.59 Also, during 1999, requests for proposals (RFPs) were let by AMHS
for two upcoming studies. The first study is the Vessel Suitability Study, which is to review vessel requirements
and vessel types suitable for a redesigned ferry network in southeast Alaska, The second study is the Fast Vehi
cle Ferry Study, which is to review different high speed vessel designs and detennine which is best suited for

59 Alaska Department of Transportation and Public Facilities, Southeast Region, Federal Highway Administration, Alaska Division, Juneau Access Im
provements Draji Environmental Impact Statement. Report # FHWA-AK-EIS-97-01-D, 1997.
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service in Alaska. Both studies are not anticipated to be completed until late 2000. By the end of the year 2000,
Alaska hopes to put out a design and build contract for the selected high speed vessel design, and hopes to place
the vessel into service by late 2002.

TABLE 9-10: SOUTHEAST ALASKA CASE

STUDY - HIGH SPEED VESSEL

PARTICULARS

Particulars

Vessel Designer

SLICE Variant
SLICE 600(')

Comparative
High Speed

RoPax Vessel

Ineat 78m(2)

Incat

Length Overall 213.2 254.0Seam Ov'e'riil" - - - - - - - •••••••••• - - _. - •••• '105~0 -- 85:3
Fui(Load Orif( -------- -. - -. -.. 28~5 '11:5
~'-ain -Pa-s-senger-Deck i=;eebOard- ------------_. 31 ~o ----data-not a;ailabi
Vehicle'Deck Freeboard' .. . .. . -"". 21:5 'datanoi av.i(.ti1

Xx'dWd
Passenger Capacity 600 600
V~j.,i;l~ "C;p;;itY (AEU;(4j' -. -- "'90"" ---150
Fuei CapacltY·(i1a!I";'.)"··" --" -.. -. ----39~6i7 "9;858

(2) RLM1600 gas (4) Ruston 16

Main Engines turbines or RK270 manne
•• _••••••••••••• __ e.q,u!,::aJ,,~t.... diesel engines
Total Installed Horsepower 36,000 "" 23:494
Service'Speed (knots)······ --- -- ·30····· ----····34
Ra;'i1.,a(se;v;ces·pei;ii(,,-.,;1)···"····"·"······ ·6"20· .. ········ '370
l!\1lilffCHumDtlOiiittaartHX_liOur'atrrid~~!!fYfJ: ""·':hJAhAXh#iYf'"
GPH at service speed 1,891 898<'-PH at 30:0 iinots ....••.....•••...•••... "1;891 .••.• "" '804
i'-PH at 15:0knots' -. -••••••• "1~757 '310
<'-PH at :':okiiots" -. --•••••••.. "484 . --- ". '1"76
G-PH at 3:5 iiii"ts' ----------- '450 . - - - -. - - - - - '1'44
G-PH at idle'" -.. -- -...••••••• "28"4 - '1'35

Sources.
(I) LOl,;khccd Marine Systems. SLICE 600 Passenger Vehicle Ferry. Tcctmical Data

Package. April 1995.
(2) Incat Designs. Also, Janes lJii{h·Speed Marfne Transportation /998-/999. Also,

Volpe Center estimates for some data elements, as per discussion in Chapter 8
(3) For a nominal vessel oper.lting hOlUS of3,OOO annually
(4) Automobile equivalent unit (AEU), typically a minimwn ofa IT x 8.5' spaCe on the

vehicle deck.
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FIGURE 9-3: MV KENNICOTT GENERAL ARRANGEMENTS

MY KENNICOTT: INBOARD PROFILE

MY KENNICOTT: HOLD

MY KENNICOTT: SECOND DECK

Soort:e: Hutchmoa. Bruce L. ·iIIlnJGJctiaD to teh Alaska M..... Highway Symm's New
Oc.... ClusV"'d.· M.... TedlDoIogr. J......, 1991.1'1'.)2-34.
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MV KENNICOTT GENERAL ARRANGEMENTS (CONTINUED)

MY KENNlCO'TT: MAIN VEHICLE DECK AND MEZZANINE VEHICLE OECK

MY KENNICO'TT: CABIN DeCK

MY KENNICOTT: BOAT DeCK

S"""'.:H~ Il<ace L '1SoductioD .. 1ob AIosb N.... "'aInnY SysI='. New
Oee..a-v......• M..... TechaoIot1 1......,.1993 J11132·3I
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MV KENNICOTT GENERAL ARRANGEMENTS (CONTINUED)

MY KENNlC01T: SUN DECK

MY KENNIC01T: SOLARIUM DECK

S""",e: Hutcllm"", Bruce L. "lIIln>ducmllUleh A1uIca Menne IlJgbwoy Symm's N....
Ocelll Class Vessel' Menne TeclmolollY JamJar)' 1998 ppJ2-:l4

In developing the requirements for the acquisition of the new ocean class ferry the MV Kennicott, in addition to
monohull designs, catamarans and SWATH hull forms were also reviewed. 60 At the time the study was con
ducted in 1992, it was felt that existing catamaran designs at the time provided neither the required cargo capac
ity nor suitable seakeeping characteristics. A SWATH concept design with a 1700 long ton displacement and a
design draft of25 feet was also evaluated.

The alternative hull type study concluded that a monohull design would be better suited for AMHS service than
a SWATH design because of the draft restrictions found through the AMHS route system, the maximum free
board height of existing AMHS ferry terminal facilities of 8 feet, and the greater operating' cost and possibly
greater acquisition cost ofa SWATH ocean class vessel. It was felt that modifications to the SWATH design,
such as the use of a ballasting system and altering the strut and lower hull geometries, might reduce both its 25

60 Decision Paper #1. Alternative Hull Types. AMHS Ocean Class Ferry. MT-759/Agreemenl No. 37-003-21_ Submittal to State of Alaska, Department
ofTransportation and Public Facilities, Alaska MarIne Highway System. Revision A September 23, 1992.
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The Incat 78 meter is an aluminum hullcd high speed wave piercing catamaran, with capacities ranging between
600 and 700 passengers, and 126 and 151 automobiles. The specific design evaluated here is assumed to have a
passenger capacity of 600 and a vehicle capacity of 150 AEU. The design of the Incat 78 meter wave piercing
catamaran evolved directly from the Incat 74 meter wave piercing catamaran that preceded it. A total of three
78 meter WPCs were delivered between 1994 and 1995, after which the somewhat larger 81 meter and 86 meter
class of Incat WPC came into service. Powered by four marine diesel engines, the Incat 78 meter WPC has an
operating speed of 34 knots. Passengers arc accommodated on two decks, with approximately 420 on the main
passenger deck, and approximately 180 on an upper passenger deck and lounge area. Restrooms and a gift shop
are located on the main passenger deck, and a bar and snack area are located on each passenger deck. Typical
general arrangements for the Incat 78 meter WPC are presented in Figure 9-4.

The SLICE 600 is a conceptual design of a steel hulled 65 meter SLICE RoPax ferry. The vessel would ac
commodate approximately 600 passengers and 90 automobiles, or a combination of 4 motorcoaches and 75
automobiles, with access to the vehicle deck from stem. Passengers are accommodated on two decks, with ap
proximately 422 in economy class seating in two separate compartments on the gallery deck, with cach com
partment having its own restroom and snack bar. An additional 178 passengcrs are accommodated on the upper
deck in first class or lounge type scating. Two gas turbine engines are to deliver an operating speed of 30 knots.
General arrangements for the SLICE 600 are presented earlier in Chapter 4.
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F,GURE 9-4: INCAT 78 METER WPC GENERAL ARRANGEMENTS

INCAT 78 METER WPC: OUTBOARD PROFILE

INCAT 78 METER WPC: VEHICLE DECK

...-: tU" ...,

INCAT 78 METER WPC: MAIN PASSENGER DECK

INCAT 78 METER wee: UpPER PASSENGER DECK

1
",

l
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9.4 Related Infrastructure and Facilities

Apart from the terminals leased from the local communities in Bellingham, Prince Rupert, Hyder (at Stewart,
British Columbia), and Pelican, the Alaska Marine Highway System owns and maintains its own terminal facili
ties. AMHS terminal facilities typically consist of a fendered mooring system, a transfer system, a vehicle park
ing and staging area, and a waiting shelter or terminal building for passengers and ticket sales. Terminal atten
dants are responsible for reservations, sales of tickets, handling mooring lines upon vessel arrival and departure,
controlling parking, and lining up vehicles for loading.

9.4.1 Juneau

Juneau is located east of Douglas Island, at the base of the Coast Mountains on the northeast side of Gastineau
Channel eight miles north of Stephens Passage. Juneau is a major distribution center for products moving to
smaller communities in northern southeast Alaska. As the state capital and largest city in the region, the local
economy is diverse, but centers on government, shipping, fishing and fish products, tourism, and commercial
services. In 1997, the City and Borough of Juneau had a resident population of 30,396. As noted earlier, Juneau
is not connected to the continental road system, and is highly dependent upon ferry and air service for connec
tions to the rest ofAlaska and Canada.

The Auke Bay Ferry Terminal at Juneau is located approximately 14 miles northwest of downtown Juneau (see
Figure 9-5). The location at Auke Bay allows AMHS vessels to enter Auke Bay from around the west end of
Douglas Island from the deeper waters of Stephens Passage, avoiding the shallow waters of the northern end of
Gastineau Channel at Mendenhall Bar. These shallow depths, in combination with a 5 mph (4.4 knot) speed
limit in Gastineau Channel between Juneau Isle and Buoy 7, would make ferry access to locations closer to the

FIGURE 9-5: AUKE BAY (JUNEAU) - NAUTICAL CHART
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city of Juneau difficult.

The Auke Bay ferry terminal has two berths, an east berth 425 feet long with a controlling depth alongside of26
feet, and west berth 425 feet long with a controlling depth alongside of 26 feet.61 These controlling depths are
marginal relative to the 28.5 foot draft of the SLICE 600, but would be more than adequate for the 11.5 foot
draft of the 78 meter Incat WPC. With a mean range of tide of 13.5 feet in the vicinity of Auke Bay, the SLICE
600 could be adequately accommodated at high tide, however this would impose operational restrictions similar
to those that are currently present throughout other areas of southeast Alaska with the existing AMHS vessels.62

At present, AMHS vessels depart many ports throughout a 24 hour period on an inconsistent schedule due to
tidal restrictions. There are other port facilities near downtown Juneau that have controlling depths of 30 feet or
greater, including a number of cruise ship and cargo facilities. However the use of these facilities in order to
accommodate the deeper draft of the SLICE 600 would require a more circuitous routing from Juneau south
through Gastineau Channel, and through Stephens Passage to the west of Douglas Island, adding a distance of
approximately 32 nautical miles to the existing trip length of 66 nautical miles between the Auke Bay ferry ter
minal and the Haines ferry terminal. Also, moving the ferry terminal from Auke Bay to Juneau would likely
require the modification or construction of additional facilities to accommodate the additional passengers and
vehicles. .

In addition to these controlling depth restrictions at Auke Bay for the SLICE 600, throughout southeast Alaska
the maximum freeboard at the vessel main vehicle deck entrance/exit is currently 8 feet with existing ferry ter
minal facilities and transfer systems. With a freeboard of 21.5 feet at the vehicle deck, the SLICE 600 would be
incompatible with the existing AMHS ferry terminal facilities at Auke Bay.

Fuel is not available at the Auke Bay AMHS ferry termina1.63 The ferry terminal building at Auke Bay has
6,160 square feet of space, and a passenger waiting capacity of 205 passengers. During 1997, there were a total
of 67,823 embarking passengers and 68,552 disembarking passengers on AMHS vessels at Auke Bay. A total
of 17,319 vehicles embarked from Auke Bay, and 17,306 vehicles disembarked at Auke Bay on AMHS vessels.

9.4.2 Haines

Haines is located on the shore of the Lynn Canal on the Chilkat Peninsula between the Chilkoot and Chilkat
Rivers. The town is bordered by the Chilkat Mountain Range on the west and the Coast Range on the east. In
1997, Haines had a resident population of 1,429, with an additional 973 people living in the surrounding Haines
Borough. Haines is one of the few communities in southeast Alaska connected to the continental road system.
The Haines Highway (State Routes 7 and 3) extends north from Haines and connects with the Alaska Highway

in the Yukon Territory.

The AMHS ferry terminal in Haines is located approximately 5 miles north of downtown, on the south side of
Lutak Inlet (see Figure 9-6). The ferry terminal dock has a berth 640 feet long, with a 35-ton adjustable transfer
bridge and a controlling depth alongside of23 feet. This depth is inadequate relative to the 28.5 foot draft of the
SLICE 600, but would be more than adequate for the 11.5 foot draft of the 78 meter Incat WPC. With a mean
range of tide of 15.8 feet, the SLICE 600 could be adequately accommodated at high tide, however this would
impose operational restrictions similar to those that are currently present throughout other areas of southeast
Alaska with the existing AMHS vessels. At present, AMHS vessels depart many ports throughout a 24 hour
period on an inconsistent schedule due to tidal restrictions.

61 State of Alaska Department of Transportation and Public Facilities. Technical Memorandum 2: Existing Transportation Conditions and Travel Char
acteristics in SE Alaska. Final Memorandum. June 3, 1997. Appendix B. Inventory of Existing Harbor Facilities in Southeast Alaska. Page 4.

62 The mean range of tide is the difference in height between the mean high water and the mean low water. At Fritz Cove near Auke Bay, the mean high
water is 15.0 feet above the local datum of mean lower low water, and mean low water is 1.5 feet above the local datum of mean lower low water.

63 State of Alaska Department of Transportation and Public Facilities. Technical Memorandum 2: Existing Transportation Conditions and Travel Char
acteristics in SE Alaska. Final Memorandum. June 3,1997. Appendix B. Inventory of Existing Harbor Facilities in Southeast Alaska. Table B-1.
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FIGURE 9-6: HAINES - NAUTICAL CHART
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There is only one port facility at Haines that has a controlling depth in excess of28.5 feet. The Haines Terminal
P.O.L. dock is located on the south shore of Lutak Inlet, and is owned by the U.S. federal government and oper
ated by the U.S. Army. However, even if moving the ferry terminal to this other location were possible, it
would likely require the modification or construction ofadditional facilities to accommodate the AMHS passen
gers and vehicles.

In addition to these controlling depth restrictions at Haines for the SLICE 600, throughout southeast Alaska the
maximum freeboard at the vessel main vehicle deck entrance/exit is currently 8 feet with existing ferry terminal
facilities and transfer systems. With a freeboard of 21.5 feet at the vehicle deck, the SLICE 600 would be in
compatible with the existing AMHS ferry terminal facilities at Haines.

Fuel is available at the Haines AMHS ferry terminal. 64 The ferry terminal building at Haines has 4,220 square
feet of space, and a passenger waiting capacity of 140 passengers. During 1997, there were a total of 38,463
embarking passengers and 38,948 disembarking passengers on AMHS vessels at Haines. A total of 13,457 ve
hicles embarked and 13,884 vehicles disembarked at Haines on AMHS vessels.

9.4.3 Skagway

Skagway is located at the northern terminus ofthe Inland Passage at the north end ofTaiya Inlet on the delta of
the Skagway River. Located approximately 13 nautical miles north of Haines, Skagway is also one of the few

64 State of Alaska Department of Transportation and Public Facilities. Technical Memorandum 2: Existing Transportation Conditions and Travel Char
acteristics in SE Alaska. Final Memorandum. June 3, 1997. Appendix B. Inventory ofExisting Harbor Facilities in Southeast Alaska. Table B-1.
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communities in southeast Alaska connected to the continental road system. The Klondike Highway (State
Routes 98 and 2) extends north from Skagway and connects with the Alaska Highway in the Yukon Territory.
Skagway is also a transfer point between water and rail shipping routes, with the White Pass and Yukon Rail
way operating 28 miles ofa line that operates from Skagway to Fraser, British Columbia, for summer-only tour
ist excursions.

The AMHS ferry terminal at Skagway is located three blocks south of downtown on the east side ofTaiya Inlet
(see Figure 9-7 and Figure 9-8). The ferry terminal dock has a berth 385 feet long with dolphins, with a control
ling depth alongside of 17 feet. This depth is inadequate relative to the 28.5 foot draft of the SLICE 600, but
would be more than adequate for the 11.5 foot draft of the 78 meter Incat WPC. With a mean range of tide of
14.1 feet, the SLICE 600 could be adequately accommodated at high tide, however this would impose opera
tional restrictions similar to those that are currently present throughout other areas of southeast Alaska with the
existing AMHS vessels. At present, AMHS vessels depart many ports throughout a 24 hour period on an incon
sistent schedule due to tidal restrictions.

FIGURE 9-7: SKAGWAY - NAUTICAL CHART
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There are three other port facilities at Skagway that have controlling depths in excess of28.5 feet. The Skagway
Terminal Company Ore Wharf, located 600 feet northwest of the existing ferry terminal, has a controlling depth
of 37 feet, and is used for cruise ships, the receipt of petroleum products, and occasionally to ship lead and zinc
ores mined in the Yukon Territory. The White Pass and Yukon Corporation Wharf, located 750 feet southeast
of the existing ferry terminal, has a reported depth alongside of 21 to 33 feet, and also accommodates cruise
ships, petroleum products and cargo. The Broadway Dock, located 360 feet southeast of the Skagway Terminal
Company Ore Wharf, has a reported depth alongside of 30 feet. However, even if moving the ferry terminal to
one of these other locations were possible, it would likely require the modification or construction of additional
facilities to accommodate the AMHS passengers and vehicles.
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FIGURE 9-8: SKAGWAY AERIAL PHOTO

In addition to these controlling depth restrictions at Skagway for the SLICE 600, throughout southeast Alaska
the maximum freeboard at the vessel main vehicle deck entrance/exit is currently 8 feet with existing ferry ter
minal facilities and transfer systems. With a freeboard of21.5 feet at the vehicle deck, the SLICE 600 would be
incompatible with the existing AMHS ferry terminal facilities at Skagway.

Fuel is available at the Skagway AMHS ferry terminal.6S The ferry terminal building has 1,872 square feet of
space, and a passenger waiting capacity of 130 passengers. During 1997, there were a total of 32,451 embarking
passengers and 35,057 disembarking passengers on AMHS vessels at Skagway. A total of 8,258 vehicles em
barked and 8,988 vehicles disembarked at Skagway on AMHS vessels.

9.5 Weather and Wave Climate

Throughout coastal areas of southeast Alaska in general, a maritime influence prevails. Between Juneau and
Skagway, vessels traverse Lynn Canal, which is an 71 nautical mile long, 4.25 nautical mile wide, deep fjord
walled in by steep mountains rising to 7,000 feet on either side. The climate in the southern portion of Lynn
Canal in the vicinity of Juneau generaIJy consists of prevailing winds from the southeast throughout the year,
although during the winter winds are more variable and may be out of the northeast as well. Southeast gales are
more frequent in the winter than in summer, and fog is most likely occur during the winter. Further north, the
high shores of Lynn Canal tend to guide winds along its north-south axis, while the narrowing at the northern
end ofLynn Canal tends to intensifY winds blowing from the south. Temperatures generally range from a low
of 8* F during winter to highs in the mid 60's during July. From December through March, an average of 9 to
19 inches of snow per month falls. The southern part of Lynn Canal in the vicinity of Juneau is in the path of
most storms that cross the Gulf of Alaska, and Lynn Canal as a whole has moderate temperatures, little sun
shine, and abundant precipitation. .

65 Stale ofAlaska Departmcnt of Transportation and Public Facilities. Technical Memorandum 2: Existing Transportation Conditions and Trawl Char
acteristics in SE Alaska. Final Memorandum. June 3, 1997. Appendix B. Inventory ofExisting Harbor Facilities in Southeast Alaska. Table B-1.
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The long straight length of Lynn Canal provides for an unusually long fetch. Winter winds are known to reach
70 knots, driving steep waves usually on the order of 12 feet or higher for extended periods of time. The maxi
mum winter sea condition reported in Lynn Canal by the NOAA station in Juneau was 22 feet in the vicinity of
Whitestone Harbor on the south side of Icy Strait.66 These climate and wave conditions are somewhat more dif
ficult than in many other areas of southeast Alaska in which the AMHS operates. For example, throughout most
of the journey from Bellingham to Skagway via the Inside Passage, vessels are generally protected from the
open Pacific Ocean. In addition to Lynn Canal, other areas of relatively difficult sea states in southeast Alaska
include part of the route between Prince Rupert and Ketchikan67, in which vessels are exposed to open ocean
waves while traversing Dixon Entrance, and Clarence Strait between Ketchikan and Wrangell, which although
protected from the open ocean for much of its length can experience significant wave heights of 6 feet during
the winter months due to its long north south fetch.

As discussed earlier in Chapter 8, the Volpe Center conducted a detailed wave climate analysis of each case
study region. Unfortunately, southeast Alaska was one of the few regions for which either measured wave data
sources or modeled hindcast data sources were unavailable.68 As an alternative source of reliable wave climate
information, quantitative wave climate data for the southeast Alaska region as a whole were obtained from the
Owner's Requirements document developed during the acquisition process of the ocean class RoRo vessel the
MV Kennicott.69 Based on the operating profile throughout southeast Alaska of the ocean class vessel, a distri
bution of annual vessel hours by sea state was developed. The results of this analysis, presented in Figure 9-9,
reveal that significant wave heights in sea state 4 and above (4.1 to 8.2 feet) would be experienced approxi
mately 2.5% of vessel operating hours. These findings are generally consistent with the wave height data pre
sented in the U.S. Coast Pilot, which indicates that waves of 10 feet or more are reported approximately 13.1%
of the time for the area off Sitka (see Table 9-11), which is open to the opcn Pacific Occan and would experi
ence a more difficult wave climate than the Inside Passage routes making up much of the operating profile for
the ocean class vessel. Because the data presented in Figure 9-9 represents operations throughout southeast
Alaska, which includes areas which experience less difficult wave climates than Lynn Canal, when calculating
estimates of the impact of vessel seakeeping upon patronage, these wave climate data are adjusted upward
somewhat.70 This results in an estimate that significant wave heights in excess of sea state 4 (4.1 to 8.2 feet)
would be experienced approximately 2.5% of vessel operating hours.

66 Art Anderson Associates. Study ofMarketing Possibilities for Two Variants of the SLICE Design. June 1995. Page 5.

67 One on occasion in the past, the MY Malaspina encountered seas so difficult in this area that the vessel rolled excessively, and tractor trailer vans on the
car deck tipped over, heavily damaging six automobiles. State of Alaska Department of Transportation and Public Facilities. Technical Memorandum 2:
Existing Transportation Conditions and Travel Characteristics in SE Alaska. Final Memorandum. June 3,1997. Pg.14.

68 The Alaska Marine Highway System is currently planning to outfit one of its vessels with instrumentation capable of recording quantitative measurc
ments of sea state conditions along the routes operated by thc AMHS.

69 Alaska Department of Transportation and Public Facilities. Alaska Marine Highway System. Owner's Requirements. Ocean Class RO-RO Passenger
Vessel. Project No. 75409INH-9500(44). Section IA, Table IA-I, "Southeast Alaska Operating Profile." April 1996.

70 A total of 10% of annual vessel operating hours are shifted from sea states 0-1 and 2 to sea states 5 and greater than 5.
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FIGURE 9-9: ESTIMATED DISTRIBUTION OF ANNUAL VESSEL
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TABLE 9-11: METEOROLOGICAL TABLE FOR COASTAL AREA OFF SITKA
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9.6 Navigational Considerations

Between the ferry terminals at Auke Bay, Haines and Skagway, the navigable waters of Auke Bay, Favorite
Channel, Lynn Canal, Chilkoot Inlet, Lutak Inlet and Taiya Inlet are relatively deep, and can easily accommo
date the deep draft of the SLICE 600. Only at and in the immediate vicinity of the ferry terminal berths them
selves are there any significant controlling depth constraints along these routes. This is in distinct contrast to
other parts of the southeast Alaska ferry route network, which require navigating narrow and draft constrained
areas such as Wrangell Narrows and Sergius Narrows. For general reference, the major waterways and channels
that are traversed by AMHS vessels throughout the southeast Alaska region are presented in Figure 9-10.

FIGURE 9-10: SOUTHEAST ALASKA WATER FEATURES
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Floating logs and other debris are present throughout the year. in all the inland waters, channels, passes and inlets
in southeast Alaska, and are a danger to navigation both day and night. Floating logs are especially prevalent at
the entrance to inlets after high tides and storrns. Ice is discharged from glaciers and can be expected in Ste
phens Passage. In daytime and in clear weather ice is not a serious danger to navigation, however at night or in
poor visibility conditions it may pose a threat.

Throughout southeastern Alaska there are considerable inequalities in the heights of the two high waters and the
two low waters of each day. These differences average about 2 feet between successive high waters and 3 feet
between successive low waters.. Because of such differences, the mean lower low water (rather than the mean
low water) has been adopted as the plane of reference for NOAA National Ocean Service nautical charts of the
region.
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Access to Auke Bay is made south of Coghlan Island, where depths are well in excess of 120 feet. After turning
north around the southcrn end of Coghlan Island, Favorite Channel is entered to the cast of Shelter Island, again
with depths far exceeding the minimum necessary to accommodate the SLICE 600. In upper Lynn Canal, vol
untary vessel traffic procedures have been adopted for deep draft vessels. Ferries, cruise ships and other deep
draft vessels are requested to announce their presence 30 to 45 minutes prior to entering the area and at regular
intervals while transiting through the area, and a safe speed must be maintained. The approach to Skagway from
Taiya Inlet is clear and deep.

Utilizing the MarineMap electronic charting software, a detailed representation of the two case study route seg
ments between Auke Bay and Haines, and Haines and Skagway were created. The total route distance between
the ferry terminals at Auke Bay and Haines is 66.2 nautical miles. This total is comprised of 2.7 nmi in Auke
Bay from the Auke Bay ferry terminal, 12.6 nmi in Favorite Channel east of Shelter Island, 34.2 nmi in Lynn
Canal, 15.3 nmi in Chilkoot Inlet, and 1.4 nmi in Lutak Inlet to the ferry terminal at Haines. The total route dis
tance between Haines and Skagway is 12.8 nautical miles. This total is comprised of 2.2 nmi in Lutak Inlet
from the ferry terminal at Haines, and 10.6 nmi in Taiya Inlet to the ferry terminal at Skagway.

Total one-way travel time with the baseline AMHS vessels is currently 4 hours and 30 minutes between Auke
Bay and Haines, and 1 hour between Haines and Skagway.

In estimating the total one-way travel time with the SLICE 600 and Incat 78 meter WPC, it is assumed that op
erating speeds are 7 knots within portions of Auke Bay and Lutak Inlet, 15 knots in portions of Favorite Channel
and Chilkoot Inlet, and that the main portion of the trip in Favorite Channel and Lynn Canal is accomplished at
the vessel service speed. Therefore, the total trip time with the Incat 78 meter WPC from the Auke Bay ferry
terminal to the Haines ferry terminal is 2 hours and 25 minutes, with an operating speed of 34 knots. With the
SLICE 600, the total trip time on the same route is 2 hours and 40 minutes, with an operating speed of 30 knots.
Between Haines and Skagway, the total trip time with the Incat 78 meter WPC is 37 minutes, and with the
SLICE 600 is 40 minutes.

9.7 Environmental Considerations

The pattern of whale migration generally follows a simple routine of feeding at high latitudes during the summer
months, and breeding in warmer latitudes during the winter months. This pattern applies for both northern
hemisphere and southern hemisphere whale species. The Alaskan coast sees a great variety of whale species
during the summer months from April to September. Humpback whales, killer whales, beluga and gray whales
are common during this time of year. Other species include bowhead, minke, sperm, and fin whales, as well as
narwhals and blue whales. Humpback whales are found throughout Lynn Canal, and in April and May concen
trations of adult herring and eulachon bring humpback whales into Berners Bay, on the eastern side of Lynn Ca
nal, to feed. 71

The material contained with the Juneau Access DEIS would seem to suggest that despite what possible envi
ronmental impacts might result from improved or increased ferry service in Lynn Canal, these impacts would
likely be relatively less than those that would result from the development of any of the road or highway options
for the corridor that are discussed in the DEIS.

71 Alaska Department of Transportation and Public facilities, Southeast Region. federal Highway Administration, Alaska Division. Juneau Access Im
provements Draft Environmental Impact Statement. Report # FHWA-AK-EIS-97-01-D. 1997. Section 4.3.6.
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9.8 Market Forecasts and Financial Analysis

The historical patronage data for 1997 for AMHS service throughout southeast Alaska was reviewed earlier in
Table 9-6. For Lynn Canal ferry service between Auke Bay, Haines and Skagway Calendar, somewhat more
recent calendar year 1998 passenger and vehicle origin-destination data, reflecting the summer 1998 introduc
tion of the MV Kennicott to southeast mainline service, is presented below in Table 9-12.

'TABLE 9-12: AMHS 1998 LYNN CANAL PASSENGER
AND VEHICLE ORIGIN-DESTINATION DATA

Passengers
Embarking

Ports
Skagway
Haines
Juneau

Totals

Vehicles
Embarking

Ports
Skagway
Haines
Juneau

Totals

Totals

7,448
10,965
10,399

28,812

Table 9-13 presents 1998 AMHS vessel trips by directional route segment, season and vessel, that correspond to
the observed patronage data presented in Table 9-12. As noted earlier, the one-way dock-to-dock travel time is
currently 4 hours and 30 minutes between Auke Bay and Haines, and 1 hour between Haines and Skagway. In
cluding staging, loading and unloading times at each terminal, the time to travel between Auke Bay and Haines
is approximately 7 hours, with travel on to Skagway adding an additional 2 hours.72 The Juneau Access DEIS
reports that the annual operating and maintenance cost for the existing Lynn Canal AMHS ferry service is ap
proximately $8,400,000 annually, and that passenger and vehicle fares are approximately $6,500,000.73

As noted earlier, capital costs for transportation projects, including ferry acquisition and ferry terminal construc
tion, are covered largely with federal funds, and therefore do not impact the operating budget of the state of
Alaska to the same extent as operating expenses. Operating and maintenance costs, however, are especially im
portant since these costs are financed with state funds. Because of declining state revenues, the Alaska State
Legislature has called for significant reductions in funding for the AMHS operating budget and the level of state
support required for the AMHS. Therefore, the financial performance of any AMHS routes using a different

72 Alaska Department of Transportation and Public Facilities, Southeast Region. Federal Highway Administration, Alaska Division. Juneau Access Im
provements Draft Environmental Impact Statement. Report # FIIWA-AK-EIS-97-01-D. 1997. Section 2.3.

73 Alaska Department of Transportation and Public Facilities, Southeast Region. Federal Highway Administration, Alaska Division. Juneau Access Im
provements Draft Environmental Impact Statement. Report # FI-IWA-AK-EIS-97-01-D. 1997. Section 3.2.1
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TABLE 9-13: 1998 AMHS SOUTHEAST VESSEL TRIPS BY

DIRECTIONAL ROUTE SEGMENT, SEASON AND VESSEL

Juneau to Haines to Skagway to Haines to Totals by
Vessel Haines Juneau Haines Skagwa Vessel

Summer Totals
by Route 165 165 164 164 658

MV Aurora
M\iCoiuiTitiia ----
M\iKEln-riicotl ----
M'i/LeConie --- --
M\irv;al~lspi;;il- ---
M\i r:..lata-riuska---
M\iTilk'U-- ----- ---

11 10 10--.....,r-- .-- ---- 4- -- ---. ----4 ---
--·_·--9--- -------·~f-- --------9---
------1=,--- ------19--- -------1-9---
------.0-·· -------0- -- . -----. -6 ---
. -... -26-. - ------26- -- -..... -23 --.
-····-51"-- ------51--- ---·-·-51----

11-------4---
-------9---
------'T--
-------6---
------23--·
------51---

42...... i 6- --
------36- -.
------='2" --
------- 0---
------98-··
-----204- --

Winter Totals by
Route Segment

118 119 116 115 468

1998 Totals by
Route Segment

283 284 280 279 1,126

Source: AMHS 1998Annual Traffic Volume Report. 1998 Link Volume Summary Reports. Pages 27, 75-82.

vessel such as SLICE or another comparative high speed vessel would likely be of paramount importance, with
the goal ofreducing long term operating and maintenance costs for transportation in the region.

Primarily for these reasons, the approach taken here for the analysis of the financial performance of the Lynn
Canal service is to focus on operating and maintenance expenses and revenues. The purchase price of $37 mil
lion for SLICE 600 compares favorably to the MV Kennicott which cost $81 million, $65 million of which was
provided by the FHWA. The MV Kennicott, however, was designed to meet various missions, and to be certi
fied for open ocean operation, thus likely increasing its cost over what might otherwise have been the case.

75 Alaska Department of Transportation and Public Facilities, Southeast Region. Federal Highway Administration, Alaska Division. Juneau Access Im
provements Draft Environmental Impact Statement. Report # FHWA-AK-EIS-97-01 -D. 1997. Section 2.4.
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Even so, it would appear that some benefits could be realized with the purchase of high speed vessels as com
pared to conventional monohull vessels, however most of these gains would be realized by the federal rather
than the state government.

As part of the Juneau Access DEIS, in 1994 the Alaska Department of Transportation and Public Facilities re
corded the number of travelers whose request for a vehicle reservation to travel between Juneau and
Haines/Skagway was denied because of a lack of ferry space. For the first three months of 1994, immediately
after the spring/summer state ferry system schedule was published, reservation requests for 1,135 vehicles and
4,825 passengers to travel among these three communities were denied.75

The Juneau Access DEIS reviewed a marine transportation alternative, with four possible options (referred to as
Options A, B, C, and D). All four options involved the use of high speed RoPax ferries on Lynn Canal. The
high speed RoPax vessel reviewed in the Juneau Access DEIS was an Incat 84 meter WPC, with a passenger
capacity of 777 persons, a vehicle capacity 105 AEU, and an operating speed of25 knotS.76

Of the four marine transportation options explored in the Juneau Access DEIS, Option B and Option D involved
the construction of new ferry terminal at Bemers Bay on the east side of Lynn Canal, further north of the exist
ing ferry terminal at Auke Bay. Option A consisted of the continuation of conventional mainline ferry service
on Lynn Canal from the existing ferry terminal at Auke Bay, with supplemental high speed RoPax service on
the same route. Finally, Option C consisted of the elimination of conventional mainline ferry service on Lynn
Canal, with replacement high speed RoPax service operating from the existing ferry terminal at Auke Bay. Be
cause Option C does not involve the construction of a new ferry terminal at Berners Bay, and because it elimi
nates the baseline conventional mainline ferry service on Lynn Canal, it serves as a convenient baseline against
which current AMHS operations on Lynn Canal can be compared. Therefore, a proposed operating profile simi
lar to that reviewed in Option C is selected for review in this case study.

TABLE 9-14: JUNEAU ACCESS DEIS - ALTERNATIVE 4, OPTION C PROPOSED

DAILY OPERATING SCHEDULE

Vessel #1VesseitH-
vesseitff--
Source: Alaska Department ofTransportation and Public Facilities. Southeast Region. Federal Highway Administration, Alaska Division.
Juneau Access Improvements Draft Envi,-onmelltal Impact Statement. Report # FHWA·AK-EIS-97-01-D. 1997. Section 3.2.3 (c). Table 3-6.

This proposed operating schedule is presented in Table 9-14. On the Auke Bay - Haines route segment, between
May and September, this schedule calls for two vessels, each operating two round trips daily. Between October
and April, one vessel is called for, operating two round trips daily. On the Haines - Skagway route segment,
between May and September this schedule calls for two vessels, the first operating a single round trip daily, and

76 Alaska Department of Transportation and Public Facilities, Southeast Region. I'ederal Highway Administration, Alaska Division. Juneau Access Im
provements Draft Environmental Impact Statement. Report # FHWA-AK-EIS-97-01-D. 1997. Table 3-3.
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the second operating two round trips daily. Between October and April, one vessel is called for, operating a sin
gle round trip daily.

In developing patronage estimates for Alternative 4, Option C, the Juneau Access DEIS assumed the use of two
84 meter Incat WPCs, each having a capacity of 777 passengers and 105 AED. If operated according to the
schedule presented in Table 9-14, the Juneau Access DEIS estimates that the number of total vehicle boardings
on the Lynn Canal routes will increase to 77,000 annually from the current baseline level of approximately of
30,000 noted in the Juneau Access DEIS.17 As noted earlier in Table 9-12, actual 1998 passenger boardings on
the three Lynn Canal routes totaled 28,812.

This estimate of 77,000 annual vehicles is in excess of that which would be estimated based on the changes in
the level of service parameters compared to the current baseline conventional RoPax service, and the demand
elasticities with respect to travel time, fare and frequency of service reviewed earlier in Chapter 8. However,
this higher estimate of 77,000 vehicle boardings still appears reasonable given the sizeable unmet demand on
these routes, as shown by the Juneau Access DEIS analysis of denied reservations requests, and the lack of other
transportation alternatives, such as highway, on these routes.

The DEIS estimate of 77,000 vehicle boardings serves as the basis upon which patronage estimates for the sce
narios evaluated in this case study, utilizing the 78 meter WPC and the SLICE 600, are made. Although esti
mates of the number of passenger boardings corresponding to the estimate of 77,000 vehicle boardings are not
directly made in the Juneau Access DEIS, such an estimate can be made by reviewing the relationship of 1998
passengers boardings to 1998 vehicle boardings on the three routes served in Lynn Canal. Given the existing
1998 origin-destination passenger and vehicle data presented in Table 9-12, a corresponding estimate ofpassen-

TABLE 9-15: LYNN CANAL CURRENT BASELINE PATRONAGE AND

FUTURE HIGH SPEED BASELINE PATRONAGE

1998 Observed Actual Juneau Access "Improved

Non-Directional Baseline Marine" Option Baseline

Market Seament Passengers Vehicles Passengers Vehicles
Auke Bay - Haines 41,504 13,071 106,527 33,549

8~~i~~~~~~$K~9~~Y.~ ~ ~ ~
----.....·{g;a7"s ···_·'··8:226 ······_··s1",(ii3 ·······21:1"1"3

Auke Bay - Skagway ········-35~512 --···_·-i:515 ...... ---91",147- ·······f9~289
Lynn Canal Total 96,891 28,812 248,687 73,951

ger demand is estimated based on the estimated of 77,000 annual vehicles. These aggregate passenger boarding
and vehicle boarding forecasts for the Lynn Canal routes in total are then distributed among the three origin
destination route segments in proportion to currently observed 1998 traffic. The resulting non-directional route
segment patronage totals are presented in Table 9-15, and serve as the basis for the patronage forecasts made in
this case study for the Incat 78 meter WPC and the SLICE 600.

Table 9-16 and Table 9-17 present the findings for the use of the Incat 78 meter WPC and the SLICE 600 on
Lynn Canal. The Incat 78 meter WPC and the SLICE 600 are of the same general passenger capacity as the In
cat 84 meter WPC used in the Juneau Access DEIS. Therefore, the same schedule as that proposed in the Jun-

17 Alaska Department of Transportation and Public Facilities, Soutbeast Region. Federal Highway Administration, Alaska Division. Juneau Access Im
provements Draft Environmental Impact Statement Report # FHWA-AK-EIS-97·01·D. 1997. Table 2-3.
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eau Access DEIS and presented earlier in Table 9-14 is assumed here for the Incat 78 meter WPC and the
SLICE 600. Passenger and vehicle fares are assumed to stay at current levels.

For both the alternative high speed vessels evaluated, total travel times improve only slightly compared with the
Incat 84 meter baseline case studied in the Juneau Access DEIS. The SLICE 600 travel times are virtually un
changed from the baseline, and therefore there is no corresponding change from the baseline patronage resulting
from an improvement in travel time. The Incat 78 meter WPC, however, returns a travel time that is 9% less
than the baseline for the Auke Bay - Haines route segment, and 7% less than the baseline for the Auke Bay 
Skagway route. These travel time improvements for the 78 meter WPC result in an estimated overall increase in
passenger boardings of 14,275, and an increase in vehicle boardings of4,300 annually.

It is assumed that the seakeeping performance of the Incat 78 meter WPC is similar to that of the Incat 84 meter
WPC, and that there would be no increase in patronage resulting from improved seakeeping and ride quality
resulting from the use of the Incat 78 meter WPC. However, based on the seakeeping analysis presented in
Chapter 5 and the methodology presented in Chapter 8 regarding the impact of seakeeping performance on pa
tronage, it is estimated that an increase of 3,000 passenger boardings over the baseline would result from the
improved seakeeping ability of the SLICE 600. It is further estimated that an additional 6,900 passenger board
ings over the baseline would result from an improvement in operational reliability resulting from the better
seakeeping ability of the SLICE 600.

The resulting annual operating costs and revenues for the two scenarios are presented in Table 9-17. The annual
operating costs for the Incat 78 meter WPC of $20,314,764 are similar to those estimated in the Juneau Access
DEIS for the Incat 84 meter WPC, which were estimated at $17,800,000 annually.78 The Incat 78 meter WPC
returns the best economic performance, with an annual net loss of $7,878,872, compared to an annual net loss of
$17,775,617 with the SLICE 600. On a per passenger boarding basis, the net loss of $7,878,872 for the Incat 78
meter is equivalent to $29.96 per passenger boarding, and the net loss of $17,775,617 for the SLICE 600 is
equivalent to $68.05 per passenger boarding. As noted earlier, the Juneau Access DEIS reports that the annual
operating and maintenance cost for the existing Lynn Canal AMHS ferry service is approximately $8,400,000
annually, and that passenger and vehicle fares are approximately $6,500,000, resulting in an annual net loss of
$1.9 million, or at baseline 1998 patronage levels totaling 96,891 passengers, $19.60 per passenger boarding. 79

It is clear from these findings that although use of either the 78 meter WPC or SLICE 600 would improve travel
conditions in the Lynn Canal corridor, the financial impact upon the state of Alaska would increase both in ab
solute terms and in terms of the per passenger net loss. Although the 78 meter WPC returns an economic per
formance that is superior to the SLICE 600, both the 78 meter WPC and the SLICE 600 would result in an in
crease in the required financial support from the state of Alaska, which does not meet the stated goals of the
Alaska Marine Highway System and the state of Alaska to reduce the financial burden upon the state by reduc
ing the operating costs of AMHS ferry services.

There are very limited alternatives for travel between the Lynn Canal communities reviewed here, and any at
tempt to increase fares to improve the financial position of the Lynn Canal ferry service would place an eco
nomic burden upon ferry users that would likely be politically unacceptable at the state level. Also, increasing
fares in order to improve the financial performance of the Lynn Canal service would be at odds with one the

78 Alaska Department of Transportation and Public Facilities, Southeast Region. Federal Highway Administration, Alaska Division. Juneau Access Im
provements Draft Environmental Impact Statement. Report # FHWA-AK-EIS-97-01-D. 1997. Section 3.2.3.

79 Alaska Department of Transportation and Public Facilities, Southeast Region. Federal Highway Administration, Alaska Division. Juneau Access Im
provements Draft Environmental Impact Statement. Report # FHWA-AK-EIS-97-01-D. 1997. Section 3.2.1

81 Alaska Department of Transportation and Public Facilities, Southeast Region. Federal Highway Administration, Alaska Division. Juneau Access Im
provements Draft Environmentllllmpact Statement. Report # FHWA-AK-EIS-97-0l-D. 1997. Section 2.1.
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stated goals of the Juneau Access DEIS, which is to reduced user costs for travel in the Lynn Canal corridor.81

For these reasons, no "profit maximizing" fare scenarios were carried out for this case study.
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OPE

OPE
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.. -------.-. -- ----- ----.... ·Auiomobiie One:Way ·Fare $72.00 .. - ...•. - --- $72~OO
---- -- ------ -- TofarAririiJal Drie:Way Vefilcle"Boardln~js -------------20~2'36 ---- --------20~i55

Notes:
(l) Includes one hour fOT vessel stopover at Haines.

9.9 Conclusions

Of the mainline AMHS southeast route segments, the SLICE 600 would be best suited for the Juneau to Skag
way route, which is well patronized, experiences relatively difficult sea states despite its location protected from
the open ocean, and has fewer navigational issues related to controlling depths of channels and at berths than
some of the other route segments in southeast Alaska. Although most channel depths in the area are suitable for
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the SLICE 600, the controlling depths along side of 26 feet at Juneau (Auke Bay), 23 to 25 feet at Haines, and
17 feet at Skagway are marginal with respect to the SLICE 600, but would be more than adequate for the 78 me
ter WPC or other WPC designs being evaluated by AMHS. The deep draft of the SLICE 600 would, however,
pose additional operational constraints if the vessel were to be utilized elsewhere in the southeast Alaska ferry
route system currently operated by AMHS. Although it is unclear at this time on which specific routes high
speed ferry service will be implemented by AMHS, the inability to utilize the SLICE 600 elsewhere in the
AMHS system is a definite shortcoming that other catamaran designs do not face.

In addition to draft constraints, operational difficulties are also likely to be encountered with the SLICE 600 be
cause of the deck heights at the existing ferry terminals throughout southeast Alaska, which allow a maximum
freeboard height at the main vehicle deck entrance/exit of 8 feet. The SLICE 600 main vehicle deck freeboard
height of 21.5 feet would be incompatible with existing southeast Alaska ferry terminal facilities.

Finally, although the 78 meter WPC returns an economic performance that is superior to the SLICE 600, both
the 78 meter WPC and the SLICE 600 would result in an increase in the required financial support from the state
of Alaska, which does not meet the stated goals of the Alaska Marine Highway System and the state of Alaska
to reduce the financial burden upon the state by reducing the operating costs of AMHS ferry services.
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Chapter 10: Case Study #2 - Bay of Fundy
(Saint John - Digby)

This case study is an existing conventional RoPax service operated across the Bay ofFundy between Saint John,
New Brunswick, and Digby, Nova Scotia, a route length of39 nautical miles. The service is currently operated
year round by Bay Ferries, Ltd. of Canada, who was granted the contract to operate this service in November,
1996. It was formerly operated by Marine Atlantic, a Canadian federal government agency. Conventional
RoPax services from both Maine and New Brunswick to Nova Scotia have been operated in various incarnations
for many years, and in the spring of 1998, conventional RoPax ferry service on the route from Bay Harbor,
Maine to Yarmouth, Nova Scotia, was underwent a dramatic change with the introduction of a high speed 91
meter Incat RoPax vessel, The Cat, to replace the former conventional RoPax vessel, the MV Bluenose. This
case study evaluates the potential for similar improvements on the Saint John to Digby route, with the use of
SLICE and other comparative high speed vessels.

10.1 Introduction and Regional Overview

The area reviewed for this case study consists of the region surrounding the Bay of Fundy, extending northward
from Maine, into New Brunswick, and east to Nova Scotia (see Figure 10-1). This area is referred to collectively
here as the Bay ofFundy region. Important cities and towns in this region include Yarmouth, Digby, and further
to the east, Halifax in Nova Scotia, and Saint John, Moncton (in Westmorland County), and Fredericton (in

FIGURE 10-1: MAINE AND ATLANTIC PROVINCES POPULATION DISTRIBUTION

(1996/1997) AND EXISTING FERRY ROUTES

. MAP LEGEND
D COlln.80und.lry
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Nota: U. S. population data are 1997 astimat"". Canadian population data ara 1996 canous data.
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York County) in New Brunswick.

The province of Nova Scotia consists of an extensive peninsula connected to the mainland of New Brunswick
by the Isthmus of Chignecto, and the adjoining island of Cape Breton, which is separated from the rest of Nova
Scotia by the Strait of Canso. The Northumberland Strait separates Nova Scotia from Prince Edward Island to
the north. A ridge of low mountains runs lengthwise along much of the Nova Scotia, separating the province
into one area that faces the Atlantic Ocean and is generally barren and windswept, and a second area facing the
Bay of Fundy and Gulf of St. Lawrence that is generally arable, with fertile plains and river valleys.

The province of New Brunswick is bounded by the state of Maine on the west, the Province of Quebec to the
north, the Bay of Fundy and Nova Scotia to the south, and the Northumberland Strait and the Gulf of St. Law
rence on the east. The geography of New Brunswick consists largely of undulating topography, with the Saint
John River valley the major lowland area in the province.

Table 10-1 presents a general overview of the population in the Bay of Fundy region. During the last decade,
the population of this region has been stable, increasing only slightly. In 1996, New Brunswick had a resident
population of 738,133, with most living along the coasts and in the various river valleys. 82 Nearly 33% of the
resident population of New Brunswick are French-speaking, and New Brunswick is Canada's only officially
bilingual province. Saint John is the largest city in the province, with a population of 72,494. Moncton has a

TABLE 10-1: MAINE AND ATLANTIC PROVINCES

POPULATION

Year

Hancock County 46,948 49,797
......... 'PEiri6bsc6iCounfY "146.601 '-r4S:9H
..........Keririebec 'coiinfY '11'5,964 '1'i t(993
...............York'County "'164,587 1""72:589

::::::::~~~~~:rl~~5! ~?:U:~!X :::::::: :?1~,:1:~~ ::::::::: ?:~?~?~~
Androscoggin County 105,259 102,434

Maine Total 1,227,928 1,251,433
Re ional Total , 4

Sources:
(I) u.s. Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Census.
(2) Statistics Canada. 1991 Census.
(3) Statistics Canada. 1996 Census.
(4) U.S. Census Block Groups with Estimates and Projections. Caliper

Corporation. and Applied Geographic Solutions.

82 Statistics Canada. 1996 Census.
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population of 59,313 and Fredericton, the capital, has a population of about 47,154. In 1996, Nova Scotia had a
resident population of 909,282.83 Halifax is the largest city in the province, with a population of 113,910.

Major industries in Nova Scotia include fishing, agriculture, forestry, and mineral and energy resources. In
1997, the community/business/personal services sector of the economy in Nova Scotia represented nearly 40%
of total employment in the province, with wholesale and retail trade representing 18.5% and manufacturing an
additional 11.5%.84 Tourism is also an important element of the Nova Scotia economy, with a total of 1,314,800
non-resident visitors to the province between May 15 and October 31 in 1997.85 In New Brunswick, in 1998
employment in the service sector of the economy accounted for 38% of total employment in the province, with
trade/commerce representing 18% and manufacturing a further 12.6%.86

10.2 Ferry Market Overview and Operational Profiles

There are three primary RoPax ferry services connecting Nova Scotia to New Brunswick and to Maine. These
include the Digby to Saint John route that is the focus of this case study, as well as a route between Bar Harbor,
Maine and Yannouth, Nova Scotia, and a route between Portland, Maine and Yarmouth, Nova Scotia.

The Saint John to Digby and the Bar Harbor to Yarmouth routes were fonnerly operated by Marine Atlantic, a
Federal Crown Corporation. At one time, Marine Atlantic operated as many as 16 vessels on 8 routes through
out Atlantic Canada. Beginning in 1993, the Canadian Federal Government and Marine Atlantic shed many of
these routes, beginning with the former route between New Brunswick and Prince Edward Island, now linked by
the Confederation Bridge since May 1997. Many of the coastal routes in Newfoundland and Labrador were as
sumed by the provincial government, and then, in late 1996, the Bay of Fundy routes were awarded to Bay Fer
ries, Ltd., who continue to operate these routes as of 1999.

The route between Portland, Maine and Yannouth, Nova Scotia, a distance of 182 nautical miles, is currently
operated by Prince of Fundy Cruises. This route is serviced by the Scotia Prince, a conventional monohull
RoPax ferry with a passenger capacity of 630 persons and a vehicle capacity of 220 AEU. Service is seasonal
only, with daily overnight cruises during the summer season from early May to late October. Total one-way trip
time is 11 hours, with departures from Portland at 9:00PM eastern time, and departures from Yarmouth at
9:00AM eastern time.87 In 1997, a total of 322 one-way vessel trips were performed between May 1 and Octo
ber 26, with a total of and 159,546 passenger boardings, 29,824 automobile boardings, and 274 tractor trailer
boardings.88 Adult fares during the 1999 seasons were $80 one-way during the peak season of June 18 to Sep
tember 15, and $60 one-way during the remainder of the season.89 Fares for children were $40 and $30 during
the same time periods, and overnight cabin accommodations range in price from $32 to $165 one-way in addi
tion to passenger fares. Automobile fares are $98 one-way and 80$ during the same time period.

In 1997, Bay Ferries took over the RoPax ferry route between Bar Harbor, Maine and Yannouth, Nova Scotia, a
route distance of 97 nautical miles. Service on this route was previously provided by the conventional RoPax
ferry MV Bluenose. Using the MV Bluenose, the one-way trip time was 6 hours. When Bay Ferries was granted

83 Statistics Canada. 1996 Census.

84 Nova Scotia, Department of Finance, Statistics Division. Nova Scotia Facts at a Glance. WWWatURLhttp://Vvww.gov.ns.ca/fina/publish/pub08.htm.

85 Nova Scotia, Department of Finance, Statistics Division. Nova Scotia Facts at a Glance. WWW at URL http://www.gov.ns.ca/fina/publish/pub08.htm.

86 New Brunswick. The New Brunswick Economy. A Report to the Legislative Assembly. 1999. Table 15, pg.53.

87 Yannouth is located in the Atlantic time zone, and local departure time is at !0:00AM.

88 Atlantic Provinces Transportation Commission. 1997 Annual Transportation Review. WWW at URL http://www.aptc.nb.ca/vwebsite/report
/1997/97ferry.html

89 Unless otherwise noted, all monetary values are expressed in U.S. dollars throughout this chapter, with a Canadian dollar to U.S. dollar exchange rate of
0.7333 used.
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the contract to operate this route in late 1996, an investment of approximately $20 would have been required to
update the MV Bluenose. Instead, Bay Ferries acquired The Cat, a 91 meter high speed RoPax catamaran which
began operating on this route in 1998. Launched in September 1997, The Cat has a passenger capacity of 877
persons, a vehicle capacity of240 automobile equivalent units (AEU) or a combination of automobiles and up to
four motorcoaches, and an operating speed of43 knots. With The Cat, one-way trip time is 2 hours and 45 min
utes.

Service is seasonal between late May and late September, with a single round trip operated daily from late May
to July 1, after which two round trips are provided daily until August 31, except for Wednesday when a single
round trip is provided. For the month of September, a single round trip daily is provided, except for Sundays
and Tuesdays when two round trips are provided. In 1998, approximately 424 one-way vessel trips were per
formed, providing a total capacity of about 370,000 seats. It is the company policy of Bay Ferries not to dis
close patronage data. Assuming an average 60% load factor for the season, it is estimated that annual ridership
is approximately 223,000 passenger boardings and 61,000 AEU.

Adult fares during 1999 were $46.00 one-way during the peak season of June 20 to September 15, and $29.00
one-way during the remainder of the season. For children fares were $23.00 one-way and $14.50 one-way for
the same time periods, and for seniors were $41.00 one-way and $25.00. Up to 2 adults, 4 dependents and one
automobile can obtain a discount fare of $198.00 one-way and $137.00 one-way during the same time periods.

It is notable that fares for the 1998 season when The Cat was introduced were kept at the same levels as the pre
vious season when the MV Bluenose serviced this route. With fare levels remaining the same, and a total travel
time reduced from 6 hours to 2 hours and 45 minutes, Bay Ferries reports that ridership during the 1998 season
on The Cat approximately doubled over the previous year. It is estimated by one the number of vessel trips per
formed by The Cat, its capacity and an assumed average capacity utilization rate of 50% that patronage in
creased from approximately 95,500 annually to 191,000 annually. This suggests a demand elasticity with re
spect to travel time of about -0.89, meaning, for example, that a 10% reduction in travel time will result in a
8.9% increase in travel demand. This is generally consistent with the demand elasticity with respect to travel
time observed in southeast Alaska by the Alaska Marine Highway System.90

The 39 nautical mile RoPax ferry route between Saint John and Digby, also operated by Bay Ferries, is the focus
of this case study and the remainder of this chapter. The conventional RoPax vessel MV Princess ofAcadia
serves this route. This vessel has a passenger capacity of 650 persons and a vehicle capacity of 260 AEU. Ad
ditional vessel particulars and general arrangements for the MV Princess ofAcadia are presented in the follow
ing section of this chapter. With an operating speed ofjust over 13 knots, total one-way trip time on this route is
currently 3 hours; however, the ferry saves what would otherwise be approximately 7 hours of driving time be
tween Saint John and Digby. Formerly operated by Marine Atlantic, this route was awarded to Bay Ferries in
late 1996. Current plans are for the Canadian government to phase out the annual subsidy for this route over the
next four or five years. This subsidy ranged between $3.1 million and $6.5 million annually between 1993 and
1996. Therefore, the financial performance of this route with a different vessel such as SLICE or another com
parative high speed vessel would likely be of paramount concern to Bay Ferries.

The number of annual one-way vessel trips performed on this route has been stable for several years, averaging
approximately 1,460 one-way vessel trips per year (see Table 10-2). Service is provided year round on this
route, with between one and three round trips offered daily depending upon the season (see Table 10-3).

90 State of Alaska Department of Transportation and Public Facilities. Technical Memorandum 10: Existing and Future Demand for Inter-Community
Travel in Southeast Alaska. May 14, 1998. Appendix B.
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TABLE 10-2: SAINT JOHN - DIGBY HISTORICAL OPERATING AND FINANCIAL

DATA (MARINE ATLANTIC)

I
I 1990

Calendar Year
1991 I 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996

:r!,,!,!,!n.a~ _o.l'.e!~~~".s________________ $2,076 $2,138 $2,169 $2,194 $2,239 $2,234 $2,121
Terminal Maintenance - - - - -$-342- --- -$274- ----$339 - - - - $499 .--. $347- ---- -i39i - ---$222
-- - - - - -- -- - - -------------- - ---- - - - S5~643- $5;88-4- ---i5~562 - - -$5,897 ---$5,657- - - - S5~99-1- - - $5;889-Xe_s;;~I_ 9p~~a_ti.o!';; _________________
Xe_s;;~~ 1y1?~n!~".,!".c_e________________ - - - - -$476- --$2;41-i - - - -$496 - - -$2,293 ----$667- - - - S1 ~i89- :::j~~(
Vessel Services - - - - - -$59- ::::: :io: - - - - - -$0 ------$0 ------So- -------$() $0
Mari.;e siiore- - - - - - - -. - - - - - - - - - - - - -----$145- $136 ----$117 ------$0 :::::jg: -------$() ------io-
Operatinli Administration - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - -i1311 - - - -$164- ----$235 ----$256 $332 -----i302- ----$155

Total Ooeratina Exnenses $8,880 $11,008 $8,918 $11,139 $9,243 $10,713 $8,909
Corporate Expenses $1,318 $1,420 $1,200 $1,540 $1,481 $1,933 $1,427
TOTAL EXPENSES $10,197 $12,428 $10.118 $12.679 $10,723 $12.646 $10,336

LLL? ?fFf&Y?% LLL

One-Way Vessel Trips 1,506 1,410 1,428 1,372 1,478 1,473 1,478
Total Vessel Hours 4,518 4,230 4,284 4,116 4,434 4,419 4,434
Total Non-Commercial Vehicle Soardinos 60,504 54,287 50,580 57,374 60,217 60,988 56,952
Total Commercial Vehicle Boardings 21,132 17,937 19,560 20,273 23,216 23,679 22,487
Total Passenger Boardings 213,667 196,219 183,791 195,513 208,450 207,419 195.952
Source. Tmnspon Canada_ Manne Po!lcy & Programs. Yearly financial itatement 1990 to 1996 fOT Prmcess of Acadia operatIOns by \t1anne

Allantic between Saint Jolin and Digby.
Notes"
A Canadian dollar to U.S. dollar exchange fdle 0(0.7333 is used (the CY1996 average)
All dollar values are current ("then-year") dollars

As with their Bar Harbor to Yannouth route, it is the company policy of Bay Ferries not to disclose patronage
data, and despite the contribution of federal operating and non-operating subsidies to Bay Ferries by Transport
Canada, there is no requirement by either organization to release operating and perfonnance data into the public

TABLE 10-3: SAINT JOHN - DIGBY 1999 OPERATING SCHEDULE

I
1999 Date Sunday Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday Saturday

January 1 _May 15 I 12:15 l_~:l~ l?:~~ __
23:00 23:00

12:15 12:15 12:15._---_ .. _---_ .. _---_.._-------
23:00 23:00 23:00

23:00 I

May 16 - June 19

June 20 - October 16

12:15
----------23:00

09:00.... _. __ .-
16:45

12:15 12:15---------- ---------
23:00 23:00
00:45 00:45-----_ ... - ---------
09:00 09:00---------- ---------
16:45 16:45

12:15 12:15 12:15 12:15
------------------------------- ---------23:00 23:00 23:00 23:00

00:45 00:45 00:45 00:45----------.-._._--- .. -... ------ ---------
09:00 09:00 09:00 09:00------------------------------- ---------
16:45 16:45 16:45 16:45

October 17 -!i*cember12:15 12:15 12:15
31 ---23":66--- --23:00--

~"19~9'9~Date Sunday Mondav Tuesday
08:00 I 16:30 I 08:00

January 1 - May 15 - - -1iFio -- --16:36 - -
08:00 08:00 08:00 I 12:00 I

----{6:3if ------16:3() -----16:36--
80:00 80:00 80:00

May 16-June 19 ---16~io-- ---{6:36--- --16:30--

13:00 05:00 05:00
June 20 - October 16 ---20:45-- ---{3:06--- --13:66-

---20:45--- --20:45--

October 17 - December 08:00 I 16:30 08:00
31 - - -16:io-- --16:36 --

Notes:
All times arc atlantic time, 24 hour clock
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domain. However, data from the full calendar year 1996 and prior years are available, since at that time Marine
Atlantic operated the route with the same vessel and with the same vessel and schedule very similar to the CUT

rent schedule. These data reveal that for calendar year 1996, total passenger boardings on this route were
195,952, total non-commercial vehicle boardings were 56,952, and total commercial vehicle boardings were
22,487.

As is the case with fares on the Bar Harbor to Yarmouth route, passenger and vehicle fares on the Saint John to
Digby route vary during the operating season, with the highest fares during the peak summer months. The 1999

TABLE 10-2: SAINT JOHN - DIGBY 1999 FARES

Summer
Off Season(1) Season(2) One-

Fare Classs One-Way Fare Way Fare

Adults 13-64 years $14.50 $18.30
Children 5-12 years $7.30 $9.20
Children under 5 years free free
Senior Citizens 65 years + $12.80 $16.10
Familv Fare(3)

Vii
$77.00 $95.30

Vehicle & Trailer, Single or
$33.00 $40.30

Combination to 20'
Vehicle & Trailer, Single or

$57.20 $66.00
Combination to 20' to 30'
Vehicle & Trailer, Single or

$76.30 $91.70
Combination to 30' to 40'
Vehicles Over 40' $110.00 $132.00
Mini Buses to 20' $33.00 $40.30
Mini Buses 20' to 30' $57.20 $66.00
Motorcoaches $102.70 $124.70
Motorcycle $18.30 $22.00

Over 20' to 30' $57.20 $57.20
Over 30' to 40' $76.30 $76.30
Over 40' to 50' $110.00 $110.00
Oyer 50' to 60' $132.00 $132.00
Over 60' to 70' $148.90 $148.90
Oyer 70' to 80' $176.00 $176.00
Over 80' to 90' $198.00 $198.00
Over 90' to 100' ~220.00

Over 20' to 30' 57.20 $57.20
Oyer 30' to 40' $76.30 $76.30
Oyer 40' to 50' $110.00 $110.00
Over 50' to 60' $132.00 $132.00
Handlina Fees $29.30 $29.30
Notes:
(I) OffSeason is September 16 to June 19,
(2) Summer Season is June 20 to September 15.
(3) The "Family Fare" is for an automobile less then 20' in length, plus a

maximum of2 adults and 4 dependents.
(4) "Drop Trailers" are the trailer portion only of tractor trailer, which is left

on the vessel, then picked up at the destination by another traelor,
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fare schedule for the Saint John - Digby route is present in Table 10-2.

10.3 Existing and Proposed Vessels

The existing baseline RoPax ferry service on the Saint John to Digby route is provided using the vessel MV
Princess ofAcadia. Vessel particulars for the MV Princess ofAcadia are presented in Table 10-3. The MV
Princess ofAcadia was built in 1971, and has a passenger capacity of 650 persons, and a vehicle capacity of 260
AED. Passenger amenities include a cafeteria, seating lounges, bar, video arcade, and news stand. Seven cabins

TABLE 10-3: BAY OF FUNDY CASE STUDY

- PRINCESS OF ACADIA VESSEL

PARTICULARS

Particulars

Vessel Builder

y'~~~~I_!YP.~ . _
Hull Construction
-----_.----------------------------Year Entered Service
A~~~~I-M~i~i~~~~~~C~~ti'-)------- --

MV Princess of
Acadia

Saint John
Shipbuilding

-------RoPax- -- ---
------------------Steel
---- ---197T -----
------------------

$1,338,070

Length Overall 480.0
BeamOverali ---------- --- ---- ----- --------- ------67 ~3

Fuli-Coait"Oraii ------------ -------- -------------- -15~0

Passenger Capacity 650

~~~i~~I~~G~j,~~~i~~(A~V)~~~~~~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ --------- -- ---- 26-0
Fuel Capacity (gallons) -------------80,696

P.D~e~c~k~C~r~e~w!gO~ffi~lc~eir~s:::~iiii:~iiiiiid5
Generai Deck -crew----- -------. ---- ---.----- ---., ----9

E"ngineeririri Officers----- ---------- ----- --- ----- -----3
Engine -crew- ------- -- ------------- ----.---- -- -----. 6
OnbOlirej piiiienger -Service- .------- -----------------f6
Total Crew Complement 39
WdllIa:flona& ..
Gross Tonnaae(3

)

:I:irl
10,050

Total Installed Horsepower(4) 9,000Service-Spewed (knots) -... _. -------- ---------_. -_. ·13~5
11.I&i_.~f..iihli()Qlfir.ii41~ri~r..rffJl!
GPH at service speed 283
GPj·jat -{o.a-knots------------.----- -- -- ------------f98
GPj.jat"7.0·knots---·- ----- --------- ------.--- ------{3-8
GPHat·i".S-knots-------------- ----- -- --- -----------6-6
GPj.j at idle -------. ---------------- -----' -------' --:f3

Sources;
(I) Transport Canada. Marine Policy & Programs. Yearly financial statement

1989 to 1996 for Princess ofAcadia operations by Marine Atlantic between
Saint John and Digby.

(2) Automobile equivalent unit (AEU). typically a minimum ofa 17' x 8.5' space
on the vehicle deck.

(3) Gross tonnage or "gross register tonnage" refers to the total measured cubic
volume (100 cubic feet per ton of 2.,240 Ibs.), based on varying formulas.

(4) Estimate based on comparison with Alaska Marine Highway Vessels. and
accounting for differences in operating speed and displacement
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are also available that include private showers and bunks. The vehicle deck can accommodate motorcoaches
and tractor trailers, as well as automobiles, and vehicles can be loaded from both the bow and the stern. Figure
10-2 contains a recent photograph of the MV Princess ofAcadia, in its Bay Ferries paint scheme. General ar
rangements for the MV Princess ofAcadia are presented in Figure 10-3.

FIGURE 10-2: MV PRINCESS OF ACADIA

FIGURE 10-3: MV PRINCESS OF ACADIA GENERAL

ARRANGEMENTS

MY PRINCESS OF ACADIA: OUTBOARD PROFILE

MV PRINCESS OF ACADIA: BOAT DECK

MY PRINCESS OF ACADIA: UPPER DeCK
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TABLE 10-4: BAY OF FUNDY CASE STUDY - HIGH SPEED

VESSELS PARTICULARS

SLICE Variant Comparative High Speed Vessels

Particulars SLICE 600(1) AMD K50(2) Incat 74m13)

~~~~~~ ~~~i~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~:__~~~;~~;~1~;t~l ~~~t _
y~~~~! !yp_e. ~.o?_~': '3?~?_x ~~~~~ _
Hull Construction Steel Aluminum Aluminum
P~~~h~~~-P';~~-(1997- U~'-$-)-- ------------$37:000,000 -------$30'-000,000 - - -- ---$"28,900:000

A~~~a-I-M~i~te-";~";~;C~;t("i- - - - --~1 :295,000 -- ------$1,D5-0,000 -- -- -- - -$"1-,011 :500

Length Overall 213.2 262 7 243.2
Bea;,:;O..'ierali------------- - --- - - - - - - -- - -----105.0 -- ----- --- ----6i.3 ----------- -- 85:3
Filii-Load-craft -- -- -- -- -----------------------285 --------------Ti -- ------ ------1)6
Main-Passenger-Deck F-reeboa-rc! ---------------31.0 --------------if0-----data noiava;lable
Vehlcle-Deck-Freeboard -------.. --------------21.5 ----------. -. -ff.o -----data noia;a;lable

'. '. '1-1-.'.. . .

Passenger Capacity 600 400 597

~~~i~I~: ~~p~~~{y: {~~~)~5~:::::::::::::::::::::::?? :::::::::::::::~~ -------.-------84
Fuel Capacity (gallons) 39,087 12,680 - - - - - - - - - - -'0;687

I-I-LI- L%I-

Deck Crew Officers 2 2 2
Gerierai i:ieek Crew -----------------------------5 --------•-------4 -----------.... -5
Engirieering-Offtcers- ----------_.. ----- --- ---- ---2 - - - - - - - - _. - - - ---:; - - - - - - - •••• - - - --2
Engine-crew-------------------------------. -. --3 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 2 . ---------------3
OribOard-Passi;i-lger-Service- -------------- -------i3 ------•• -- ----- -7 --- --. -.... -. ---8
Total Crew 20 16 20

Payload 177.9 138.9 154.6
Totar"Oeadweigiit-- -- - -- - - - -- - - - -------------3550·---· -------W4.0 ------- -- ---199:6
Displace-riieni - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - •• -. - - - - - -1:5600 -----------. -6fi.0 ----------- -700:6

(2) RLM1600 gas (4) Ruston 16 (4) Ruston 16
Main Engines turbines or RK270 marine diesel RK270 marine diesel

equivalent __ • __ ~_n9J~e:~ _. ___ _ ~~~~n.e.s _
Total-Irisiailed-Horsepower - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -36,000 29,476 22,025
SeNice-Speed-[k"nots)- ------------------ ----_.. 30 ---------- --- -- 45 ---------------39
Rang-eatSe-..vice s-peed iniriij - - - - - -. -- --- - - - - - - 620 -----.- -------390 ----. ---------390

GPH at service speed 1,891 1,439 993
GiiHat-iO.o-"nots- - - - - - - - - - - --- - - -- - -- - - - - - -1,8[)1 --------- --- -590 ------------- -557
GPHiii-fS.O-knots -. ------- ----- ---- ---- -----1,75-7 -----.------- -344 _.. --------- --276
GP-H·~"t-i.O-kno£s- ---------- M •• _ --- - -- -- - - - - - - - "4-84 ---- --------- -246 ------------- -fjj
GPHai-3.S-k"nois -----. ---- -- -- ------- --... --- '4-50 ------- --- ----222 ----------... -1'55
GPH at-idle' -----. -.. ------- --------- ---.. --. 284 ----- ------ ---216 ------. ------ -1-49

Sources"
(1) Lockheed Marine Systems. SLICE 600 Passenger Vehicle Ferry. Technical Data Package. April 1995.
(2) Advanced Multihull Designs. Also, Fast Ferr)' International. October 1998. pp. 21-24. Also. Jane's High-Speed Marine

Transportation, 1998·1999. Also. Volpe Center estimates for some data dements. as per discussion in Chapter 8.
(3) Gladding-Hearn Shipbuilding, the Duclos Corporation. Also, Volpe Center eslimates for some data elements, as per discussion in Ch
(4) For a nominal vessel operating hours of 3,000 annually, as per discussion in Chapter 8
(5) Automobile equivalent unit (AEU), typically a minimum ofa 17' x 8.5' space on the vehicle deck.

The SLICE 600 is selected as the primary SLICE variant for this case study, primarily because it is a RoPax de
sign, and is of a generally similar passenger and vehicle capacity as the baseline and comparative high speed
vessels. The AMD KSO RoPax high speed catamaran and the 74 meter Incat RoPax high speed catamaran are
also reviewed as comparative high speed vessel types. Vessel particulars for the SLICE 600, AMD KSO, and
Incat 74 meter WPC are presented in Table 10-4.
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The SLICE 600 is a conceptual design of a steel hulled 65 meter SLICE RoPax ferry. The vessel would ac
commodate approximately 600 passengers and 90 automobiles, or a combination of 4 motorcoaches and 75
automobiles, with access to the vehicle deck from stem. Passengers are accommodated on two decks, with ap
proximately 422 in economy class seating in two separate compartments on the gallery deck, with each com
partment having its own restroom and snack bar. An additional 178 passengers are accommodated on the upper
deck in fIrst class or lounge type seating. Two gas turbine engines are to deliver an operating speed of 30 knots.
General arrangements for the SLICE 600 are presented earlier in Chapter 4.

The AMD K50 is an aluminum hulled 80 meter high speed conventional catamaran, with a typical capacity of
400 passengers and 89 automobiles, or a combination of up to 4 motorcoaches and 46 automobiles. Although
generally referred to as the AMD K50, Incat is also jointly involved in the design of the K50, with AMD re
sponsible for the design of the main structure and propulsion system, while Incat is responsible for the design of

. the superstructure and engineering. The first AMD K50 to be built was delivered to the Dae A Gosh Ferry
Company in South Korea in 1995 by Incat Tasmania. An additional three K50 vessels are to be built under li
cense in China by Afai Ships. The fIrst of these three, designated Afai08, was launched in mid 1998. Powered
by four marine diesel engines, the AMD K50 has an operating speed of 45 knots. Passengers are accommodated
on a single passenger deck, divided into two lounge areas with a bar and snack facilities. A gift shop and other
passenger amenities are located in the center of the vehicle deck. As can be seen in the general arrangements
presented in Figure 10-4, the vehicle deck is arranged to provide for simultaneous loading and unloading of ve
hicles.

FIGURE 10-4: AMD K50 GENERAL ARRANGEMENTS

OUTBOARD PRQF!lE

~,o,,""",..... -?7
INBOARD PROFILE

PLAN. PASSENGER DECK

Source: Advanced Multihull Designs (AMDl- WWW It URL htlJJ/iw""·.lmdroRl.lu'OOsigns"nm~;'nm8.hlml

The Incat 74 meter is an aluminum hulled 74 meter high speed wave piercing catamaran, with a typical capacity
of between 350 to 600 passengers and 84 to 106 automobiles. The specific design evaluated here is assumed to
have a passenger capacity of 597 and a vehicle capacity of 84 AEU. The Incat 74 meter wave piercing catama
ran is generally considered the first large, high speed RoPax catamaran to be designed and built, with a total of
nine delivered between 1990 and 1994. These vessels have operated around the world, including Europe, South
America, New Zealand, and as ofthe fall of 1999, the United States and Caribbean, and have served as the basis
for the further development of larger vessels in the line ofIncat 74,78,81,86,91 and 96 meter wave piercing
catamarans. Powered by fOUT marine diesel engines, the Incat 74 meter WPC has an operating speed of 39
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knots. For the 74 meter WPC assumed for this case study, passengers are accommodated on two decks, with
approximately 500 on the main passenger deck in a mix of economy and frrst class seating, and approximately
100 on an upper passenger deck in a lounge area. Restrooms, and a bar and snack area are located on each pas
senger deck, and a gift shop is located on the main passengers deck. Typical general arrangements for the Ineat
74 meter WPC are presented in Figure 10-5.

FIGURE 10-5: INCAT 74 METER WPC GENERAL

ARRANGEMENTS

INCAT 74 METER wee: OUTBOARD PROFILE

!"l,,;\
1 v.:.-x:.

INCAT 74 METER WPC: MAIN VEHICLE DECK

INCAT 74 METER WPC: MAIN PASSENGER DECK

.NCAT 74 METER WpC' UPPER PASSENGER DECK
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10.4 Related Infrastructure and Facilities

Because Bay Ferries currently operates RoPax ferry service serving Saint John and Digby, both ports currently
have existing RoPax ferry terminal facilities that would be suitable for many of the alternative vessel types ana
lyzed later in this chapter.

10.4.1 Saint John

Saint John is one of the most important ports in eastern North America. The port is located at the mouth of the
Saint John River, on the north shore of the Bay of Fundy. It is administered by the Saint John Port Authority,
and is adequately served by road and rail connections to the rest of New Brunswick and beyond. The port han
dles approximately 15 million tons of cargo annually, and in recent years cruise ship traffic has also been on the
increase, with more than 39,000 cruise ship passengers expected during 1999. Cruise ships have historically
docked at Rodney Terminal on the west side of the harbor, but since mid 1999, virtually all cruise ships have
docked at newly developed facilities on the east side of the harbor.

The port is well sheltered, and open to shipping year round. The main channel, which is located to the east of
Partridge Island, is dredged to a depth of27 feet, and there are many wharves having berths with depths in ex
cess of 33 feet. A breakwater joins Partridge Island to Negro Point on the mainland, just south of the ferry ter
minal. Berthing accommodations in Saint John Harbor extend along both sides ofthe main harbor, and in Cour
tenay Bay just east of the main harbor (see Figure 10-6). The existing ferry terminal is located at the south end
of the west side ofthe harbor, just under one mile from Partridge Island (see Figure 10-6 and Figure 10-7). The
ferry terminal wharf is 830 feet long, with a depth alongside of approximately 16 feet, and a deck height of ap
proximately 10 feet. These depths are marginal relative to the 28.5 foot draft of the SLICE 600, but would,

FIGURE 10-6: SAINT JOHN HARBOR - NAUTICAL CHART
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FIGURE 10-7: SAINT JOHN HARBOR AERIAL PHOTO

however, be suitable for the AMD K50 and the Incat 74 meter wpc. Fuel and supplies of all kinds are available
in Saint John. For the period 1989 to 1996, expenditures by Marine Atlantic on "Terminal Operations" and
"Terminal Maintenance" ranged from between $9.50 and $13.80 per passenger boarding.91 It is expected that
similar expenses would be experienced regardless of the type of vessel being used.

10.4.2 Digby

The town of Digby, with a population of approximately 2,650, is located at the southwest end of Annapolis Ba
sin, an estuary of the Annapolis River. Digby Gut is a deep water passage from the Bay of Fundy into Annapo
lis Basin. Major local industries include commercial fishing, with Digby home to the world's largest scallop
fleet, as well as lumber and fanning. At Digby, the controlling depth is 20 feet in the narrow approach channel
leading to the wharves. The old ferry wharf, which extends in a southeast direction from the town, is now a
public wharf and has a berth of 336 feet and a controlling depth of 13 feet. South of the old ferry wharf is the
Digby Public Wharf, which has a controlling depth of 20 feet along its 328 foot outer east face, and a deck
height of lO feet. Most ships stores are available in Digby, as well as diesel oil and a small boat repair facility.

The current ferry terminal is located approximately 2 miles north of the town itself and its public wharf facilities
at Rattling Beach, on the west side of Digby Gut near the entrance to Annapolis Basin (see Figure 10-8 and
Figure 10-9). The current ferry terminal wharf is 460 feet long with the berth having a controlling depth of 16
feet. 92 This depth is unsuitable for the 28.5 foot draft of the SLICE 600, however the AMD KSO and Incat 74
meter WPC could be easily accommodated. As in the case of Saint John. typical expenditures between 1989
and 1996 by Marine Atlantic on terminal operations and maintenance suggest terminal related costs of between
$9.50 and $13.80 per passenger boarding.

91 Transport Canada. Marine Policy and Programs. Yearly financial statement 1990 to 1996 fur Princess of Acadia operations by Marine Atlantic be·
tween Saint John and Digby.

92 Sailing Directions: Nova Scotia (Atlantic Coast) and Bay ofFundy. First Edition 1990. Canadian Hydrographic Service. Page 274.
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FIGURE 10-8: DIGBY NAUTICAL CHART
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FIGURE 10-9: DIGBY (DIGBY GUT) AERIAL PHOTO
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10.5 Weather and Wave Climate

Nova Scotia and New Brunswick are subject to both continental air masses from the west, as well as the mari
time influence of the Atlantic Ocean. These provinces therefore experience a relatively wide fluctuation in tem
peratures on both a day to day and season to season basis. Fog occurs frequently in the Bay of Fundy, particu
larly in the spring and summer, as noted in the historical meteorological data that is presented in Table 10-7 for
the ferry route area. Coastal areas are generally cooler than interior areas in the summer, while in the winter
temperatures are milder nearer the coast than inland. The frrst significant amounts of snow usually arrive be
tween mid November and mid December. During the winter months, winds are generally from the northwest,
while in the summer prevailing winds tend to be from the south and southwest. Fog is usually associated with
winds from the southeast to southwest. Winds of over 20 knots are relatively frequent except from late May to
early September, when winds over 20 knots occur less than 10% ofthe time.

Fog is probably the greatest impediment to visibility. In winter, fog and low visibility occur at sea only 2 to 4
days per mbnth, but in late spring and early summer fog can be frequent and persistent. July is the month with

TABLE 10-7: METEOROLOGICAL TABLES FOR SAINT JOHN - DIGBY ROUTE
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the most frequent fogs, which historically have been reported in about 40% of ship reports for this month. In the
period of May to August, some 10 to 14 days per month are foggy, whi Ie in Apri I and September the average
range is 5 to 10 days per month. Visibility can also be impaired by snow, which falls on about 10 days per
month from December to March.
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The Bay of Fundy is generally considered ice free, due in large part to strong tidal action and mixing. During
extreme winters, some ice can be found be found in Annapolis Basin near Digby, but usually only briefly and in
the most extreme winter conditions.

As discussed earlier in Chapter 8, the Volpe Center conducted a detailed wave climate analysis of each case
study region. Sources used for this region consisted of hindcast data obtained from the U.S. Army Corps of En
gineers, Wave Information Study (WIS). A total of 116,880 data records were utilized, spanning a period of
approximately 20 years between 1976 and 1995. Figure 10-10 presents the location of the particular WIS sta
tions from which data were obtained. Based on the actual baseline 1997 operating schedule for the Saint John to
Digby route, and a detailed definition of the location and operating speed on each segment of the route, a distri
bution of annual vessel operating hours by sea state was developed. The results of this analysis, presented in
Figure 10-11, reveal that significant wave heights in excess of sea state 4 (4.1 to 8.2 feet) are experienced 6.4%
of vessel operating hours. These findings are also generally consistent with the wave height data presented in
the U.S. Coast Pilot, which indicates that wave heights of 10 feet or greater are reported approximately 6.4%

FIGURE 10-10: BAY OF FUNDY WAVE DATA STATIONS
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percent of the time in the Gulf ofMaine. Bay Ferries reports that typically there are only about 5 to 10 trips an
nually cancelled due to poor weather or sea state conditions, out of the total of 1,450 or more one-way vessel
trips typically performed annually.
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FIGURE 10-11: DISTRIBUTION OF ANNUAL VESSEL OPERATING HOURS

BY SEA STATE (SAINT JOHN - DIGBY ROUTE)
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10.6 Navigational Considerations

In Saint John, regulations require that no vessel-shall move in the harbor at a rate of speed that may endanger
life or property. For vessels arriving or leaving Saint John Harbor, ~ traffic separation scheme is in effect, and a
vessel traffic services system is in operation for the approaches to and in Saint John Harbor.93 The main channel
into S!lint John Harbor is dredged to a depth of 27 feet, however silting is a problem and depths are subject to
change. Relative to the 28.5 foot draft of the SLICE 600, the controlling depth in the main channel is therefore
not adequate. Depth alongside at the ferry terminal is approximately 16 feet, which is also inadequate for the
SLICE 600, but suitable for the other comparable high speed ,:essels analyzed in this case study. The harbor has
extremely high tides however, with the range at spring tides being 29 feet, and strong currents that are caused by
the inflow and outflow of water from the Saint John River. The operational and scheduling constraints that
would be imposed by tide restricted operations would likely be unacceptable, however. There are other wharves
in the harbor that. have berths with depths in excess of 33 feet, however these are primarily cargo related facili
ties that do not have suitable facilities to accommodate passengers and vehicles.

The tides in the Bay of Fundy are considered among the highest in the world. Because the Bay of Fundy has a
funnel shape, tidal variations are amplified more than would otherwise be the case, with tidal differences in ex
cess of 48 feet experienced in the upper parts of the bay. Tide related currents in the Bay of Fundy can reach a
speed of 5 to 6 knots.

93 Sailing Directions: Nuva Scotia (Atlantic COllSt) and Bay ofFlUldy. First Edition 1990. Canadian Hydrographic Service. Page 325.
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Although controlling depths in Digby Gut and approaching the existing Digby ferry terminal are well in excess
of 40 feet, the controlling depth alongside at the ferry terminal berth is 16 feet, again inadequate for the SLICE
600, but suitable for the other comparable high speed vessels analyzed in this case study.

Utilizing the MarineMap electronic charting software, a detailed representation of the planned route was cre
ated. The total route distance between the existing ferry terminals in Saint John and Digby is 39 nautical miles.
This total is comprised of approximately 4 nautical miles from the Saint John ferry terminal to a point approxi
mately 2.5 miles south of Partridge Island, 32 nautical miles in the Bay of Fundy, and 3 nautical miles from a
point about 0.8 nautical miles outside ofDigby Cut in the Bay of Fundy, to the ferry terminal at Rattling Beach.

Given this operating profile, total one-way trip time from terminal to terminal is 3 hours using the MV Princess
ofAcadia. With the SLICE 600, total one-way trip time would be I hour and 32 minutes, with an operating
speed of 30 knots in the Bay of Fundy, and 15 knots for the 4 nmi and 3 nmi legs in the approaches to and
within Saint John Harbor and at Digby. With the AMD K50, total one-way trip time would be 1 hour and II
minutes, with an operating speed of 45 knots in the Bay of Fundy, and 15 knots for the 4 nmi and 3 nmi legs in
the approaches to and within Saint John Harbor and at Digby. Finally, with the Incat 74 meter WPC, total one
way trip time would be I hour and 17 minutes, with an operating speed of39 knots in the Bay of Fundy, and 15
knots for the 4 nmi and 3 nmi legs in the approaches to and within Saint John Harbor and at Digby.

10.7 Environmental Considerations

Possible environmental issues concerning the use of high speed vessels including SLICE in the Bay of Fundy
include both possible impacts upon marine mammals, as well as possible impacts from wake and wash. During
the summer months, many species of whales live in the Bay of Fundy. Most of the whales are in the Bay of
Fundy from June until October, and migrate here to feed primarily upon herring, krill and other schooling fish.
The lower Bay of Fundy is designated one the of the critical habitats for the northern right whale. During the
summer and fall months it is a feeding and nursery area for this and other species of whales. Other common
species in this area include the beluga, humpback and minke whales, with occasional blue whale sightings.
Harbour seals are also a common marine animal living in the bay.

In addition to possible impacts upon marine mammals in the region, wake wash impacts could be a potential
issue for the catamaran vessels. When the 91 meter WPC vessel The Cat was introduced by Bay Ferries onto
the Bar Harbor to Yarmouth route, the harbor master in' Bar Harbor brought charges of "imprudent speed"
against two of captains of The Cat in late 1998, indicating that The Cat was getting too close to the harbor be
fore slowing down, causing wakes which damaged the town floats, banged boats against docks and even re
sulted in some minor injuries to boaters.94 The SLICE 600 would likely have an advantage in this respect, be
cause ofthe low wake signature of the SLICE design as measured in the Fox Associates study during the spring
ofl999.

94 Porter, Anne. "Seasons E~ds Friday for High Speed Cal" The Ellsworth American, Ellsworth American.com, WWW at URL
http://www.eUswortbamerican.comlarchive/10.29.98/ea_story3_10-29-98.html. October 29, 1998.
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Although controlling depths in Digby Gut and approaching the existing Digby ferry tenninal are well in excess
of 40 feet, the controlling depth alongside at the ferry tenninal berth is 16 feet, again inadequate for the SLICE
600, but suitable for the other comparable high speed vessels analyzed in this case study.

Utilizing the MarineMap electronic charting software, a detailed representation of the planned route was cre
ated. The total route distance between the existing ferry tenninals in Saint John and Digby is 39 nautical miles.
This total is comprised of approximately 4 nautical miles from the Saint John ferry tenninal to a point approxi
mately 2.5 miles south of Partridge Island, 32 nautical miles in the Bay of Fundy, and 3 nautical miles from a
point about 0.8 nautical miles outside of Digby Cut in the Bay of Fundy, to the ferry tenninal at Rattling Beach.

Given this operating profile, total one-way trip time from terminal to tenninal is 3 hours using the MV Princess
of Acadia. With the SLICE 600, total one-way trip time would be I hour and 32 minutes, with an operating
speed of 30 knots in the Bay of Fundy, and IS knots for the 4 nmi and 3 nmi legs in the approaches to and
within Saint John Harbor and at Digby. With the AMD K50, total one-way trip time would be I hour and II
minutes, with an operating speed of 45 knots in the Bay of Fundy, and 15 knots for the 4 nmi and 3 nmi legs in
the approaches to and within Saint John Harbor and at Digby. Finally, with the Incat 74 meter WPC, total one
way trip time would be I hour and 17 minutes, with an operating speed of 39 knots in the Bay of Fundy, and IS
knots for the 4 nmi and 3 nmi legs in the approaches to and within Saint John Harbor and at Digby.

10.7 Environmental Considerations

Possible environmental issues concerning the use of high speed vessels including SLICE in the Bay of Fundy
include both possible impacts upon marine mammals, as well as possible impacts from wake and wash. During
the summer months, many species of whales live in the Bay of Fundy. Most of the whales are in the Bay of
Fundy from June until October, and migrate here to feed primarily upon herring, krill and other schooling fish.
The lower Bay of Fundy is designated one the of the critical habitats for the northern right whale. During the
summer and fall months it is a feeding and nursery area for this and other species of whales. Other common
species in this area include the beluga, humpback and minke whales, with occasional blue whale sightings.
Harbour seals are also a common marine animal living in the bay.

In addition to possible impacts upon marine mammals in the region, wake wash impacts could be a potential
issue for the catamaran vessels. When the 91 meter WPC vessel The Cat was introduced by Bay Ferries onto
the Bar Harbor to Yannouth route, the harbor master in Bar Harbor brought charges of "imprudent speed"
against two of captains of The Cat in late 1998, indicating that The Cat was getting too close to the harbor be
fore slowing down, causing wakes which damaged the town floats, banged boats against docks and even re
sulted in some minor injuries to boaters.94 The SLICE 600 would likely have an advantage in this respect, be
cause of the low wake signature of the SLICE design as measured in the Fox Associates study during the spring
of 1999.

94 Porter, Anne. "Seasons Ends Friday for High Speed Cat." The Ellsworth American, Ellsworth American.com, WWWatURL
http://WI.<w.ellsworthamerican.comlarchive/10-29-98/ea_story3_1 0-29-98.html. October 29, 1998.
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10.8 Market Forecasts and Financial Analysis

Historical patronage data obtained from Transport Canada indicate that both passenger patronage and vehicle
patronage have been relatively stable on this route over the last several years (see Figure 10-12). In particular,
the Saint John to Digby route experiences a consistent and relatively high level of commercial vehicle traffic
year round.

FIGURE 10-12: SAINT JOHN - DIGBY HISTORICAL RIDERSHIP DATA
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Based on observed annual ridership data by month and season for calendar year 1996,53% of total annual pas
sengers boardings and 38% of total annual AEU vehicle boardings occur during the peak months of July, August
and September (see Table 10-8). Overall, passenger load factors are relatively low, ranging from between 9.4%
in January up to 35.9% in August, with an annual average of20.4%. Vehicle load factors are somewhat higher
overall than passenger load factors, and also vary less during the year, due in part to consistent demand through
out the year from commercial vehicles.

For steel monohull vessels such as the Princess ofAcadia, a service life expectancy of 50 to 60 years, with peri
odic upgrades ·and overhauls, is not uncommon. As of 1999, the Princess ofAcadia was 28 years old, and as
such, it is assumed here that this vessel could be maintained on this route for an additional 25 years, which is the
project life-cycle over which the discounted cash flow analyses are performed.

As noted earlier, the Canadian federal government provides both operating and non-operating subsidies, cur
rently totaling about $3.1 million, to the operator of this route. It is the intent of the federal government to re
duce, and ultimately phase out completely, this subsidy. The commercialization of this route in late 1996, with
its transition from operation by the federal crown corporation Marine Atlantic to operation by the private opera
tor Bay Ferries, was intended to help in achieving this goal of reducing and ultimately eliminating the required
subsidy.
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TABLE 10-6: SAINT JOHN - DIGBY 1996 RIDERSHIP DATA By MONTH AND SEASON

Passengers Vehicles

Month or Season

Number of
One-Way Passenger

Vessel Trips Boardings

Non- Available
Available Commercial Commercial Total Vehicle AEU AEU

Passenger Passenger Vehicle Vehicle Boardings Vehicle Vehicle
Seats Load Factor Boardings Boardlngs (AEU) Spaces Load Factor

~~~l!~ry _
~e:~~'!ry _
MarchAprif -------------
r0~y::::::::: :::::
June

~~Iy::::::::::::::
~~\J~~~ _
SeptemberOctober- -------- --
November- -------
December- --------
Peak Season(')
Ofi-P~~k-S~a;o; (2] -

Annual Total

520 103,492---.- ... - -----------
958 92,460

1,478 195,952

___ ~~?co.o.o. ~O'9~ J1,q~~ _. 6,?~? ~2.:?~? 1_3_~~qq ~~.?~

622,700 14.8% 27,856 16,329 85,008 249,080 34.1%
960,700 20,4% 56,952 22,787 136,707 384,280 35.6%

Notes"
AEU is an "automobile equivalent unit," generally an area of vehicle deck space 9' x 20'. Oversize commercial vehicles such as tractor trailers and motorcoaches
are assumed here to be 3.5 AEU on average.

(t) Peak season is mid-June to mid-September, approximated here as July through September

(2) Off-peak season is mid-September !O mid-June, approximated here as October through June.

Table 10-7 presents the findings of the baseline scenario, in which the operation of the Princess ofAcadia is
continued for an additional 25 years from the present. The expenses and revenue elements and amounts pre
sented in the table are based on data obtained from Transport Canada for this route between 1989 and 1996.
Because variation from year to year during this time historical period for both ridership levels and financial per
formance was generally limited, it is assumed here that the performance in 1996 would be experienced in the
future as well, given use of the same vessel and a similar operating schedule, and barring any other significant
exogenous factors.

The item "year zero effective ouday" represented in Table 10-7 is taken as the market value of the existing ves
sel, the Princess ofAcadia, because under the baseline scenario, the benefit that could be obtained by selling the
vessel at its current market value is foregone. A value of $5 million is assumed here for the value of the Prin
cess ofAcadia.

Vessel debt repayment for the existing vessel under the baseline scenario is assumed to be zero, Because it is
the company policy of Bay Ferries not to disclose its financial data, it is unclear what financial arrangements
were made regarding the vessel when operation of the route was awarded to Bay Ferries from the original opera
tor Marine Atlantic. The maintenance expenses used for the Princess ofAcadia reflect the fact that this vessel is
older and would likely require more overhaul and upgrades than would otherwise be the case with a more re
cently built vessel. In conducting the discounted cash flow analysis for this baseline scenario, annual vessel
maintenance expense for the Princess ofAcadia is assumed to increase 2% annually over the 25 year baseline
project period, reflecting additional expenses for continued upgrades and overhauls as the vessel approaches the
end of its useful life.

As might be expected, no meaningful figure can be calculated for the internal rate of return, since no pOSItive
annual net cash flows are forecast during any years of the project life cycle. The annual net cash flow deficit of
$3.6 million is approximately equivalent the level of subsidy that would be required from either the federal gov
ernment or some other source, if the ferry route were to continue operation for any extended period of time.
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TABLE 10-7: SAINT JOHN - DIGBY BASELINE SCENARIO WITH

BASELINE FARE

Vessel Type Princess of Acadia
________________ .. 1~!~~n.a.I.f~?~t:?!_~~t_U!~J!~~)~':

Year zero effective outlay(2)
--------------EquTty-lrlviistri-ienf: Stari-Uri Ex-pe-nses &-ProvisTon 0-

Workin Ca ital

_I!<? _~~?~~n.,!f~! !i9~!~

________-_$_5-,999!QQQ
$0

Vessel Type Princess of Acadia

$0

$11,206,128

$7,590,000
$7,590,000

$2,121,000
----------$222:660
-------. -$-5,~89:600
---------$-f,392: 12~
-- ---- ----$155:000
---------$"{427:000

650
~-----------------

260
------ ---- -- -----,
----- -------3ho'iirs
-------------~:~j~

:::::::::::::~~~~~
$16.40

-----------19t(952
-------------:i6.4°io
-------------$3665
------------79)39
-------------:is.B°io

a erating Costs Subtotal

Terminal Operations
----------- ----------------------------- -fermTnal-r:iaintenance
-----------------------. --------------------Ve-ssei operatTons
--------- ------- -- -----_. ------------ --- --Vessel-Maintenance
----------- ------- ---------------- -- ---Operating-Adminfs-tratTon
--------------- ---. ----------. ------------Corp-cirate -Expenses

_____ .. . _':'?~~~~9~!_~~~~~~~..':~~ y~_s;;~!

Vehicle Capacity Per Vessel (Automobile
--------------------- ------ -----------------Number-oi'viisseis
---------. -------------------------One:Way Vesse(fra-vel-fime
-. ---------. --------foili(Annuai One-Way-VesseiTrips-Perto-rmed
------------------------------Annuai Opera-ling Hours-per Ve-s-sei

:::::::::::::::::~:~0!~~~-yy~y:~~~~~~p;!!:~~e:0~9~~~~~:~f~:~~~
Total Annual One-Way Passenger Boardings

---. -------------------------Pass-finger-Ca-piicity-CJtiiization-Rate
------------- -- --- -------------------A'iiiomobile One-waiiFare
------------- ---- ----- --Total A"nnual-One:Way VehiCle BoardTngs
--------------- -- ------ ---vehiCle Capacity (AEUiUiilizatio;'-Rate

Net Cash Flow Before Taxes - 3,616,128

Notes
"no meaningful figure" means that tnere were no positive net cash flows in any of the years analyzed,

and therefore the calculation of the internal rate of return has no meaning
(I) The return on equity investment over the entire project life, calculated on a discounted cash flow basis.
(2) The year zero effective outlay is taken as the market value of (he existing vessel, the Princess ofAcadia.,

because under this baseline scenario, the benefit that could be obtained by selling the vessel at its current
value is foregone.

Under the alternative scenarios in which the SLICE 600 and other alternative high speed vessels are evaluated, it
is assumed that the change in ridership that would result from the improved travel time is experienced in full
during the first year of the introduction of high speed service. Although this is a somewhat different treatment
from the gradual phase in of ridership on completely new routes that is assumed in the Lake Michigan and Flor
ida case studies, it seems a reasonable assumption for the current case study since there is already existing con
ventional service on the route between Saint John and Digby, and given that the year over year data for the Bay
Ferries route between Bar Harbor and Yarmouth revealed a doubling of ridership in the first year that the high
speed catamaran The Cat was introduced into service.
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Because the alternative vessel types evaluated here are of the same approximate passenger capacity as the Prin
cess ofAcadia, an operating schedule similar to that currently used by the Princess of Acadia in the baseline
analysis is assumed for the alternative vessel types evaluated here. Although the vehicle capacities of the alter
native vessel types are substantially less than that of the Princess ofAcadia, their inability to accommodate most
oversize commercial vehicles would reduce the demand for vehicle deck space on those vessels.

The findings for the discounted cash flow analysis for the alternative high speed vessels, under the baseline fare
scenario in which it is assumed that current baseline fares remain the same, are presented in Table 10-8. Under
this scenario, it is estimated that for the SLICE 600 there would be an additional 71,849 annual passenger board
ings relative to the baseline case (an increase of 37%) because of the substantial improvement in travel time over
the baseline case. Based on the seakeeping analysis presented in Chapter 5 and the methodology presented in
Chapter 8 regarding the impact of seakeeping performance on patronage, it is estimated that an increase of 3,327
passenger boardings over the baseline would result from the improved seakeeping ability of SLICE. A further
increase in patronage of 1,326 passenger boardings is estimated to result from the improved operational reliabil
ity in poor weather conditions of the SLICE 600. The net change in vehicle boardings, however, is estimated to
be a reduction of almost 39,000 vehicles annually, due in large part to the elimination of oversize commercial
vehicles, and the smaller vehicle deck capacity of the SLICE 600 (90 ABU) relative to that of the Princess of
Acadia (260 AEU).

For the AMD K50 and the Incat 74 meter WPC, it is estimated that there would be an additional 88,995 annual
passenger boardings relative to the baseline case (a 45% increase) and 84,096 (a 43% increase), respectively,
because of the substantial improvement in travel time provided by both vessels over the baseline case. It is as
sumed that the seakeeping performance and operational reliability in poor weather for the AMD K50 and the
Incat 74 meter WPC would be generally similar to that of the baseline monohull vessel, or at a minimum would
not provide the same improvement in seakeeping that the SLICE 600 would relative to the baseline vessel. The
net change in vehicle boardings is estimated to be a reduction of almost 16,300 vehicles annually for the AMD
K50 and 40,300 for the Incat 74 meter WPC, again due in large part to the elimination of oversize commercial
vehicles and the smaller vehicle deck capacity of the AMD K50 (89 AEU) and the Incat 74 meter WPC (84
AEU) relative to that of the Princess ofAcadia (260 AEU).

As was the case with the baseline analysis, all three scenario vessels also yield no meaningful figure for the in
ternal rate of return. Therefore, a comparison of the relative attractiveness of the baseline scenario and the three
alternative vessel scenarios is instead made on the basis of the annual net cash deficit. That amount is approxi
mately equivalent to the level of subsidy that would be required from either the federal government or some
other source, if the ferry route were to continue operation for any extended period of time. On this basis, among
the high speed craft candidates the AMD K50 returns the best economic performance, with an annual net cash
deficit of $5,915,905. This is followed by the Incat 74 meter WPC with an annual net cash deficit of
$6,463,450, and then by the SLICE 600, with an annual net cash deficit of$II,827,879.

In Table 10-9, an extension of the baseline fare scenario referred to as the "profit maximizing fare scenario" is
presented for the alternative high speed vessel types. Under this scenario, fares for these vessel types were var
ied to determine if a fare level other than the baseline fare could yield an internal rate of return higher than that
under the baseline fare scenario, or an annual net cash deficit less than that under the baseline fare scenario.
Therefore, in addition to changes in the baseline patronage resulting from different travel times and seakeeping
performance, changes in patronage resulting from different fare levels are also considered in combination with
these other level of service parameters.
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TABLE 10-8: SAINT JOHN - DIGBY ALTERNATIVE VESSEL SCENARIOS WITH

BASELINE FARE

Results from Discounted Cash Flow Analvsis lU.S. dollarsl

------------- ... 1 ---------'-------,---, ... --------'-,
- , , , - - -, -hrs,-j2 min. .------'1'hr.: , , -min: ----,,.., hrs, -1Ymin
- - -- -- - - - - -- -1.478 - - - - - - - -------{47a -- -" - - - -. -- --1,478

::::::::::::j~~~ :::: :::: :::: ::I;f~~::::::::::::::i,~~!
$16.40 $16.40 $16.40

- - - - - - - - - - - 272,454 - - - - - - - - - -- -284:947 . - - - - - - - .. - -280,048
•• - - --- - - - -- '30:70/, - - - - -. ------ -48.20/, - - - - - - - - - - - - -3U°io
,,- - - - -- - -" $36.65 - - -",,- -- - - -$-36:65·"· - - -. - - -"$36.65
-" - - - -- - - -, 40,868 - - - --- - - -" --6-3:4Of - -- -. - - - - - - - '39,404
- - - - ,." -. -- "3"f6'/, ,- - -- - - -----'5300/; - - --' .. - - - - - -32)'oio

mHm c HHHH'

Vessel Type SLICE 600

90

AMD K50

89

Incat 74m

84

Vessel Debt Repayment (combined
."inciDal and interest

$3,816,997 $3,094,863 $2,981,384

EQUfl.lfmIUM,Y~"HHROUGH.15,ANNUAI.CASH EXPENSeS (0 ER THAN INTERl!.S1 ;,HIH.?'"·. -', .
, ...,.--

Salaries, Wages and Benefits $1,252,984 $731,539 $1,048,693
(Deck and Engine, Officers & Crew)-----. ---------. ------",ilisser FueiandLubiicantS ---------$5,686;894 - - ---.-. -$2:4-10:706 - - - - - -- - - -$"(892,216

- - - •••• - - - - --.-.- - - - - - -VesserMainien-a-nCe-Costs - - - - - - - - '$1-,168,"309 --. -- - - - - - -$8-74:855 - - - - - - - --, '$862,71'
- - - - - - - - - -. - - - - - - - -. - - - - - - -Marine Hurl iiisurance --.. -----. $925:000 - - - - -- - - •. '$'750:066 - - - - - - - - - - -$722,500

Direct Operating Costs Subtotal $9,033,187 $4,767,095 $4,526,120
" ,

Salaries, Wages and Benefits
(Onboard Passenger Service Crew) $435,821 $294,297 $364,763

:::: ::::::::::::::::::: :~~r~~~6~~~~:~~v!':rtJ~i6~ :::::::::: ~~~~Jl!J -----"", '$369:645"'" - - -"'$329,Oii2
Reservations & Sales • •• ~?9?cl~~ :::::::::: J~4:3;~~::::::::::: ~~~~,~~~- -------- ---- -. ---Dockirig Fees j PasseiigerFacillty

Charges I Shore Operations $2,247,742 $2,350,812 $2,310,397
::: :::::::::~~~t~~~~~ ~6~!~~~r!'6~I~~OJ6~~r~~~~ - -. - -' - - - - - $81)"36 """,. -.' "$85:484" --, -", "'$84,014

General Administration •• - - - - - - -$2,252)'42 '" - - -.. "$2:35'5:812 -"""" -$2~31S,397

- - - ------ -- - --- - - ••• Outsid"ProiesslonaISe.vlCes - - - - - - •• - - $272)67 ---- - - - -- - -$28'(606 ","" --" $279,729:::::::q6~q~r~:~~0:d:~:~~v~~!i~§~[e:s39~(q(~~I~~ • - - - - - - ••• $885.474 --- - - - - - - - -$9ir{07i--- -- ---- -- $910.156
Gift Shop Cost of Sales -. - -., -. - - $367jif2 ---- - -.. - - -$384~6i8 ----- - - ----$378,065

--- ----- --- --- -----6ritioarCi-Gaminc;:-costo{Sales -- ----•••• -----'$0 -- - - - --. - - -. - - - -$6 ------- - - - - -. -' -$0
IndlreclOperalinn Costs Subtotal $7,074,466 $7,295,065 $7,180,985

l5IllQQIilIBlQI!II"'~!i$,1+lllJl8Ql1(;IU.5i..N!M[:.RE"lE;Nl.II.!®3i*1!1!SF' .., +2'",,,,+\+
Passenger Fares $4,387,811 $4.589,012 $4.510,118

------- -- - - - - - - - - ••• - - - - - --- - -- -Vehicle'Fares - - -. - - - --$1,529,332 - - - - -- - - - $2:ji2~536 - - -" ,,- - '$'{474,536
=:::: :~~~I[~rY :s:a!~~: 9:n!>?~i~ f99~~~y~';'iJ~:~~I~~ -. --. ----$1,362,268 - - - -- - -." $1 :424~i34""" -,. -$'1~400,240
_______________ • ~~I!"!.ry.~aJE!~: ~J~ !'_h?p_~~I~~ - - - - -. - - -- $817:36-1 - - - - - - - -- --$8s4~841 ---,,' .... -$840,144
__________ • ~_c!l~a_~?_a!'!.s_: C?!,!>~~d. ~!'!'1i~~ :::::: :::::::::)9 ::::::::::::: :::~~:::::::::::::::: ~9

Federal, State or Locai
Operating or Non-Operating Subsidy $0 $0 $0

Total Revenues $8,096,771 $9,241,117 $8,225,039
H

Annual Net Cash Flow Before Taxes -$11,827879 -$5,915,905 -$6,463,450

NOles:
"no meaningful figure" means that there were no positive net cash nows in any of the years analyzed. and therefore !.he C<lkulalion of me internal rate of
{ctum has no meaning
(I) The return on equity inveSUnent over the entire project life. calculated on a discounted cash 110w basis.
(2) From years 161025. vessel debt repayment expenses is zero for all vessel type scenarios because the loan lenn is 15 years

Rather than duplicate the above for years 16 to 25 when w:ssel debt repayment expenses is zero for all vessel types. only years
I through 15 are presented in the above summary of the discounted cash flow analysis.
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TABLE 10-9: SAINT JOHN· DIGBY ALTERNATIVE VESSEL SCENARIOS WITH

PROFIT MAXIMIZING FARE

Results from Discounted Cash Flow Analvsis (U.S. dollars)
" . .

Vessel Type SLICE 600

Internal Rate of Return (IRRi" no meaningful figure
~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~g~~~ !~~e:sjrjl~~f : Y~~~~I?-~~6~~e ~ ~ ~ :::::::$j;4~~,~~Q

Equity Investment· Start·Up Expenses & $0
Provision of Working Capital

.. 'E'qultY'Iiiiiestme'ni:'Cash b'ef1cns (ifiinii)Years'f &'2 ..•..... :$"'-s)95",iHl

~~f~ROUGH15:ANNUAL.OPERAnNG PROFIL

AMD K50 Incat74m

.. ~'? !,:!~,!,!i~e~!~e~r!, ...ng.,!,~~~i!,~~! !i~~~e

..•• __ " :~~'~~~c0!l!l • ..... :$.7.s!l,~~o

$0 $0
........ :$6,238)54 ......•. '.$7~is3:29f

~---------------1 -----------------1
.....• -1'hrs:ff iiiin 'fhrs~ 17'nii,,:
·······_·····1,478 ··············1:478

::: ~ ~::: ~ ~ ~ ~~ !~7~~ ~ ~ ~:::::::~: ~ ~1:~~7
$33.00 $34.00......... "163;958 .......•.•• 'f5'(ii1

............ 'ii7% 1i.2'/o

........... - $73.75 '$75:98

....... - 36,48'1 'i1 :355
······-······30:5'/0 ·······--····fi.7%

::,:,,:,g,,::;;;!:;!:;!:

Vessel Type SLICE 600 AMD K50

89

Incat74m
597

84

$4,767,095 $4,526,120.

$731,539 $1,04S,693
...... "'$2,410)00 - - $1~892:2f6

.......... $874'-855 ••........ '$8'62:if1

.......... $756,000 "$722:500

Vessel Debt Repayment (combined $3816 997 $3,094,863
orincioal and interest ' ,

~~~.I!':;1 rHR~~H: 15lU\1~~Al; CASH EXPENSES (OTHER THA .

Salaries, Wages and Benefits $1 252 984
(Deck and Engine, Officers & Crew) , ,

.........•....... - -. "VesseIFuel'a'n,:lLubric,i"ts - .. $5:686,894

....... - - -- - "vessei Mainte;'ance Costs······ - .. '$'1: 168,369

.... - - - - - - - - --Marin'e'Huli iris'urance .--- •..... '$925,666

Direct Operating Costs Subtotal $9,033,187
,

$2,981,384

$435,821Salaries, Wages and Benefits
(Onboard Passenger Service Crew)

:::: ~::::: ~ ~~~======: ~: Ma:r8~~~a ~~~ !'-!J~~~[sI~g ====:::: =: :~~i~,?~~
Reservations & Sales $231,670

.... - - - - - - - - - - Dockin'g'Fees1Passenge'r"Facil~y - - .
Charges I Shore Operations $1,249,588

: ~ ~ =========~~o}~qt[o=n=~~<! [n=d~~~ify=~e;lii~s~!~~~e == ==========H~.~~~General Administration $1,254,588
.... -. - ..... --- ..... OutsideProie"ssio'nai Services'" - - - •... '$151',518
. - Oribo'a,d Foo«(& Beverage-Sales'.'cos(ofS"aies - $492,262

:::: ~ ~ ~~~~=== ~ ~ ~~ ~~ ~ ~ ~ ~: ~~ ~~~p~·~~~(o!:S~aJ~s ~: =: ~::: ~: :~~~~,~?~
Onboard Gaming. Cost of Sales $0

Indirect Ooeratina Costs Subtotal $4,378,599
1THROOG ALREV

Passenger Fares ' . .$.4)~qa.,~1.........•........ - - - '-vehicleFares $1,710,772

~ ~ ~~~An~III~!i~~!e:s:,:C?~~~~~d:~~~~~~~~~~~g~ :S:ales :::::::: =: =~~~~,~~
Ancillary Sales· Gift Shop Sales $454,396

~ ~ ~~~~~~~~~~~ ~ ~:: ~~~~I~~ ~~~~~~£~~~;~~~NJ~~ ::::::::::::::::~~
Operating or Non·Operating Subsidy $

Total Revenues $7,830,874
S 1THROUW'!.:f5!NET _ FLOW'BEFORE TAXES'""";

$294,297 $364,763
..... - .... $374,874 ..•• - - •... '$31"7:529

~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~?~?~19! :: ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~2)§~~42
$1,352,657 $1,252,112

$4,628,981 $4,322,360

$9,371,862 $7,938,219

Annual Net Cash Flow Before Taxes -$9,397,909 -$3,119,077 -$3,891,645

Notes:
"no meaningful figure" means that there wf;Je no positive nel cash flows in any ofthe years analYZed. and therefore the calculation orthe internal rate of
return has no meaning
(I) The return on equity invesnnent over the mrireproject life. calculated on a discounted cash flow basis
(2) From years 16 to 25. ves3el debt repayment expenses is zero for all vessel type scenarios because the loan lenn is 15 years.

Rather than duplicate the above for years 16 10 25 when vessel debt repayment expenses is zero for all vessel types, only years
I through 15 arc presented in the above sununary of the discounted cash flow analysis
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As can be seen in Table 10-9, fare levels approximately twice those of the baseline case result in an annual net
cash deficit of $9,397,909 for the SLICE 600, about 21 % less than for the SLICE 600 in the baseline fare Sce
nario, with passenger ridership declining to 151,465 from 272,454. For the AMD K50, there is an annual net
cash deficit of $3,119,077 under these higher fare levels, about 47% less than for the AMD K50 in the baseline
fare scenario, with passenger ridership declining to 163,958 from 284,947. For the Incat 74 meter WPC, there is
an annual net cash deficit of$3,891,645 under these higher fare levels, about 40% less than for the Incat 74 me
ter WPC in the baseline fare scenario, with passenger ridership declining to 151,771 from 280,048.

Therefore, if passenger demand were to respond to the changes in travel time and fares utilized in this scenario
as hypothesized earlier in Chapter 8, it is conceivable based on the analysis conducted here that the annual net
cash deficit for the AMD K50 would be an improvement over that in the baseline case with the Princess of
Acadia. The economic performance of the SLICE 600, however, with an annual net cash deficit of $9,397,909,
is stilI substantially more inferior to that of the baseline case with the Princess ofAcadia. The economic per
formance of the Incat 74 meter WPC is also inferior to the baseline case with the Princess ofAcadia, but only
slightly so. Even though the profit maximizing fare scenario for the AMD K50 may yield a modest improve
ment in the annual net cash deficit relative to the baseline case with the Princess ofAcadia, the absolute number
of passenger boardings in this case decreases Over the baseline by about 16%. Although the reduction in the
annual net cash deficit would likely be welcomed by the government agencies providing the required subsidy,
the significant reduction in patronage that would result under this scenario might be viewed by some as a reduc
tion in mobility that could negatively affect the economy of New Brunswick and Nova Scotia, and therefore not
in the public interest.

10.9 Conclusions

The Canadian federal government would not meet its goal of reducing and phasing out the current subsidy on
this route with the SLICE 600, or the other high speed vessels analyzed. The existing baseline operation with
the Princess ofAcadia now operates at an annual net cash deficit that is less than that calculated for the SLICE
600, AMD K50, and the Incat 74 meter WPC. For the baseline fare scenario, the AMD K50 returns the best
economic performance, with an annual net cash deficit of $5,915,905. The Incat 74 meter WPC shows an an
nual net cash deficit of $6,463,450, and the SLICE 600 a deficit of $11,827,879. Fare optimization, while likely
not a politically acceptable approach, results in smaller though still significant deficits for all three high speed
types, with the SLICE 600 still the worst performer. For the profit maximizing fare scenario,fare levels ap
proximately twice those of the baseline case result in an annual net cash deficit of $9,397,909 for the SLICE
600, about 21% less than for the SLICE 600 in the baseline fare scenario, with passenger ridership declining to
151,465 from 272,454. For the AMD K50, there is an annual net cash deficit of $3,119,077 under these higher
fare levels, about 47% less than for the AMD K50 in the baseline fare scenario, with passenger ridership declin
ing to 163,958 from 284,947. For the Incat 74 meter WPC, there is an annual net cash deficit of$3,891,645 un
der these higher fare levels, about 40% less than for the Incat 74 meter WPC in the baseline fare scenario, with
passenger ridership declining to 151,771 from 280,048.

It is likely that the deep draft of the SLICE 600 would impose constraints on vessel operations, with the depth
alongside at the existing ferry terminals in Saint John and Digby unsuitable for the SLICE 600 except perhaps
during high tides. Some channel depths, such as the main channel into Saint John Harbor, are also of unsuitable
or marginal controlling depth with respect to the 28.5 draft of the SLICE 600. Operational difficulties might
also be encountered with the SLICE 600 because of the deck heights at the existing ferry terminals, which are
approximately 10 feet at both Saint John and Digby, and the SLICE 600 main vehicle deck freeboard height of
21.5 feet.

Although wave climate conditions are more difficult in this region than in some of the other case study regions,
it is estimated that the additional patronage of approximately 4,600 passengers and their vehicles that might be
realized from the elimination of missed trips due to weather and the improved seakeeping ability and ride qual-
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ity of the SLICE 600 is insignificant relative to both the baseline and forecast scenario patronage levels on this
route.

Tractor trailers are not accommodated on either the SLICE 600 or the other comparative high speed vessels.
This would reduce fare revenues, particularly in light of the consistent and relatively high level of existing
commercial vehicle traffic. Also, the exclusion of oversize commercial vehicles from this route would likely be
politically unacceptable, since the RoPax ferry services operating in Atlantic Canada are generally felt by the
federal government and the provincial governments of New Brunswick and Nova Scotia to be in the public in
terest and to contribute to the economic well-being of the region.
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Chapter 11: Case Study #3 .. Hawaii
In July of 1995, Pacific Marine & Supply Company, Ltd., completed a SLICE service feasibility study for the
Hawaiian Islands entitled Hawaii Inter-Island Ferry Business Plan, Phase A. In March of 1999, Pacific Marine
and the U.S. Navy Office of Naval Research agreed that the findings ofthis earlier study should be presented as
part of the Volpe Center SLICE commercial feasibility study. The findings of this earlier study are presented
here, reorganized to be consistent with the other common carrier SLICE case studies present in the Volpe Center
report. This chapter includes information independently developed by the Volpe Center, e.g., weather and wave
climate aspects.

11.1 Introduction and Regional Overview

For purposes of the subject business plan, the Phase A market was defmed as passenger transportation service
between the islands of Oahu and Maui (see Figure 11-1). This route would maximize the competitive advan
tages of the proposed marine transportation service as it represents the most highly traveled inter-island seg
ment. By providing a comfortable ride with spectacular scenery between these islands, it was believed that a
significant share of the inter-island traveler market could be captured. Additionally, Hawaii Department of
Transportation estimates placed visitors to Hana at 400,000 to 500,000 per year. The following sections provide
general information about the economic environment in which the SLICE inter-island ferry would operate.

FIGURE 11-1: PROPOSED HAWAII FERRY ROUTES
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State ofHawaii

The state of Hawaii consists of seven major and 124 minor volcanic and coral islands which form a 1,610 mile
long chain in the mid-Pacific ocean. The major islands are, in order of size: Hawaii, Maui, Oahu, Kauai, Molo-
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kai, Lanai, and Niihau. Admitted as the 50th State in 1959, the Aloha State, with a total land area of 6,426
square miles, ranks 47th in size and has a coastline of 750 miles. Honolulu, Hawaii's capital and largest city, is
situated about 2,400 miles west of the U.S. mainland, on the Island of Oahu.

Economy

Any ferry operation will require a healthy economy as a foundation. It is important, therefore, to look at Ha
waii's current economic situation and its ability to support a ferry operation with riders.

Hawaii's economy is built primarily on three major industries. In order of importance, they are tourism, military
activity and agriculture. The Hawaiian economy grew at a rapid rate in the 1980s, the year 1989 being the sev
enth straight year of expansion. Statewide gross business receipts, which measure the volume of business activ
ity in the economy, jumped 13 percent to $36 billion in 1989 - up from $32 billion. Adjusted for inflation,
growth in gross business receipts amounted to 7 percent in 1989. The unemployment rate during 1989 averaged
2.8 percent, well below the national average. As an economy, Hawaii had repeatedly demonstrated its growth
power and resiliency even in the face ofnational and international economic slowdowns and recessions.

But the 1990s brought a slowdown of the economy. Spectacular tourism growth in the 1980s peaked in 1990
with an annual visitor count of 7 million tourists. Over the next three years, the world and u.s. economies went
into recession; visitors from Hawaii's two most important tourism markets, California and Japan, declined as
the Japanese economic bubble burst and California slid into a harsh recession; the Gulf War caused tourist can
cellations in 1991; mainland airlines excluded Hawaii from their fare-cutting wars in 1992 and Hurricane Iniki
caused extensive damage to the island of Kauai that September; and Hawaii began and ended 1993 officially in
a shallow recession. By the end of 1993, the annual visitor count had slipped to a little over 6.1 million tourists,
the agriculture and defense sectors had contracted and construction had also declined.

Economic performance during 1994 pointed to an end of the recession, a flat overall economy, and a recovery
for tourism, Hawaii's most important industry. The 1994 visitor count rose 5.4 percent over 1993. Hotel occu
pancy rose to 76.5 percent in this period, up from 72 percent a year earlier. Another sign of the emerging recov
ery is an increase in State general fund tax revenues. They rose 1.4 percent in the fiscal year ending June 30,
1994 after declining 1.7 percent in FY 92-93, and 4.1 percent in FY 91-92.

Throughout this shallow recession, Hawaii's economy declined modestly as measured by real gross state product
(GSP). In 1991, it stood at $19.6 billion; by 1992 it had dropped to $19.1 billion; and at the end of 1993, the
GSP had declined to the $18.6 billion mark (in 1982 dollars).

U.S. census figures for 1990 show Hawaii with a population of 1,160,000. The majority, 865,000, live on Oahu,
in the city of Honolulu. Honolulu is the business capital of the State, the largest city in the State, and the hub of
the inter-island transportation network. The Big Island of Hawaii, with four times the land mass as Oahu, has
the next highest population count with 131,000 residents. Maui, the most popular visitor destination outside
Oahu, has 109,000 local residents, including the island of Molokai which is part of Maui county. The island of
Kauai, to the north of Oahu, has the smallest population of the five major islands in the Hawaiian chain with
only 55,000 residents.

Unemployment in Hawaii has historically been lower than in the U.S. as a whole. In 1991, its unemployment
rate stood at a low 2.8%. Even in 1993, during the middle of the recent recession, Hawaii's unemployment rate
stood at only 4.2%, compared to the national average for that year of 6.8%. Statistics for December 1994 indi
cated that Hawaii unemployment was at 4.7%, compared to 7.5% for the nation as a whole.
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The Hawaii Visitor Industry

Tourism is Hawaii's biggest industry. It is supported by an annual, sustained, broad-based multi-million dollar
marketing effort funded by the State of Hawaii, the Hawaii Visitors Bureau, and major private sector companies
ranging from United Airlines and American Express to individual destination resort associations, tour wholesal
ers and hotel properties.

Hawaii's tourism industry recorded a gain in its annual visitor count every year except two during the period
1959 -1990. (The only exceptions were 1980, when the tourism count dropped seven-tenths of one percent under
the previous year; and 1981 when growth was flat.)

At the start of the 1980s, the annual Hawaii visitor count was approximately 3.9 million and topped the 4 mil
lion mark for the first time in 1982. Slower but positive growth continued right through the national recession, a
tribute to the strong, global market appeal of the Islands, before exploding again in the mid and late 1980s. For
1990, the Hawaii Visitors Bureau logged a record 6,971,000 tourists staying overnight or longer in Hawaii,
marking the peak of the most recent tourism boom.

In the years since, the total visitor count has declined to 6,124,000, but in 1994 has begun to climb once again.
Three out of four visitors to Hawaii spend time on Oahu, one in three visits Maui, and one in five visits the Big
Island. Kauai hosted about 572,000 visitors in 1993 and Molokai is the least visited of the major islands with
only 91,000 tourists spending one night or longer there.

Visitors to the Islands are classified either as "first time" or repeat" visitors. As a tourist destination, Hawaii is a
mature market for the westbound visitor from the Mainland U.S. Hawaii is more exotic and less familiar to the
eastbound visitors from Asia for whom the islands are often a first time experience. Some 63% of westbound
tourists to Hawaii had visited the Islands before while only 42% of the eastbound visitors had vacationed in Ha
waii before.

Visitors can also be classed as either part of a "Group Tour" or "Free and Independent" (FIT) travelers who book
their own trip and are not part of a packaged program. Again, there is a marked difference between eastbound
and westbound visitors in this regard. In 1992, 60 percent of eastbound tourists traveled to Hawaii as part of a
Group Tour while only 10 percent of westbound tourists were part of a Group Tour. Asians making their first
trip to Hawaii clearly feel more comfortable in a group. Two out of three (68%) also tend to buy a package trip
whereas only one in three (36%) westbound travelers does so. Businesses marketing their services to Hawaii
tourists routinely market their products and services quite differently to the westbound and eastbound traveler.

Visitor spending kept pace with the visitor count during the late 1980s boom. According to the Hawaii Visitors
Bureau, 1986 total visitor expenditures totaled $6.1 billion. By 1990, that figure was $9.7 billion. It peaked in
1991 at $10.6 billion, slipped to $9.6 billion the next year and again to $8.7 billion in 1993 as the recession took
hold.

The Japanese segment of the visitor market is not as large as the westbound segment in terms of numbers, but
the average Japanese tourist spends a lot more per day than his U.S. mainland counterparts. 1993 westbound
visitors originating primarily from the U.S. account for 55% of the total visitor count, but only 45% of all visitor
spending. Japanese visitors outspend them in every category except transportation and personal services, where
the two groups are about even. In 1993, the average Japanese tourist spent $307 a day in Hawaii while the aver
age visitor from the U.S. Mainland spent only $116. Consequently, the Japanese visitor is a prime target for all
visitor activities, and his patronage of any inter-island ferry system is very important.

The free-spending Japanese visitor segment is expected to provide substantial, quality growth for the foreseeable
future, due to the increased buying power of the yen and a steady increase in visitor count. Japanese visitors in
1986 totaled 731,000. By 1993 they had risen to 1,592,000, more than doubling in this period.
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Hawaii's visitor industry infrastructure also grew substantially in the second half of the 1980s as the tourism in
dustry responded with major investments in new hotels, upgrading and renovations, and long-term infrastructure
improvements in cooperation with the State. Over 5,000 rooms were added to the visitor plant inventory be
tween 1986 and 1990 with the statewide room total increasing from 66,300 to 71,600 during this period. By
1992, that number had risen to 73,779 rooms. These rooms are almost evenly split between Oahu and the
Neighbor Islands (Maui, Molokai, Kauai and the Big Island). Oahu's visitor plant totaled 37,000 rooms in 1993;
the four Neighbor Islands combined boasted 33,500. Many of the largest, most expensive and most luxurious
hotels and resort complexes are found on the Neighbor Islands. Waikiki on average caters to the budget, middle
class tourist.

Island ofMaui

Maui, the second largest island in the Hawaiian chain, lies midway between Oahu and Hawaii. It is often called
the "Valley Isle" because of its valley-like isthmus between two mountain masses. The island measures 48
miles long and 26 miles wide and has a land area of 727 square miles. The western shores of the Island of Maui
include approximately 20 miles of white sand beaches, the most noteworthy being Kaanapali Beach fronting the
Kaanapali resort area. Wailuku is the headquarters city for Maui County, which includes the islands of Maui,
Molokai and Lanai. Kahului, the headquarters of HC&S, the world's largest sugar plantation, is the location of
Kahului harbor and most of the industrial and resident oriented retail activity on Maui.

There have been two distinct centers of economic activity on Maui. In the early 19th century, Lahaina, on the
west Maui coast, was the main center of activity. Until 1855, Lahaina was the capital city of Hawaii and its
leading whaling port. The capital subsequently was moved to Honolulu, following a decline in whaling activity.
Agriculture then became the primary activity in the Lahaina district. The growth of large scale agriculture on
the island and the development of superior port facilities at Kahului resulted in Wailuku becoming the major
town on the island. Lahaina continued to function as a local community business center and tourist attraction.

The Wailuku-Kahului area is now the center of government and business activity on Maui. Although visitor
activity has been concentrated on the west Maui coast, the Kihei-Wailea area will likely be the basis for a major
amount of future tourism growth. The Wailuku-Kahului area will likely continue in its present role as the seat
of county government activity. Kahului is the major port and the location of the primary inter-island airport.
Thus, growth and employment not related to the visitor industry will likely continue to be concentrated in Wai
luku-Kahutui.

Lahaina is located in the west Maui district, the island's best known and most popular visitor destination area.
Lahaina town is a major tourist attraction and serves as the current commercial center for the west Maui resort
region. In the early 1800's, it was Hawaii's capital and the playground of Hawaiian royalty. For years, whalers
used Lahaina as their Pacific headquarters during the winter months. As many as two thousand ships at one
time were anchored in the Lahaina roadstead, which is naturally protected from the elements by the neighboring
islands ofMolokai, Lanai and Kahoolawe.

The Lahaina area enjoys some of the best year-round weather in all Hawaii, due to its geographic location and
the protection afforded by nearby islands. The temperature in the Lahaina area averages 71 degrees in February
and 78 degrees in August and September. Annual rainfall averages 13.6 inches.

Numerous long-term and short-term visitor accommodations are available in the area through condominium
units which have been developed north of Kaanapali to Napili Bay. The Kapalua resort area located 8.5 miles
north of Lahaina, consists of a golf course, resort condominiums, shops and hotels. With the exception of the
retail shops in the various hotels in Kapalua and Kaanapali, and the visitor oriented Whaler's Village in Kaana
pali, all of the commercial activity is concentrated in Lahaina town.
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11.2 Ferry Market Overview and Operational Profiles

History ofInter-Island Ferry Transportation

As far back as the mid-1800s, Hawaii had regular steam ferry boat service between the islands. The first inter
island ferry service using steamships was begun in 1853 with the SS Akamai, and by the 1860s $5.00 could get
you passage from Honolulu to Lahaina, Maui, or $10.00 to ports on the Big island. While many native Hawai
ians still continued to travel by outrigger canoe between the islands, by the mid-1880s two steamship companies
were plying the inter-island trade. In 1905, the two companies merged their operations, forming the Inter-Island
Steam Navigation Co. (IISNC).

A Chamber of Commerce 1976 study entitled "The Inter-Island Ferry Issue", noted that Hawaii's inter-island
transportation system has undergone many changes over the decades as technological improvements have been
made in the field of transportation, as markets have changed, and as consumer preferences have changed. But
until shortly after World War 11, the IISNC ferries remained the prime method of moving both people and cargo
among the islands. Until the 1930s, its main competition came from barge services, which movcd some cargo in
direct competition with the ferries. But a greater threat emerged in the 1930s as the airplane turned from an
oddity to an industry. After air service was introduced to the islands in 1929, the airplane took increasing
amounts of passenger traffic away from the inter-island ferry. The ocean steamboat ferry business had met a foe
which would eventually destroy it.

The end of World War II marked the end of the line for the IISNC. When the DC-3 replaced the Sikorsky flying
boats just after World War 11, the inter-island ferry lost its passenger trade and could not compete with barge
service for inter-island cargo trade. The IISNC ferry system folded in 1949.

The authors of the 1976 Chamber study noted that when the Inter-Island Steam Navigation Co. closed down in
1950, it was generally agreed that the inter-island ferry had been displaced by better technology, just as the
horse, the passenger train, the dirigible, and the flying boat were replaced.

But ship technology was also improving, including the development of new motion control systems that prom
ised to allow an inter-island ferry to make the trip through Hawaiian waters without the extreme discomfort
most passengers experienced on the old steamships. The newer ferry couldn't match an airplane in terms of
speed, but it could perhaps provide reasonably comfortable travel between the islands at a lower cost than a
plane ticket, and in the years to follow a number of companies as well as the Hawaii State Government, unsuc
cessfully tried to re establish various forms of inter-island ferry service.

Two of the more recent efforts to develop an inter-island ferry system, SeaFlite and Sea Link, are discussed in
more detail below.

SeaFlite

SeaFlite (1975-1978) was undoubtedly the best financially and technologically equipped inter-island ferry ven
ture to emerge in Hawaii since 1949. Consequently, the results of its operations and marketing efforts offer im
portant clues to the market viability of an inter-island ferry in Hawaii and are treated here in some detail. A
good summary of SeaFlite's operations can be found in a privately-circulated 1982 report entitled "Inter-Island
Sea Transit Feasibility Study".

According to that study, the Boeing company had been engaged in the research, design and manufacturing of
submerged hydrofoil boats since 1959 and by 1972 had developed and begun marketing a new 40-knot hydrofoil
called the Boeing Model 929 jetfoil. In the early 1970s, officers from a local subsidiary of LTV Aerospace
Corp., convinced that the Jetfoil would make a good inter-island ferry, formed a company called PST to bring
the technology to Hawaii.
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Application for an operating license was filed with the Hawaiian Public Utility Commission in November of
1971 and, after public hearings were held on the various islands, a conditional certificate of convenience and
necessity was granted in November 1972.

The principal concerns of PST were ride quality, external and internal noise, speed and endurance. To alJeviate
these concerns and share the risks, Boeing agreed to participate in the Hawaiian venture. On April 13, 1972, the
LTV! Kentronl Boeing Agreement on financial support was signed and Boeing acquired a 25% interest in PST.
Ultimately, PST received its first Jetfoil, the Kamehameha in May 1975 followed by delivery of the Kalakaua
on August 11 and the Kuhio on October 6, 1975.

During the check out phase of the Kamehameha, it was discovered that engine shut-down occurred more often
than expected. A wait ensued while the turbine cooled before it could be restarted, and the Jetfoil's ride suffered
because the craft cannot stay foil borne on one engine. Until the ship became foil borne again, it wallowed in
the seas like a monohull, causing significant seasickness among the passengers. The problem was later cor
rected by introducing a pressure control system in the suction inlet which detected a decrease in pressure and
automatically returned the turbine to idle speed. This system was installed and tested on the third boat delivered
to PST, the Kuhio. The system minimized the probability of shutdown during scheduled operations, but in
creased turbine maintenance.

Despite this series of technical problems, PST inaugurated commercial inter-island service as "SeaFlite" with
the Kamehameha on June 15, 1975, with one daily trip from Honolulu to Maalaea, Maui and one from Honolulu
to Nawiliwili (on Kauai). With the addition of the Kalakaua in August, service was expanded to two trips daily
to these ports. The Kuhio's addition later in the year allowed one trip daily from Honolulu to Kailua-Kona on
the Big Island of Hawaii with stops at Maalaea on the outward and return legs. On days when southerly wind
conditions hampered landings at Kailua-Kona's unprotected pier (estimated to be fifteen to twenty days a year)
the landings were made at Kawaihae harbor a short distance up the coast. The three legs were about the same
length, each requiring 2 to 2.5 hours of schedule time.

Within the first six months of operation, the effects of the 40% increased power requirements over design condi
tions became evident. The entire power train was over stressed, and gear box and thrust bearing failures were
commonplace. Rather than maintaining 45 knots speed as publicized, the Jetfoil made about 40.5 knots depend
ing on wind or sea direction. Other operating problems required extensive and expensive dredging operations
on Maui and Kauai and the addition of a tug on Maui. All of these problems added voyage time, fuel costs, la
bor costs and maintenance costs on the equipment.

SeaFlite's credibility with the tourist and travel industry suffered from delays and rescheduling of commercial
service necessitated by late delivery of the Jetfoils as well as the numerous operating problems discussed above.
Being a new venture and important to the islands, SeaFlite was newsworthy and the Jetfoil breakdowns provided
the media with news to report. The problems may have been magnified by the media, but the result was that
tour wholesalers and travel agencies were reluctant to include SeaFlite in their packages or recommend it to cus
tomers. Consequently, SeaFlite fell short of its projections for passenger bookings and revenue generation.

SeaFlite fare to Kauai or Maui was $20 (one-way, regular, adult) versus airline fare of $21.38, and $25 to
Kailua-Kona versus airline fare of $25.38. This pricing reflected a strategy to position SeaFlite as a form of
transportation rather than a unique attraction.

When SeaFlite began operations, the "common air fare" was in use. Because this subsidy was a significant ex
pense to the trunk carriers, these airlines did their best to keep the common fare a secret, and only 30% of the
inter-island travelers were knowledgeable about the common fare and purchased tickets prior to leaving the
mainland.
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Changes in the common fare provisions destroyed SeaFlite's strategy to pursue those travelers who did not know
or were ineligible for the common fare. The stopover charge was increased and the number of charges imposed
increased from one to two, and sometimes three, per island. The passenger technically traveled at no charge on
inter-island flights, but the stopover charges became significantly attractive so that the trunk carriers publicized
and promoted the common fare to stimulate travel to Hawaii.

The result of the changes in the common fare was that over 95% of the travelers from the mainland became
knowledgeable about the common fare and were pre-ticketed if their trip included neighbor island visits. A ma
jor segment of SeaFlite's market disappeared. Instead of having 70% of the mainland traveler market as its tar
get, that segment was reduced to less than 5%.

In its first year, SeaFlite carried approximately 190,000 passengers. This was below projections, but sufficient
to give an indication of potentially profitable route segments and to determine passenger reactions. Approxi
mately 35% of the revenues came from local residents and 65% from tourists. To monitor passenger reaction,
SeaFlite passed out questionnaires on randomly selected trips. The demographics of the passengers turned out
to be very similar to the Hawaii Visitors Bureau ("HVB") demographics of Hawaii visitors generally.

To a question asking whether passengers would travel on SeaFlite again and recommend it to their friends, 97%
answered affirmatively. As to the agreeableness of the ride, the ratings were studied based on sea conditions
ranging from good to very bad. Even under the worst conditions, over 87% of the passengers ranked the ride
"good to excellent". Under the best conditions, 99.2% rated it "good to excellent".

By 1977, a pattern emerged showing that while system-wide load factors remained low, the Oahu-Maui leg was
operating at close to a 60% load factor. Trip completion factors had improved to the point where tour operators
were booking groups for 1978. SeaFlite's passenger acceptance rating by the Hawaii Visitor Bureau was consis
tently above that of the competing airlines, ranging from "above average" to "excellent", and the trip was looked
upon as a major event in the "Hawaiian experience".

The Oahu-Molokai-Maui market accounted for just over 80% of SeaFlite's traffic. During the first six months
of 1977, PST operated four round-trips per day to the Maalaea Bay terminal on Maui from Pier 8 in Honolulu.
The early morning and midday trips from Honolulu to Maalaea averaged approximately 70% load factor and the
late evening (5 p.m. to 7 p.m.) Maalaea to Honolulu return trip averaged 67.7% load factor. The load factors on
the two late morning return trips from Maui to Oahu were low, averaging 31.2% for the earlier and 17.9% for
the later trip. The early evening return to Oahu was berter, but averaged only 46.9%.

With all of the problems encountered, SeaFlite was able to establish an economically significant share of the
Oahu to Maui market. During the first nine months of 1977, it carried over 150,000 passengers between Oahu
and Maui and achieved an overall average load factor of 58.4%. This was 8.1% of the total passenger traffic be
tween the two islands.

Even though it appeared that PST had its earlier problems under control and profitable operations could be
achieved, PST's parent was suffering from lack of corporate profitability and its management decided to divest
the corporation of all resort and tourist related businesses. These operations did not fit with the parent corpora
tion's total business thrust, were small and required a disproportionate share of management's attention. The
decision to shut down SeaFlite was made in late 1977 to be effective in January 1978.

Despite the shutdown, the SeaFlite experience provided clear support for the argument that an inter-island ferry
which is reliable, comfortable, fast and correctly priced would indeed draw a significant number of both resi
dents and tourists. But all these elements - along with patience and financial staying power from the ferry op
erator itself - are required to make the product work.
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Sea Link

Ten years after SeaFlite shut down, a new inter-island ferry company launched another attempt to capture this
market opportunity. In November 1987, Sea Link began inter-island ferry operations on the Oahu-Molokai
Maui route identified by SeaFlite as the most financially viable leg of any inter-island ferry system. Unfortu
nately, the local company had very limited financial resources and less technologically advanced equipment
than SeaFlite.

Sea Link had only one vessel, an ll8-foot, ISO-passenger monohull called the Maui Princess. Twice a day the
ferry left Oahu, crossed the Molokai Channel and made a stop at Kaunakakai, Molokai, then went on to Lahaina,
Maui. The return trip traced the same route in reverse. Where the SeaFlite hydrofoil rode above the waves, the
Sea Princess found itself pounding through the big channel waves. Sea conditions in the Molokai Channel can
be extremely rough; consequently, even with its fin stabilizers the Maui Princess experienced a lot of motion in
big waves, and seasickness remained a problem for passengers.

The first six months of operations showed some promise. Monthly passenger counts rose from 1,522 in January
to peak at 3,550 before decreasing somewhat. The service averaged slightly over 2,700 a month the first half
year of operation. During the same period, revenues averaged $92,840 a month. Between January and June,
Sea Link completed 97.8% of its scheduled runs. Two runs were canceled by storms and two by engine prob
lems.

But the second six months of operations showed a number of weaknesses in the operation. The frequency of
sailings and rough ocean route put a lot of hours on the vessel and its engines; travel agents and big tour whole
salers did not deliver the volume of passengers the company had expected from them; and the inter-island air
lines saw the ferry as competition and worked hard to protect and retain their customer base.

Solving these problems was going to take some time and Sea Link apparently did not have the financial re
sources to operate at a loss for an extended period. By the month of October, Sca Link was averaging only 20
30 passengers per day on the 150 seat vessel. In November 1988, approximately one year after launching the
service, Sea Link filed a request with the Public Utilities Commission to discontinue its twice-a-day inter-island
passenger service between Oahu and Maui. With the help and cooperation of Maui employers and financial
support (approximately $330,000 a year) from the State of Hawaii, the Molokai-Maui ferry leg remains opera
tional, primarily serving as a shuttle for Molokai residents working on Maui. It currently operates seven days a
week and serves a small base of approximately 150 active commuters with monthly ridership of approximately
1,600 passengers.

Evaluating the operation, it is clear that Sea Link started out with several disadvantages. The company was un
der-capitalized and unable to sustain the losses that can be expected from a start-up ferry operation competing
against the inter-island airlines; it operated only one vessel, with no backup vessels; the vessel was a conven
tional monohull and could not consistently deliver the high speeds and comfortable passenger ride in rough
channel waters which SeaFlite did; and tour agents and wholesalers, sensitive to possible customer complaints
of seasickness, were perhaps wary of recommending the product wholeheartedly to their clients. In the end, Sea
Link's financing, technology and marketing efforts all fell short ofwhat was needed for success.

Sea Link represents the most recent company to try and fail at establishing a true inter-island ferry service (pas
senger only). Since then, an intra-island, Oahu-only commuter ferry shuttle has also started up and shut down.
The San Diego-based company, called Hawaii Ocean Transit Systems (HOTS), used a wavepiercer vessel to
make daily round trips from Barbers Point on West Oahu to downtown Honolulu. The company planned to op
erate a dinner cruise with the same vessel during off-hours to provide the profits needed to subsidize the unprof
itable commuter ferry trips. But the route was ill-advised, the frequency of service was inadequate, and the
company's commitment to the ferry service portion of the project was questionable from the outset.
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Proposed SLICE Route Operational Description

The high-speed, low motion characteristics of the SLICE Ferry were thought to allow it to comfortably cruise
inter-island and around island routes, opening up sightseeing opportunities not previously available. SLICE
Ferry would also provide an alternate means of transportation between islands. Most of all, SLICE Ferry was
expected to gain the standing of an attraction in and of itself, eventually becoming as popular and as well known
as the Aloha Tower or the Na Pali Coast ofKauai.

Phase A of the SLICE Ferry was to operate between Honolulu, Oahu and Kahului, Maui, a route distance of 96
nautical miles. Additionally, SLICE Ferry would offer mid-day cruises between Kahului, Maui and Hana,
Maui, a distance of 40 nautical miles, providing convenient transportation for an estimated 400,000 potential
passengers with a 1 hour one-way trip time.

During the first two months of operation, SLICE Ferry would travel between Honolulu and Kahului three days a
week, with a one-way trip time of 3 hours. The round trip would begin at 7:00AM in Honolulu and end at
8:00PM in Honolulu. Limiting the schedule to a few days a week would allow for a shake out of any problems
in the vessel or operations.

The Honolulu to Kahului SLICE Ferry route would depart and return to Pier 8 at the Aloha Tower Marketplace
in Honolulu. During the first two months of operation, the route would be run every Tuesday, Thursday and
Saturday. Beginning with the third month of operation, SLICE Ferry would operate between Honolulu and Ka
hului every day except Monday. Additionally, a mid day cruise between Kahului and Hana on Maui would be
added to maximize revenues and vessel utilization. Figure 11-1, presented earlier, shows the location of the pro
posed routes.

SLICE Ferry would be one of seven wholly-owned subsidiaries involved in the hospitality and ocean transporta
tion business segment of Pacific Marine.. Except for Island Navigation Co., Ltd., which serves primarily as a
tour cruise support services company, the companies in this business segment hold berthing and commercial
permits and conduct full hospitality operations (service, entertainment, food, liquor, and transportation). They
all utilize the trade name "Royal Hawaiian Cruises' for institutional marketing and advertising purposes.

The other tour cruise companies owned by Pacific Marine are: Hawaiian Cruises Ltd.; Seabird Cruises, Inc.;
Catamaran Express, Inc.; and Lady Ann Cruises, Inc. Hawaiian Cruises, founded in 1953 and acquired by Pa
cific Marine in 1988, operates the Navatek I in Honolulu and the passenger vessel Captain Cook VIII in Kona
on the island of Hawaii. Seabird Cruises (incorporated in 1986 and acquired by Pacific Marine in 1988) con
ducts adventure sailing, whale watch and dinner cruises on the island of Maui on the Navatek II vessel, a smaller
version of the Navatek 1. Catamaran Express (incorporated in 1986 and acquired by Pacific Marine in 1988)
conducts adventure sailing and dive tours on the island of Maui. Lady Ann Cruises (incorporated in 1984 and
acquired by Pacific Marine in 1988) is located on the island of Kauai, where it also conducts adventure sailing
and dive tours.

Island Navigation Co., Ltd. was established in 1987 to provide support services to all Pacific Marine's tour
cruise companies and comprises two divisions. The Sales and Marketing Division provides centralized sales
and marketing services for all Pacific Marine tour boat subsidiaries under the trade name 'Royal Hawaiian
Cruises". The Corporate Division is responsible for arranging federal, state and county operating permits; ter
minal and mooring facilities; joint venture operating agreements; and project financing.

Pacific Marine, founded in 1944, is a privately-held, diversified Hawaii corporation with operations in the tour
ism, maritime, industrial, and environmental sectors. Consolidated gross revenues for fiscal year ended June 30,
1994 exceeded $57 million. Today, its hospitality and ocean transportation segment represents roughly 25% of
consolidated assets and revenues.
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Initially, Pacific Marine's existing staff would be tapped to assist in the development of the SLICE Ferry. As
implementation of the business plan progresses, the actual SLICE Ferry organization would begin to fill out.

11.3 Proposed Vessels

The SLICE 250 is a conceptual design for an aluminum hulled 33.7 meter passenger-only ferry. The vessel is
planned to accommodate a total of 250 passengers. Although principal particulars for all SLICE variants includ
ing the SLICE 250 were presented earlier in Chapter 4, those for the SLICE Advanced Technology Demonstra
tor (ATD) and the SLICE 250 are presented again here in Table 11-1 for convenience. The SLICE 250 analyzed
for this case study is expected to be very similar to the ATD prototype designed by Lockheed and built by Pa
cific Marine. Powered by two gas turbine engines, the SLICE 250 is planned to have an operating speed of 30
knots. The preliminary general arrangements for the SLICE 250 are presented in Figure 11-2, and the proposed
exterior styling in Figure 11-3. The large open spaces in the middle to rear areas of both decks will be used for
flexible open seating and will allow passengers to roam about freely, enjoying spectacular views from either the
interior of the vessel or from the outside observation deck. The large galley area will be used to prepare food for
the snack and beverage bars.

TABLE 11-1: SLICE 250 PRINCIPAL PARTICULARS

SLICE Variant

Particulars

Length Overall (LOA) (feet).- -- --- _. _ ---------_ ..
Beam (feet)
.---------------.----------------_.-Draft (feet)

Main Pass"en~ier "Oei:k "Freeboa;.cf"
(feet)
Vetiic"e'Deck" i="reeboarCi'{feet) ....
-----------------_.-------------_ .. _.. -
Displacement (long tons)
Payload'(Iori~i toris)" """""" .... ""."
Passenger"Ci."paclty""""""""""""""·
.------- .. ---------------------------
Main Engines

Total Power (hp)
-------------------------------------Service Speed (knots)
nla (not applicable)

SLICE Advanced
Technology

Demonstrator
(ATD) (1) SLICE 250 (2)

104.0 110.5
"""""."" """"""""55~O """"""""."""""" 55."6
... """" """""""" -14~O """""" .. """ """""1",i."6
--.. "."""" """"""11~O """""" .. """"""" "f1"~6

..... """"" ""--- -- ilia"" ---. ------- --- 'nici
"""" """"-."""" "180~O """"""" -"""" ""180.-6
"""" """""... '"--35~1."""""""" ----- --fj'g
-------------- .. ----- --- .. _---------------

n/a 250
-(2rMTU -f6\i396' """ "(2) TF4(jg~is- _.

TB94 turbines

Sources:
(I) Lockheed Marine Systems. SLICE AID Weights Summary. Also, U.S. Navy,

Office ofNaval Research, Industrial Programs.
(2) Lockheed Marine Systems. Also, Hawaii Inter-Island Ferry Business Plan Phase A.

Pacific Marine & Supply Company, Ltd. July 1995.
(3) 1'0 data available. but power requirements are inferred from the SLICE AID and the

SLICE 400.
(3) 1\0 data available. but power requirements are inferred from the SLICE AID and the

SLICE 400.
(4) Although operating speeds of 27 to 28 knots were planned for, in practice speeds of

'23 to 25 knots are achieved at 85% mer.
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FIGURE 11-2: SLICE 250 GENERAL ARRANGEMENTS
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FIGURE 11-3: SLICE 250 PROPOSED EXTERIOR STYLING

11.4 Related Infrastructure and Facilities

Oahu Passenger Terminals - Pier 8

Pier 8 was the Honolulu terminal and main operations headquarters for SeaFlite. This terminal was well laid out
and very compatible with the jetfoil operation. However, the facility was incorporated into the Aloha Tower
Development, a beautification, restoration and economic development project which has turned that rundown
portion of the Honolulu waterfront into a vital area of commerce.

Plans continue to call for the use of Pier 8 as the inter-island ferry space along with approximately 2,000 square
feet of office and terminal area (see Figure 11-4). .Because of its proven efficiency, central location, sheltered
moorage, public visibility and minimum start up effort, every effort will be made to obtain the use of this termi-
nal. .

The potential drawbacks to using this area include the lack of parking space, the minimal amount of staging and
terminal area and potential traffic problems that may occur given the nature of the surrounding shopping and
restaurant complex. The overall ease of staging each cruise could depend on the time of day it departs, the effi
ciency of the service operations, the amount of activity scheduled for the adjacent loading dock and the avail
ability of parking for ferry passengers.

Oahu Passenger Terminals - Pier 13 and 14

A couple of blocks north of Pier 8, Piers 13 and 14 are currently used as a service area for state vehicles. Al
though it is not located in a large retail and restaurant complex and so is more isolated than Pier 8, there is an
abundance of parking space that can easily be secured. Additionally, there is adequate space to perform nearly
all maintenance functions without having to move the SLICE vessel to Pier 41 and its two-block distance from
Aloha Tower probably would result in a more manageable traffic situation in that area.
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FIGURE 11-4: PROPOSED HONOLULU FERRY TERMINAL FACILITIES (PIER

8 OR PIERS 13 & 14)

" .
If Pier 8 is unavailable or unworkable, Piers 13 and 14 can" be converted into a superior integrated maintenance
base/passenger terminal providing one-day or multi-day parking for ferry patrons. Passenger and bag
gage/service operations would be facilitated because there would be enough room to separate the two and to al
low for an uninterrupted flow of activity. The large covered parking area of the existing structure has two open
ings allowing for ease of drop off and loading, entrance and exit.

Passenger Handling

Two distinct areas for departure and arrival would be set up at each terminal. Departing passengers enter the
departures area where they purchase tickets and/or check their baggage. A lounge area is provided for the de
parting passengers until boarding is announced. At this time the passengers exit through the departure gates and
board the SLICE ferry. Upon arrival, passengers unload from the SLICE ferry and enter the terminal through
the arrival gates. After claiming their baggage, they exit through the terminal doors into the street, bus or park
ing area.

Baggage Handling

All baggage would be loaded into water tight containers that can easily be loaded and unloaded into the SLICE
ferry by a small crane. Full containers would be lifted and placed on a designated deck area of the ferry. The
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operation would be much simpler and faster than the conventional conveyor type of operation that airlines use,
and would enhance the convenient nature of the SLICE ferry operation.

Administration Offices

Offices to house the operating staff can be set up in the designated office area adjacent to Pier 8. Administrative
staff probably would need to be located elsewhere at either Pacific Marine's corporate office two blocks away.
If the terminal is located at Piers 13 and 14, there would be sufficient room to house all administrative and oper
ating staff, easing communications and efficiency.

Oahu Maintenance Facility

Some routine maintenance can be accomplished at Pier 8 after completion of each day's operations. However, it
is unclear to what extent the maintenance may be completed, given the close proximity of the retail businesses
in the area. If maintenance capability is limited, then the SLICE ferry may be taken to Pier 41 for daily mainte
nance and well as dry dock and major overhauls. Pier 41 is currently occupied by Honolulu Shipyard, Inc. and
Island Navigation Co., Ltd., sister companies which would be responsible for all maintenance and repair work
on the SLICE ferry.

If Piers 13 and 14 are secured, then there would be sufficient space and security to perform all maintenance
functions onsite.

Maui Passenger Terminal

Three locations in the Lahaina-Kaanapali area were investigated as possible west Maui terminals: Black Rock at
Kaanapali, Mala Wharf and Lahaina harbor. Other possible locations were rejected as unsuitable due to limited
access, coral reef obstructions, shallow water or anticipated political or residential antagonism.

An existing rock jetty at Black Rock appeared to be suitable for establishing a Maui terminal. However, discus
sions with individuals knowledgeable about conditions on the Maui coast established that storms and heavy seas
would destroy any terminal facilities. Furthermore. surge conditions during much of the year would make the
location unusable.

Mala Wharf was once considered the only possible location for a West Maui terminal because it appeared that
an extension of the existing breakwater could accommodate a large ship. However, since that time, the pier and
breakwater have completely disintegrated to the point of being economically unfeasible to repair.

Although Lahaina harbor has several obstacles to overcome - a difficult approach, congestion and lack of suffi
cient space for terminals, passenger traffic and baggage haridling facilities - it is centrally located and would be
most convenient for passengers. To avoid problems associated with maneuverability in the harbor itself, a barge
could be permanently moored offshore from which passengers would be transferred to and from the SLICE
ferry. Smaller shuttle boats would be used to transfer passengers from and to shore.

Because of the numerous problems and issues associated with establishing a ferry terminal in the Lahaina area,
this Phase A of the SLICE ferry operation would likely use existing facilities in Kahului. If at a future point of
expansion, it is determined that terminal facilities in Lahaina is feasible, then such terminal facilities may be
developed.

Kahului Harbor is located on the south side of Kahului Bay, with the commercial deepwater port of Kahului lo
cated on the southeast side of the harbor (see Figure 11-5). Controlling depth of the harbor basin is 35 feet.
State owned and operated piers are located on the southeast side of the harbor. Pier 1 has 1,350 feet of berthing
space along the southwest side, with a controlling depth of 35 feet alongside and a deck height of 9 feet. Pier 2
has 894 feet of berthing space along the northeast side, with a controlling depth of 27 feet alongside and a deck
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FIGURE 11-5: KAHULUI HARBOR - NAUTICAL CHART
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height of9 feet. Along the northwest side of Pier 2 there is 290 feet of berthing space, with a controlling depth
of 30 feet alongside. Pier 3 extends northeast from the foot of Pier 2, and has 500 feet of berthing space along
the northwest side, with a controlling depth of 17 feet alongside and a deck height of 9 feet. 95

Hana Bay is located at the east end of MauL A state owned T-pier at Hana provides 300 feet of berthing space,
with a controlling depth alongside of 20 to 23 feet, but the pier is no longer maintained and in poor condition
(see Figure 11-6).96

11.5 Weather and Wave Climate

Although a tropical area, the climate of the Hawaiian Islands is unusually pleasant due in large part to the ma
rine influence and the persistent trade winds. The primary climatic feature of the islands is the dominant trade
wind influence throughout all seasons, the remarkable variation in rainfall over adjacent areas, and the uniform
temperature regime which varies slightly throughout the year. In some local areas, winds deviate from the gen
eral pattern because of topography. The islands lie on the extremities of both the Western North Pacific ty
phoon area and the Eastern North Pacific hurricane area, and a tropical cyclone from either region is rare, al
though August would be the most likely month ifone were to occur. The western islands in the Hawaiian chain,
such as Kauai, tend to experience more hurricanes than the eastern islands. Considerable more rain falls from
November through April over the islands as a whole than from May through October. Historical meteorological
data for the Hawaiian Islands is presented in Table 11-2.

95 u.s. Department of Commerce. National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA). United States Coast Pilot. Volume 7. Pacific Coast:
California, Oregon, Washington, and Hawaii. 31" Edition. Page 407.

96 U.S. Department of Commerce. National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA). United States Coast Pilot. Volume 7. Pacific Coast:
California, Oregon, Washington. and Hawaii. 31"Edition. Page404.
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FIGURE 11-6: HANA BAY - NAUTICAL CHART
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As discussed earlier in Chapter 8, the Volpe Center conducted a detailed wave climate analysis using a combina
tion of measured wave data sources and modeled hindcast data sources. Data sources used for this region in
cluded measured data from NOAA buoys and Scripps Institution of Oceanography (SID) buoys (see Table
11-3). In total, more the 51,000 data records were utilized.

Figure 11-7 presents the location of the particular buoys and stations from which data was obtained. Based on
the proposed operating schedule for the Honolulu to Kahului and Kahului to Hana route segments, a distribution
of annual vessel operating hours by sea state was developed. The results of this analysis, presented in Figure
11-8, reveal that significant wave heights in excess of sea state 4 (4.1 to 8.2 feet) would be experienced 21.6%
of vessel operating hours. The relatively difficult wave climate of the Hawaiian islands is well suited to the ap
plication of SLICE vessels, providing SLICE ample opportunity to improve ride quality and passenger comfort
for a substantial number of vessel operating hours annually when compared with other vessel designs with
seakeeping ability that is inferior to SLICE.

11.6 Navigational Considerations

Honolulu Harbor is protected from all winds, and is the principal deepwater port of the State of Hawaii. In
Honolulu, harbor regulations are established by the Harbors Division of the Hawaii Department of Transporta
tion. Prior to entering the harbor, all vessels must establish radio contact with Aloha Tower traffic control. The
speed limit in Honolulu Harbor is 5 knots for all vessels and twos and 10 knots for motorboats and other small
craft. Mean range of tide at Honolulu is 1.3 feet.

Kahului Harbor, on the south side of Kahului Bay, is protected by breakwaters which extend outward from the
west and east shores. On the southeast side of the harbor is the commercial deepwater port of Kahului. From
deep water on the north, the channel into the harbor leads between the breakwaters then turns southeast to the
piers at Kahului. Controlling depth of the channel and of a harbor basin is 35 feet. The west part of the inner
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harbor is relatively shallow, with controlling depths of about 3 to 6 feet. Also, there are reefs northwest and
northeast of the breakwaters extending 0.7 to 1.2 miles offshore.

TABLE 11-2: METEOROLOGICAL TABLES FOR THE HAWAIIAN ISLANDS
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TABLE 11-3: HAWAII CASE STUDY - WAVE DATA

SOURCES

Data Buoy or Time Period Number of
Source Station Observed Records

NOAA 51026
1/93 - 12194 &

36,893
1/95 -11/96

siD······· -----._------ .-.--.-----.-----_.... .-..............
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siD······· 8i07·5"···· :'·Oi93 --..ti94" ...,. ··········~U)43

siQ······· sioTt"-··· ·f6i93::·4j9·S······· ··········(366
TOTALS· 51,689
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FIGURE 11-7: HAWAII WAVE DATA STATIONS
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Hana Bay is located at the east end of Maui, and Hana is located on the south side of the bay. A shoal, usually
marked by breakers, extends halfway across the bay from the middle of the north shore. The entrance channel
to Hana Bay is between Twin Rocks and a 16 foot shoal, and is unmarked. It is a local rule to avoid entering the
harbor when the seas are breaking at the entrance.

11.7 Environmental Considerations

The pattern of whale migration generally follows a simple routine of feeding at high latitudes during the summer
months, and breeding in warmer latitudes during the winter months. This pattern applies for both northern
hemisphere and southern hemisphere whale species, however whales rarely, if ever, cross the equator, primarily
because of the excessively warm water temperatures. Humpback whales are prevalent in Hawaiian waters, and
appropriate caution would be required when operating SLICE vessels, with their comparatively deep draft, in
the vicinity ofhumpback whales in order to avoid the possibility of striking a whale while underway.

11.8 Market Forecasts and Financial Analysis

11.8.1 Market Forecasts

Inter-Island Transportation System

Any proposed inter-island ferry system will have to compete with existing modes of transportation on any
shared routes. The automobile, however, is not one of them.

Hawaii's inter-island transportation system is notable for the lack of any road or bridge connections between the
islands. All transportation moves by either sea or air. Unlike demand studies of many locations on the
Mainland U.S., a Hawaii demand study does not have to factor in the automobile or bus as a transportation op
tion. Instead, the major competitor to any inter-island ferry system in terms of carrying passengers and light
freight is the existing inter-island airline system. An inter-island ferry service can create new market demand by
opening up scenic, new routes not currently being served by the airlines. But long term success and growth will
also require it to compete head-to-head on many existing routes and capture market share from inter-island air
lines. How many riders it can divert in head-to-head competition will depend on how competitive it is with the
airplane primarily in terms of price, trip time and frequency of service.

An existing inter-island barge system also provides competition to any ferry system planning to carry heavy
freight, commodities or automobiles.

Inter-Island Air Passengers

Hawaii's inter-island air carriers transported over 9,345,000 passengers between the islands in 1993, with Ha
waii's two major inter-island air carriers, Aloha and Hawaiian, accounting for about 90 percent of the total.

The infrastructure serving Hawaii's inter-island air system is extensive and modem. Major international, all
weather airports capable of handling multi-engine jet traffic are found on all five major islands - on Oahu at
Honolulu; on Maui at Kahului; on the Big Island at Hilo (East Hawaii) and Kona (West Hawaii); and on Kauai
at Lihue. Smaller, secondary commercial airports handling smaller jets or turboprop planes are located on Mo
lokai (Molokai and Kalaupapa airports), Lanai, the Big Island (Waimea), Maui (Kapalua and Hana) and Kauai
(Princeville). All of these airports offer scheduled inter-island air service.
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The biggest tourist market without a major airport is Wcst Maui (Lahaina and Kaanapali) which is serviced only
by turboprop planes landing at the small Kapalua airport. Most visitors to Lahaina and Kaanapali must land at
Maui's main airport in Kahului and suffer an hour-long car ride to their destination after landing.

In July 1993, the State of Hawaii opened a brand new $130 million inter-island airline terminal at Honolulu In
ternational Airport. The seven-floor structure boasts over 600,000 square feet of terminal space and four-floor
parking garage with 1,700 parking stalls. Other recent airport improvements include a new $7.5 million airport
terminal at Lanai; and a $30 million extension of the main runway at Kona airport from 6,500 feet to 11,000 feet
(only 1,000 feet shorter than Honolulu International Airport). In addition, planning is already underway to ex
tend the runway at Kahului airport on Maui from 7,000 to 9,600 feet.

Two airlines dominate the Hawaii inter-island air carrier market with a third inter-island airline in the startup
stage. Historically, Hawaii has been served by only two airlines - Hawaiian (founded in 1929) and Aloha
(founded in 1946). A third inter-island airline, Mid Pacific Airlines started up in 1981 and captured 20 percent
of the inter-island market before ultimately folding a few years later. In 1990, another inter-island airline, Dis
covery Airways, began service but ceased operations some four months later and filed Chapter 7 in 1991. In
October 1993, a new inter-island airline, Mahalo Air, commenced limited service between Honolulu and Kauai.
It shut down in May 1993 but returned in November 1994 and plans to use a fleet of six 48-seat turboprops.

Inter-island air travelers are divided into two major segments: tourists and residents. The customers represent
ing these two market segments are quite different and require different marketing approaches.

The Hawaii market is price-sensitive, with big tour wholesalers, local organizations and business groups all
seeking volumc discounts. Local residents also routinely receive discounted rates on their tickets. Aloha and
Hawaiian are often forced to match each other's fares, or at least stay within close proximity to avoid losing
market share to each other. The presence of a third inter-island airline has also historically triggered fare wars
and reduced ticket prices. Because of the short flying distances between islands, rates are basically the same
within the State, regardless of distance.

Current basic rack rate airfares for tourists are $74 one way and $148 round trip for most inter-island flight legs.
Basic resident rates are $55-$65 one way and $84-$112 round trip. Seasonal leisure and holiday travel produce
cyclical volatility, and during off-peak months (usually including January, May, September and October) air
lines must increase the availability and size ofdiscounts.

Aloha Airlines

Aloha carried 5,034,000 passengers in 1992, making it the dominant player in the market. In 1993, it captured
59.2 percent of total inter-island passenger revenue miles as compared to 40.8 percent for Hawaiian Airlines.
Privately owned, it is also the most financially healthy of the two major inter-island airlines and one of only a
handful ofD.S. airlines nationwide which reported a profit ($2.9 million) in 1993. Revenues in 1993 were $214
million, of which $175 million came from passenger operations and $26.4 million from carrying freight.

Aloha operates a fleet of sixteen Boeing 737-200/300/400 jet planes servicing the larger airports in the State.
Aloha carried 4.7 million passengers in 1993. Aloha also owns a subsidiary, IslandAir, which operates eight de
Havilland Twin Otter turboprop planes servicing smaller secondary airports in Hawaii. IslandAir carried ap
proximately 400,000 passengers in 1993. According to public document filings, passenger loads on Aloha have
averaged 57-62 percent over the last five years.

Aloha estimates that 60% of its passengers are tourists; 40 percent are local residents.

The resident segment of this passenger mix is composed of three major groups:
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• "Frequent flyers", primarily business travelers. Aloha estimates that approximately 16,000
individuals fly 20 or more times a year. They demand on-time service, frequency and con
venience in flight schedules, and quality service.

• "Infrequent flyers" including local residents visiting relatives, friends and neighbors on
other islands, or traveling on vacation. Ticket price is a major consideration for this group.

• "Wholesale traffic" booked by Hawaii tour wholesalers offering group, organizational or
discounted Neighbor Island 'weekender" packages with perhaps a car or hotel room in
cluded in the package.

The tourist segment ofAloha's passenger mix is comprises:

• "Wholesale traffic" composed of tickets sold by tour wholesalers. The nine biggest whole
salers each generate 50,000 passengers a year while another 26 tour wholesalers each gen
erate 10,000 passengers a year.

• Independent travelers who book their own ticket, use their local travel agent to book, or
book through a Mainland air carrier via code-sharing on a computer reservation system.

Aloha's fare categories include:

• Published retail rates which account for about 35-40 percent of sales and include a) full
rack rate (paid by few people); b) off-peak fares; and c) bargain "kama'aina" fares for local
residents.

• Contracted wholesale fares, representing about 31 percent of sales revenue.

• Coupon books with multiple tickets good for one year, representing about 30 percent of
sales.

Hawaiian Airlines

Hawaiian Airlines carried 3,386,000 inter-island passengers in 1993. Although it is the second largest carrier in
the market, it is weathering some severe financial turbulence. In September 1993, the company filed for reor
ganization in Bankruptcy Court under Chapter 11 but has since re-emerged and is continuing operations. Inter
island passenger revenues in 1993 were $119 million while inter-island cargo revenues were $7 million. (Hawai
ian Airlines also operates routes outside the State. The inter-island market in 1993 represented only 43.4 per
cent of the company's total passenger revenues).

At the end of 1993, Hawaiian operated a fleet of nine McDonnell Douglas DC-9 50 series passenger jets on its
inter-island runs, supplemented by four de Havilland DASH 7 turboprops for use to smaller airports. Hawaiian
reported an average passenger load factor of 57 percent in 1993, with load factors as high as 66 percent during
the high-volume summer months.

According to public filings, Hawaiian indicates its belief that one third of inter-island air passengers are resi
dents, with the balance of two-thirds being tourists.
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Market Considerations

Gross Market Estimates

More than 30 studies have been conducted in the last forty years on the inter-island ferry question. Most were
done in the period 1955-1975 and have limited value in terms of establishing current potential demand for an
inter-island ferry service. Three, however, deserve closer scrutiny. They include:

• The actual operating experience of SeaFlite between 1976-1979 provides us with the most recent proven
demand figures for an actual inter-island ferry operation. The Oahu-Maui leg was SeaFlite's most popu
lar and captured an estimated 8.1 % of total air passenger traffic between the two islands. Applying the
same capture ratio of total 1990 inter-island travelers, ferry passenger volume between Oahu and Maui
is estimated to be about 228,000, based on 1990 intrastate air transportation statistics from the State De
partment of Transportation, Airports Division.

• The 1983 Loui/Singer & Associates ridership study is the most recent professional demand study con
ducted on a statewide ferry system, and includes ridership projections for Westbound, Eastbound and
local resident segments of the population based on 1982 air traffic statistics. The Rogers and Shoe
maker methodology, used in the Loui/Singer study, assumes the rate of adoption of new innovations is
distributed in bell curve fashion. Using the 1990 DOT statistics to update the Loui/Singer projections,
the passenger volume projected for the Honolulu - Kahului SLICE Ferry route is 81,576 for year one,
207,652 and 237,316 for year three.

• The 1984 UMTA study entitled An Assessment of the Potential for High Speed Waterborne Passenger
Services in Selected United States Sites includes a detailed, professional diversion analysis of the Oahu
Maui route, and adjusts its ridership projections based on travel time and ticket price variables. The
UMTA study found that one-way daily ridership would average between 240 and 280 passengers given
a $45 fare and two round trips per day. Air fare at the time of the study was approximately $50, not fac
toring in discounts. Utilizing the UMTA model, we find that we might expect 237,000 annual ferry pas
sengers on the Oahu - Maui leg.

Comparing the three methods of projecting SLICE Ferry ridership, we can see that the range is rather narrow,
with a low of 228,000 passengers r ear and a high of 238,000 per year traveling between Honolulu and Maui.
The financial projections assume that an average 150 passengers per leg would take SLICE Ferry between
Honolulu and Kahului. which amounts to a total of 188,000 passengers per year or 18% less than the low end of
the range.

For the second route, running between Kahului and Hana, it has conservatively been assumed that less than
94,000 passengers would take the cruise. As it is estimated that more than 400,000 people visit Hana every year
by automobile, the ridership estimate for the Kahului - Hana route represents less than 25% of the total. Be
cause the drive to Hana is long and somewhat treacherous, the 25% capture ratio would likely be achieved.

Undoubtedly, other marketing factors would affect the actual market share obtained, therefore marketing strat
egy is discussed below.

The Reliability Question

Perhaps the most significant marketing challenge for the new enterprise would be to overcome the negative im
pressions and attitudes that may exist in the marketplace toward a similar operation that failed. Creating interest
and marketing a new product or concept is difficult but less complicated than trying to overcome impressions
and attitudes that may havc contributed to the demise of the original product.
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Interviews and discussions with travel agents, tour wholesalers, passengers, and persons associated with the
SeaFlite operation indicate that the greatest marketing problem was the reliability of the boat. This not seen as a
particularly difficult problem for the SLICE Ferry simply because the vessel is a newer and more technologi
cally advanced version of the Navatek I SWATH vessel which has been operating in Hawaiian waters since
1990. However, it will be important that the necessary testing be performed on the prototype vessel to ensure
that the eventual SLICE Ferry meets the reliability demands of a scheduled ferry service.

Market Segments and Positioning - Residents

As is the case with the inter-island airlines and the SeaFlite operation, the market for ferry ridership falls into
two segments: out-of-state visitors and local residents. While no recent surveys of residents have been per
formed since the 1983 Loui/Singer study, many of the conclusions of that study are valid today.

Loui/Singer's resident survey comprised 408 mail questionnaire responses from local residents representing a
69% participation rate. The conclusions were that "an opportunity exists for the development of a cruise service
for local consumers at reasonable prices," that residents would be more likely to ride the SLICE Ferry both ways
as a pleasure service, and additionally, one-third of local ferry riders would take their autos along. The primary
concerns of the residents included price, safety, convenient and on-time schedules and comfort. The most ap
pealing features of such a service included a relaxed atmosphere, scenic view and the possibility of auto pas
sage.

The survey further determined that 41 % and 38% of survey respondents indicated they would be "very likely"
and "somewhat likely," respectively, to use the ferry service. Sixty-five percent of survey respondents traveled
to at least one of the major outer islands in the prior 12 months with Maui as the most popular destination and
80% of those travelers did so for pleasure with a family or social group.

Market Segments and Positioning - Visitors

Recent interviews with Japanese and North American travel industry executives indicate what particulars would
be necessary to successfully market the SLICE Ferry to all potential markets. Initial reaction to Phase A was
very positive with 75% of the North American and 90% of the Japanese respondents indicating their opinion
that the concept has potential for success in Hawaii. Only one of the 15 respondents felt the ferry should be
marketed as "transportation only". The remaining executives felt the SLICE Ferry should be marketed as a
"cruise experience" between destinations.

Nearly all of the Japanese travel industry executives believe that most of their clients would opt for one-way
travel only. About half of their North American counterparts agreed, probably reflecting the fact that Japanese
tend to visit the islands for much shorter periods of time than westbound visitors.

The following is a preferred "composite" of the SLICE Ferry based on the interviews with the travel industry
executives:

Capacity:
Seating:
Atmosphere:

Duration:
Amenities:
Retail Fare:

200 - 400 passengers
Open-space
Luxury cruise (not cattle boat or bus
atmosphere)
2.5 hours or less between 2 points
Food service, ample storage, activities and tour narration
$50 - $80 one-way
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Other comments and conclusions from the interviews included recommendations that a 3-tiered price structure
be created: Kama'aina, Visitor and Groups, which would be further broken down by deluxe and economy class
fares. The concept of a ferry pass program for multiple destinations was also highly regarded.

Marketing Strategy

The retail/wholesale travel industry marketing channels are well established globally, and the Hawaiian tourism
infrastructure is highly developed. The SLICE Ferry is an enticing experience to offer and there are many ways
to reach both the tourist and resident customer. From a marketing standpoint, there is little question that suffi
cient revenues can be developed to achieve profitability.

A key strategy in developing revenues rapidly will be the ability to work through existing, established sales and
marketing organizations. Tour wholesalers, incentive group organizations, tour desks, ground handlers and even
the inter-island airlines can all contribute to the success of SLICE Ferry. This effort would be facilitated be
cause Pacific Marine, through its subsidiary, Royal Hawaiian Cruises, is already closely tied into those channels.

The major problem in establishing a profitable SLICE Ferry will be overcoming the failures of previous inter
island ferry operations. It would likely take an estimated six months of reliable SLICE Ferry operations before
the major tour wholesalers can confidently promote the product.

In general, the leisure traveler is more likely to use the SLICE Ferry than the business traveler due to the length
of time required to reach the destination and advertising and public relations programs will reflect that assump
tion. Additionally, public relations and advertising programs will be started far in advance to generate aware
ness and excitement about the coming attraction.

Pricing

The SLICE Ferry would be marketed as a "high-end cruise experience". The vessel would feature the latest in
vessel technology as well as all the comforts of first class travel. Open-space seating allowing freedom of
movement, windows allowing panoramic views of the coastline, an observation deck - all contribute to relaxed
and luxurious passage and the possibility of premium ticket prices. However, one-way fare pricing would be
competitive with airline rates making the SLICE Ferry a high value product given all that is offered on each
cruise.

Resident Awareness

It should be relatively easy to re-establish awareness within the local community because of the tremendous ef
fort put forth in the past. A great deal of media interest will Iikley be created in the new product and close atten
tion will be paid to the reliability of the operation. Again the key will be reliability. Public relations, visual
awareness, direct sales efforts by employees would likely create a substantial impact which might release more
money for mainland marketing activities. Introductory ads in local newspapers followed by television spots will
enhance the visibility of the SLICE Ferry.

Visitor Target Markets

North American and European visitors tend to stay an average of 10 days in Hawaii and so are prime targets for
SLICE Ferry. Besides U.S. mainland visitors, Canadian, German and British visitors generally visit for five
days or more. From the east, Japanese, Taiwanese, Korean and Australian visitors are likely customers for
SLICE Ferry.

To reach these visitor markets, a full scale advertising campaign would be launched in conjunction with public
relations activities to generate awareness and create excitement of the product in key markets. The four-color
advertising along with vessel schematics, schedules and list of on-board amenities would be placed in consumer
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and travel trade publications, supplemented with personal selling through the existing Royal Hawaiian Cruises
sales staff. Toll-free telephone numbers would naturally be made available for out-of-state inquiries and book
ings.

Co-Opting the Competition

Activities with the airlines serving Hawaii should be actively pursued. These fly/sail programs could be espe
cially productive as most ferry passengers are likely to request one-way only fares. Additionally, by creating a
potentially lucrative new attraction and generating additional sales for the airlines, relations with the inter-island
air carriers could be viewed as a source of mutual strength rather than competition. It is in the interest of the
new venture to pursue a good marketing relationship with the inter-island carriers, however, the effort to create
viable tour programs using sea and air will have to come from SLICE Ferry. Other marketing opportunities ex
ist with the car rental firms, ground transportation companies and the hotels.

11.8.2 Financial Analysis

Summary Financial Results and Projections

The task of starting an inter-island ferry service is facilitated by the existence of Pacific Marine staff experi
enced in related and/or support functions. For example, Royal Hawaiian Cruises already operates and markets
ocean day cruises in Honolulu, Lahaina, Kona and Kauai. Honolulu Shipyard is a ship repair company that will
be largely involved in the construction of the SLICE prototype and in the ongoing repair and maintenance of the
SLICE ferry.

The SLICE Ferry is expected to begin operating in mid-1997. Due to extensive pre-marketing efforts, profits
before taxes and interest expense are projected to be $1.5 million for the first year of operation. On an annual
basis thereafter, profits before taxes and interest expense of $2.2 million are expected. Summary financial oper
ating projections are shown in the Table 11-4.

The financial projections include the assumption that each route segment will carry an average 150 passengers,
or a total of 164,000 passengers in the first year, and increasing to a steady state of approximately 188,000 every
year thereafter. This compares favorably to the broad market analysis previously performed as well as to
SeaFlite's actual 1977 experience during which they carried 150,000 passengers between Oahu and Maui during
the first 9 months of that year. In the break-even scenario, only 100 passengers on average would need to be
carried on each route segment.

Detailed Financial Results and Projections

The annual operating projections and underlying assumptions for SLICE Ferry appear on the following pages.
These projections are in large part based on the actual operating experience of the Navatek vessels currently op
erating in Pacific Marine's fleet of tour boats as well as empirical data gathered from the SeaFlite and other ferry
operations.

The market analysis demonstrates that there likely exists considerably more demand for an inter-island ferry
than available capacity on the Phase A SLICE ferry, and so a "ramp up" or slow start up period is not antici
pated. Additionally, as Pacific Marine has found with the start up of the Navatek vessels, a slow start can be
avoided through the use of extensive pre-marketing and advertising campaigns.
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'TABLE 11-4: SUMMARY PATRONAGE AND FINANCIAL

PROJECTIONS

Year 1 After Year 1 Breakeven

" "","1',
Honolulu-Kahului-Honolulu ________ !l_~,_q~ ~ 93,852 61,983
------------------------------ .. - ::::: ::):~,~:~? ::::::::~:1:,~~~Kahului-Hana-Kahului _______ J~,_~!9--------------------._-----------
Total Passengers 164,241 187,704 123,966

Revenues $7,477,000 i4 000 ," Rd, onr-._----------_.--._----_ ..... __ .-
----$1~iff(660

-- 13 000 ~1 ':lA? nnnCosts of Sales

Gross Profit $5,666,000 $6,509,000 $4,299,000
._--------._-------------------.- ----$1~6:;5,o60 ----$1~ii(i6,066 -. --$1 }83,ci66Indirect Costs

Gross Profit $3,991,000 $4,709,000 $2,516,000------------------ ----$1)'1"7:660 ----$1;73-{o66 ----$1 ;S95",<i66
'M

Income Before " 'cu ,... " 'M Costs $2,273,000 $2,978,000 $621,000

Vessel Lease $476,000 $476,000 $476,000
Leas~~------------- ----- --$9-6:660 -------$90,066 -------$90,Ci66

Interest $55,000 $46,000 $55,000

Pretax Income I $1 ,451 ,000 I $2,164,000 $0

Revenues

Net fares after commissions are assumed to average $40 per passenger. Fifty percent of passengers are expected
to opt for round trip fares, as there is a 20% discount incentive to do so. Additional revenues are generated from
ancillary sales such as gift shop, snack bar and extra luggage charges.

Passenger volume was assumed to average 150 passengers per route leg, or 164,241 passengers in the first year
of operation and 187,704 annually thereafter (see Table 11-4).

It should be noted that the volume assumption of 86,000 passengers in Year I for the Honolulu-Kahului route
are considerably lower than both market demand projections and actual SeaFlite experience have indicated as
likely.

The volume assumed for the Kahului - Hana route represents less than 25% of the estimated 400,000+ travelers
that venture into Hana annually. Considering the long and treacherous drive into Hana, the ferry ride offered as
part of a "drivel sail" tour, should easily capture that portion of the market. Ifwe estimate that the 400,000 trav
elers require entry and exit from Hana, the 94,000 tickets sold on SLICE Ferry represent only 12% of the
800,000 Hana visitor route legs.

Ancillary sales were expected as follows:

$ Per Passenger
Gift Shop Sales $3.00
Snack Bar Sales $5.00
Luggage Check In $2.00
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Cost ofSales

The predominant variable cost in the SLICE Ferry operation is labor. The passenger to crew/attendant ratio is
shown below along with the assumed wage rates. Fringes and other payroll costs amounting to 37% of direct
wages is assumed.

Passengers per Employee
Crew Member 37.5
Attendant 20.0

Other cost of sale items include:

Wage Rate
$16.00
$8.00

Materials and supplies
Gift Shop cost of sales
Snack bar cost of sales
General excise tax
Harbor fees

Indirect Expenses

Per Passenger
$ 0.50

As a % of Sales

50%
50%
4%
2%

Indirect expenses are primarily related to the operation of the SLICE Ferry vessel. Repair and maintenance are
contracted out on an operating hour basis, assumed to run $300 per operating hour. Vessel fuel costs are based
on consumption of 300 gallons per hour at a rate of $1.00 per gallon. Total annual cruise hours are 2,503 after
the start-up period.

An accrual for "offload" costs are included in the projections in the event that passengers will have to be ac
commodated on some other means of transportation due to unexpected vessel downtime. Although all indica
tions are that the vessel would reliably transverse the selected routes, the operating difficulties of SeaFlite have
been a constant reminder that an offload accrual is a prudent course of action.

Operating Expenses

Payroll and Related. A total of seven employees would permanently staff the two terminal facilities. The gen
eral manager would be located in Honolulu along with an office manager and two reservationists. The Kahului
terminal would be run by an assistant manager supplemented by two staff persons. All luggage handling would
be performed by the ship's crew and attendants paid on an hourly basis (included in cost of sales). As all mar
keting and sales are handled by sister company, Island Navigation Marketing & Sales, no sales staff is included
in the projections.

Outside Services. Annual accounting fees of $5,000 and legal fees of $5,000 are included in the projections.
During the first two months of operations, legal fees are expected to amount to $10,000. Prior to actual opera
tions, legal fees related to securing the necessary licenses and permits are expected to total $75,000 to $200,000,
depending upon whether Phase A of the SLICE Ferry will be exempt from PUC control. For the purposes of
this business plan, it has been assumed that SLICE Ferry, Phase A will achieve exempt status, and the require
ments of the PUC for reporting and monitoring will be minimal.

Marketing and Advertising. Six percent of total projected revenues are assumed to be paid to Island Navigation
Marketing & Sales. This inter-company charge is assumed to cover actual expenses with no additional markup
included.
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Marine Insurance. Pacific Marine allocates insurance expense to each of its subsidiaries bascd on cost of cover
age provided. All insurance secured is handled by Pacific Marine's Risk Management department which is able
to negotiate favorable rates and coverage due to the size of the consolidated entity. The projections assume rates
and premiums similar to that of the Navatek 1, a 400 passenger SWATH vessel operating in Honolulu.

Rent Expense. Total rent expense of $12,000 per month includes office, terminal, and storage space for both
Honolulu and Kahului.

Financing Costs! Capital Required
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Hard Costs. The schedule below is a preliminary list of all hard assets expected to be acquired prior to actual
operations. The financial projections include vessel lease paymcnts of about $40,000 per month, and is based on
an acquisition cost of $3,000,000 amortized over a ten year period at a rate of 10% per annum. Additionally, it
has been assumed that approximately $300,000 of equipment would be leased over an average 4 year period at a
rate of about 9% per annum. The remainder of the equipment and improvements to be acquired, at a cost of ap
proximately $500,000, may be financed with debt, grants, and/or equity from investors. The financial projec
tions assume debt financing termed over five years at about 9% per annum.

Soft Costs. Prior to the start of actual SLICE Ferry operations, overhead expenses and other start-up costs
amounting to $1 million are expected. Like a portion of the hard costs listed above, these expenses would likely
be funded through a combination of grants, debt and equity capital. However, it has been assumed that all $1
million of start up expenses would be funded through equity capital provided by Pacific Marine, $900,000 of
which would be amortized over a five year period. The breakdown of these soft costs is presented in the follow
ing schedule.

SLICE Start-Up Expenses
Legal and consulting fees for permits, etc. $75,000
Vessef,idry:runs;'-arid-relaied expe"rises- --------- ----- ---$100,000
Fixed -cinc{ other overheaei"exp-ense-s ------------- --------$325,006
Locai -anef infernatfonai -ri-iarketir'-g -launch- -------- --------$400,006
Workirig -capita'-dljrin~j friitfcii ciperaiiiig -perioa--- - ----- ---$100,006-
TOTAL $1,000,000

EqUipment Acquisitions...-
Fenders $40,000--. -Ramps- ------ ---- ------------------- -- -------$32:660

----Power Corinecticins ---------------- --- --- ----$-1-0:666
----oiher-CeasehOia-lmi:irovemenls------- --- ---$278:666----Autos-{2}-------- ------------------- -- --- ----$-66:660
-----Forkliit-- ---- --- ------------------ --- -- -------$-30:666
----Smalrcrane-- ----------------------- -- --- ----$46,-660
"- --comp"U"ters:"oitier office "equipment"""" .------$50:660
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TABLE 11-5: DETAILED PATRONAGE AND FINANCIAL PROJECTIONS
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11.9 Conclusions

The relatively difficult wave climate of the Hawaiian Islands is well suited to the application of SLICE vessels,
providing SLICE ample opportunity to improve ride quality and passenger comfort for a substantial number of
vessel operating hours annually relative to other vessel designs. Projected net income before interest expense
and taxes for Phase A of the inter-island SLICE ferry, as described earlier, are conservatively estimated to be
$1.7 million during the first year of operation and $2.4 million annually thereafter. It should be noted, however,
that the $3.0 million purchase price for the SLICE 250 appears to be optimistically low, with a price more than
twice this amount more likely.
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Chapter 12: Case Study #4 - Lake Michigan
(Milwaukee - Muskegon)

The ferry route reviewed in this case study is a proposed new high speed service between Milwaukee, Wiscon
sin, and Muskegon, Michigan, a distance of75 nautical miles across Lake Michigan. Lake Michigan has an ex
tensive history of cross-lake ferry services, extending back more than 100 years to the late 19th century. Al
though virtually all of the ferry services that historically operated across Lake Michigan were abandoned by the
late 1970s, there have been various proposals to revive some former routes with either conventional or high
speed ferry service. The most recent plan for new ferry service, and the focus of this case study, involves the
proposed use of one or more high speed RoPax catamaran vessels, operating between Milwaukee and Muske
gon, with seasonal service planned to begin in the spring ofthe year 2001.

12.1 Introduction and Regional Overview

The area reviewed for this case study consists of the region surrounding Lake Michigan, including the eastern
portion of the state of Wisconsin, and the western portion of the lower peninsula ofMichigan (see Figure 12-1).
This region is collectively referred to here as the Lake Michigan region. Important cities and metropolitan areas
in the region include Milwaukee, Madison, Green Bay, Sheboygan and Manitowoc in Wisconsin, and Grand
Rapids, Muskegon, Lansing and Kalamazoo in Michigan. In the southeast ofthe lower peninsula ofMichigan is
the Detroit metropolitan area, and the Chicago metropolitan area in Illinois is located south of Milwaukee, near
the southern most part ofLake Michigan

FIGURE 12-1: LAKE MICHIGAN REGION POPULATION
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High Speed Vessels to Market: Comparative Case Studies in the Passenger Trade

Lake Michigan is part of the Great Lakes system, which also includes Lakes Ontario, Erie, Huron, and Superior,
their connecting waters, and the St. Lawrence River. In total, this system has a shoreline of approximately
11,000 miles, and covers an area of 95,000 square statute miles. Oceangoing deep draft vessels can access the
Great Lakes system via the St. Lawrence Seaway, which has a limiting depth of 26 feet. 97 The route distance
from the mouth of the Gulf of St. Lawrence to Chicago is about 2,000 nautical miles. Barge traffic and smaller
vessels can also access the Great Lakes system via two shallow draft routes, one from the Gulf of Mexico via
the Mississippi River and the Illinois Waterway to Lake Michigan at Chicago, and the other from New York
City via the Hudson River and the New York State Barge Canal System to Lake Ontario at Oswego.

Lake Michigan is the third largest of the Great Lakes, and is the only one located entirely within the United
States. The only natural outlet of the lake is at the northern end through the Straits of Mackinac. The northern
part of the lake is relatively sparsely populated, and has many islands as well as numerous bays, the largest of
which are Green Bay and Grand Traverse Bay. The shores of the southern part of the lake are more regular,
with more artificial harbors having been constructed in this region, and are much more heavily populated.

Table 12-1 presents a general overview of the population in the Lake Michigan region. In 1997, the state of
Michigan had an estimated resident population of approximately 9,654,000, with Wayne, Oakland and Macomb
counties in the Detroit metropolitan area accounting for over 40% of the entire resident population of the state.98

The state of Wisconsin had an estimated 1997 resident population of approximately 5,192,000.99 The state of
Illinois had estimated 1997 resident population of approximately 11,896,000, with 6,578,000 (55%) in Lake,
Dupage and Cook counties in the Chicago metropolitan area alone. lOo Throughout the region in 1997, approxi
mately 12.7 million persons lived within about 50 miles of the Lake Michigan shoreline.

TABLE 12-1: LAKE MICHIGAN REGION POPULATION AND PROJECTIONS

Michigan Wisconsin
Count1l Countv

Regional
Year Kent Ottawa Muskegon State Total Waukesha Milwaukee State Total Total
1990 500,631 187,768 """" "1"~~,"9"~~ "" ~!?~?,~~! "" "~q4.J"1"~"" ",~?~,~!?""" "'~~~~!"Z~~ 14,187,066

"1~l9i ""539;583 ""216~j58 165,914 9,654,851 345,901 927,720 5,192,057 "1'(846'-908
"2002" ""56i(072 ""23f1"i2 ""'" "fii,l:i2"o "" 9~923;467 "" "3i5,liio"" """906;372'-" -"5~4i 3'-050 -15~j36'-51"i
'200i ""596;572 '-258'-047 "" 'fi6,"f63 "10;192;474 """465,995" " """885;140"-- ""5'-63.4,"464 "15'-826'-878
Sources:
(I) u.s. Department ofCommerce. Rureau ofthe Census.
(2) U.S. Census Block Groups with Estimates and Projections. Caliper Corportation. and Applied

Geographic Solutions.

Major industries in Michigan include manufacturing, tourism and agriculture. More automobiles are produced
in Michigan than in any other state, and in total manufacturing industries comprised more than 25% of total em
ployment in Michigan in 1996.101 Although perhaps not typically thought of as an important tourist destination,
Michigan also ranks 16th of U.S. states in expenditures by U.S. tourists. lo2 Major tourist attractions include De
troit, the Straits of Mackinac area, Isle Royale, the Soo Locks, the state capital at Lansing. lo3 Service sector em-

97 U.s. Department of Commerce. National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA). United States Coast Pilot. Volume 6. Great Lakes. 29"'
edition. Page 106.

98 U.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Census.

99 U.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Census.

100 U.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Census.

101 US. Department of Commerce. 1996 County Business Patterns for Michigan.

102 Florida Tourism Industry Marketing Association (Visit Florida). 1997 Florida Visitor Study. Page 75.

103 Library of Michigan. Michigan in Brief
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ployees in total represent about 32% of the total labor force in Michigan, with the retail trade sector accounting
for an additional 22% of employment in the state.

In Wisconsin, manufacturing industries also represent more than 25% of the total labor force, with the service
sector accounting for another 30% and retail trade a further 20%.104 Tourism related expenditures in Wisconsin
for 1998 were approximately $7.6 billion, ranking it about 25 th in the U.S ..105 Thcre are about 12.5 to 15 million
overnight visits annually to Wisconsin from out of state, with an additional 7.5 to 10 million day trips annually
as well from out state.106 The majority of out of state visitors to Wisconsin originate in the major markets of
Chicago and northern lllinois, the Minneapolis/St. Paul area of Minnesota, and to a lesser extent Iowa. 107 Impor
tant tourist destinations in Wisconsin are located in Milwaukee, Madison, Door County and the Green Bay area,
Wisconsin Dells in central Wisconsin, the Mississippi River area and the Northwoods and Lakes area.

12.2 Ferry Market Overview and Operational Profiles

As noted earlier, Lake Michigan has an extensive history of cross-lake ferry services. Passenger steamship ser
vice across Lake Michigan began in 1875, with service offered by the Flint and Pere Marquette Railway. The
year 1955 was the height of success for Lake Michigan car ferry service, with a total of 205 ,000 passengers and
more than 204,000 railroad cars transported, and 6,986 vessel crossings of Lake Michigan performed. lOS By
1960, a total of eight car ferry routes serving Lake Michigan remained:

• Milwaukee - Muskegon (Grand Trunk Railroad)
• Milwaukee - Ludington (Chesapeake and Ohio Railway System)
• Manitowoc - Ludington (Chesapeake and Ohio Railway System)
• Kewaunee - Ludington (Chesapeake and Ohio Railway System)
• Frankfort - Manitowoc (Ann Arbor Railroad)
• Frankfort - Kewaunee (Ann Arbor Railroad)
• Frankfort - Menominee (Ann Arbor Railroad)
• Frankfort - Manistique (Ann Arbor Railroad)

Improved all-rail options around Chicago, and changing economics rendered many of the railroad car ferry
routes obsolete during the 1960s, and by 1973 only four routes remained:

• Frankfort - Kewaunee (Ann Arbor Railroad)
• Manitowoc - Ludington (Chesapeake and Ohio Railway System (C&O))
• Kewaunee - Ludington (Chesapeake and Ohio Railway System (C&O))
• Milwaukee - Muskegon (Grand Trunk Railroad)

Of these routes, passenger and vehicle ferry service was provided by the C&O and the Ann Arbor Railroad on
their routes, with railroad freight car service only offered on the Grand Trunk Railroad route. C&O operated
three vessels on its two routes, carrying passengers and automobiles as well as railroad freight cars. During the
1970s, the quality and availability of C&O passenger and vehicle service diminished, with passenger totals fal
ling from 197,000 in 1971 to 126,000 in 1979. 109 The Grand Trunk Railroad freight car ferry service from Mil-

104 U.s. Department of Commerce. 1996 County Business Patterns for Wisconsin.

105 Wisconsin Department of Tourism. 1998 Economic Impact ofTraveler Expenditures on Wisconsin.

106 Phone contact. David Scheler, Wisconsin Division of Tourism. Tours and Research. July 30, 1999.

107 Phone contact. David Scheler, Wisconsin Division of Tourism. Tours and Research. July 30,1999.

108 Karr, Kari and Thomas Hawley. "Charting the Course of Car Ferry History." Crossings: The Magazine ofthe Lake Michigan Carferry Service. 1999.
Pages 5-7.

109 Wisconsin Department of Transportation. Passenger Ferry Sen'ice: An overview and study proposal for passenger ferry service in Wisconsin. June
1994.
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waukee to Muskegon ended in 1978. After 1971, the Ann Arbor Railroad ferry service operated on an unsched
uled basis only, which lead to reductions in passenger demand from 30,000 in 1971 to only 6,000 in 1979.110

The Ann Arbor Railroad services continued to operate with a public subsidy after 1977, but ultimately service
ended in April 1982. The newly-created Michigan-Wisconsin Transportation Company (MWT) purchased the
vessels of the C&O in 1983, and continued operations until they ceased in 1990. The MWT operated service
year round without any subsidy between Kewaunee and Ludington, with additional service operated at times
between Milwaukee and Ludington during the summer months. Passenger demand was promising at first, with
approximately 100,000 passengers carried in the 1983/84 operating season. I II However, By 1990 the MWT
went bankrupt, and there were no Lake Michigan cross-lake ferry services remaining.

In addition to the conventional RoPax vehicle and railroad car ferry services described above, one high speed
ferry demonstration service has been operated in Lake Michigan. In 1961, North American Hydrofoils, Inc.,
contracted with Marine Systems Corporation (MSC), a Miami hydrofoil design group, for a vessel design to be
used for a commuter ferry service between Atlantic Highlands, New Jersey, and Wall Street, Manhattan. During
the summer of 1964, this vessel was operated in Lake Michigan on demonstrations, short excursions, and charter
services across Lake Michigan. 112 Shore facilities, routes, and schedules were never established, however, and
the operation ended after this single summer season.

12.2.1 Current Routes

As noted above, after the MWT ceased operations between Kewaunee and Ludington in November of 1990,
there were no Lake Michigan cross-lake ferry services remaining. In the spring of 1991, a private company,
Lake Michigan Carferry, Inc. (LMC) was formed by Michigan resident Charles Conrad, and in July of that year,
LMC purchased the former C& 0 and MWT vessels SS Badger, SS Spartan and the City ojMidland. Plans
were to resume cross-lake ferry service from Ludington, with a focus on passenger and vehicle service only, and
no railroad car ferry service to be offered. Although this sale was later nullified when MWT declared bank
ruptcy in November 1991, LMC was ultimately awarded the vessels by the court in February 1992. The 5S
Badger was subsequently refurbished, and three months later on May 15, 1992, LMC resumed RoPax ferry ser
vice and placed the SS Badger into service between Ludington and Manitowoc. The SS Badger has a passenger
capacity of 620 persons, a vehicle capacity of 180 AEU, and an operated speed of 15 knots. This vessel is de
scribed in more detail in a subsequent section of this chapter.

Since 1992, LMC has continued to operate seasonal RoPax service on this route between May and October of
each year. During the 1992 operating season, LMC offered a single round trip daily from May 15 to October
12, with a second daily round trip added during the peak summer months of July and August. With this operat
ing schedule, the 55 Badger carried 115,000 passengers and 34,000 vehicles between Manitowoc and Luding
ton.1I3 It is the company policy of Lake Michigan Carferry not to disclose patronage data, nor are they required
to do so as a condition of receiving any federal, state or local operating or non-operating subsidies, since they
receive none. Therefore, more recent patronage data are not available. LMC operates the service seasonally,
every day of the week, between mid May to mid October. In the off-season, the vessel is winterized and laid up.

On the 54 nautical mile route between Manitowoc, Wisconsin, and Ludington, Michigan, total one-way trip time
is 4 hours. In Manitowoc, the ferry terminal is located at 900 South Lakeview Drive, on the south side of Mani
towoc Harbor, at the mouth of the Manitowoc River. Coal is also provided for the 55 Badger in Manitowoc,

110 Wisconsin Department of Transportation. Passenger Ferry Service: An overview and study proposal for passenger ferry service in Wisconsin. June
1994.

111 Wisconsin Department of Transportation. Passenger Ferry Service: An overview and study proposal for passenger ferry service in Wisconsin. June
1994.

112 Existing and Former High Speed Waterborne Passenger Transportation Operations in the United States. U.S. Department of Transportation, Urban
Mass Transit Administration. August 1984. Report # UMTA-IT-32-DOOl-84·3. Pages II.5 - 11.7.

113 Phone contact. Thomas Hawley. Lake Michigan Carferry, Inc. May 25, 1999.
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loaded from dump trucks through hatches in the vehicle deck. In Ludington, the ferry tenninal is located at 701
Maritime Drive, on north side of Ludington Harbor in Pere Marquette Lake.

Adult fares for the 1999 season on this route were $61.00 round trip, with discounts for seniors and children
(seniors are $56.00 round trip, children 5 to 15 years old are $29.00 round trip, and children under 5 travel free).
A state room, with two beds, a sink and toilet, is an additional $54 round trip. Fares for automobiles, vans and
pickups (not including their passengers) are $92 round trip, and for motorcycles $52 round trip. Bicycles are
accommodated for $10 round trip. Trailers, recreational vehicles, and motorhomes are charged a round trip fare
of between $7 to $11 per foot of length, depending on their width. One-way fares for motorcoaches are $140
(not including passengers), and tractor trailers are charged $225 one-way (not including passengers).

Service is offered daily, and in 1999, a single round trip was offered daily from May 14 to June 17 and August
30 to October 17, with the vessel departing Ludington at 8:30AM eastern time and arriving at Manitowoc 12:30
PM eastern time, and departing Manitowoc at 3:00PM eastern time and arriving back in Ludington at 7:00 PM
eastern time. I 14 Two round trips were offered daily from June 18 to August 29, with the vessel departing Lud
ington at 7:30 AM eastern time and arriving in Manitowoc at 11 :30 AM eastern time, departing Manitowoc at
2:00 PM eastern time and arriving back in Ludington at 6:00 PM eastern time, departing Ludington at 7:45 PM
and arriving in Manitowoc at 11:45 PM, and departing Manitowoc at 1:30 AM eastern time and returning to
Ludington at 5:30 AM eastern time. Passengers are asked to arrive 60 minutes prior to departure, and reserva
tions are held until 30 minutes prior to departure, and vehicles are loaded and unloaded by LMC personnel.
Since 1992, this is the general schedule that has been offered each year.

12.2.2 Proposed Routes

Since the earlier 1980's, a number of proposals have been made to restore ferry service on routes other than the
existing Manitowoc to Ludington route operated by LMC. A 1980 study completed for the Board of Harbor
Commissioners in Milwaukee reviewed possible service by hovercraft on a route connecting Milwaukee to
Muskegon. At fare levels of $26 per vehicle and $14 per passenger (in 1980 dollars), estimated patronage in the
year 2000 for this service was 468,000 passenger boardings and 268,000 vehicle boardings. 115

The U.S. Department of Transportation also reviewed the potential for new or restored cross-lake ferry services
in a 1984 study. Two routes were analyzed, including a passenger and vehicle ferry between Milwaukee and
Muskegon, and a passenger-only ferry service between Chicago and Muskegon. 116 The study assumed the use of
large high speed hovercraft vessels (the British Hovercraft Corporation SR.N4 Mk3) with a capacity of 344 per
sons and 46 automobiles. Service was assumed to be operated five round trips daily between June and August,
and two round trips daily the remainder of the year, and the study found the financial feasibility of this route was
marginal.

In the past, LMC considered the refurbishing of the SS Spartan, and restoring service on a route between Mil
waukee and Muskegon. In the spring of 1999, LMC indicated that what it felt to be the relatively low docking
fees being offered to the currently proposed operator, Hydrolink LLC, by the ports of Milwaukee and Muskegon
amounted to a joint subsidy of the proposed ferry operation by those cities, and that if such a proposal had been
made earlier to LMC, service could have been restored using the SS Spartan. 117 The Port of Milwaukee, how
ever, countered that the LMC proposal required the two cities to assume approximately $9 million in expense

114 Ludington, Michigan is located in the eastern time zone, and Manitowoc, Wisconsin is located in the central time zone. For convenience, all departure
and amval times for both cities are expressed here in eastern time.

115 Transportation and Economic Research Associates, Inc. Phase 1 Report on Feasibility Study ofa Cross-Lake Passenger Auto Air Cushion Ferry Ser
vice. Prepared for the Board of Harbor Commissioners, City of Milwaukee. August 1980.

116 Study ofHigh Speed Waterborne Transportation Services Worldwide. U.S. Department of Transportation, Office of the Secretary of Transportation.
1984. Pages IV.16 - IV.20.

117 Muskegon Chronicle. April 23, 1999.
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for converting the SS Spartan to diesel propulsion from coal powered steam propulsion. LMC prides itself on
the fact that it does not received any federal, state or local subsidies, and continues to feel that the Hydrolink
proposal, with its possible use of Maritime Administration Title XI loan guarantees and other possible direct or
indirect financial support from federal, state or local governments, is being provided an unfair competitive ad
vantage over LMC. ll8

Currently, Hydrolink LLC, an Eau Claire, Wisconsin based organization incorporated in December 1998, is
planning to acquire two Incat 72 meter RoPax wave piercing catamarans for use between Milwaukee and Mus
kegon. It is this proposal that is the focus of the current case study and the remainder of this chapter.

The Hydrolink service is planned to operate seasonally from approximately April 1 to mid-November, begin
ning with the 2001 season. Two of the 72 meter WPC vessels would be utilized, each operating 3 round trips
per day, for a total of 6 round trips daily for the route. These vessels would each be designed to accommodate
325 passengers and 75 AEU, or a combination of up to 2 motorcoaches and 65 automobiles. Service speed is 40
knots, however the vessel would be subject to speed restrictions in both Milwaukee Harbor and Muskegon Har
bor, as noted under the discussion of navigational issues later in this chapter. Although the breakwater-to
breakwater travel timc would be 1 hour and 45 minutes using the 72 meter WPCs, the total one-way trip time
due to these speed restrictions would therefore be just under three hours.

According to the market study conducted for Hydrolink by the firm Anderson & Roethle of Milwaukee, fares
are currently planned to be $115 one-way for two passengers and a vehicle, or $150 one-way for four passengers
and a vehicle. This equates to a one-way adult passenger fare of approximately $33.00 (not including passenger
facility charges), and a one-way automobile fare of $49.00 (not including passengers). Motorcoach fares are
estimated at $150 one-way (not including passengers). These fares are approximately 7.3% higher than those
currently offered by LMC on their Ludington to Manitowoc route, perhaps reflecting in part the more frequent
service and reduced trip time to be offered by Hydrolink in comparison to the existing LMC service.

Although there are no firm plans yet regarding how to employ the vessels during the off-season, there are two
major options. The first option would be operate from April 1 through mid December, and then simply lay the
vessel up for three months locally. This is the least desirable option financially, since two multi-million dollar
vessels would then be unproductive for 25% of the year. The second option is operate from April 1 through mid
November, and then reposition the vessels from mid November to April 1 in a warmer seasonal climate such as
Florida or the Gulf of Mexico, and serve peak season demand in those areas during the Lake Michigan off
season. The only feasible route out of Lake Michigan to the Atlantic Ocean would be via the Saint Lawrence
Seaway, with a repositioning trip from Lake Michigan to Florida taking approximately one week to complete.

Assuming seasonal service provided betwccn early April and mid December, and an operating schedule of 6
one-way trips per vessel daily, a total of 3,024 one-way trips would be performed annually, providing a total
route capacity of up to 982,800 seats and 226,800 AEU annually. Assuming for the moment an average capac
ity utilization rate of 60%, this would equate to approximately 589,000 passenger boardings and 136,000 vehi
cles boardings annually.

118 Lake Michigan Carferry, Inc. WWW at URL http://\lMw.ssbadger.com/lmc.hydrol.htm.
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12.3 Existing and Proposed Vessels

Although the SS Badger currently operates on a different route than that currently proposed by HydroIink, Lake
Michigan Carferry currently considers the proposed Hydrolink service as a potential competitor to its existing
cross-lake ferry service between Ludington and Manitowoc. Therefore, the SS Badger is briefly described (ves
sel particulars appear in Table 12-2) to provide additional background information.

TABLE 12-2: 55 BADGER VESSEL PARTICULARS

Particulars

Vessel Builder

v.~~_l!~!.:r:¥p_~ _
Hull ConstructionYe"cii i::-ntereliSeiVice- ------- -- ----- ------
6~i -i~~-I- p~~~;,~.~; -p~i~~i2)- ---------- -----

~~.!lJl!~_9:'!~r~n _
~!'_~I)'!Qy_el:'!I_I _
Full Load DraftFreeboard--------------------------------

SS Badgerl')

Christy
Corporation

------RoPax------
-------S-tE;el- ------
-------1953-------
--_._._------------

$5,000,000

410.5-------- -------59~5
-------------------18.5----------------5~5

620
-------------------180
-------------------589

50 to 80

~~~U·:.l?~~ .R!l!PJ~~_~I)'!~!1HI~1)9_ !~.!l_l!l_ ____ 7,901
Gr~_l!~_T9)1[l.1lJJ~~~) . ---------- - - - -4,244
Net lonna e(6) --------------2,033

Main Engines
(2) Skinner

Uniflow 4 cyl.
steam engines

-- ------------i,oOO
---------------15~O

55
Sources:
(I) Vessel particulars data obtamed pnmarily from Lake Michigan Carferry, Inc.
(2) Current (then-year) dollars.
(3) Automobile equivalent unil (AEU). Iypically a minimum of a 17' x 85' space

on the vehicle deck.
(4) Total permanenl crew is 50, with an additional 30 crew required during

peak summer months.
(5) Gross tonnage or "gross register tonnage'! refers to the total measured cubic

volume (100 cubic feel per Ion of 2,240 Ibs.), hased on varying formulas.
(6) Nellonnage refers to the gross tonnage, minus spaces generally nol used

for cargo. according to varying fonnulas.

The SS Badger was launched in 1952 at an original purchase price of $5 million. It originally served the Chesa
peake and Ohio Railway (later renamed the Chessie System after merging with the B&O Railroad) on three
routes between Ludington, Michigan, and Milwaukee, Manitowoc and Kewaunee in Wisconsin. A steam pow
ered, coal fired vessel, the SS Badger had a capacity of over 30 freight railroad cars, or 140 automobiles, plus
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accommodations for 620 passengers. In January 1996, the vehicle capacity of the SS Badger was increased by
approximately 30%, providing vehicle deck space up to 180 AEU. The vehicle deck, with an overhead clear
ance of 19 feet, can accommodate motorcoaches and tractor trailers as well as automobiles. Vehicles are loaded
from the stern, and all vehicles are loaded and unloaded by LMC personnel. Passenger facilities include a gift
shop, bar, movie lounge, arcade, and cafeteria. General arrangements for the SS Badger appear in Figure 12-2.

FIGURE 12-2: 55 BADGER GENERAL ARRANGEMENTS

SS BADGER: VEHICLE DECK

as BADGER: LOWER PASSENGER DECK

55 BADGER; UPPER PASSENGER PECK

FEE ·-~:4·:;~ -~~,
l

........i..

Based on information obtained from the Port of Milwaukee and Hydrolink, the 72 meter Incat RoPax high speed
catamaran is selected here as the baseline vessel type for the proposed Milwaukee to Muskegon route. The
AMD K50 and SLICE 600 RoPax craft are selected as the comparative high speed vessel types. Vessel particu
lars for the Incat 72 meter catamaran, AMD K50 catamaran, and SLICE 600 appear in Table 12-3.
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TABLE 12-3: LAKE MICHIGAN CASE STUDY - VESSEL PARTICULARS

Baseline Vessels SLICE Variant

Particulars Incat 72m(1) AMD KSO(2) SLICE 600(3)

lneatVessel Designer
Mvanced Mullihull Lockheed Marine
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(S) AutrxoobiIe equivalent unit (AEU). typically a minimwn ofa IT x 8.5' """'" on Ihc vehicle deck.
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FIGURE 12-3: INCAT 72 METER WPC GENERAL ARRANGEMENTS

'NeAT 72 METER ROPAX FERRY: OUTBOARD PROFilE

'NCAT 72 METER ROPAX FERRY: MAIN VEHICLE DECK
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Case Study #4 - Lake Michigan (Milwaukee - Muskeson)

The Incat 72 meter catamaran is an aluminum hulled 72 meter high speed wave piercing catamaran, with a typi
cal capacity of 325 passengers and 75 ABU, or a combination of up to 2 motorcoaches and 65 automobiles.
Powered by four marine diesel engines, the Incat 72 meter WPC has a service speed of 40 knots.. Typical gen
eral arrangements for the Incat 72 meter WPC are presented in Figure 12-3. Vehicle carrying capacity is pro
vided by a main vehicle deck that accommodates approximately 47 AEU, and two mezzanine vehicle decks that
accommodate 14 AEU each. Passengers are accommodated on two decks, with 230 passengers on the main
passenger deck, and 95 passengers on an upper passenger deck and lounge area. Each deck has a bar and snack
area, with restrooms located on the main passenger deck. It is assumed here that a gift shop is also located on
the main passenger deck. Although no 72 meter vessels ofthis type have yet been built, this design is a further
development of the larger line ofIncat 74 meter to 96 meter wave piercing catamarans. Hydrolink is currently
in negotiations with Gladding-Hearn Shipbuilding of Massachusetts, regarding to the purchase of one or more of
these vessels.

The AMD K50 is an aluminum hulled 80 meter high speed conventional catamaran, with a capacity of 400 pas
sengers and 89 automobiles, or a combination of up to 4 motorcoaches and 46 automobiles. Although generally
referred to as the AMO K50, Incat is also jointly involved in the design of the K50, with AMO responsible for
the design of the main structure and propulsion system, while Incat is responsible for the design of the super
structure and engineering. The first AMO K50 to be built was delivered to the Oae A Gosh Ferry Company in
South Korea in 1995 by Incat Tasmania. An additional three K50 vessels are to be built under license in China
by Afai. Ships. The frrst of these three, designated Afai08, was launched in mid 1998. Powered by four marine

FIGURE 12-4: AMD K50 GENERAL ARRANGEMENTS
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diesel engines, the AMD K50 has a service speed of 45 knots. Passengers are accommodated on a single pas
senger deck, divided into two lounge areas with a bar and snack facilities. A gift shop and other passenger
amenities are located in the center of the vehicle deck. As can be seen in the general arrangements presented in
Figure 12-4, the vehicle deck is arranged to provide for simultaneous loading and unloading of vehicles.

The SLICE 600 is a conceptual design of a steel hulled 65 meter SLICE RoPax ferry. The vessel would ac
commodate approximately 600 passengers and 90 automobiles, or a combination of 4 motorcoaches and 75

"8



Case Study #4 - Lake Michigan (Milwaukee - Muskegon)

automobiles, with access to the vehicle deck from stern. Passengers are accommodated on two decks, with ap
proximately 422 in economy class seating in two separate compartments on the gallery deck, with each com
partment having its own restroom and snack bar. An additional 178 passengers are accommodated on the upper
deck in first class or lounge type seating. Two gas turbine engines are to deliver an operating speed of 30 knots.
General arrangements for the SLICE 600 are presented earlier in Chapter 4.

12.4 Related Infrastructure and Facilities

No passenger or vehicle ferry services currently exist between Milwaukee and Muskegon, and as such, there are
currently no suitable facilities in either port of call to accommodate the volume of passengers or vehicles that
would need to be serviced under the Hydrolink proposal. Hydrolink is currently in negotiation with both cities
for possible options for the provision of suitable facilities, which are discussed later in this section.

12.4.1 Milwaukee

Milwaukee has one of the most important harbors serving Lake Michigan. Located at the mouth of the Milwau
kee River, the harbor comprises an outer harbor formed by breakwaters paralleling the shore (see Figure 12-5),
and an inner harbor in the Milwaukee River, Menomonee River, and Kinnickinnic River. The main entrance to
the harbor is through a dredged channel which leads from deep water in Lake Michigan, between the breakwa
ters and across the harbor to the mouth of the river (see Figure 12-6). At the opening of the breakwaters, the
channel has a controlling depth of 32 feet, and in April 1998, had a controlling depth of 26 feet thereafter to the
mouth of the river. Depths in the part of the harbor to the north of this channel generally range between 16 and
24 feet, with an approach channel to the Municipal Pier dredged to 18 feet. South Slip No. 1 at the Municipal
Pier has been dredged to 26 feet, and South Slip Nos. 2 and 3 have been dredged to 27 feet. The part of the har
bor to the south of the main harbor channel are generally somewhat deeper, generally ranging between 27 and
32 feet. All types of marine supplies and provisions are available in Milwaukee Harbor.

In Milwaukee, two possible ferry terminal locations have been proposed for further consideration. 119 The first
potential location is at the municipal pier south of the Milwaukee Art Museum, in the northern part of the har
bor. The second potential location is in the commercial port area in the vicinity of the U.S. Coast Guard base, in
the southern part of the harbor. Both locations have suitable access from major roadways. To maximize the
visibility of the ferry service to the public, Hydrolink and the Port of Milwaukee would like to locate it at the
Municipal Pier. Although a final decision has not yet been made, it appears that the latter location near the U.S.
Coast Guard base would be a more suitable location, however, due in part to the greater available of space for
vehicle parking and vehicle loading. This location is assumed for the purpose of this case study. As currently
proposed, facilities in both Milwaukee and Muskegon would be publicly owned by either the city or the port,
with Hydrolink paying a passenger facility charge for use of the facilities. As noted below, current plans in
Muskegon call for a modest charge of $0.50 for each passenger disembarking, with a minimum annually pay
ment of $50,000. Buildings would be leased for an additional $15,000 annually. A similar fee structure is as
sumed for use of the Milwaukee facilities as well. Also, as noted earlier, such low docking fees have been
called into question by Lake Michigan Carferry, which feels these low fees amount to a subsidy to Hydrolink by
both Milwaukee and Muskegon.

119 Hawkins, Lee, Jr. "Port official says ferry possible in 2002." Milwaukee Journal Sentinel. April 17, 1999.
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FIGURE 12-5: MILWAUKEE HARBOR - NAUTICAL
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FIGURE 12-6: MILWAUKEE HARBOR AERIAL PHOTO

In general, controlling depths in Milwaukee Harbor leading to the proposed ferry terminal location in the vicin
ity ofthe U.S. Coast Base, and depths alongside at the proposed location, are marginal in comparison to the 28.5
foot draft of the SLICE 600, despite the fact that this part of the Milwaukee harbor south of the main channel is
deeper than the northern part of the harbor in the vicinity of the Municipal Pier. 12O From the main harbor en

.trance where controlling depths are 32 feet, a channel runs south parallel to the breakwater, and has depths of
between 27 to 35 feet. As the vessel nears the location of the Coast Guard station, depths decrease to as little as
17 feet. Although not subject to tidal fluctuation of any significant amount, water levels in Lake Michigan due
fluctuate seasonally, with the lowest stages prevailing during the winter and the highest levels during the sum
mer. During the summer months, water levels can be up to 2 feet above the charted low water datums refer
enced above and on the nautical charts, which would work to the advantage of the deep draft of the SLICE 600.

Presumably, the ferry terminal facilities that are to be developed in both Milwaukee and Muskegon will be de
signed for a deck height of approximately 6 to 8 feet, which would be suitable to interface with the 72 meter
Incat WPC baseline vessel. Although suitable for either the 72 meter WPC or the AMD K50, this deck height
would be incompatible with the vehicle deck freeboard height of 21.5 feet for the SLICE 600, and would likely
result in significant and unacceptable operational constraints for the SLICE 600.

120 As noted in Chapta- 8, the Technical Data Packages for the SLICE 400 and SLICE 600 were nOl received from Lockheed Marine Systems prior to the
case study market selection process, so some ofthe case study markets selected for furtha- analysis do not necessarily have sufficient controlling depth to
accommodate the SLICE 600.

:2.01



12.4.2 Muskegon

Case Study #4 - Lake Michigan (Milwaukee - Muskegon)

Muskegon Harbor consists of Muskegon Lake, and dredged entrance channel which connects it with Lake
Michigan. Muskegon Lake is about 4 miles long and varies in width from between 0.6 miles to 2.0 miles wide.
The main harbor facilities are located on the south shore of the harbor at the city of Muskegon, with additional
facilities also located at the east end of Muskegon Lake (see Figure 12-7). The lake has central depths of25 to
79 feet, with deep water access to the city of Muskegon limited to a wide channel on the southern part of the
Lake. A dredged entrance channel leads from deep water in Lake Michigan between converging breakwaters to
an outer basin, thence between piers and revetments to Muskegon Lake (see Figure 12-8). In August 1996, the
controlling depths were 21 feet in the south halfof the approach and 23 feet in the north half to the ends of the
breakwaters, thence 27 feet in the outer basin, thence 25 feet (27 feet at midchannel) between the piers and re
vetments to Muskegon Lake. From there, depths generally range from 31 feet to 79 feet to the harbor facilities
on the south shore of Lake Muskegon.

FIGURE 12-7: MUSKEGON HARBOR - NAUTICAL CHART
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In Muskegon, three possible ferry terminal locations have been proposed for further consideration: (1) Mart
Dock (owned by Detroit-based West Michigan Dock & Market Corp.), (2) Hartshorn Marina (owned by the city
ofMuskegon), and (3) Heritage Landing (a park and festival grounds on the shore ofLake Muskegon, owned by
Muskegon County). All locations have suitable access from major roadways. Ofthe three locations, Hartshorn
Marine would be the easiest for the city to develop into a passenger and vehicle ferry terminal because the city
owns it. At Mart Dock, depths alongside are between 21 feet and 30 feet at the northwest dock, with deck
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vetments to Muskegon Lake. From there, depths generally range from 31 feet to 79 feet to the harbor facilities
on the south shore of Lake Muskegon.

In Muskegon, three possible ferry terminal locations have been proposed for further consideration: (1) Mart
Dock (owned by Detroit-based West Michigan Dock & Market Corp.), (2) Hartshorn Marina (owned by the city
of Muskegon), and (3) Heritage Landing (a park and festival grounds on the shore of Lake Muskegon, owned by
Muskegon County). All locations have suitable access from major roadways. Of the three locations, Hartshorn
Marine would be the easiest for the city to develop into a passenger and vehicle ferry terminal because the city
owns it. At Mart Dock, depths alongside are between 21 feet and 30 feet at the northwest dock, with deck
heights of between 5 and 6 feet. Depths alongside at Hartshorn Marina and at Heritage Landing are generally
not as deep, ranging from 16 to 19 feet at Heritage Landing, and from only a few feet up to about 25 feet at a
few locations in the vicinity of Hartshorn Marine. As in Milwaukee, although not subject to tidal fluctuation of
any significant amount, water levels in Lake Michigan do fluctuate seasonally, and during the summer months,
water levels can be up to 2 feet above the charted low water datums referenced above and on the nautical charts,
which would work to the advantage of the deep draft of the SLICE 600.

Current plans call for the city of Muskegon to develop suitable ferry terminal facilities at one of the three loca
tions. A commitment letter drafted in April 1999 from the city of Muskegon to Hydrolink calls for Hydrolink to
pay a passenger facility charge or docking fee of a $0.50 per passenger disembarking, with a minimum $50,000
annual payment of $50,000. Buildings would be leased for an additional $15,000 annually. The proposed lease
would be guaranteed for five years beginning January 1,2001, with an option for Hydrolink to extend the lease
for two additional five year periods through 2015YI On April 13, 1999, the Muskegon city commission voted
to approve up to $1.4 million for shoreline improvements for the proposed high speed ferry service. These im
provements would include property acquisition, a 2,500 square feet of building space for offices and ticketing, a
1,000 square foot maintenance building, vehicle and pedestrian ramps, 260 parking spaces, and other site im
provements such as sidewalks, lighting, benches and other amenities. 122

121 "Three sites in race for Lake Michigan ferry dock." Milwaukee Journal Sentinel, April 12, 1999.

122 Bryon Mazade, City Manager, City of Muskegon. July 2, 1999.
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FIGURE 12-8: MUSKEGON HARBOR AERIAL PHOTO

heights of between 5 and 6 feet. Depths alongside at Hartshorn Marina and at Heritage Landing are generally
not as deep,. ranging from 16 to 19 feet at Heritage Landing, and from only a few feet up to about 25 feet at a
few locations in the vicinity of Hartshorn Marine. As in Milwaukee, although not subject to tidal fluctuation of
any significant amount, water levels in Lake Michigan do fluctuate seasonally, and during the summer months,
water levels can be up to 2 feet above the charted low water datums referenced above and on the nautical charts,
which would work to the advantage of the deep draft of the SLICE 600. .

Current plans call for the city of Muskegon to develop suitable ferry terminal facilities at one of the three loca
tions. A commitment letter drafted in April 1999 from the city of Muskegon to Hydrolink calls for Hydrolink to
pay a passenger facility charge or docking fee of a SO.50 per passenger disembarking, with a minimum $50,000
annual payment of$50,000. Buildings would be leased for an additional S15,000 annually. The proposed lease
would be guaranteed for five years beginning January I, 200 I, with an option for Hydrolink to extend the lease
for two additional five year periods through 2015. 121 On April 13, 1999, the Muskegon city commission voted
to approve up to $1.4 million for shoreline improvements for the proposed high speed ferry service. These im
provements would include property acquisition, a 2,500 square feet of building space for offices and ticketing, a
1,000 square foot maintenance building, vehicle and pedestrian ramps, 260 parking spaces, and other site im-
provements such as sidewalks, lighting, benches and other amenities. l22

.

As in Milwaukee, the ferry terminal facilities that are to be developed will presumably be designed for a deck
height ofapproximately 6 to 8 feet; which would be suitable to interface with the 72 meter Incat WPC baseline

121 "Three sites in race for Lake Michigan ferry doel.." Milwaukee. Journal Sentinel, April 12, 1999.

122 Bryon Mazadc, City Manager, City ofMuskcgon. July 2, 1999.
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vessel. Although suitable for either the 72 meter WPC or the AMD K50, this deck height would be incompati
ble with the vehicle deck freeboard height of21.5 feet for the SLICE 600, and would likely result in significant
and unacceptable operational constraints for the SLICE 600.

12.5 Weather and Wave Climate

The climate in the case study region varies seasonally, with temperatures ranging from average lows of about
27-F in January, up to an average high during the month of July ofabout 80-F. The prevailing wind direction
is generally from the northwest. Average annual precipitation is about 32 inches in both Milwaukee and Mus~

kegon. In spring, when there is often a clash between cold and warm air, thunderstorms can be violent; although
rare, the area lies at the extreme northeast edge of the tornado belt. Fog is most likely in the spring and early
summer over open water and from late fall through spring along the shore. Historical meteorological data for
the coastal areas ofLake Michigan are presented in Table 12-4.

TABLE 12-4: METEOROLOGICAL TABLE FOR LAKE MICHIGAN

weather Ele.ents JAN FEB MAR APR MAY JUN JUL AUG SEP OCT I

Wind > 33 Knots (1) 5.6 4.5 2.6 1.7 0.8 0.3 0.3 O.S 1.6 3.8 !
wave Height > 9 ft III 2.8 2.1 1.0 0.9 0.6 0.2 0.2 0.4 1.2 2.5
Visibility < 2 ~ (1) 11.4 7.0 8.2 7.4 11.0 11.4 5.7 4.2 2.8 . 2.0
Precipitat.ion Ill. 16.2 9.0 7.8 8.7 5.2 4.1 3.7 5.0 6.1 7.8 1:
Tesperature > 69 F 11) 0.0 0.3 0.2 0.0 0.4 4.2 21.5 30.3 8.0 0.3
Mean TeIIlperature IF) 22.9 25.2 33.6 40.0 46.6 55.8 65.5 67.4 60.9 50.0 3
Tesperature < 33 F (1) 78.7 74.3 38.8 8.5 1.0 0.2 0.1 0.1 0.0 1.0 2'
Mean IU{ (\l 52 79 80 80 77 81 86 83 82 70
Overcast or Obscured III 48.4 41.0 34.5 34.2 26.1 23.3 19.3 22.6 24.4 29.8 4
Mean Cloud Cover (8ths) 6.0 5.6 5.0 4.9 4.4 4.3 4.1 4.3 4.5 4.9
Mean SLP llIbsl 1018 1018 1017 1014 1016 1015 1015 1017 1017 1015 1
Ext. JIaX. SLP llIIb8) 1041 1040 1050 1056 1053 1047 1046 1046 1050 1053 1
Ext.. Kin. SLP (lIlbe) 980 983 979 975 975 973 983 986 980 976
Prevailing wiud Direction W NW N Ii S S S S s s
Thunder and Lightning (1) 0.1 0.1 0.4 1.1 1.2 2.0 2 ;S 2.6 1.8 0.8

III Percentage Frequency

These data are based upon observations :m.de by ships in passage.
Such ships tend to avoid bod weather when poaaible. thus biasing the dat.a toward gooO we

Source: U.S.~ ofCommerce. NaonaI Occ:aaic DId AImocpberic Administration (NOAA). United Swes
<Mat Pi10t Volume 6. Great IAca. 29th cdiIioa. Page: T-19.

As discussed in Chapter 8, the Volpe Center conducted a detailed wave climate analysis using a combination of
measured wave data sources and modeled hindcast data sources. Data sources used for this region included
measured data from NOAA buoys and hindcast data from the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, Wave Information
Study (WIS) (Table 12-5). In total, more than 157,000 data records were utilized. Figure 12-9 presents the lo
cation ofthe particular buoys and stations from which data were obtained. Based on the operating schedule pro
posed by Hydrolink, using the 72 meter WPC, a distribution of annual vessel operating hours by sea state was
developed. This schedule assumes operating seasonally between early April and mid November with 12 one
way vessel trips daily on weekdays and 8 one-way vessel trips on weekends. The results of this analysis,
presented in Figure 12-10, reveal that significant wave heights in excess ofsea state 4 (4.1 to 8.2 feet) would be
experienced less than I% of vessel ·operatinghours. These findings are generally consistent with the wave
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height data presented in the U.S. Coast Pilot, which indicates that during the summer, wave heights exceed 10
feet less than I % of the time, and that sea conditions are worst in October and November, with wave heights of
5 to 10 feet (about sea state 4) encountered about 35% ofthe time. 123 Notably, Lake Michigan Carferry states
that it has never cancelled a trip due to bad weather for its seasonal service between Manitowoc and Luding
ton. 124

FIGURE 12-9: LAKE MICHIGAN WAVE DATA STATIONS
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TABLE 12·5: LAKE MICHIGAN CASE STUDY· WAVE
DATA SOURCES

Data Buoy or Time Period Number of
Source Station Observed Records

NOAA 45010 6/93 - 11/94 & 11,867
4/95 - 11/95

Wis······· MaDOg····· 1·ia€i:·1:2197'········ ········2~i,224

Wis······· Moo1·0····· 1'ia€i :·1"2197" ....... ········29~224

wis······· Moosr···· ·{ia€i:·1"2197'········ ········29,224
Wis······· MooS2'-'" '1'ia8:' '-12197" _. _. -_. .._.....-29',224
wis······· Mooes····· '1788 :-1'2197'-_.-_.. ·········29,~24

TOTALS 157,987

123 U.s. Department of Commerce. National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA). United States Coast Pilot. Volume 6. Great Lakes.
291h edition. Page 239.
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FIGURE 12-10: DISTRIBUTION OF ANNUAL VESSEL OPERATING

HOURS BY SEA STATE (MILWAUKEE - MUSKEGON ROUTE)
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Lake Michigan experiences varying degrees of ice coverage during a typical winter. Ice cover usually begins in
Green Bay and extends eastward along the northern coastal areas into the Straits of Mackinac during the second
half of December and early January. Ice formation and accumulation proceeds southward with coastal ice found
throughout the southern perimeter of the lake by late January, with normal ice' thickness ranging from between
10 to 20 centimeters in the south to 40 to 60 centimeters in the north. Shores exposed to the wind often have ice
fields extended one to two miles offshore, and in the southern part of the lake, ice can extent 10 to 15 miles off
shore. During a typical winter, ice cover extends over approximately 40% of the lake. During a severe winter,
this can incr~se to 85% to 90%, and during a mild winter may only be 10% to 15%. Maximum ice coverage
tYpically occurs by mid March on average, with coverage beginning to break up a week or two later. Under
norma) conditions, only )0% to ] 5% of the Lake is covered by ice by mid Apri1, most of it in the northern part
of the Lake and Green Bay.

12.6 Navigational Considerations

The route includes harbors at each end enclosed by jetties and the waters of Lake Michigan and Milwaukee Bay
between. The Ports of Milwaukee and Muskegon have speed limits of 4 mph (3.5 knots) and 8 mph (7 knots),
respectively.l25 Both SLICE and the comparative high speed vessels would be subject to these reduced speeds
for about one nautical mile in Milwaukee and four nautical miles in Muskegon. Lake Muskegon has many
shoals and obstructions, the result of which is a 1,600 foot wide navigational channel along its southern portion.
There is no traffic separation scheme or traffic control system. In Milwaukee, the entire breakwater system pro
tecting the outer harbor can be obscured by wave action during rough weather, and care must be taken when
entering the harbor through the main channel. The Coast Guard Marine Safety Office Milwaukee reports no

124 Lake Michigan Carfeny,lnc. WWW at URL http://www.ssbadger.comlsailinfo.html.

125 Telephone contact. LT Siclder and P.O Yuset; U.S. Coast Guard, MSO Milwaukee, August II, 1999.
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Given this operating profile, total one-way trip time from terminal to terminal using the 72 meter Incat WPC is
estimated at 2 hours and 55 minutes, comprised of 31 minutes in Milwaukee Harbor, 101 minutes on Lake
Michigan, and 43 minutes in Muskegon Harbor. With the SLICE 600, total trip time is 3 hours and 30 minutes,
comprised of 31 minutes in Milwaukee Harbor, 135 minutes on Lake Michigan, and 43 minutes in Muskegon
Harbor. Finally, with the AMD K50, total trip time is 2 hours and 45 minutes, comprised of 31 minutes in Mil
waukee Harbor, 90 minutes on Lake Michigan, and 43 minutes in Muskegon Harbor.

As noted earlier, controlling depths in Milwaukee Harbor are marginal in comparison to the 28.5 foot draft of
the SLICE 600. From the main harbor entrance where controlling depths are 32 feet, a channel runs south paral
lel to the breakwater, and has depths of between 27 to 35 feet. In the vicinity of the proposed ferry terminal 10
cation near the Coast Guard station, depths decrease to as little as 17 feet. Although not subject to tidal fluctua
tion of any significant amount, seasonal water levels in Lake Michigan can be up to 2 feet above the charted low
water datums referenced above and on the nautical charts, which would work to the advantage of the deep draft
of the SLICE 600.

In Muskegon, in August 1996 the controlling depths in the entrance to Muskegon Lake from deep water in Lake
Michigan were 21 feet in the south half of the approach and 23 feet in the north half to the ends of the breakwa
ters, thence 27 feet in the outer basin, thence 25 feet (27 feet at midchanne1) between the piers and revetments to
Muskegon Lake. From there, depths generally range from 31 feet to 79 feet to the harbor facilities on the south
shore of Lake Muskegon. Although adequate for the 72 meter Incat WPC and the AMD K50, these controlling
depths are either unsuitable or marginal with respect to the 28.5 foot draft of the SLICE 600, with the area of
greatest limitation being the approach to the main channel, the outer basin, and the channel itself.

12.7 Environmental Considerations

The only known wake and wash restriction is at the Bear Lake Entrance Channel on the north side of Lake Mus
kegon. The Bear Lake Channel is approximately Y2 mile north of the Lake Muskegon navigational channel and
wake wash from the SLICE operating at eight knots will not be an issue. The Fox Associates study shows that
SLICE's wash energy at eight knots is virtually zero and certainly well below the stringent Washington State
Ferry standard. There are no known species of whales or other large marine mammals frequenting these waters,
nor are there any known areas of critical environmental concern along the location of the proposed route.

12.8 Market Forecasts and Financial Analysis

As noted earlier in this chapter, Hydrolink LLC is planning to acquire two Incat 72 meter RoPax wave piercing
catamarans for use between Milwaukee and Muskegon. The service is planned to operate seasonally from ap
proximately April 1 to mid December, beginning with the 2001 season. The craft would each operate 3 round
trips per day, for a total of 6 round trips daily for the route. They each accommodate 325 passengers and 75
AEU, or a combination of up to 2 motorcoaches and 65 automobiles. Service speed is 40 knots, however the
vessel would be subject to speed restrictions in both Milwaukee Harbor and Muskegon Harbor, as noted under
the discussion of navigational issues later in this chapter. Although the breakwater-to-breakwater travel time
would be 1 hour and 45 minutes using the 72 meter WPCs, the total one-way trip time due to these speed restric
tions would therefore be just under three hours.

12.8.1 Baseline Ferry Patronage

As noted earlier, the Hydrolink market study suggests fares of $115 one-way for two passengers and a vehicle,
or $150 one-way for four passengers and a vehicle. This equates to a one-way adult passenger fare of approxi
mately $33.00 (not including passenger facility charges), and a one-way automobile fare of $49.00 (not includ
ing passengers). Motorcoach fares are estimated at $150 one-way (not including passengers). These fares are
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approximately 7.3% higher than those currently offered by LMC on their Ludington to Manitowoc route, per
haps reflecting in part the more frequent service and reduced trip time to be offered by Hydrolink in comparison
to the existing LMC service.

Although there are no firm plans yet regarding how to employ the vessels during the off-season, there are two
major options. The first option would be operate from April 1 through mid December, and then simply lay the
vessel up for three months locally. This is the least desirable option financially, since two multi-million dollar
vessels would then be unproductive for 25% of the year. The second option is operate from April 1 through mid
November, and then reposition the vessels from mid November to April 1 in a warmer seasonal climate such as
Florida or the Gulf of Mexico, and serve peak season demand in those areas during the Lake Michigan off
season. The only feasible route out of Lake Michigan to the Atlantic Ocean would be via the Saint Lawrence
Seaway, with a repositioning trip from Lake Michigan to Florida taking approximately one week to complete.

Both of these two possible vessel repositioning scenarios are considered in the market and financial analysis.
Under the scenario in which no vessel repositioning occurs, the operating season is assumed to run from April 1
through mid December, and the total annual vessel debt repayment expense is allocated to these operations on
the Milwaukee to Muskegon route. Under the second scenario in which the vessel is assumed to be repositioned
to another market in the off-season, the operating season is assumed to run from April I to mid November, and
only eight months of the total annual vessel debt repayment expenses is allocated to the operations between
Milwaukee and Muskegon, with the remaining four months allocated to the off-season operator. Separate tables
presenting the financial analysis results are presented later in this chapter for both of these vessel repositioning
scenarios.

Regarding passenger and vehicle patronage, note that, on many conventional RoPax ferry services, the observed
ratio of vehicle boardings to passenger boardings ranges from between 0.28 to about 0040, with an average of
approximately 0.34. 126 However, the three RoPax vessels reviewed here (Incat 72 meter WPC, AMD K50, and
SLICE 600) have a ratio of AEU vehicle capacity to passenger capacity ranging between 0.15 and 0.23. It is
assumed for this case study that for each vessel type analyzed, vehicle boardings will be equal to 100% of the
ratio of AEU vehicle capacity to passenger capacity. For example, for the Incat 72 meter WPC, the ratio of
AEU vehicle capacity to passenger capacity is 75/325, or 0.23. Therefore, for example, if 200 passengers board
the Incat 72 meter WPC on a given trip, 46 vehicles are also assumed to board on that trip.

Based on the market and financial analysis that follows, and utilizing the market analysis financial analysis
methods described in Chapter 8, baseline annual equilibrium (year 3 and beyond) passenger boardings would
total 757,100 , and baseline equilibrium vehicle boardings would total 174,133 under the baseline case using the
Incat 72 meter WPC and assuming that the vessel is not repositioned to another market during the off-season
(see the baseline vessel portion of Table 12-6). Assuming the vessel is repositioned to another market during
the off-season, then the baseline annual equilibrium (year 3 and beyond) passenger boardings would total
647,000 annually, and baseline equilibrium vehicle boardings would total 148,810 under the baseline case using
the Incat 72 meter WPC (see the baseline vessel portion of Table 12-7). In order to evaluate these baseline pa
tronage estimates in the context of the overall travel market between Milwaukee and Muskegon, a review of the
existing travel between these two areas is performed below. Modes of travel that currently service this market
include auto, air, rail, bus and other ferry services.

Baseline Travel Market - Auto

From Muskegon, U.S. Route 31 extends south to Interstate 196, which runs along the eastern shore of southern
Lake Michigan. Interstate 196 then connects with Interstate 94, which continues around the southern part of the
Lake Michigan shoreline, through Chicago and north to Milwaukee. Total driving distance from Milwaukee to

126 Based on observed total passenger boardings and vehicle boardings for BC Ferries, Washington State Ferries, Cape May - Lewes ferry, Alaska Marine
Highway System, Lake Michigan Carferry, and Bay Ferries service between Saint John and Digby.
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Muskegon is 270 statute miles, and driving time one-way from Milwaukee to Muskegon is about 5 hours and 15
minutes under nonnal traffic conditions.

Assuming an out of pocket cost of $0.32 per vehicle mile, and an average vehicle occupancy of 2 persons, the
270 statute mile trip between Milwaukee and Muskegon by automobile would cost approximately $43 one-way
per person. According to the market study conducted for Hydrolink by the firm Anderson & Roethle of Mil
waukee, it is estimated that there are approximately 7 million annual one-way persons trips by automobile
around the perimeter of Lake Michigan. It is assumed here that this figure includes all trips around Lake Michi
gan, including those to and from areas that are outside of the Milwaukee and Muskegon/Grand Rapids metro
politan areas. Therefore, to be more conservative, it is assumed that only 30% of these 7 million person trips, or
2.1 million persons trips, are made between the Milwaukee and Muskegon/Grand Rapids metropolitan areas.

Baseline Travel Market - Air Travel

There are three commercial service airports that service the Muskegon and Milwaukee metropolitan areas.
These are (1) General Mitchell International Airport in Milwaukee, (2) Muskegon County Airport, and (3) Kent
County International Airport (Grand Rapids).

General Mitchell International is located on Milwaukee's south side, approximately one mile from Interstate 94.
Total passenger enplanements in 1996 for General Mitchell International were 2,682,179, composed of 2.5 mil
lion major air carrier enplanements, with the remainder being almost entirely commuter air carrier enplane
ments. Muskegon County Airport is located near the junction of U.S. Route 31 and Interstate 96 in southern
Muskegon County. Total passenger enplanements in 1996 for Muskegon County Airport were 32,941, com
posed almost entirely of commuter air carrier enplanements. Kent County International Airport is located sev
eral miles to the southeast of downtown Grand Rapids, off of Interstate 96. Total passenger enplanements in
1996 for Kent County International were 851,050, composed of 778,000 major air carrier enplanements, with
the remainder being almost entirely commuter air carrier enplanements.

Airlines that offer flights from Milwaukee to Muskegon include only Midwest Express, which operates the
Beechcraft B100 turboprop (9 seats). There are three round trips daily, with a one-way travel time from gate-to
gate of 30 minutes. Infonnation from airline reservation systems for the month of October 1999 indicates that
current round trip coach air fares are $390. Indirect service between Milwaukee and Muskegon is also offered
by United Airlines via Chicago O'Hare, and Northwest via Detroit Metro. Recent round trip coach air fares on
these indirect flights range from $369 to $575, with aircraft types including various turboprops and narrow body
jets.

Airlines that offer direct flights from Milwaukee to Kent County International in Grand Rapids include only
Midwest Express, which operates the Beechcraft B100 turboprop (9 seats) and the Fairchild Aerospace 328JET
regional jet (32 seats), which was introduced to service on this route in October 1999. There are about eight
round trips daily. One-way travel time from gate-to-gate is 40 minutes with the Beechcraft B100, and only 5
minutes shorter with the 328JET. Infonnation from airline reservation systems for the month of October 1999
indicates that round trip coach air fares range from between $354 and $438. Indirect service between Milwau
kee and Grand Rapids is also offered by United Airlines via Chicago O'Hare, US Airways via Indianapolis,
American Trans Air via Chicago Midway, Northwest Airlines via Detroit Metro, and Continental Airlines via
Detroit Metro and Cleveland, with recent round trip coach fares on these indirect flights ranging from a low of
$349 on United, up to $1,093 on Continental. Total travel times on these indirect flights range from just over 2
hours on United to 3 hours and 30 minutes on Continental, with aircraft types including various turboprops and
narrow body jets.

Air travel data for calendar year 1995, developed from a combination ofFonn 41, Fonn 298-C and 10% Sample
data obtained from the U.S. Department of Transportation, Office of Airline Infonnation, reveal that there were
only about 150 origin-destination passengers that flew direct between General Mitchell International Airport in
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Milwaukee and Muskegon County Airport in 1995. An additional 9,500 transfer passengers also flew between
these two airports, with 4,250 passengers flying from Muskegon to Milwaukee, where they connected with
flights beyond Milwaukee, and 4,150 passengers arriving at Milwaukee from another airport, where they then
connected with flights on to Muskegon.

Between General Mitchell International Airport in Milwaukee and Kent County International Airport in Grand
Rapids, that there were approximately 8,250 origin-destination passengers that flew direct in each direction in
1995, for a total of 16,500 direct origin-destination air trips between these two airports. An additional 41,600
transfer passengers also flew between these two airports, with 18,350 passengers flying from Grand Rapids to
Milwaukee, where they connected with flights beyond Milwaukee, and 19,100 passengers arriving at Milwaukee
from another airport, where they then connected with flights on to Grand Rapids.

Baseline Travel Market - Rail

Amtrak provides indirect rail passenger service between Milwaukee and Grand Rapids, which is about 35 statute
miles southeast of Muskegon along Interstate 96. This service is provided indirectly via Chicago, requiring pas
sengers to change trains in Chicago. The "Hiawatha Service" operates on the 86 statute mile route between
Milwaukee and Chicago, with stops at Sturtevant and Glenview. The spring/summer 1999 Amtrak schedule
indicates that this train operates six round trips daily, except for Sundays when five round trips are performed.
Departures from Milwaukee are at 6:20 AM, 8:00 AM, 10:35 AM, 12:35 PM, 3:00 PM, and 5:40 PM. Depar
tures from Chicago are at 8:25 AM, 10:30 AM, 12:33 PM, 3:15 PM, 5:08 PM, and 8:05 PM. One-way travel
time is one hour and 30 minutes. At Chicago, one is then required to transfer to the "Pere Marquette" train,
which operates on the 176 statute mile route between Chicago and Grand Rapids, with stops at Benton Harbor
and Holland. The spring/summer 1999 Amtrak schedule indicates that this train operates one round trip daily,
departing Chicago at 5:35 PM central time and arriving in Grand Rapids at 9:30 PM central time, for a 4 hour
travel time on this leg of the journey. From Grand Rapids, the train departs at 7:45 AM eastern time and arrives
in Chicago at 11 :40 AM eastern time.

To travel from Milwaukee to Grand Rapids, one would depart Milwaukee on the Hiawatha at 3:00PM, arriving
in Chicago at 4:32 PM, and then transfer to the Pere Marquette, which departs Chicago at 5:35 PM and arrives
in Grand Rapids at 9:30 PM central time. Including transfers, this is a total trip time of 6 hours and 30 minutes.
To travel from Grand Rapids to Milwaukee, one would depart Grand Rapids at 6:45 AM central time on the
Pere Marquette, arriving in Chicago at 10:40 AM central time, and then transfer to the Hiawatha, with the next
train for Milwaukee departing Chicago at 12:33 PM and arriving in Milwaukee at 2:07 PM. Including transfers,
this is a total trip time of almost 7 hours.

The lowest fare available in the fall of 1999 for an unreserved coach seat on the Milwaukee to Chicago route
was $19 one-way, and the lowest fare available in the fall of 1999 for an unreserved coach seat on the Chicago
to Grand Rapids route was $33 one-way, for a total cost of $52 one-way. Because the trip involves a change of
train, ridership figures for those whose true origins and destinations are in Milwaukee and Grand Rapids are dif
ficult to obtain. However, fiscal year 1998 ridership on the Hiawatha Service, as reported by Amtrak, was
298,334, and on the Pere Marquette was 46,804. 127 Therefore, the absolute maximum number of rail passengers
traveling between Milwaukee and Grand Rapids would be 46,804. However, because Chicago is an Amtrak hub
serving other major destinations as well, such as Minneapolis/St. Paul, Kansas City, St. Louis and Indianapolis,
it is likely that a sizeable portion of this total consists of passengers whose final destination is Chicago, or pas
sengers who are connecting at Chicago to travel on to destinations other than Milwaukee. Therefore, it is esti
mated that true origin and destination rail ridership between Milwaukee and Grand Rapids is approximately
20% of this total, or about 4,750 passengers annually in each direction.

Baseline Travel Market - Bus

127 Amtrak. WWWat URL http://www.amtrak.comlnews/pr/atk98126b.html.
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Russel's Official National Motorcoach Guide for the U.S. and Canada for August 1999 was referenced to iden
tify intercity bus companies offering service between Milwaukee and Muskegon. Greyhound is the only carrier
providing motorcoach service between Milwaukee and Muskegon. The service requires lengthy stopovers in
Chicago and Grand Rapids of 2 to 3 hours on average, with total travel times including stopovers ranging from
between 6 hours to more than 12 hours, and with some departures occurring at inconvenient times in the early
morning pre-dawn hours. Total route distance is approximately 288 statute miles. Service operates daily, with
two departures daily from Milwaukee at 3:30 AM and 2:00 PM, and three departures daily from Muskegon at
7:00 AM, 10:10 PM, and 3:15 AM. Current adult round trip fares range from between $89 to $108.

This operating schedule indicates a total of approximately 1,825 one-way vehicle trips are made annually.
Given that a typical intercity motorcoach has a seating capacity between 46 and 55 seats, with a fleet average of
about 49 seats, this equates to a total of approximately 44,700 one-way bus passenger trips annually, assuming
an average load factor of 50%, which is typical of scheduled intercity motorcoach service nationwide.

Baseline Travel Market - Other Ferry Service

As noted earlier, Lake Michigan Carferry operates seasonal RoPax service between Manitowoc, Wisconsin and
Ludington, Michigan between May and October. Service is offered daily, and in 1999, a single round trip was
offered daily from May 14 to June 17 and August 30 to October 17, and two round trips were offered daily from
June 18 to August 29. Since 1992, this is the general schedule that has been offered each year. The SS Badger
carried 115,000 passengers and 34,000 vehicles between Manitowoc and Ludington during its first season in
1992, operating on a similar schedule. 128 It is the company policy of Lake Michigan Carferry not to disclose
patronage data, nor are they required to do so as a condition of receiving any federal, state or local operating or
non-operating subsidies, since they receive none. Therefore, more recent patronage data are not available, how
ever anecdotal evidence suggest current ridership exceeds these historical figures, and a figure of 138,000 an
nual passenger boardings is used here as a current estimate.

On the 54 nautical mile route between Manitowoc, Wisconsin, and Ludington, Michigan, total one-way trip time
is 4 hours. Adult fares for the 1999 season on this route were $61.00 round trip, with discounts for seniors and
children. Round trip fares are $92 for automobiles, vans and pickups (not including their passengers), $280 for
motorcoaches (not including passengers), and $450 for tractor trailers (not including passengers).

In 1984, the Michigan Department of Transportation conducted a survey of ferry passengers on Lake Michigan.
Key findings were that 58% of ferry passengers were residents of Wisconsin or Michigan, about evenly split
between the two states, and that 67% of passengers were recreational travelers, with only 6% on business related
trips. 129

Baseline Travel Market - All Modes

Based on the above analysis of baseline travel by mode, it is estimated that total travel by all modes between
Milwaukee and Muskegon/Grand Rapids metropolitan area is approximately 2.3 million one-way trips annually,
comprised of2.1 million one-way persons trips by auto, 16,650 one-way trips by air, 4,750 trips by rail, 44,700
trips by bus, and 138,000 trips by other ferry services. In addition to diversion from these existing modes of
travel, it is possible that the introduction of high speed ferry service could result in some level of induced travel
demand, which is typically defined as trips that are new to the overall travel market, and that are not currently
being made on other existing modes, and that would not otherwise be made absent the introduction of the new
transportation service. Assuming here a modest level of induced travel resulting from the introduction of high
speed ferry service equal to 5% of the overall travel market, the estimated baseline equilibrium passenger board-

128 Phone contact. Thomas Hawley. Lake Michigan Carferry, Inc. May 25,1999.

129 Wisconsin Department of Transportation. Passenger Ferry Service: An overview and study proposal for passenger ferry service in Wisconsin. June
1994.
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ings of 757,100 in the baseline case using the 72 meter WPC and assuming no vessel repositioning in the off
season would represent approximately 31 % of the total travel market.

Other than the Hydrolink market study, which was not made available by Hydrolink for review, the only other
high speed ferry market study performed for Lake Michigan is the 1980 study completed for the Board of Har
bor Commissioners in Milwaukee, which as noted earlier reviewed possible service by hovercraft on the route
between Milwaukee and Muskegon. At the time the study was completed in 1980, estimated patronage in the
year 2000 for this service was 468,000 passenger boardings and 268,000 vehicle boardings. IJO

Without the application of the more advanced travel forecasting methods discussed earlier in Chapter 8, a rea
sonable and empirically defensible independent estimate of the baseline patronage that might materialize on this
proposed ferry route, with full consideration given to the level of service attributes on other competing modes in
this market, cannot be made. However, given the travel times, fares and frequency of service offered by the
proposed Hydrolink service relative to these level of service attributes on other modes serving this market such
as auto, air, rail, and bus, it does not seem unreasonable that the Hydrolink service would capture a sizeable
share of the existing market.

12.8.2 Financial Analysis

The economic performance of the various vessel types and operating scenarios is first estimated at a break-even
level of patronage for the proposed operating schedule. The break-even level is defined here as the level of pas
senger and vehicle patronage required to achieve an internal rate of return of 15% with the baseline fare. This is
then followed by a baseline fare scenario, in which the baseline fare is utilized in conjunction with the estimated
patronage for each vessel type. Finally, a profit maximizing fare scenario is conducted in which fare levels are
varied to achieve the maximum internal rate of return, or minimum annual net cash deficit, possible.

Break Even Scenario

As noted above, the estimate of the baseline annual equilibrium passenger and vehicle patronage is based upon
the level of patronage that would be required to return a 15% internal rate of return given the proposed baseline
vessel, and the proposed baseline operating schedule and fares. This is referred to here as a "break-even" finan
cial analysis. Again, applying this methodology to the baseline case using the Incat 72 meter WPC, annual equi
librium (year 3 and beyond) passenger boardings are estimated at 757,100 and annual equilibrium vehicle board
ings at 174,133, assuming no off-season vessel repositioning (see Table 12-6). Therefore, to achieve this mini
mum level of profitability using the Incat 72 meter WPC, an average passenger capacity utilization rate, or load
factor, of 77% would be required. Even under the break-even analysis assuming vessel repositioning, presented
in Table 12-7, the required passenger load factor for the Incat 72 meter WPC is 74.1 %.

This break-even methodology was next extended to the other comparative vessel types analyzed for this case
study, with the results also presented in Table 12-6 and Table 12-7. This type of analysis is illuminating be
cause it identifies how much patronage an operator would be required to attract to attain a minimum level of
profitability, for a given type of vessel and given operating scenario. If all else held equal, an operator is re
quired to attract a significantly greater number of passengers, or achieve an unrealistically high annual load fac
tor, with a particular vessel to attain the same level of minimum profitability possible with an alternative base-

130 Transportation and Economic Research Associates, Inc. Phase 1 Report on Feasibility Study ofa Cross-Lake Passenger Auto Air Cushion Ferry Ser
vice. Prepared for the Board of Harbor Commissioners, City of Milwaukee. August 1980.
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line vessel, then this indicates that the baseline vessel would likely be viewed as superior by the potential opera
tor.

The off-season vessel repositioning scenario, presented in Table 12-7, results in financial performance that is
only marginally superior to the no vessel repositioning scenario presented in Table 12-6. Therefore, the focus of
the following discussion of the break-even financial analysis will be on the findings in Table 12-6 only.

The AMD K50 is able to achieve an internal rate of return of 15% with a passenger load factor of 66.3%, and a
vehicle load factor of 72.2%, with annual passenger boardings of 802,500 and annual vehicle boardings of
176,550, both only slightly higher than the number of boardings required for the Incat 72 meter WPC. Signifi
cant differences in operating expenses and revenues between the AMD K50 and the baseline Incat 72 meter
WPC include salaries, wages and benefits for deck and engine crew, which are 29% less for the AMD K50,
largely because of the somewhat smaller total crew complement of the AMD K50, and because somewhat fewer
operating hours with the AMD K50 because of the faster operating speed and a one-way trip time that is 6.3%
less than for the baseline Incat 72 meter WPC. Vessel fuel and lubricant expense for the AMD K50 is 29%
greater than in the baseline case, because of the higher fuel consumption rate per hour at operating speed for the
AMD K50, which is offset only slightly be the fewer total operating hours annually for the AMD K50.

For the SLICE 600, only a single vessel operating three round trips daily is assumed, largely because the SLICE
600 has a passenger capacity nearly twice that of the baseline Incat 72 meter WPC. This schedule would require
operations a minimum of 21 hours per day, however, as compared to about 18 hours a day for the Incat 72 meter
WPC and the AMD K50. In both cases, additional time would be required for vessel loading and unloading and
turnaround activities, suggesting that in all cases, perhaps two round trips per day per vessel would be somewhat
more realistic. To achieve the break-even 15% internal rate of return, the SLICE 600 requires 725,700 annual
passenger boardings, and 108,855 vehicle boardings, which correspond to load factors of 80% and 82.4%, re
spectively. These patronage levels represent only a 4% decrease in passenger boardings, but a 37% decline in
vehicle boardings relative to the Incat 72 meter Wpc. Major differences in SLICE 600 operating expenses rela
tive to the Incat 72 meter WPC include vessel debt repayment expense, which for the SLICE 600 is 32% less
than for the Incat 72 meter WPC, due to the fact that only one SLICE 600 vessel is utilized, but two Incat 72
meter WPC vessels are used. Expenses for salaries, wages and benefits for both deck and engine crew are 40%
less for the SLICE 600, for vessel maintenance are 26% less, and for marine hull insurance are 32% less, all a
reflection of the use of a single vessel rather than two vessels. However, fuel and lubricant expense is actually
greater by 26% for the SLICE 600, despite the use of only one vessel, because of the higher fuel consumption
rates at operating speed of the SLICE 600, and its slower operating speed which increases total operating hours
per vessel.

Baseline Fare Scenario

For the next set of market and financial analyses, presented in Table 12-8 and Table 12-9, the baseline Incat 72
meter WPC annual ridership of 757,100 passengers and 174,133 vehicles serves as the basis from which patron
age estimates for the other comparative vessel types are made, according to the observed demand elasticities for
RoPax ferry travel with respect to total travel time, fare and frequency of service, and based on sea state and
seakeeping analyses, as discussed in Chapter 8. As was the case with the break-even analyses, the baseline fare
scenario that assumes that there is off-season vessel repositioning, presented in Table 12-9, results in financial
performance that is only marginally superior to the scenario presented in Table 12-8 that assumes that there is no
vessel repositioning. Therefore, the focus of the following discussion of the baseline fare scenario financial
analysis will be on the findings in Table 12-8 only.

Table 12-8 presents the "baseline fare scenario," in which the Incat 72 meter WPC baseline patronage is varied
as a function of the comparative vessel travel times, and the relative seakeeping performance of each vessel un
der the wave climate conditions for this case study region, but fares are kept the same for all vessel types at the
baseline fare levels. The relative financial performance of the comparative vessels are generally the same for
the direct operating cost categories such as crew and fuel, as described earlier under the break-even scenarios.
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Under this scenario, for the AMD K50 it is estimated that there would be approximately 35,692 additional pas
senger boardings than in the baseline case with the Incat 72 meter WPC because of the decrease in total one-way
travel time relative to the Incat 72 meter WPC of 6.3%, or about 11 minutes. Based on the seakeeping analysis
presented in Chapter 5, both the Incat 72 meter WPC and the AMD K50 are assumed to have generally similar
seakeeping performance, and therefore there is no change in estimated ridership due to relative seakeeping per
formance for the AMD K50. The resulting annual patronage of 792,792 passengers and 174,414 vehicles yields
an internal rate of return under this scenario for the AMD K50 of 14.03%, approximately the same as the 15%
baseline internal rate of return achieved with the Incat 72 meter WPC.

Because of the speed restrictions in Milwaukee Harbor and Muskegon Harbor, which all of the vessel types con
sidered here would be subject to, the SLICE 600 has an overall travel time only 19.4% greater than the Incat 72
meter WPC, despite the fact that the SLICE 600 has a 25% slower operating speed than the Incat 72 meter
WPC. For the SLICE 600, it is estimated that there would be approximately 110,320 fewer passenger boardings
than in the baseline case with the Incat 72 meter WPC because of the 19.4% increase in one-way travel time
relative to the Incat 72 meter WPC, a total travel time increase of about 30 minutes.

Based on the seakeeping analysis presented in Chapter 5 and the methodology presented in Chapter 8 regarding
the impact of seakeeping performance on patronage, it is estimated that about 3,388 additional passengers would
board the SLICE 600 relative to the baseline case with the Incat 72 meter WPC. The resulting annual patronage
of 551,745 passengers and 82,762 vehicles yields no meaningful figure for the internal rate ofreturn, because
there are no positive net cash flows generated in any of the years analyzed under this scenario. The annual net
cash flow for years 3 through 15 for the SLICE 600 is minus $1.7 million.

Profit Maximizing Fare Scenario

In Table 12-10 and Table 12-11, an extension of the baseline fare scenario referred to as the "profit maximizing
fare scenario" is presented. Under this scenario, fares for the comparative vessel types were varied to determine
if a fare level other than the baseline fare could yield an internal rate of return higher than that under the baseline
fare scenario. Therefore, in addition to changes in the baseline patronage resulting from different travel times
and seakeeping performance, changes in patronage resulting from different fare levels are also considered in
combination with these other level of service parameters. As before, the assumption of off-season vessel reposi
tioning, as presented Table 12-11, results in financial performance that is only marginally superior to the sce
nario assuming no vessel repositioning as presented Table 12-10. Therefore, the focus of the following discus
sion of the profit maximizing fare scenario financial analysis will be on the findings in Table 12-10 only.
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TABLE 12-6: MILWAUKEE - MUSKEGON "BREAK-EvEN" FINANCIAL ANALYSIS (No
VESSEL REPOSITIONING)

Results from Discounted Cash Flow Analvsis (Amounts and Percent Difference from Baseline)
"Baseline,> ' ",', "',', " Scenanos"

Vessel Type Incat 72m AMD K50 SLICE 600

_____________________ I_n~~r:.n!l! ~_a~~p! ~_e~~'!'_~'3~)~) ~~99r~ ~5.99r,,- _
________________ E'9!'!ty !~~~st~_e_n!: y'e_s_s~~ ~!'~Il.a_s~ :~~,§99}~~O :~fi,.o.o9}!~ _

Equity Investment - Start-Up Expenses & -$4451561 -$4,674,355
Provision of Working Capital ' ,

- - - E<iuitV-'nvestme-nl: - Cash -Deficits-(I(a-ny) 'learn 1-& 2 - - - - - - - :$11,756;784 - - "-$12,272:188 - - -- -- --

EQU'LI8RIUM>YEAR~3 THROUGH,15ANNUAti~~T1NG f>ROFIL

15"00%
~ ~ ~-)?;{~~,999 ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~

-$3,947,565

- - --$9:480,667 - - - - - - --

Vessel Type Incat 72m AMD K50 SLICE 600
____ ()OQ _(?1c6_%L_

90 [20"0%)

~ ~ ~:: ~ ~ ~ ~:: j ~(:~~9~0~
3 hrs, 29 min" (19A%)

~ ~ ~::: ~ J~j?:(~~"g~0~
________5.,?fi? _U~c4_oIH _

_______~34_9Q 39,0_~L.
725,700 (-4" 1%)

~ ~ ~ ~::: ~9,:O:~~(?~~O~1~~
_______~".9.QQ39,0_o~L.

108,855 (-37BYo)
- -- -- - -82-foioWi%)--

$3,816,997 (-32.7%)

'>,,' -

$6,189,725 (9,1%)$5,673,915
Vessel Debt Repayment (combined

principal and interest
EQUILlQRIUM YEARS 3 THROUGH 15ANIllUAt. CASH EXPEIIISES (OTHER THAN INTERES
Direct Operating c_' >",,',' , ,

Salaries,Wages and Benefits $4876442 $3457246 (-29,1%) $2,911,933 (-40,3%)
(Deck and En9,ne, Officers & Crew) " "

~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ - ~ ~: ~ ~: ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ :vess:ei F~el a,;~ ~:u~!i~~6ts ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~,:1~M~8 ~ ~ ~ ]t§§~;iQ{ (~t~%):: ---$7:71-i,053 -(25~6-%)-

- - - - - - - -. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -Y~~~~a~~t~~~~~;u?:n~c~ - - - - - - - - -~H~~~~~~ ----~B~H66 fH~~(--- ~:: ))~~~~',~~~~~~~~J~i(:
Direct Operating Costs Subtotal $14,682,310 $15,233,534 (3.8%) $13,240,387 (-9.8%)

In<IlNc;t Ooetat!ng COISts;,"; '" "' ,,",,0;;;'";'>''' ' "'" ' '"" ,," "

Total Revenues $40,488,736 $42,494,141 (5.0%) $35,886,954 (-11.3%)
I!QUItIBfUUM:YEA~Si3;THROUGH'15 NET,CASK1"LOW BEFORe,TAXES y,' , '" "";"e' , ; : ,,"4r';!" ;;,',"," __ ",<",*"*"" ":,,' ' ' ,,l,:,;,":;lli& "h.:"

Equilibrium Year 3 Net Cash Flow Before Taxes $3,425,054 $3,597,654 5.0% $3,459,982 1.0%

Notes:
"no meaningful figure" means that the~ wae no positive net cash flows in any of the years analyzed, and therefore the calculation of the internal rate ofreturn has no meaning
(I) The return on equity investment over the emire project life, calculated on a discounted cash flow basis.
(2) From years 16 to 25, vessel debt repayment expenses is zero for all vessel type scenarios because the loan term is 15 years

Rather than duplicate the above for years 16 to 25 when vessel debt repayment expenses is zero for al1 vessel types, only years
3 thmugh 15 arc presenled in the above summaI)' of the discolUlted cash now analysis.

(3) Passenger facility charges (pre)
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Case Study #4 - Lake Michigan (Milwaukee - Muskegon)

TABLE 12-7: MILWAUKEE - MUSKEGON "BREAK-EvEN" FINANCIAL ANALYSIS

(WITH OFF-SEASON VESSEL REPOSITIONING)

Results from Discounted Cash Flow Analysis (Amounts and Percent Difference from Baseline)
A;iF Basefimt'"" I~""A<, ' ,'':',/,<' Seena

Vessel Type Incat 72m AMD K50 SLICE 600

Internal Rate of Retum (IRR)") 15.00% 15.00% 15.00%
~ ~~ ~~~~~~ ~~~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~ciu}tY~l~y~~f~~~('~~~~~~I~~~~c~~~~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~~j~~@~~~~ ~ ~ ~'}~;~~~,9W~ ~~ ~~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ j?;{~~·9gg ~ ~~~~ ~~ ~

Equity Investment· Start·Up Expenses & .$3804200 .$3,987,618 .$3,415,566
Provision of Working Capital ' ,

... Eciulty'lnvestmerit'·' ca'sh-l5aiiii (il any)Yeari i'& 2 ,,- -----:$9'-8-i1~928 ---$'fO:222.526"'· - - - - - ... '·$7;976".116' - - - - - -.

EQUltlBRlUMYEARS 3 THROUGH '15~f:lNUAt.O~eRATiNG PROF! ", ,II

Vessel Type Incat 72m AMD K50 SLICE 600

$13,847,586 (3.9%) $11,958,344 (.10.3%)
'",.,

Direct Operating Costs Subtotal $13,332,053

DiAlCl OpwatlnlfCosts. ' '.
Salaries, Wages and Benefits

(Deck and Engine, Officers & Crew) $4,334,615
..... - - - - - - - ---- ---- - -. 'Vessel-Fuel'arid'Cubricarits ~ .. ' $5'-4'6'(304
. - - •• - - - - - ••• -- -- - -. - -,. Ve-sse! Maintenance"Costs ."" $2'-1'6"( 133
- - - - - ••.. - - -. - " - - .. rian'n'e' Huillnsurance - - - - - •• -' $i '-3i5~OOO

Indil'KtOlMK'ilting

____ ••• _' _. _ .!:a_s_s!l!'~!l:~a'p_a_c!ty.~~r.Y~~~~I • ~~~ ~99"l2.?1!~o) .. """ _§QQ J?~,~O~o2_

Vehicle Capacity Per Vessel 75 89 (187") 90 (200")
(Automobile Equivalent Units) . " ' m

• - - - - - .•••. - - - - -. - "" r-.iu'mber olVes;;els . ----------·"···2 ~:: ~ ~ ~~~~~~?~(9;~'{o)~:::::~ ~:: ~ ~ ~~~ D~~~9%)~

........ " " One·WaYVesseifravei Time -- -. - - - 2-fi';: 55'mi-n: 2 hrs, 44 min, (-6.3%) 3 hrs, 29 min (194%)

:: ~ ~ ~::: :"(a:t~[~~~~~[9~~~0J~y~~~~~~1:"(nRs:~~~~~~~~ - - - - - - - - •• - - - 2:688 ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~,~~~~0:~'{o):::::::::: ~ ~1:~~~H~9%):
____ ." ." _. _~,!,!'!.aJ_Qe~r.!'!i!l9_f!~~r,s,e~r.Y~~~~1 ~~~~~~ ~~~ ~ ~:: );~~~ _. ~,~?~.0§ .?~/~~ __ . _' 4..,§~?'<]~,4..'&)_

Adult One-Way Passenger Fare (including pfc's)!3) $34.00 ~~4.00.lo,q°(o) ~ ~ ~ ~." ~ .. J3.4c Q() -<9,q~o)."
- ~ - - .. ~ Tolal-Arinu,;i"one-Way Pa-ssenger Boardings - - - - - - 647~666 ~84,60().l5,~°(o) ~2.7.'?()() '<:~.9Y~1..

~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~?~~~~~~C~~~~[t¥ ~t~i~~~~~ J:{~t~ ---··········74,1% §~J_O&_0!~.9~/~~_. .. ??_9~~,<?~~O&2._
•• . __ , . Au_t~~5'.b!l~.<?~~~VY~Y!'.a!~ ... " ~ "" $49~66 $49.00 (0.0%) $49.00 (0.0%)

Total Annual One Way Vehicle Boardin9s ." - ~ '" '148:816 - - - - - -150,612-{1~2°io) --. - - -' - ~ - -94. 18in:36.7o/~)
-- - .. - •. -' - - -. Vehicle'Caoaciiv IAEUl jjt~izaiion 'Rate ------- .. ", '76.8;'/~ ---- -- - 69~jo,io'(:9.8°io) - ... ' - ----86.-i%-(4~5%l--

ANNUALV£$SEJ.DEBTREPAYM .,
Vessel Debt Re~a~ment (c~mbined $3,782,610 $4126484 (9.1%) $2,544,665 (-32.7%)

principal and Interestll ' ,
EQUIUBRIUM YEARS 3 THROUGH 15ANNUALCASH EXPENSES (OTHER THAN INTERESTb, '" ~,.

Indirect Operating Costs Subtotal $14,317,549
£QUillBRI~IlARS 3 mROUGtJ15 ANNUALtREVI!!

$36,251,076 4.8% $31,050,597 (-10.2%)

$14,962,006 (4.5% $13,327,669 -6.9%)
,

., ~~.1,~~q,§?~_l5"~~oL ' ~)~?_4.7_.~?~ _(:~9Y~)__
____$JA~~,] 9?.l1,~~o)_. . ~~,~1.c~.!~? '<:~~·?Y~t

_' _.$_3,1~~,99~.l5"~O!o)_. __ ... ~~,1..~~,~QQ'<:~9Y~)__
.. , g()~~.!l9~_l5"~~oL ~) ,8.a.~.?QQ '<:~9Y~t _
____$_1,~~~.?99 _l5,~'!o) , _•. ~) ,5.~~.?~QJ:~9Y~)__

$0 (n/a) $0 (n/a)

$1,236,308 (·6.3%) $900,308 (·31.8%)

~ ~ ~}):4~6,9~~:((~~o) ~ ~=~::: ~3 ~~{2:,g?~ :(~i~·?%f
... ~.1,q!~,]~?J4,~O!o) ••• __ J8.5_6_.Q! ~ .(:!~.9Y~>'

$714.600 (5.6%) $657.900 (·2.8%)

:::: j~Q~.~~9:(5:~!,j:::::::::~ls:a:.~?g:(~~9%t:
.,. _$?,~~~,~?~.l5"~~o)_•• ~?,~8,5~!?~.(:~~Y'!L
, __ . _~~~q.~) !l_<,5)~"!o) " _J.6_2.4);~() '<:~!lY~L

•.. ~?,~~'!,~?9_l5"~~oJ._•••• _~?,0_4_0~§:~ .(:~()Y~l._
___ ..~~~'!.f)~_~,~O!o~_. ..~8.4.7_,~~?.~:~9Yc!--

$855,750 (5.8%1 $784,8751-3.0%1

$1,319,231

$34,583,638
BEfORE!

Salaries, Wages and Benefits
(Onboard Passenger Service Crew)

:~::: ~ ~~~=~=~=~=~~ ~: ~::: ~~?r~~tI~Q~6~A~~e~~~i~9 ~ ~ ~:: ~::: ~~~3~i3~~~
Reservations & Sales $972,655

- - - - - -- •• -------.- 'Docking 'FeesiPassenger-Faci~~ - - - - - - - ... '$6';;~~~
Charges / Shore Operations '

::::: ::::::::~~~t~~~~~ ~~~:I~~~iri:n:iiy:(P&I)]6~~~~~~ ::::::::: :I(gjjljlj
General Administration $5,342,750

- - •• - -- - ••• -- -- 'Outslde Profe'sslonaiSerVices -. - .. - .•• "$643~5i8

~ ~ ~ ~ ~:: ~~~~~~:~a:a:~~:~~~~r~9~~~~I~~:'=<?e~(q(~~I~~ :::::: ~ ~ ~ ~?~@~!~~
.... _ . __ , GLf!.~~9P ~~~t.C!f,1?~I~~ __ ••• $_8.7.3"1~q

Onboard Gamino - Cost of Sales $808.750

Total Revenues
iI:'QUR;IBRlUM"YI!!ARS !;JtlROUGH-15 NET

Equilibrium Year 3 Net Cash Flow Before Taxes $3,151,426 $3,315,000 5.2% $3,219,919 2.2%)

NOles:
"no melUlingful figure" means that there were no positive net cash flows in any of the years analyzed., and therefore the calculation ofthc internal rate ofretum has no meaning
(I) The return on equity investment over the entire project life. calculated on a discounted cash flow basis.
(2) From years 16 to 25, vessel debt repayment expenses is zero for all vessel type scenarios because the loan term is 15 years.

Rather than duplicate the above for years 16 to 25 when ,'esse! debt repayment expenses is zero for all vessel types, only years
3 through J5 are presented in the above summary of the discounted cash flow analysis.

(3) Passenger facility charges (pfc).
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High Speed Vessels to Market: Comparative Case Studies in the Passenger Trade

TABLE 12-8: MILWAUKEE· MUSKEGON BASELINE FARE SCENARIO FINANCIAL

ANALYSIS (No VESSEL REPOSITIONING)

Results from Discounted Cash Flow Analvsis (Amounts and Percent Difference from Baseline)
',' ',iliI'+ Baseline " ; ,iI'!is',',",jlil'",\1j"", "SCenarios

Vessel Type Incat 72m AMD K50 SLICE 600

-$3,001,307
- -:$-f5~390:3-4-( - - - - - - --

Internal Rate of Return (IRR)(1) 15.00% 14.03% no meaningful figure
-----------------EquiiY investme-nt -- -VesseH'u-rehase :::::::: ~~~,}@~QQQ :::-!G~~QQQ,~~?::::::::: :: :J~~QQ,:O~~:::::::::
- - - - - - - - - - - - - EquitY-lnvest-nienf-- Start=Oi>'Expens-es-8.

Provision of Working Capital -$4,451,561 -$4,617,808
- -- -Equifi"nvestmeiit: -Cash Defi-dts-(ifanv)'Vears-:; "&-2 - - - - - - - :$11,756~7li4 - ':$'f2~519,824-- - - -- - --

~Q11IUBRIUMYEARS 3 THROUGH 15:MINUAt. OPERAl;INGpROFILE'
Vessel Type Incat 12m AMD K50 SLICE 600

Vessel Debt Repayment (combined
principal and interest

$5,673,915 $6,189,725 (9.1%) $3,816,997 (·32.7"10)

EQUILIBRIUM YEARS 3 THROUGH 1lirANNUAI;;CASH EXPENSES, (OTHER THAN INTEReST)" .
Direct Operating Costs . .' . .

Salaries, Wages and Benefits $4876442 $3,457,246 (-291%)
(Deck and Engine, Officers & Crew) , ,

- -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Vessei Fuei anc(Lubrica-n-ts - - - - - - - - -$6:143~968 - - - -$7~859:104"{ii9°/~)--
- -- - - - - - - - - _. - - - - - - - -- ---VesselMaintenance Cos-ts -------- -$2,286~9cici ----$2~417,184- (5 7o/~)- --
- -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - ------- -Marine-Huli inSljraiice --- - - - -- -$1,375~ooci - -- $-{soo,ooo-(9 io/~)- --

Direct Operating Costs Subtotal $14,682,310 $15,233,534 (3.8%)
_~;:0~nJ- eosts</' x~\v;1ill1~#0W::li;:;[ ie "~,; , ''':~Jl2dt'E:<1:+'frhi\v,-~?:,> ;(::<:::-:.""'-}-<'

$2,911,933 (-40.3%)

----$'U17,053' (i56o/~)

::: :$:(~~~,~?:1: [-?~:~oZoj:
$925,000 (-327%)

$13,240,387 (-9.8%)
'.' .

Eauilibrium Year 3 Net Cash Flow Before Taxes $3,425,054

$1,484,135

-- - - - -" - -$1,fi18~749

:::~~::: :~I,:l~~; i~~

Salaries, Wages and Benefits
(Onboard Passenger SeNice Crew)

::::::::::::::::::::::::: M~r~~1i~9:~~~~~y~~I~6~
ReseNations & Sales

-" - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -" - Docking Fees-(Passenge-r-Facility
Charges I Shore Operations $787,100

~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~: ~: ~ ~ ~ :~~!~~t~~:~6~ !6~~~~ItY:(~~E~s:u!~~~ --- -------$2i7~130
General Administration - - - - - - - - -$6,25"1~075

- - - " - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Outside-Professional Services - - - - - - - - - - -$"i52~062

: : : : : : : :<?6~~~~d: ~~~~~ ?~Y~r~!i!~ ~aJ~~ ~ ~~s}:o}:~~I~~ - - - - - - " - -$2,460~575
Gift Shop - Cost of Sales - - - - - - - - -$1 ,0-22~085

--------------------b-nbOara-Ga~nQ=c:oSt-of-S~es ----------$946~3j5

Indirect Ooeratina Costs Subtotal $16,687,458
ICQUIl::lfJRlUM·YEARS3iTHRQUGH1~ANNUAti;'REVENUeS ;;··;·'~*<'"JM\.'M',

________________________________ !:a.s_s~!19~!..F_a!~~ ~?~,~_1.9~~~~

Vehicle Fares $8,708,391

:::::: :~~~~~rY:~~I~~:-:~~~~~~ f?~:~ ~~v!J!~ii~ :~~I~~ :::::::: j~,!:e~~~~Q
____________________ !\I1_c!l~a_ry_~a.I~~: _~i!'_ ~~e>tJ _~a.I~~ g_2!_1~~QQ

Ancillary Sales - Onboard Gaming $1,892,750
- - -. - - - - ----------- - - - - - - - - - Federal~SiatE;or-Local - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- --;

Operating or Non-Operating Subsidy $
Total Revenues $40,468,736

EQUlUBRltlMiYBARS'3THROUGH;15iNEllCASH FLOWBEFORE-,TAXES,i' C

$1,390,846 (-6.3%)

- - - $-1~679,203- fi 7°/~f -
~~:Il~m,~~?:(~~~0:::

$822.792 (4.5%)

::::j~~f,~~~: (~!~~):::
$6,545,533 (4.7%)

- -- - -$7li7,18ii f4jo/~)---
- - - -$-2~576,574- f4'. 7°/~)- --
::: !G:l~QfQ,~?: (~?r~):::

$990,990 (4.7%)
$17,279,185 /3.5%1

___$_2_4,~~~,?.9~_ (<!.- ?r~) _
$8,722,455 (0.2%)

- - - $3~963,959- (4' 70/~)- --

::: !G~~~f~,~!~: (~?r0:::
___ ~_1,~~!,~!3.9_ (4: ?!OL_

$0 (nla)

$41,980,07313.7%

$3,277,629/-4.3%

$1,012,846 (-31.8%)

- - - -$-1~091,384- {-3Z~6oioj

::~::~f~~~l~~: l~~:~~oj:
$581,745 (-26.1%)

- - - - - $165:523- f-zYioioj
~: ~ j:4~~~~,~}l~: Co?!:~~oj:
_____ ~~~~,_3_8_3_l-??,~",(,1_

$1,793,170 (-27.1%)

:::::m~,:e~~: to?!:f~o}:
$689,681 1-27.1%)

$11,937,6771-28.5°7.J

___$_1.7~~g_3!?_ t-?!,!~o1_
____$_4~ ~ ~~,~_1?_ t-??,~OM_

$2,758,724 (-27.1%)
- - - -$-1~65S,234- (-it:i%)-
:::Il~~f~,~~~: @;f~2:

$0 (n/a)

$27,284,605 -32.6%
: '

-$1,710,457 -149.9%

Notes:
"no meaningful figure" means that there were no positive net cash flows in any of the years analyzed. and therefore the calcularion ofrhe internal ralc of return has no meaning
(I) The return on equity investment over the entire project life, calculated on a discounted cash flow basis.
(2) From years 16 to 25, vessel deb! repayment expenses is zero for all vessel type scenarios because the loan tenn is 15 years.

Rather than duplicate the abo\'e for years 16 to 25 when vessel debt repayment expenses is zero for all vessel types. only years
3 through 15 are presented in the above summary of the discounted cash flow analysis.

(3) Passenger fadlity charges (pfe).
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Case Study #4 - Lake Michigan (Milwaukee - Muskegon)

TABLE 12-9: MILWAUKEE - MUSKEGON BASELINE FARE SCENARIO FINANCIAL

ANALYSIS WITH VESSEL REPOSITIONING)

Results from Discounted Cash Flow Analvsis (Amounts and Percent Difference from Baselinel
lSaseline'rYi;Tc~ , SC8nanos ere

Vessel Type Incat 12m AMD K50 SLICE 600

Vessel Type Incat 72m AMD K50 SLICE 600

$2,544,665 (-32.7%)$4,126,484 (9.1 %)$3,782,610
Vessel Debt Repayment (combined

principal and interest
EQUIUBRIUMYEARS;3THROIJGH15'ANNUAL~CASHEXPENSES lOTHERiHAN INTERES I, "

Salaries.Wages and Benefits $4 334 615 $3073108 (-29.1%)
(Deck and Engine, Officers & Crew) ., "

-- --- - -- ----Vessel'FU'ei an,(CU'b'riCanls -. --.,." $5,461 ~3-04 -- -~$6,985,870-(27~9%j-
::::::::::::: ::::::: ::: :~~s~~[~~!~t~~~6~~~9~~s :::::::: J~,}~! ;1):3 :::J~,?~~,~9~:(~:9%j::

Marine Hull Insurance $1,375,000 $1,500,000 (9.1%)

$2,588,385 (-40.3%)

--- -$6,859,603'(25~6°ioj'

----${585,356-(:26.60/;)'
,-' --$925,000-(:32.7°/;)-

Direct Operating Costs Subtotal $13,332,053 $13,847,586 (3.9%)
,lndlrectOperilllno Costs

$11,958,344 (-10.3%)
, .. ' •. ·L.

Salaries. Wages and Benefits $1,319,231 $1236308 (-6.3%)
(Onboard Passenger Service Crew) , ,

::::::::::::::::::::::: :~ark~:~~~~t1o~~iii~~f~; :::::::: J\~~~~~:~ ::::H:~~~:~~~:~~:~~l::-_.. ',,' _ Docking-Fees'iPasse-ngerFac~ity . - ---------. -....•••••_ ", ..• _.
,. • • ~~arll~~! .S.h..o~~Q.~e!§I~q~s ••••••••• , ~!l??0.0.9 ••••• EQY.?9).l..4,!?~'l_.
__ , , ' , • •••~r9!e.cti9~_a.n_d_Lnde",nity.l£'_&Jl Ln_s~~a.,,-c~e . _ _ $)~~ c1_0.9 __ ••• gQ~,~?9.<eIJ.O&1..

General Administration $5,342,750 $5,594,387 (4.7%)

:::::::::::::::::::::9~!~~~ ?!~f~~~i~~~[~~f;]~~s :::::::::: ~?:5):S :: ::: ~m,j3)?:~:~~,j::
Onboard Food & Beverage Sales· Cost of Sales $2,102,750 $2,201,880 (4.7%)

....••..........• -, .. ,., 'Giii'Shop :CostofSaies --"""" $873~4-50 .... - $9i4,62Y(4~7°/,j -.
,., -' - -- -" 'bnboardGamino:CostofSaies ., .. " -$808~i50 -----$846,87nUo/,j --

$900,308 (-31.8%)

.....$932,671'(:3260/;)'
:::::~~~~,~9~:(=~~~y~):

$501,508 (·25.9%)
..... $141,452'(:27.1 o/~)'

. -- -$3,894,943-(=27.1 %)'
--- --$469,927'(:2700/;>"
.,. '$1,532,402'(:27.1 %)'
. ....$636,536'(:27.1 %).
.....$589,385'(:27.1 %).

Indirecl Operating Costs Subtotal $14,317,549 $14,820,104 3.5%
EQUI1.lISftlUM,V-EARS'3''DllWUGtI 15

$10241,941 ·28.5%

Total Revenues $34,583,638 $35,875,191 3.7%
IEQUIl:_UM'YURl53 .151!1ET (;Allin l'LOW'ISI!FORI! TAXI:

$14,828,932 (-27.1%)
'" '$'3,537,019"(:5250/;)
... '$'2,357,541 '(:271 o/~)

.,. '$'{414,525'(:27.10/;)'
::::~~!i~,!!9 :W}Y~):

$0 (nla)

$23,316,787 -32.6%

Eauilibrium Year 3 Net Cash Flow Before Taxes $3,151,426 $3,081,018 -2.2% -$1,428,163 ,145.3%)

Notes:
"no meaningful figure" means thaI there were no positive net cash flow; in any of the y('ars analyzed. and therefore the calculation of the internal rale of return has no meaning
(I) The return on equity investment over the entire project life.. calculated on a discounted cash flow basis.
(2) From yean 16 to 25. vessel debt repayment expmses is zero for all vessel type scenarios because the loan term is 15 years.

Rather than duplicate the above for years 1610 25 when vessel debt repayment expenses is zero for all vessel types, only years
3 through 15 are presented in the above summary of the discounted cash flow analysis.

(3) Passenger facility charges (pfe).
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Hiah Speed Vessels to Market: Comparative Case Studies in the Passenger Trade

TABLE 12-10: MILWAUKEE - MUSKEGON PROFIT MAXIMIZING FARE SCENARIO

(No VESSEL REPOSITIONING)

Results from Discounted Cash Flow Analvsis (Amounts and Percent Difference from Baseline)
t:TilB)E'J '::~'Basetirie ,',:,; ; '_ot";"'" , ,;;,'-;i~JX,{;iliWiili@iJ;{~L '-~'~::?;:iii:~:ij"j;'2N"''-'' ,r,iw

Vessel Type Incat 12m AMD KSO SLICE 600

Internal Rate of Return (IRRi ll 15.00% 25.42% no meaningful figure
~ ~~~~~~ ~::::::: ~9~Ily J~~~s]~~~!: y~~~~(~~r~~~~~ ::::::: :~$~;~q~,99Q :: :-)~;~~O:QQq:~ ~ ~~~~~ :: :-)!;4~~,QQQ: ~ ~ ~ ~~ ~~

Equity Investment - Start,Up Expenses & -$4.451,576 -$4,644,574 -$2,913,544
Provision of Working Cap~al

-- -Eq-ultV'lnvestiiierii -.-Cash Deficits (ifanv) Years 1"&2 - - - - - ••:$'{(f56,733 '-:$'((663",833------ - - - ':$'1'(668,836 - - ••• ---

EQlQUBRllJM.:a;AIlS'3"THROOOH.15~U~t.:OPERATING PIlOf'lt.:E
Vessel Type Incat 72m AMD K50

75
------------"·-2
-------i hrs~ '!i5"mfn~
••.• - - - - - - - - '3,024

~ ~~ ~~~~~~ ~ ~ ~ :4,~!Q
$34.00

••••• -. - -- -m,166
- - - - - - - - - -, '77:0',;,
- - - •• - -. - - - -$49,66
----- -- ••• -fi4,133
--- - - - - ••• , '79.-8-%

89 (16.7%)

SLICE 600

"" __ " _?QQ J~~.?~/~l._

90 (20.0%)
- - - - - - , - - . '1 rso.6Oj:) •
"3 tii's~ 29-min~ (19."40io)
". - --- -1,512 (:50-6%r

~:::::::~~~~}!~~~[
$40.00 (17.6%)

::::: :4i0:245 }~~r:~%J:
51.8% (-32.7%)

,-, - - - -$57.65 -(17.6%)-

::::: ~ ~~o:~~~ }:~~~?o} ~
53.4% (,33.1%)

"'Ukihh;;

$3,816,997 (.32.7%)$6,189,725 (9.1%)$5,673,915Vessel Debt Repayment (combined
crincical and interest

EQUILIBRIUM YEARSia.THROUGH,1lj;ANNUAL CASH EXPENSES (OntERl'HAI\llNTERES
DifiCI"IfJDitaupg-£ost:S,';iiitjE}iJ,,:t( >_-.i_'" -);l,!ti!BliIHi:B'i!i)ifiV ",:--

Salaries, Wages and Benefits
(Deck and Engine, Officers & Crew) $4,876,442

- - - - - - - - - - - - ------ - - - - Vessel Fueland Lubricants - - - -" -, '$6: 143,968
- - - - - - - - - - - - - ------- ,- 'VesseIMainlen'ance-Costs - --"", $2:286,966
- - - - -, - .. - - - - - - - - - - -, -", "Marine HuTilnsurance . - -."" '$'{:.i75,066

Direct Operating Costs Subtotal $14,682,310
ng Co$t$ .·0 "dT·"" • . , •.0;,. Y •.. • <Y•. y. •..• '. <

$3,457,246 (-29.1%)

- - - $7:859-,164 (279%) -
- - - $2:.jfi, 184 (5.7%)"
---$1:50~666(9~Oio)-'

$15,233,534 (3.8%)

$2,911,933 (-40.3%)

--'$7:if~653(25~'Vo)-

---$1:68~461(:i~3Oj~'

- - - - '$925,666-(:3"z'7'ior
$13,240,387 (·9.8%)

"

-", ----- -$22i,136
• - - - - - - - -$6~251-,075
---- -----'$75i,062
••• , - - -. '$-2:460,575
-." -, ---$-1~62i,085
- - - - - - - - - •$946,375

$10,571,989 (·36.6%)

$1,012,846 (·318%)

- - - '$"(059,471-(:M6o/:)

~ ~ ~ ~ ~E~~,???H~ ito}:
$500,245 (-36.4%)

$14033,656 ·15.9%)

$1,390,846 (-6.3%)

---$1:68~936(4~Oio)'

~~~});~~1:~~ l!Q.~Y;): ~

$619,043 (·21.4%)

~~~~~Hr:6:m :(:;[2:~to} ~
---~,~~~~~~$:~~~Y~
__ •••~~8.6~~~J:2.2,~!'l.
___ ~_1,9.1_4,~~~ J:~2c~!'l_

$795,208 (-22.2%)
- - - -.$736',304 (:i2~2%i'

$787,100

$16,687,468

Salaries, Wages and Benefits $1,484,135
(Onboard Passenger Service Crew)

- - - - - - - - ••••• ,- - - - - -- -. Marketing and-Advertising •••• , -, - -$-1~618,755
- - - - - - - - •••••• ,.-- - -. - •• - - -ReserVations B.-Sales ~::::::: :$:1;i~~,m
- - ' - - - - - - - - - - - - -. 'Docking Fees i PassengerFacility

Charges / Shore Operations
- - - - - - - - - - ,.Protection and indemnity (pM)-Insurance
------------------- -... ---Gener-ai Administrati~n
--------- ---- ------ Outside-Professlona'-Se-rVices
, - - - - - Onboa',.(jFoo,l&Beverage sile';--Costor"Sales
- - - - -- ... - - - - - - - -",. -" Gift Sho,,:Costo(Sales
. - - - ------ -- -- - - - - Onboa-rd -Gamin(!:Costor"Sales

Indirect Operating Costs Subtotal
ISiWllill8RlUM YEAR$.4.,THKOtlGH 15ANNlJAUIUVENUE

Passenger Fares
." •• ----- •••••• , - - - - - _•••••••• , Vehicle'Fares

::: ~ ~ An~cIII~!'i ~~I~s:~ 9~~9~~~ ~99~ §.~ ~~y~~a9~:~~I~~
__ ' _•••••• -,~r:cJI!a.ry_S_aJ~~:~J1! ~.hpp_~~I~~

_____ •••••• , f\!1_c~I.!l~ ~.!l!e.s_: 9!1P9~~d_ ~.!l!T!i~\!
Federal, Stale or Local

Operating or Non-Operating Subsidy
Total Revenues

$23,810,795
- - - - - ••• '$i(768,531
- - - - - - •• '$3~785,566

•• , - - - - - -$2~27i,366

::::::: ~ ~$~(~~~,?~Q

$0

$40,468,876

$0 (nla)

$42,223,399 4.3%

$17,399,070 (-26.9%)---$4:156,11Ii -(si,3'ioi·
---$2:351,226(:37.9%)'

~~:));4~~i~~}:~r:~~~~
__ .J.1, ~7.:~,?!~ ,<:3?,~!'1_

$0 (n/a)

$26,486,763 ·34.6%

Equilibrium Year 3 Net Cash Flow Before Taxes ~3,42S,183 $6,766,484 97.6% .$1,142,610 ·133,4%

Noles:
"no meaningful figure" means that there were no positive net cash nows in any of the years analyzed. and therefore the calculation of the internal rate of return has no meaning
(I) ne rerum aD equity investment over the entire project life. calculated on adiscounted cash now basis.
(2) From years 16 to 25. vessel debt repayment expenses is zero fur all vessel type scenarios because the loitn teml is 15 years

Rather than duplicate the above for years 16 10 25 when vt'Sscl debt repayment CKpenscs is zero for all vessellypes. only years
3 through 15 ale presented in the above summary oflhe discounted cash flow analysis

(3) Passenger facility charges (pfe).
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TABLE 12-11: MILWAUKEE - MUSKEGON PROFIT MAXIMIZING FARE SCENARIO

(WITH OFF-SEASON VESSEL REPOSITIONING)

Results from Discounted Cash Flow Analvsis (Amounts and Percent Difference from Baseline)
ellnlH, '+" " scenario.", y", ' "«",""", ' '

Vessel Type Incat 72m AMD KSO SLICE 600

Internal Rate of Return (IRRi' ) 15,00% 2_5,~~~, !'?_~~?~~n.g!~I.f!Jl~r~ _
~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~g~[tY ]6~~it~~e~}~~~~s~s~j ~~~~~~~e : ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~-~~;~~~,ggg :~6.,ggg'_0.9_0 . _ ___,g~~~,ggg _

Equity Investment - Start-Up Expenses & '$3 804 213
Provision afWorking Capital ,,-$3,969,145 -$2,489,847

---Equity inves-trri"ei"t: -Cash Deffc1ts-(ifa-n-y}VearS 'f&'-2 - - - - - - - - --$9~82f,883 ---:$9,122,763- -- ------ ---$12:467,954--------
eQIJltIBRJ~,

Vessel Type Incat 72m AMD K50 SLICE 600

$2,544,665 (-32.7%)$4,126,484 (9.1%)$3,782,610

ANNUALVESSELDEB1;",REPAYMENT·'+ ,', ;""/1%11::;"<'"",, ~""%;",,Ii:"f ',', ", ,1,,'''''' ';, ,,",';'11,1 "1" ,,'1+

Vessel Debt Repayment (combined
principal and interest

EQlJIUBRIUIlf"YEARSUHROUGHI15 ANNUAL; CASH EXPENSES fOTHERTHAN INTE

Direct Operating Costs Subtotal $13,332,053 $13,847,586 (3.9%) $11,958,344 (-10.3%)

",

Indirect Operatina Costs Subtotal $14,317,558 $12,046,146(·15.9%) $9,074,736 (-36.6"1.)

IEDlIILlBRJUMIYl!ARS 31DtROUGHc15,ANNUALREVENUE$ ,

Total Revenues $34,583,758 $36,083,132 4.3%
EQUILIBRJUIt'YeARS, ! ,NETCASH FI:.OW

$14,868,840 (-26,9%)
---$3:546.594 -(52,3°/~)

-- -$2:669,303 -(:3i9o/~)

---$1:265,582 -(:3i.9o/~)

~~ ~ ~);~~4,~~j ~(~~t~%)~

$0 (nla)

$22,634,970 ·34,6%

Eauilibrium Year 3 Net Cash Flow Before Taxes $3,151,536 $6,062,916 92.4%) -$942,775 {-129,9%l

Notes
"no meaningful figure" means that there \\JCTC no positive nct cash flows in any of the years analyzed, and therefore the calculation of the internal rate of return has no meaning
() The return on equity investment over the entire project Ii fe, calculated on a discounted cash flow basis.
(2) From years 16 to 25, vessel debt repayment expenses is zero for all vessel type scenarios because the loan term is 15 years.

Ratherthan duplicate the above for years 16 to 25 when vessel debt repayment expenses is zero for all vessel types. only years
3 through 15 are presented in the above swnmary of the discounted cash now analysis.

(3) Passenger facility charges (pre).
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As can be seen in Table 12-10, somewhat higher fare levels result in a greater internal rate of return of 25.42%
for the AMD K50. The internal rate of return for the SLICE 600 still yields no meaningful figure, however the
annual net cash flow for years 3 through 15 for the SLICE 600 is increases somewhat from a deficit of $1.7 mil
lion to a deficit of $1.1 million.

12.9 Conclusions

The SLICE 600 is not profitable under any of the scenarios considered, including those in which the vessel
would be repositioned in the off-season. Also, the deep draft of the SLICE 600 would likely limit opportunities
for repositioning in the off-season, if this approach were to be pursued by the operator of the Milwaukee to
Muskegon route. The deep draft of the SLICE 600 would also result in unacceptable or marginally acceptable
operating conditions in both Milwaukee Harbor and Muskegon Harbor. The SLICE 600, with its 21.5 foot main
vehicle freeboard height, also would not interface adequately with the planned ferry terminal facilities. There
would be relatively little additional ridership due to the superior seakeeping ability of SLICE because of the
relatively benign sea state conditions encountered in this region. The single SLICE 600, offering three round
trips daily, would provide service less frequently than the two smaller baseline Incat 72 meter WPC vessels. No
tractor trailers could be accommodated on the SLICE 600, or any of the other comparative high speed vessels
including the baseline 72 meter WPC. The operating speed restrictions in both Milwaukee Harbor and Muske
gon Harbor work slightly to the advantage of the SLICE 600, since this prevents the baseline and comparative
high speed vessels from obtaining any travel time advantage on these portions of the route. Repositioning of the
vessel or vessels in either the baseline case or the other scenario cases including SLICE helps somewhat, but the
increase in profit resulting from this is relatively small.
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Chapter 13: Case Study #5 - Florida Keys
(Miami - Key West)

The ferry route reviewed in this case study is a proposed new high speed service that would operate between
Miami and Key West, Florida, a route length of 168 nautical miles. A variety of different proposals have been
advanced during the last two years for both high speed and conventional ferry services within, to or from the
state of Florida. Some of these services, which are described later, have been recently implemented. The most
recent proposal for service between Miami and Key West, utilizing a high speed RoPax catamaran, is the focus
ofthis case study.

13.1 Introduction and Regional Overview

The area reviewed in this case study extends south from Broward and Dade counties in the state ofFlorida, con
tinuing south and west along the Florida Keys in Monroe County to Key West (see Figure 13-1). This region of
Florida including Broward, Dade and Monroe counties is collectively referred to here as South Florida. Major
cities and metropolitan areas in the region include Miami, Fort Lauderdale, and in the Florida Keys, major
communities include Key Largo, Marathon and Key West.

FIGURE 13-1: SOUTH FLORIDA POPULATION DISTRIBUTION (1997) AND EXISTING &
PROPOSED FERRY ROUTES
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FIGURE 13-2: THE FLORIDA KEYS AND KEY WEST
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The Florida Keys area of South Florida consists of a chain of low lying islands, beginning with Virginia Key
and extending in a circular sweep to Loggerhead Key, a distance of about 192 miles (see Figure 13-2). For
some 100 miles of that distance they skirt the southeast coast ofthe Florida Peninsula, from which they are sepa
rated by shallow bodies of water known as Biscane Bay, Card Sound, Barnes Sound, Blackwater Sound, and
Florida Bay. The Keys are mostly of coral formation, low, and generally covered with dense mangrove growth,
though some are wooded with pine, and on a few are groves of coconut trees. The Keys are accessible from the
Florida Peninsula via U.S. Route I, also known as the Overseas Highway, a mostly two lane highway extending
a total of 113 miles from Dade County. With 42 bridges spanning the gaps between the islands, U.S. Route I
was completed in 1938, largely following the route of the former Florida East Coast Railroad, which extended to
Key West in 1912, but ceased operations in 1935 following extensive hurricane damage. Most of the Keys that
are connected by U.S. Highway I to Key West are inhabited. Key West, with an area of approximately 5.5
square miles, had a 1997 resident population of approximately 25,800, or about 29% of the entire 1997 popula
tion ofthe Florida Keys total of 87,000.

Historically, the economy of South Florida has been strongly influenced by tourism and national and interna
tional immigration. Like many areas of the United States, the economy continues to be become more service
oriented with less of an emphasis on manufacturing industries. Overall, service sector employees represent 40%
of the total labor force in the region, with manufacturing sector employees representing only 9% and the retail
trade sector about 24%.131 In recent years, the region has experienced an increase in international trade, with the .
area well positioned for trade with Central and South America and the Caribbean Basin. Agriculture, which had
been an important sector of the economy in southern Dade County, was set back by damage received from Hur
ricane Andrew in 1992, and is under increasing pressure from urban and suburban development.

One ofthe most important forces shaping the character of South Florida has been population growth. From only
176,000 residents in 1930, the population of the region grew to 1.3 million by 1960, 3.27 million by 1990, and
3.62 million by 1997 (see Table 13-1).132 The three counties of South Florida alone currently represent almost
25% of the entire population of the state of Florida, which in 1997 was 14,654,000 persons. 133 By 1997, the
population of Dade county alone had reached just over two million residents, and by 2005 the regional popula-

131 u.s. Deportment ofCommerce. Bureau oflbe Census. 1996 Counry Business Patterns for Florida.

132 South Florida Regional Planning Council. Regional Profile and ldentiry.

133 u.S. Department ofCommerce, Bureau oftbe Census.
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tion of South Florida is forecast to exceed 3.8 million. 134 Throughout the region, approximately 80% of the
population of South Florida lives within 10 miles of the coast. In 1990, the region had approximately 544,000
residents who were 65 years old or over, or about 17% of the total regional population at that time. This com
pares to only 13% of the population nationally in this age group. In 1990, nearly one of every five South Florida
residents was not fluent in English (with Spanish being the predominant foreign language spoken), nearly three
times the national average.

TABLE 13-1: SOUTH FLORIDA POPULATION AND PROJECTIONS

County

South Florida State of Florida
Year Broward Dade Monroe Reaional Total Total
1980 1,018,000 ___1-,~??_,9_~9_" 63,000 ____ ?_,!_~!!9_q9 __ __ 9,747,000.. --f990 ,., "{256;OOO-- ...\~~?!9.~9"_ ::::~~~9:qQ::: ___ "~!?XJ!9_q9____ ----12,938,000"- "

------------ --------------- ----14,653,945" -.1997 1,448,000 2,089,775 "___~!!9_q9 ___ 3,624,775
"'200'0""' --------------- "2:1'15',000'- """ -3)361-,eieio-- -- ----15,449,000·_-1,456,000 90,000
---20b'5'" "1;S-S3;OOO'- -,2,231",060' . ... 'gi{o'oiY -- ---" 3,880",0-66--" --" -16,742,060'--
Sources:

(I) u.s. Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Census.

(2) Bureau of Economic and Business Research, Projections of Florida Population by County, 1993·2020.

In Monroe County, virtually the entire population is located in the Florida Keys, with Everglades National Park
extending across most of the mainland portion of Monroe County on the Florida Peninsula. The limited avail
ability of land in the Florida Keys has tended to suppress population growth rates in this area relative to the rest
of the South Florida region.

In addition to a large and growing resident population in South Florida, tourism is the state of Florida's largest
industry, with 47 million domestic and international visitors to the state in 1997, approximately 25% of which
visited the South Florida region. 135 There were more than 3 million person trips to the Florida Keys and Key
West between June 1995 and May 1996, with 43% of these person trips being made to Key West, followed by
the Upper Keys (27%), the Middle Keys (21%) and the Lower Keys (9%).136

13.2 Ferry Market Overview and Operational Profiles

A number of ferry routes of interest operated historically in the case study region, but are no longer in service.
During three winter seasons between late 1995 and early 1998, the 27 meter catamaran Miss Barnegat Light,
built in 1973 by Breaux's Bay, was operated in common carrier passenger service between Fort Myers and Key
West, a route 117 nautical miles in length. 137 This passenger-only vessel has a certificated capacity of 149 per
sons, but is configured for a practical passenger capacity of 100 persons. In 1996, the vessel was outfitted with
new more powerful Detroit Diesel MTU 16V 2000 diesel engines, increasing its service speed by about 5 knots
to 26 knotsY8,l39 The typical service schedule included a single round trip daily, with a travel time of approxi-

134 Bureau of Economic and Business Research. Projections ofFlorida Population by County, 1993-2020.

135 Florida Tourism Industry Marketing Association (Visit Florida). 1997 Florida Visitor Study. Page ii. Page 39. 32.8% of total visited a sevcn county
region including Dade, Broward, Palm Beach, Monroe, Glades, Hendry, and Martin counties. 25% of total is estimate for the three county South Florida
Region only.

136 Leeworthy, Vernon R., and Peter C Wiley. Linking the Economy and Environment ofFlorida Keys/Florida Bay. Visitor Profiles: Florida Keys / Key
West November 1996. U.S. Department of Commerce, National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration, National Ocean Service. Page 7.

137 Telephone contact, Captain John Larson, Miss Bamegart Light, August 10,1999.

138 Fast Ferry International Operators Directory 1997. Page 33.
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mately five hours in each direction, and a five hour stopover in Key West. The route was very successful in
terms of ridership, with demand consistently strong according to the former operator, and service was discontin
ued largely for personal rather than business reasons. 140 Total annual patronage on this route is estimated at
approximately 18,000.141

In the late 1960's, the Grumman Aircraft Engineering Corporation, working with Garrett Corporation, ordered
two "Dolphin Class" passenger hydrofoils from a German shipyard.142 The one vessel that was completed was
configured for 88 passengers, was 22.8 meters in length, with a draft of 13.5 feet with the foils deployed, and a
service speed of 50 knots. A second vessel which was never completed was configured for 110 passengers. The
first vessel, then named the "Gulf Stream," was chartered by the U.S. company Bahama Hydro Lines, Ltd., and
placed into service on the 95 nautical mile long route between Miami and Freeport in February 1969. The oper
ating schedule consisted of two round trips daily, with departures from Miami at 9:00AM and 2:00PM, and de
partures from Freeport at 11 :30AM and 4:30PM, with an actual travel time of about 1 hour and forty minutes
one-way, with a built in allowance to provide for additional passenger comfort while crossing the Gulf Stream.
In 1969, the fare was $27.50 round trip or $17.50 one-way, with discounts for children, and the operation was
planned for a breakeven load factor of 30%. The service was planned largely for day trips and overnight trips,
and proved to be popular with demand exceeding the breakeven load factor when the vessel ran. However, too
many trips had to be cancelled due to poor weather, and adverse Gulf Stream conditions, when northerly winds
interact with the current to form sizeable waves. As a result, passenger ride quality and operational availability
suffered, so much so that for a time, it became practice for the ferry operator to hire a helicopter so that the ferry
captain could observe the route conditions first hand before deciding whether to depart. The service acquired a
reputation for poor reliability, and ultimately, the number of cancelled trips, particularly during the peak demand
winter months, prevented the service from being a success, and the service was cancelled after only several
weeks of operations.

From 1968 to 1970, Wetermoen Hydrofoil AJS of Norway built three PT 150 hydrofoils, one of which was later
acquired via a bareboat charter arrangement by Bahamas Hydrofoil Cruises, Inc., and placed into service in
April 1978 between Miami and Freeport, Grand Bahama, and Fort Lauderdale and Freeport. The service from
Miami discontinued after only one month because of unsuitable terminal facilities and the longer distance to
Freeport than the service from Fort Lauderdale. The vessel was configured for 200 passengers, and was 37.86
meters in length, with a draft of 18 feet and a service speed of 36.5 knotS. 143 The operating schedule consisted of
one round trip per day on Mondays, Thursdays, Fridays, Saturdays and Sundays, with morning departures from
Fort Lauderdale and afternoon departures from Freeport. In 1977 dollars, fares were $54.95 round trip and
$29.95 one-way for economy class seating below deck, and S64.95 round trip and $34.95 one-way for seating
on the main deck, with discounts for children. Terminal facilities were leased in both Fort Lauderdale and Free
port. Despite planning based on previous experience with hydrofoil vessels in Florida - Bahamas service, the
vessel were not well suited to the Gulf Stream current, where waves up to ten feet high were sometimes experi
enced. This adversely affected passenger comfort and operational reliability, and as a result, service was sus
pended in April 1979.

Finally, in addition to the former ferry services reviewed above, in the 1950's there were numerous ferries oper
ating between points in Florida (including Key West) and Cuba. l44 These services have been prohibited, how-

139 Fast Ferry International. January-February 198. Page 63.

140 Telephone contact, Captain John Larson, Miss Barnegart Light, August 10,1999.

141 Assumes an operating season of November through March, with operations six days per week, a single round trip daily, and an average of75 persons
per one-way trip.

142 Existing and Former High Speed Waterborne Passenger Transportation Operations in the United States. U.S. Department of Transportation, Urban
Mass Transit Administration. August, 1984. Report # UMTA-IT-32-0001-84-3. Pp. 11.31 - 11.33.

143 Existing and Former High Speed Waterborne Passenger Transportation Operations in the United States. U.S. Department of Transportation, Urban
Mass Transit Administration. August, 1984. Report # UMTA-IT-32-0001-84-3. Pp. 1I.42 -1I.44.

144 Cottrill, Ken. "Invitation to Cuba." Traffic World. December 14, 1998. Page 31.
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ever, for nearly forty years by the U.S. trade embargo with Cuba. Recently, proposals for high speed ferry ser
vice between non-U.S. countries (such as Mexico) and Cuba have been under consideration by foreign operators
and the Cuban government.

13.2.1 Current Routes

Despite the failure or suspension of service on the former routes mentioned above, a number of conventional
and high speed ferry routes continue to serve several ports of call in the region, with some of thesc services in
troduced only during the last one to two years.

Seasonal service is operated from October to early April on two routes between Palm Grove Marina in Fort
Myers and Key West, and between Factory Bay Marina on Marco Island (about 33 miles south of Fort Myers) to
Key West, by Key West Shuttle. Two passenger-only vessels each operate one daily round trip: the Whale
Watcher, 128 feet in length capable of38 knots, and the Capt. Red., 110 feet in length and capable of 25 knots.
The Whale Watcher operates on the 133 nautical mile route between Fort Myers and Key West, with a total one
way travel time of about 4 hours at a service speed ofapproximately 33 knots. The Capt. Red operates on the 90
nautical mile route between Marco Island and Key West, with a total one-way travel time of about 3 hours and
45 minutes at a service speed of approximately 24 knots. Round trip fares on both routes are $89.00 per passen
ger. Based on information obtained from the operator, annual ridership on both routes for the 1998-99 operating
season is estimated at 24,000 passenger boardings. During the summer, these vessels are repositioned to New
England and operated as whale watch and excursion vessels.

Although best characterizcd as an excursion service, the ferry service operated between Key West and Dry Tor
tugas National Park is briefly reviewed here since it is an itinerant ferry service operating from Key West, and
currently utilizes a newly acquired medium to high speed passenger-only catamaran. Operated since 1977 by
Yankee Fleet, this service is currently served by the catamaran Yankee Freedom II, which was launched by
Gladding-Hearn Shipbuilding, the Duclos Corporation, of Somerset, Massachusetts in February 1999 and put
into service between Key West and Dry Tortugas National Park during March 1999. This vessel is a 28 meter
medium speed catamaran with Z-bow hulls, with a total passenger capacity of 250 (125 exterior seats, and 125
interior seats). The vessel operates a single round trip daily on the 63 nautical mile route at a speed of up to 26
knots, for a total one-way travel time of 2.5 hours from Key West to the boundary of the national park. Adult
fares are $95.00 round trip, with discounts for senior citizens, students, and children.

During the winter of 1998-99, Bay Ferries Ltd. of Canada introduced high speed passenger and vehicle ferry
between Miami and Nassau on New Providence Island in the Bahamas, and between Miami and Freeport on

Grand Bahama Island in the Bahamas. These routes serve more than 80% of the total 1996 population of the
Bahamas of 284,000, with 191,500 residents (67%) on New Providence Island where Nassau is located, and an
additional 41,000 residents (16%) on Grand Bahama Island, where Freeport is located. Operated during the
winter season, these routes are served by The Cat, a 91 meter high speed RoPax catamaran designed and built by
Incat in Australia. Launched in September 1997, this vessel was first introduced into North American service
during the 1998 summer season on the route between Bar Harbor, Maine and Yarmouth, Nova Scotia operated
by Bay Ferries, Ltd., of Canada. The Cat has a passenger capacity of 877 persons, a vehicle capacity of 240
automobile equivalent units (AEU) or a combination of automobiles and up to four motorcoaches, and a service
speed of 43 knots. On the 184 nautical mile route between Miami and Nassau, total one-way trip time is 5
hours. Adult fares during 1999 on this route were $119 roundtrip, with discounts for children, plus an additional
$20 per person for passenger facility charges and U.S. and Bahamian departure taxes. Service is provided on
Sunday, Monday, Wednesday and Friday on this route, departing from Terminal 12 at the Port of Miami at
9:00AM and arriving in Nassau at 2:00PM, and then departing Nassau at 4:30PM and arriving back in Miami at
9:30PM. On the 92 nautical mile route between Miami and Freeport, total one-way trip time is 2.5 hours. Fares
during 1999 on this route were $99 roundtrip, with discounts for children, plus an additional $20 per person for
passenger facility charges and U.S. and Bahamian departure taxes. Service is provided on Tuesday, Thursday
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and Saturday on this routes, departing from Terminal 12 at the Port of Miami at 9:00AM and arriving in Free
port at 11:30AM, and then departing Freeport at 4:30PM and arriving back in Miami at 6:30PM. On both
routes, proof of citizenship in the form of a passport or a driver's license and birth certificate is required to enter
the Bahamas and upon return to the U.S.. Also, automobiles are accommodated on both routes, however the
vehicle service if focused primarily on the one-way shipment of vehicles, with a substantial one-way automobile
fare of $450.

Other ferry services in the Bahamas connect Freeport with Nassau, and Nassau with North Eleuthera (Gene's
Bay and Harbour Island) and Abaco Island (Marsh Harbour). One of these services, serving two routes from
Nassau to Eleuthera Island, was just introduced during the summer of 1999 by Bahamas Fast Ferries, and uses a
35 meter high speed passenger catamaran launched in June 1999 by the Pequot River Shipyard in New London,
Connecticut. This vessel has a passenger capacity of 177 persons, and a service speed of 35 knots, and was in
troduced into service during July 1999.

The final existing ferry service reviewed here is a service that operated briefly between Tampa, Florida and Pro
greso, Yucatan in Mexico, a distance of 564 nautical miles. Service was operated during late 1998 twice weekly
by American Viking Lines, with overnight service every Tuesday and Friday, departing from the Berth 202
Cruise Terminal in Tampa on Friday evening and Tuesday morning, and departing from Progreso on Sunday
night and Wednesday night. The one-way trip time was 36 hours, and round trip fares were $144 per person,
double occupancy, and $199 for vehicles.

The Scotia Prince, a conventional monohull RoPax ferry with a passenger capacity of 630 persons and a vehicle
capacity of 220 AEU, was chartered by American Viking Lines from Prince of Fundy Cruises, who normally
operates the vessel between Portland, Maine and Yarmouth, Nova Scotia on overnight cruises during the sum
mer season from early May to late October. Although originally chartered for the 1998-99 winter season
through April 15, 1999, only 16 round trip voyages were completed during November and December 1998 be
fore serviced was discontinued because of financial difficulties. Reportedly, the service was about four weeks
away from being financially self sufficient when the primary investor backed out. Despite a late marketing ef
fort, passenger demand on the service was ranging between 80% to 90% of capacity when service was discon
tinued.

During the spring and summer of 1999, a new management group was, however, pursuing other options, includ
ing the charter or purchase of a different vessel. One vessel under consideration is the Vana Tallinn, a 168 me
ter RoPax vessel operating in the Baltic Sea, with a capacity of 800 passengers and 300 AEU, or a mix of auto
mobiles and up to 40 tractor trailers. This vessel was reportedly available for charter beginning in September
1999. Service could resume on this route sometime during the fall of 1999.

13.2.2 Proposed New Routes

In 1997, Buquebus Florida (a U.S. subsidiary of the South American ferry operator Buquebus) proposed the in
troduction of service between Fort Myers and Key West, using a 45 meter high speed passenger-only catamaran
designed by Nigel Gee and Associates. This vessel, launched in late 1998, is powered by two Detroit Diesel
TF80 gas turbine powerplants, with a total passenger capacity of 300 persons. With a full load service speed of
up to 50 knots, the one-way travel time on the 117 nautical mile route would have been approximately 3 hours
or less. Prior to the introduction of service on the Fort Myers to Key West route, however, the U.S. authorities
determined that the U.S. ownership credentials of the operator were not satisfactory, and withheld permission
for the introduction of the ferry on the domestic U.S. route. 145

145 "Derecktor Shipyard delivers first NGA 45m catamaran." Fast Ferry International. January-February 1999. Page 21.
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The introduction of new high speed ferry service between Tampa and Key West has also been recently pro
posed. No details could be obtained regarding this proposed service, however, and current information suggests
that this proposal is no longer being seriously considered. 146

Beginning during the fall of 1999, two U.S. made Boeing 929 JetFoils, the SeaJet Kara and the SeaJet Kristen,
are set to begin service on the 76 nautical mile route between Palm Beach, Florida and Freeport, Grand Bahama
Island. The Palm Beach based operator, SeaJets, anticipates annual earnings of approximately $9 million. Each
vessel is 29 meters in length, has a passenger capacity of 250 persons and a service speed of 43 knots. Initially,
service will be provided Thursday through Monday, will departures from Palm Beach at 9:00AM and 4:30PM,
and departures from Freeport at 11:1OAM and 6:40PM. One-way trip time is planned at 1 hour and 40 minutes,
and adult round trip fares will be $99, with a discount for children, plus arrival and departure taxes of $25.
Eventually, plans are for up to four or five trips daily. Based on experience with the operation of hydrofoils be
tween Florida and the Bahamas during the late 1960's and late 1970's as noted earlier, difficulties with ride qual
ity and operational reliability resulting from Gulf Stream related seakeeping issues are likely to be encountered.

In addition to the above proposal for service between Florida and the Bahamas, two additional routes are also
being proposed by Fast Ferry Ltd. (d.b.a. Boomerang Fast Ferry), of Fort Lauderdale, Florida, with service to
being in the fall of 1999. Service is planned on two routes, the first on the 81 nautical mile route between Fort
Lauderdale and Freeport, Grand Bahama Island, and the second on the 162 nautical mile route between Port Ca
naveral and Freeport. Boomerang Fast Ferry plans to offer year-round service, with one round trip daily Mon
day through Thursday on the Port Canaveral to Freeport route, and one round trip daily on Friday and Sunday,
and two round trips on Saturday, on the Port Everglades to Freeport route. Although published fares were not
available as of late summer 1999, based on the other existing and proposed high speed ferry services between
Florida and the Bahamas, it is estimated that an adult round trip fare on the Fort Lauderdale to Freeport route
would be approximately $100, with discounts for children, plus passenger facility charges and departure taxes.
On the Port Canaveral to Freeport route, the adult round trip fare is estimated at $120, with discounts for chil
dren, plus passenger facility charges and departure taxes. To service these routes, Boomerang Fast Ferry has
chartered a 74 meter RoPax wave piercing catamaran from Tranz Rail, an operator in New Zealand. The Con
dor 10 has a service speed of 39 knots, a passenger capacity of 600 persons, and a vehicle capacity of 84 AEU,
or a mix of automobiles and up to two motorcoaches. Detailed particulars for this vessel are presented later in
this chapter.

In addition to these two proposed routes between Florida and the Bahamas, Boomerang Fast Ferry is also pro
posing to introduce high speed ferry service between Miami and Key West sometime during late 2000 or 2001.
It is this proposal that is the focus of the current case study and the remainder of this chapter.

Between 1995 and 1999, service proposals for this new route were modified significantly on a number of occa
sions. In October 1995, an application for a U.S. Maritime Administration (MARAD) Title XI loan guarantee
was submitted by the proposed prospective vessel owner, Mersea Ships I, Inc.. This application was subse
quently approved on August 18, 1997, granting a "letter of commitment" for 87.5% of the total estimated project
cost of $34.17 million. The next step of the loan guarantee process, known as the"guarantee closing," was con
tingent upon the remaining 12.5% of the estimated project cost being provided by the proposed ship owner.
However, after approximately 15 months had passed from the granting of the letter of commitment, these funds
were not forthcoming from the prospective ship owner, and in January 1999, MARAD cancelled the letter of
commitment for this particular project proposal.

Under this original proposal, service was to have been operated for Mersea Ships by New SeaEscape Ltd. of
Key West, using two passenger-only SWATH vessels. The two vessels were a SWATH International, Ltd.,
4000 Class design, with a length of 34 meters, beam of 16.1 meters, a draft of 10.4 feet, and a passenger capac
ity of 300 persons with a service speed of 27 knots. Bollinger Shipyards in Lockport, Louisiana, was to have

146 u.s. Department of Transportation, Maritime Administration, Title XI application.
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been the builder. The planned one-way trip time between Miami and Key West with the SWATH vessels was
just over 6 hours, at a service speed of 27 knots over the 168 nautical mile route distance. Service was to have
been offered year-round, with one round trip daily per vessel. The original market study conducted by Mersea
Ships for the MARAD Title XI application indicated that there was strong demand for ferry service in this mar
ket, with a potential requirement for up to 12 similar vessels in the Fort Lauderdale/Miami to Key West market.
Despite this, Mersea Ships ultimately concluded that a number of factors worked against the successful applica
tion of SWATH vessels on this route. These factors included the cxcessive trip time on this relatively long dis
tance route, high operating costs due to the higher fuel consumption rates of SWATH vessels, and a relatively
benign wave climate, which would not allow the superior seakeeping abilities of SWATH vessels to be realized.
Wave climate studies completed by the original applicant indicated that significant wave heights in excess of 3.5
meters (11.4 feet) are experienced less than 3.5% of the time in this area. This is generally consistent with the
findings of the Volpe Center wave climate analysis for this area, presented later in this chapter.

With the proposal for SWATH ferry service between Miami and Key West cancelled, in January 1999 some
participants from this cancelled SWATH service proposal modified the original Title XI application, this time
proposing the use of a high speed RoPax catamaran to service the Miami to Key West route.

The modified January 1999 Title XI application indicates that Boomerang Fast Ferry plans to acquire an 80 me
ter AMD K50 high speed RoPax catamaran to service this route. Although Boomerang Fast Ferry is currently
planning to charter the 74 meter locat catamaran Condor 10 for use on its routes between Florida and the Baha
mas, the Jones Act prohibits this foreign built and foreign owned vessel from being utilized on the u.s. domes
tic route between Miami and Key West. The AMD K50 for this route is arranged to accommodate 400 passen
gers, with a vehicle capacity of 89 AEU, or a mix of automobiles and up to four motorcoaches. Normal service
speed is 45 knots. Detailed particulars for this vessel are presented later in this chapter. At a 45 knot service
speed, the AMD K50 would have a total one-way travel time of 4 hours on the 168 nautical mile Miami to Key
West route, 2 hours less than the 6 hour one-way travel time of the original SWATH proposal.

Service would be provided year-round, with one round trip daily. Based on the operating schedule of the other
existing and proposed ferry services to Key West, and from Florida to the Bahamas, the operating schedule for
this service would likely include a 9:00AM departure from Miami, with a 1:OOPM arrival in Key West, followed
by a 4:00PM departure from Key West with an arrival back in Miami at 8:00PM. Although published fares
were not yet available for this proposed route, based on the other existing and proposed high speed ferry ser
vices in the region between Florida and the Bahamas, and between Fort Myers and Key West, it is estimated that
an adult round trip fare on the Miami to Key West route would be approximately $120, with discounts for chil
dren, plus passenger facility charges and departure taxes.

13.3 Proposed Vessels

Based on information presented in the modified January 1999 Title XI application for the proposed Miami to
Key West route, the AMD K50 RoPax catamaran is selected here as the baseline vessel type. A 74 meter locat
RoPax catamaran, based on the Condor 10, is also reviewed as a comparative high speed vessel type. However,
as noted earlier, despite the fact that Boomerang Fast Ferry is currently planning to charter the Condor 10 for
use on its routes between Florida and the Bahamas, the Jones Act prohibits the Condor 10 from being utilized on
the U.S. domestic route between Miami and Key West. The SLICE 600 is selected as the primary SLICE vari
ant for this case study, primarily because it is a RoPax design, and is of a generally similar passenger and vehi
cle capacity as the baseline and comparative high speed vessels. Finally, the SLICE 400 passenger-only variant
is also selected as a secondary SLICE variant for this case study, primarily because the SLICE 400 is generally
similar to the passenger-only SWATH vessels that were originally proposed for this route.
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Vessel particulars for the AMD K50 catamaran, Incat 74 WPC (meter wave piercing catamaran), SLICE 600
and the SLICE 400 are presented in Table 13-2. The AMD K50 is an aluminum hulled 80 meter high speed
conventional catamaran, with a typical capacity of 400 passengers and 89 automobiles, or a combination of up
to 4 motorcoaches and 46 automobiles. Although generally referred to as the AMD K50, Incat is also jointly
involved in the design of the K50, with AMD responsible for the design of the main structure and propulsion
system, while Incat is responsible for the design of the superstructure and engineering. The first AMD K50 to
be built was delivered to the Dae A Gosh Ferry Company in South Korea in 1995 by Incat Tasmania. An addi
tional three K50 vessels are to be built under license in China by Afai Ships. The first of these three, designated
AfaiD8, was launched in mid 1998. Powered by four marine diesel engines, the AMD K50 has a service speed
of 45 knots. Passengers are accommodated on a single passenger deck, divided into two lounge areas with a bar

TABLE 13-2: FLORIDA KEYS CASE STUDY - VESSEL PARTICULARS

Baseline Vessels SLICE Variants

Particulars

Vessel Designer

~,:~~,:I-~~~': ----------------__
Hull Construction----------------------------
Purchase Price (1997 US$)
A~~~~i Ma-i~i;~;~~; C~st(s) -----

Length Overall
Beam overali - - - - - - - - - - - - - ----
Fuli ii-jail- Draft---. ------------
Main Passeniier"Deck Freeboard
Vehicie Deik FreebOard- - - - - - - --

Passenger Capacity

y~~~~ :~~~~~i!i i~~~)~~:::::::
Fuel CapaCity (gallons)

Deck Crew Officers
Genera(Oeck Crew--- - - - - - - - --
Eiigineering officers----------
Eiigine Crew- ----- ------- - - - --

Onboard-Passenger-Service-----
Total Crew Complement

AMD K50(1) Incat 74m(2) SLICE 600(3) SLICE 400(4)

Advanced Muaihull Incat Lockheed Marine Lockheed Marine
__ ~~~~g_n~J_I:'9~~ ~¥~t~~~ ~~s_t~'!'_s _
_____ ~5l~_a_x. '3~':'~2' f3~~~~ ~~~~e.n_g_e!:<?~Iy __

Aluminum Aluminum Steel Aluminum------- - - - -- - - - ----------------- ----.. --------.- ------. --- ------
______ ~~?,O_O_O,?~~ J~~,~~~,o.o.O ~3_7c???,0_0~ J_1~,o.o.o.,~~9

$1,050,000 $1,011,500 $1,295.000 $420,000

262.7 243.2 213.2 111.5--- ----- --- --6-2X-------- ----85:3 - --- --------i050 - - - -- ---- - - - -lifo
-- ---------- --i:;- --- --- --- ----9:6 - - - - - - - - - - - - -28-5 - - - - - - - - - - - - -15.0
-- -----------ifo - ---daia-noi a;a;(atiie ---- -- ---- ---3i.o -------------11- 8
.. ---------~ -{(a ---- -'daia-nol av-a~labi - ~ - - - - -- - --- - 21.5 - -- ------ --- --rita

"', ,+,+ .'
400 597 600 400-------------------------------- --------.------- --------._------

§ M 00 ~

- - - - - - - - - - -12~680 ---- - - - - - - - -10;087 - ----------39,087 - - - - - - - - - - - -5,837

'< '<!<!
2 2 2 2---- -----------4--- ------- ----- -5 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -"5 ---------------3

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - -:;- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -2 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 2 ---------------1
----- --- -------2-- ------------- -3 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 3 ------- --------0
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - -j - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -8 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -8 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 4

16 20 20 10

Main Engines

jPayload 138.9 154.6 177.9 28.6
fiotal - - - - - ------ -174~ii ------------199~0 - - -- - - - - - - - -355'-0 - - ------- -- - -47.1

~9BiBiEEEEE~- -~-~-~-~-~--~-~-~-~-6~-1-~2~jO~-~- ~--~-~-~-~.~--~-:-~7~0~0:~0~-~-~-~- -;-~-~-~,-~-~-1~.5jO~0~-0~·~-~-~-~- -~-;-~-~-:--:2:2:0.~O
(4) Ruston 16 (4) Ruston 16 (2) RLM1600 gas (2) TF40 gas

RK270 marine diesel RK270 marine diesel turbines or turbines
engines engines equivalent

Tot-aiiiisia-liedHo;.sepower- - - - - - ----- -- --- -i9~476---------- -22;025 - - - - - - - - - - -36.-000 --- -- -- - - - - -6,800
Se,viceSpeed (linois) - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - -45 ------------ --39 -- - - - - - - - - - - - - 30 --- ------- - - - - 30
Raiige-it-Se"'lce s-peeci (nmi) - - - ---------- - - -390 -------- ----- -390 - - - - - - - - - -" - - -6-20 ------- -- - - - - 340

Fuel CIlrIBuWlbtIoDlaallOlis_ hdur aUn
GPH at service speed
GPii ai iii~o-kiiots - - - - - - - - - - • - 
GPiiai15~0- kiiots - - - - - - - - - - --
GPiiai 7:0-"iiol5" - - -- - - - - - - - --
GPiiai i:5" "iiol5" - - - - - - - - - ----
GPiiai idle- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - --

nla (not apphcable)

1,439 993 1.891 502-------------590 -----------. -557 - - - - - - - - - - - - i .-89-1 - - - - - - - - - - - - - 502
-- ----- ------344 --------- ----270 --_. --------1,-'-57 ---- --- --. ---218
------- ------246 --------- -----1i7 ------------- -4-84 ------- - - - - - -142
------- --- ---222 --------------155 - -- - ---------"4-50 ------- - - - -- -120
-------- -----2:;6 --------------149 -- -- ----------28"4 --------- --- - -75

Sources;
(I) Advanced Multihull Designs. Also. Fast Ferry International, October 1998, pp. 21-24. Also, Jane's High-Speed Marine

Transportation. 1998-1999. Also, Volpe Center estimates for some data elements, as per discussion in Chapter 8.
(2) Gladding-Hearn Shipbuilding. the Duclos Corporation. Also, Volpe Center estimates for some data elements, as per discussion in Chapler 8.
(3) Lockheed Marine Systems. SLICE 600 Passenger Vehicle Fcny. Technical Data Package. April 1995.
(4) Lockheed Marine Systems. 400 Passenger Slice Ferry. Technical Data Package. April 1995.
(5) For a nominal vessel operating hours of 3,000 annually, as per discussion in Chapter 8.
(6) Automobile equivalent unit (AEU). typically a minimum of a 17' x 8.5' space on the vehicle deck.
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and snack facilities. A gift shop and other passenger amenities are located in the center of the vehicle deck. As
can be seen in the general arrangements presented in Figure 13-3, the vehicle deck is arranged to provide for
simultaneous loading and unloading ofvehicles.

FIGURE 13-3: AMD K50 GENERAL ARRANGEMENTS
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Source: Advanced Multihull DCSlgJ1S (.1\MD). WWW at URL hnp:li..ww.amdcom.auidcslgns-nlU8:'nrog,hlml.

The Incat 74 meter is an aluminum hulled 74 meter high speed wave piercing catamaran, with a typical capacity
of between 350 to 600 passengers and 84 to 106 automobiles. The specific design evaluated here is assumed to
have a passenger capacity of 597 and a vehicle capacity of 84 AEU. The Incat 74 meter wave piercing catama
ran is generally considered the first large, high speed RoPax catamaran to be designed and built, with a total of
nine delivered between 1990 and 1994. These vessels have operated around the world, including Europe, South
American, New Zealand, and as of the fall of 1999, the United States and Caribbean, and have served as the ba
sis for the further development of larger vessels in the line of Incat 74,78,81,86,91 and 96 meter wave pierc
ing catamarans. Powered by four marine diesel engines, the Incat 74 meter WPC has a service speed of 39
knots. For the 74 meter WPC assumed for this cliSe study, passengers are accommodated on two decks, with
approximately 500 on the main passenger deck in a mix of economy and fIrst class seating. and approximately
100 on an upper passenger deck in a lounge area. Restrooms, and a bar and snack area are located on each pas
senger deck, and a gift shop is located on the main passengers deck. Typical general arrangements for the lncat
74 meter WPC are presented in Figure 13-4.

The SLICE 600 is a conceptual design of a steel hulled 65 meter SLICE RoPax ferry. The vessel would ac
commodate approximately 600 passengers and 90 automobiles, or a combination of 4 motorcoaches and 75
automobiles, with access to the vehicle deck from stern. Passengers are accommodated on two decks, with ap
proximately 422 in economy class seating in two separate compartments on the gallery deck, with each com
partment having its own restroom and snack bar. An additional 178 passengers are accommodated on the upper
deck in first class or lounge type seating. Two gas turbine engines are to deliver an operating speed of 30 knots.
General arrangements for the SLICE 600 are presented earlier in Chapter 4.
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FIGURE 13-4: INCAT 74 METER WPC GENERAL

ARRANGEMENTS

.NCAT 14 METER WPC: OUTBOARD PROFILE
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INCAT 14 METER WPC: MAIN VEHICLE DECK

INCAT 14 METER WPC: MAIN PASSENGER DECK

INeAT T4 METER WfC: UPPER PASSENGER DECK

The SLlCE 400 is a conceptual design for an aluminum hulled 34 meter passenger-only ferry. The vessel would
accommodate a total of approximately 400 passengers on two decks, with the main deck accommodating 268
passengers, and the upper deck 132 passengers. Powered by two gas turbine engines, the SLICE 400 is planned
to have a service speed of30 knots. General arrangements for the SLICE 400 appear in Chapter 4.
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13.4 Related Infrastructure and Facilities

Although no ferry services currently operate between Miami and Key West, both ports are major cruise ship
ports-of-call, and as noted earlier, high speed RoPax ferry service currently operates between Miami and the
Bahamas. Therefore, suitable facilities for both passenger and RoPax ferry service are very much available in
both Miami and Key West. Sources of information for the following discussion are drawn largely from the U.S.
Coast Pilot, and the local port authorities.

13.4.1 Miami

The Port of Miami is a deepwater port under the jurisdiction of the Miami-Dade County Seaport Department.
Although principally a consumer port, considerable foreign commerce passes through the port. Miami is also a
major cruise ship port of call. During fiscal year 1997, a total of approximately 3,191,885 cruise ship passen
gers embarked and disembarked in Miami, and the port is home to 18 cruise ships, and has the largest year
round cruise fleet in the world. 147

The Port of Miami has over 30 deep water berths adjacent to the Miami Harbor Main Channel. These include
the berths adjacent at the Port ofMiami on Dodge Island and Lummus Island, and the privately owned facilities
on the north side ofFisher Island and just west ofCauseway Island (see Figure 13-5 and Figure 13-6). There are
twelve passenger facilities and associated berths. Facilities for the proposed ferry service would likely be lo
cated on Dodge Island. All types of supplies and marine services are available in Miami, except for major repair
facilities for large vessels, which are available in Jacksonville and Tampa.

FIGURE 13-5: MIAMI HARBOR - NAUTICAL CHART

147 Florida Tourism Industry Marketing Association (Visit Florida). 1997 Florida Visitor Study. Page 59. Also, the Miami-Dade County Seaport De
partment.
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FIGURE 13-6: MIAMI HARBOR AERIAL PHOTO

The facilities on Dodge Island and Lummus Island are owned and operated by the Seaport Department of Met
ropolitan Dade County. As noted earlier, existing facilities used by Bay Ferries for their high speed RoPax ser
vice from Miami to the Bahamas are located at Terminal 12 on the south side of Dodge Island. The facilities on
Dodge Island can be accessed by major roadways and by the Florida East Coast Railway via a causeway with a
bascule bridge over the Intracoastal Waterway. Lummus Island is connected to Dodge Island by a highway
causeway. Parking is available for cruise and ferry passengers for $10 per day.l48 Passenger facility charges for
the existing Miami to Bahamas RoPax service provided by Bay Ferries are approximately $10 per person in Mi
ami, and it is assumed that a similar charge would apply to the proposed Miami to Key West service for the use
of facilities in Miami.

Berths on Dodge Island have depths alongside that range from between 25 to 36 feet. On the northwest comer
of Dodge Island, there are berths suitable for passenger and RoRo cargo service, with berth 6 at 31 feet along
side, and berth 7 at 25 feet alongside. On the north side of Dodge Island, bays I-54 are 36 feet alongside, with a

.deck height of 8 feet, and are used for passenger and cargo service. Berths on the east side and south side of
Dodge Island are 25 feet alongside, and are used primarily for general, containerized or RoRo cargo. Control
ling depths of channels, which are generally suitable for even the deep draft of the SLICE 600, are addressed in
more detail later in the discussion of navigational considerations.

148 Miami-Dade County SeaJlort Department.
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Given the existing facilities described above, depth alongside and freeboard height may pose a problem for the
SLICE 600 in Miami. With a draft of 28.5 feet, the SLICE 600 would be limited to berthing areas on the north
west and north side of Dodge Island. Other areas, with depths alongside of 25 feet, would not be accessible by
the SLICE 600 unless significant dredging were undertaken, which is assumed here to be an unlikely scenario.
With a mean range of tide of 2 to 2.5 feet, the SLICE 600 would not be able to access these other areas even at
high tide. Even if this were the case, the operational constraints that this would impose would likely be unac
ceptable.

The Incat 91 meter WPC currently operated by Bay Ferries out of Miami appears to have adequately interfaced
with existing terminal facilities in Miami, which suggests that neither the AMD K50 nor the Incat 74 meter
WPC would face such problems. The SLICE 400 main passenger deck freeboard of 11.8 feet should not pose
any operational problems, since the existing passenger facilities in Miami generally have a deck height of 8 feet.
The draft of the AMD K50, 74 meter WPC, and the SLICE 400 would all easily be accommodated by both the
channels and all berths in Miami harbor.

13.4.2 Key West

The Key West Department of Transportation, Port Department, has direct supervision of city docks, properties,
moorings and anchorages in Key West Harbor. Key West is an important cruise ship port of call, and during
fiscal year 1997, a total of approximately 536,400 cruise ship passengers embarked and disembarked in Key
West. 149 Access to Key West Harbor from the south is via the Main Ship Channel, which has a controlling
depth of 34 feet from the Straits of Florida to a turning basin off the Truman Annex, thence 30 feet to an upper
turning basin off Key West Bight.

There are three major areas of the Harbor capable of accommodating large vessels such as cruise ships and fer
ries. Municipal Wharf, also known as Mallory Wharf, is 870 feet long and has a deck height of about 7 feet (see
Figure 13-7). The southern half is operated by the Key West Department of Transportation as a cruise ship ter
minal, with a total of 464 feet of berthing space with a reported depth of 26 feet alongside. The northern half is
privately owned by a condominium development. Pier B, south of the Municipal Wharf, is another deepwater
berthing facility operated by the Truman Annex Company, with a controlling depth of about 31 feet and a deck
height of about 9 feet. South of Pier B is the Outer Navy Mole deepwater berthing facility, which has a control
ling depth of approximately 30 feet and a deck height of 7 feet.

Supplies, including diesel fuel, water and other marine supplies are available in Key West, as are limited repair
capabilities for large vessels. There is currently no fee structure for ferries, however for cruise ships, there is a

disembarkation fee of $6.50 per passenger, plus a vessel docking fee of $0.50 per foot of vessel length. 150 It is
assumed here that a similar charge would apply to the proposed Miami to Key West ferry service for the use of
facilities in Key West.

Given the existing facilities described above, depth alongside and freeboard height may pose a problem for the
SLICE 600 in Key West as well. With a draft of28.5 feet, the SLICE 600 would exceed the controlling depth at
the Municipal Wharf cruise ship facility. The Pier B facility and the Outer Navy Mole, with controlling depths
alongside in excess of 30 feet, could accommodate the SLICE 600, however passenger terminal facilities at
these locations are less developed than at the Municipal Wharf. With a mean range of tide at Key West of 1.3
feet, the SLICE would not be able to access the Municipal Wharf even at high tide, and dredging is assumed not
be a feasible scenario.

149 Florida Tourism Industry Marketing Association (Visit Florida). 1997 Florida Visitor Study. Page 59.

150 Key West Department of Transportation, Port Department. September 13, 1999.
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FIGURE 13-7: KEY WEST HARBOR - NAUTICAL CHART
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13.5 Weather and Wave Climate

The climate of South Florida can be generally characterized as subtropical marine in Broward and Dade coun
ties, and tropical maritime in the Keys. The region is strongly influenced by the adjacent marine environment,
and the Florida Current, Gulf of Mexico, the Gulf Stream and the Atlantic Ocean affect terrestrial and marine
climate during different seasons. South Florida experiences two general seasons: a warm rainy season from
June to October, and a mild dry season from November to May. During the rainy season, rainfall averages 6.24
inches per month, and during the dry season averages 1.97 inches per month. Historical meteorological data for
the coastal areas off Miami and Key West are presented in Table 13-3.

Hurricanes are the greatest weather hazard to navigation in this area. The hurricane season runs officially from
June 1 through November 30, with September usually being the time of peak hurricane activity. The region is
also affected by the trade winds, and winds from the east are persistent throughout the year, with some local ef
fects in the Keys. The trade winds usually blow at 10 to 20 knots, but can be stronger at times. The proximity
ofthe GulfStream and the Gulf ofMexico result in a tropical maritime climate. Visibility in the region are usu
ally good, but may be reduced briefly in heavy rain showers.

As discussed earlier in Chapter 8, the Volpe Center conducted a detailed wave climate analysis using a combina
tion of measured wave data sources and modeled hindcast data sources. Data sources used for this region in
cluded measured data from NOAA buoys and Florida Coasl!IUata Network (FCDN) buoys, and hindcast data
from the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, Wave Inf0ntlft1f9H"~1#dY (WIS) (see Table 13-4). In total, more the
71 0,000 data records were utilized. "
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TABLE 13-3: METEOROLOGICAL TABLES FOR THE COAST AREAS OFF MIAMI
AND KEY WEST

LlETEOROLOOICAL TABLE FOR COASTAl. APCA OFF ..1AM1
9oIIndIUies: 25"N. 10 zg"N.•~ 78'"W. and 1he coast

w.tt-~ JlIft. ...... .... APr. May .IuM ...., Aug. ItpI. Get. I

wnet ... ~ Mots (11 1.1 1.3 •• " . · · · .8 1.2
w- hIltght .> 10 feet 111 5-& 5.li 4.3 2.9 1.7 .9 · '1.0 4.1 6.8
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Figure 13-8 presents the location of the particular buoys and stations from which data were obtained. Based on
the proposed operating schedule for the Miami to Key West ferry route, and a detailed definition of the location
and operating speed on each segment of the route, a distribution of annual vessel operating hours by sea state
was developed The results of this analysis, presented in Figure 13-9, reveal that significant wave heights in
excess of sea state 4 (4.1 to 8.2 feet) would be experienced less than 1% of vessel operating hours. These find
ings are generally consistent with the wave height data presented in the U.S. Coast Pilot, which indicates that
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TABLE 13-4: FLORIDA CASE STUDY - WAVE DATA

SOURCES

Data Buoy or Number of
Source Station Time Period Observed Records

FCDN UFOO3 10na -7/88 5,495
NOM-'-' 42025----- 9/91 -.- -4i94-&"1i{js ----6i9S- --- ---------3~964

Wis······ Au20ci1-··· ~i/56·_-1'2iiS·&-1i7if:·12i95·· ········S8~440

wis------ Au260i--- "1-/56-·-1iiisK1n6:-12i95-- --------S8~44-6

wis·····- Au2003-'- -f/5f3"--12iis-&'1n6:-12i95 -- -'--'---S8~440

Wis·-···· Au2004'" '1i56 -·-12iis-&-1n6: -12i95 -- "'--'--S8~44-6

Wis- ...--. Au2005--- "1'/56 '-'12iis-s,:1n6: -12i95 -- --------s8~44"6

Wis······ Au2006""- "(156 '--1'2iis-&'1n6:'12i95" ·······-58:44·0
Wis------ Au2007'-- '1i56 '--1217SK 1nif:-12i95 -- --------58:440
Wis------- Au200B"- -'1/56 ---12J7ij-&-1n6":-12i95-- --·-----ij8~44-6

Wis"--" GU1oof'- -f/76---1219ij --- --- --- ------ --- ----··--58:44-6
wis------- GU1boa--- 1i76---12/fiij---·----··-··----- ·-·-----58~44-6

Wis--'--- GuiOO9--- -fi-;6 -·-12195- ---- --. -------. -- ------ --58:44"0
wis---'-' G-ti1106--- -fi-;6---12Jfiij--- ---- ..---..-..- '-'--'--58~44-6

TOTALS 710,739

waves of 10 feet or more are reported approximately 1.2% to 3.6% of time in this region. The wave climate
studies completed by Mersea Ships, the original applicant Title XI applicant for the proposed Miami to Key
West SWATH service, also found that significant wave heights in excess of 3.5 meters (11.4 feet) are experi
enced less than 3.5% ofthe time in this area. In summary, the relatively benign wave climate of this region does
not provide SLICE or SWATH vessels sufficient opportunity to improve ride quality or passenger comfort.

FIGURE 13·8: FLORIDA EAST COAST AND KEYS WAVE DATA STATIONS
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FIGURE 13-9: DISTRIBUTION OF ANNUAL VESSEL OPERATING HOURS BY

SEA STATE (MIAMI - KEY WEST ROUTE)
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13.6 Navigational Considerations

Sea State

Utilizing the electronic charting software and digital nautical charts, a detailed representation of the planned Mi
ami to Key West route was created. The total route distance from a Miami ferry terminal on the north side of
Dodge Island to a Key West ferry terminal in the vicinity of the Municipal Wharf is 168 nmi. The individual
segments of this route are as follows. From the proposed Miami ferry terminal to a point just east of the Main
Channel into Miami (known as Government Cut) is 3.7 nmi. It is assumed that operating speed would be lim
ited too 15 knots for all vessels on this route segment. From this point, traveling outside of the Area to Be
Avoided (ATBA) to a point in the Key West Harbor Main Ship Channel, about three miles south of Key West,
is 161 mnL On this mainline portion ofthe route, vessels are assumed to operate at their service speed, as indi
cated earlier in Table 13-2. From this pOint in the Main Channel outside of Key West Harbor to a point just
west ofFort Taylor in Key W~t is 2.2 nmi, and on this segment of the route, it is assumed that operating speed
would be limited to 30 knots. Finally, from this point to the ferry terminal in the vicinity of the Municipal
Wharf is about I nmi, during which vessels are assumed to operate at 15 knots. Given this operating profile,
total one-way trip time from terminal to terminal with the baseline AMD K50 vessel is estimated at 4 hours.
With the Incat 74 meter WPC, total one-way trip time is 4 hours and 30 minutes, and with both the SLICE 600
and SLICE 400 vessels, total one-way trip time is 5 hours and 45 minutes.

The project team consulted the Coast Guard in the matter of navigational safety and restrictions in the operating
area associated with this route. There are no restricted navigation areas, for reasons of safety, in the waters be
tween Miami and Key West. The National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) administers an
"Area to be Avoided" (ATBA) in the Florida Keys National Marine Sanctuary. No vessels longer than 50 me-
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ters (164 feet) may enter the ATBA without the permission of the Sanctuary managers. The ATBA is discussed
further in the review of environmental considerations presented later.

The approach to the Port of Miami would be via the sea buoy (RW "M", Mo (A» east of Miami Beach and the
Port facilities at Lummus Island. There is a precautionary area approximately 2 miles in diameter, centered on
the sea buoy, so designated for the safe transfer ofpilots and interchange of vessel traffic. The charts advise that
all vessels should "exercise extreme care in navigating within this area". The distance from the sea buoy to the
Port of Miami, opposite Palm Island, is about 8 nautical miles. There is no speed restriction landward of the sea
buoy, but some speed reduction would likely be necessary where the channel runs among Fisher Island, the
south tip of Miami Beach, and Lummus Island, since vessels are advised not to operate at a speed which will
endanger other vessels or structures. Controlling depths at Miami in the Government Cut are 38 feet from the
sea to the inshore ends of the entrance jetties, thence 36 feet to a turning basin with the same depth north of the
northwest comer of Dodge Island. These depths are more than sufficient to accommodate the SLICE 600 with
its 28.5 foot draft, as well as all other vessels considered for this case study.

The port of Key West would be approached from the south via the main ship channel and the sea buoy "RW".151
The channel is marked by lighted ranges and other aids to navigation from the entrance to the upper turning ba
sin, and extends from the sea buoy northward along the Main Channel range, Cut "A" range, Cut "B" range, and
the Key West Harbor Range. Indicated depths along the northern portion of the approach (Cut "B" and Key
West Harbor ranges) and in the harbor's turning basin are from 29' to 36', barely adequate relative to the 28.5
foot draft of the SLICE 600.

Navigation of the open water portion of the route is unrestricted except for the Florida Keys National Marine
Sanctuary ATBA, as indicated on the charts and in the Coast Pilot. The SLICE 600 and comparative high speed
vessels would travel south of the ATBA. The Coast Guard states that there is an abundance of recreational fish
ing and diving craft in the area, and that there will likely be crossing issues for the master to deal with. Visibil
ity is generally good as fog occurs only rarely in this area.

13.7 Environmental Considerations

South Florida and the Florida Keys region supports one of the most diverse ecosystems of marine plants and
animals in North America. In November 1990, Florida Keys National Marine Sanctuary was designated in or
der to protect the unique marine environment of the Florida Keys. The geographic extent and various areas of
the sanctuary are presented in Figure 13-10. In addition to regulations that generally prohibit the operation of
vessels in any manner within the sanctuary that may result in damage the environment, an "Area to Be Avoided"
(ATBA) has also been established off the coast of Florida in order to reduce the risk of large vessel groundings
which can represent a serious threat to the continued vitality of the marine environment in the region. Tanks
vessels and vessels greater than 50 meters (164 feet) in length are prohibited from operating within the ATBA.
Therefore, the AMD K50, Incat 74 meter WPC, and SLICE 600 would all be required to operate outside of the
ATBA. In addition, it is assumed here that the deep draft of the SLICE 400 relative to other vessels of similar
size and capacity would result in its being operated outside of the ATBA as well.

The ATBA was established under the authority of the Florida Keys National Marine Sanctuary and Protection
Act of 1990. The ATBA is coterminous with the Florida Keys National Marine Sanctuary, and has four main
areas: the vicinity of the Florida Keys, the vicinity of Key West Harbor, the area surrounding Marquesas Keys,
and the area surrounding Dry Tortugas (see Figure 13-11). The ATBA in the vicinity of the Florida Keys ex
tends east and north along the Keys, extending seaward from the Keys an average of approximately 10 nmi.
Figure 13-11 shows the position of the ATBA relative to the proposed route location.

151 Telephone contact. MSO Miami, CDR Michael Miles (Port Operations). August 11,1999.
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Although the Florida Keys are perhaps best known for their coral reefs, there are various other important habi
tats as well, such as mangroves and seagrass meadows. Also, Florida lies somewhat midway between the winter
calving ground of the north whales off the coast of Georgia, and the on the route between winter and summer
grounds for the whales known to travel between the Caribbean and upper Atlantic. Aside from whales present,
however, an additional concern in Florida waters is the manatee, which are found in the waters surrounding the
lower tip ofthe Florida Peninsula and the Keys.

FIGURE 13-10: FLORIDA KEYS NATIONAL MARINE SANCTUARY
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13.8 Market Forecasts and Financial Analysis

As noted earlier in this chapter, the baseline operating scenario for the proposed RoPax service between Miami
and Key West consists of year-round service, with one round trip daily, to bc operated by Boomerang Fast Ferry
with service beginning sometime during late 2000 or 2001. Boomerang Fast Ferry would acquire one AMD
K50 high speed RoPax catamaran to service this route, operating a single round trip daily. The vessel would be
designed to accommodate 400 passengers and 89 AEU, or a combination of up to 4 motorcoaches and 46 auto
mobiles, with a service speed of 45 knots.

13.8.1 Baseline Ferry Patronage

The operating schedule for this service would likely include a 9:00AM departure from Miami, with a 1:OOPM
arrival in Key West, followed by a 4:00PM departure from Key West with an arrival back in Miami at 8:00PM.
Although published fares are not yet available for this proposed route, based on the other existing and proposed
high speed ferry services in the region between Florida and the Bahamas, and between Fort Myers and Key
West, it is estimated that an adult one-way fare would be approximatcly $63.25, including passenger facility
charges of $10 at Miami and $6.50 at Key West. With the baseline AMD K50 vessel, total one-way travel time
would be 4 hours.

Regarding passenger and vehicle patronage, note that on many conventional RoPax ferry services, the observed
ratio of vehicle boardings to passenger boardings ranges from between 0.28 to about 0.40, with an average of
approximately 0.34.152 However, the three RoPax vessels reviewed here (AMD K50, mcat 74 meter WPC, and
SLICE 600) have a ratio of AEU vehicle capacity to passenger capacity ranging between 0.14 and 0.22. It is
unclear whether there would be substantial demand for vehicle ferry service to Key West. The limited physical
size of Key West, and the sizable number of cruise ship passengers calling on Key West each year, would both
seem to suggest that although automobile travel is currently a dominant mode of travel to Key West, once in
Key West use of an automobile is not a strict necessity. However, it is possible that travelers may want to visit
other destinations in the Florida Keys in addition to Key West (as can be seen in the NOAA travel study which
shows persons who visited two or more of the four major areas of the Keys), or combine a one-way trip by ferry
with a return trip by automobile along Route 1. Therefore, it is assumed for this case study that for each vessel
type analyzed, vehicle boardings will be equal to 80% of the ratio of AEU vehicle capacity to passenger capac
ity. For example, for the AMD K50, the ratio of AEU vehicle capacity to passenger capacity is 400/89, or 0.22,
80% of which equals 0.176. For example if240 passengers board the AMD K50 on a given trip, 43 vehicles are
also assumed to board on that trip.

Based on the market and financial analysis that follows, and utilizing the market analysis and financial analysis
methods described in Chapter 8, baseline annual equilibrium (year 3 and beyond) passenger boardings would
total 231,060, and baseline annual equilibrium vehicle boardings would total 41,129 under the baseline case us
ing the AMD K50 (see the baseline vessel portion of Table 13-5). In order to evaluate this baseline patronage
estimate in the context of the overall travel market between Miami and Key West, a review of the existing travel
between these two areas is performed below. Modes of travel that currently service this market include auto,
air, bus and other ferry services.

Baseline Travel Market - Auto

Key West is accessible by highway from Miami via U.S. Route 1, also known as the Overseas Highway. Driv
ing distance from Miami to Key West is approximately 160 statute miles total, with about 133 miles of travel in
the Keys, and remainder in Dade County. The highway largely follows the route of the former Florida East

152 Based on observed total passenger hoardings and vehicle hoardings for BC Ferries, Washington State Ferries, Cape May - Lewes ferry, Alaska Marine
Highway System, Lake Michigan Carferry, and Bay Ferries service between Saint John and Digby.
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Coast Railroad, however current intercity rail service in Florida, provided by Amtrak, extends only as far south
as Miami. Amtrak does provide a Thruway bus connection from Miami to Key West, called the Florida Keys
Shuttle, however this service is operated by Greyhound as part of Greyhound's regular bus service between Mi
ami and Key West, which is described later.

Drive time one-way from Miami to Key West is about 3.5 hours minimum, under free flow conditions, and
about 4 hours under normal traffic conditions. Assuming an out of pocket cost of$0.32 per vehicle mile, and an
average vehicle occupancy of 2 persons, the 160 statute mile trip between Miami and Key West by automobile
would cost approximately $26 one-way per person.

For the one year period between June 1995 and May 1996, there were 2.5 million person trips by automobile to
the Florida Keys and Key West, and of these, it is estimated that 2 million (80%) were for non-business pur
poses, and 500,000 (20%) were for business purposes. 153 Of this total of 2.5 million auto trips, approximately
33% are made to Key West, and off these, about half are trips to Key West only, with the remainder comprised
of trips that include Key West in combination with one of the other three major areas of the Keys.154 Therefore,
there are about 440,000 auto trips to Key West only annually, which represents a total 880,000 one-way auto
trips to and from Key West annually.

As for the origin of these auto trips to Key West, the state of Florida is the number one origin of visitors to the
Keys, and Dade County and Broward County alone represent 47% of visitors originating in Florida and going to
the Keys, and 14% of all visitors to the Keys. 155 Assuming that this distribution of trip origins for all trips is
applicable to auto trips, then it is estimated that there are approximately 131,000 one-way origin-destination
auto trips between Key West and the Miami metropolitan area annually.

Baseline Travel Market - Air Travel

There are four commercial service airports that service the Key West and the Miami metropolitan areas. These
are (1) Key West International Airport, (2) Marathon Airport, (3) Miami International Airport, and (4) Fort
Lauderdale/Hollywood International Airport. Because the ferry terminals for the proposed route are located in
Miami and Key West, Miami International Airport and Key West International Airport are the focus of the air
travel market analysis presented here.

Key West International Airport is located approximately 2 miles east of Key West. Total passenger enplane
ments in 1996 for Key West International were 275,911, composed of 208,000 commuter air carrier enplane
ments, with the remainder being major air carrier enplanements. Total passenger enplanements in 1996 for Mi
ami International were 16,338,062, composed of approximately 15.1 million domestic and international major
air carrier enplanements, and approximately 1.2 million commuter air carrier enplanements.

Airlines that offer flights from Miami to Key West include US Air (US Express), Continental Connection (Gulf
stream International Airlines), American Eagle, Comair, United Airlines (through Continental Connection), and
Caribbean Air Service, Inc. (from Opa-Locka Airport about 20 minutes from Miami International Airport).
Flights are often overbooked during peak seasons, especially during January and February. In Key West, car
rentals are available from a number of major companies.

One-way travel time from gate-to-gate is 45 to 50 minutes, and information from airline reservation systems for
the month of October 1999 indicates that round trip coach air fares range from between $188 up to $259 in this

IS3 Leeworthy, Vernon R. oand Peter C. Wiley. Linking the Economy and Environment ofFlorida Keys/Florida Bay. Visitor Profiles: Florida Keys / Key
West November 1996. U.S. Department of Commerce, National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration, National Occan Service. Page 7.

154 Leeworthyo Vernon R. oand Peter C. Wiley. Linking the Economy and Environment ofFlorida Keys/Florida Bay. Visitor Profiles: Florida Keys / Key
West November 1996. U.S. Department of Commerce, National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration, National Ocean Service. Page 102.

155 Leeworthy, Vernon R. oand Peter C. Wiley. Linking the Economy and Environment ofFlorida Keys/Florida Bay. Visitor Profiles: Florida Keys / Key
West November 1996. U.S. Department of Commerce, National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration, National Ocean Service. Page 18.
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market, and that aircraft types typically used in this market include the Beechcraft B I00 turboprop (9 scats),
Saab 340 (34 seats), ATR-42 turboprop (46 seats).

Air travel data for calendar year 1995, developed from a combination of Form 41, Form 298-C and 10% Sample
data obtained from the U.S. Department of Transportation, Office of Airline Information, reveal that there were
approximately 16,600 origin-destination passengers that flew direct in each direction between Miami Interna
tional Airport and Key West International Airport in 1995, for a total of33,200 direct origin-destination air trips
between these two airports. An additional 190,000 transfer passengers also flew between Miami and Key West,
with 95,000 passengers flying from Key West to Miami, where they connected with flights beyond Miami, and
95,000 passengers arriving at Miami from another airport, where they then connected with flights on to Key
West.

Baseline Travel Market - Bus

Russel's Official National Motorcoach Guidefor the Us. and Canada for August 1999 was referenced to iden
tify intercity bus companies offering service between Miami and Key West. Motorcoach bus service is provided
on this route by Greyhound, which offers three round trips daily between Key West depot at the Key West air
port, with a fourth round trip on Sundays and Fridays. Major stops in Miami include Miami International Air
port, the Miami Amtrak station and downtown Miami, and there are approximately 15 stops along the way be
tween Miami and Key West. One-way travel time by Greyhound from Key West to Miami International Airport
is 4 hours and 20 minutes, and adult round-trip fares for travel between Key West and Miami are currently $55.

This operating schedule indicates a total of approximately 2,400 one-way vehicle trips are made annually.
Given that a typical intercity motorcoach has a seating capacity between 46 and 55 seats, with a fleet average of
about 49 seats, this equates to a total of approximately 59,000 one-way bus passenger trips annually, assuming
an average load factor of 50%, which is typical of scheduled intercity motorcoach service nationwide..

In addition to this schedule intercity service, excursion charter service is provided by Party Tours, which oper
ates two round trips weekly with a round trip fare of $79. This level of service equates to approximately 7,600
one-way passenger trips annually at a somewhat higher load factor of 75%, typical of most charter bus opera
tors.

Baseline Travel Market - Other Ferry Service

As noted earlier, seasonal ferry service is operated from October to early April on two routes between Palm
Grove Marina in Fort Myers and Key West, and between Factory Bay Marina on Marco Island (about 33 miles
south of Fort Myers) to Key West, by Key West Shuttle. Although not directly serving the Miami to Key West
market, these routes are reviewed here in order to gauge current demand for ferry travel in general to Key West.
Two passenger-only vessels each operate one daily round trip. The vessel Whale Watcher operates on the 133
nautical mile route between Fort Myers and Key West, with a total one-way travel time of about 4 hours at a
service speed of approximately 33 knots. The vessel Capt. Red operates on the 90 nautical mile route between
Marco Island and Key West, with a total one-way travel time of about 3 hours and 45 minutes at a service speed
of approximately 24 knots. Round trip fares on both routes are $89.00 per passenger. Based on information
obtained from the operator, annual ridership on both routes for the 1998-99 operating season is estimated at
24,000 passenger boardings. During the summer, these vessels are repositioned to New England and operated
as whale watch and excursion vessels.

Baseline Travel Market - All Modes

Based on the above analysis of baseline travel by mode, it is estimated that total travel by all modes between
Miami and Key West is approximately 230,800 one-way trips annually, comprised of 131,000 one-way person
trips by auto, 33,200 one-way trips by air, and 66,600 trips by bus. In addition to diversion from these existing
modes of travel, it is possible that the introduction of high speed ferry service could result in some level of in-
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duced travel demand, which is typically defined as trips that are new to the overall travel market, and that are
not currently being made on other existing modes, and that would not otherwise be made absent the introduction
of the new transportation service. Assuming here a modest level of induced travel resulting from the introduc
tion of high speed ferry service equal to 5% of the overall travel market, the estimated baseline equilibrium pas
senger boardings of 231,060 in the baseline case using the AMD K50, and based on the proposed Boomerang
Fast Ferry operating profile and vessel, would represent approximately 95% of the existing total travel market
between Miami and Key West.

As a further point of reference regarding estimate patronage, as noted earlier, there were 3 million person trips to
the Florida Keys overall between June 1995 and May 1996, by all modes of travel and from all origins, with
about 83% of these non-business and the remainder business trips.156 Of these 3 million, 43% visited Key West,
with 69% of these visitors to Key West visiting Key West only, and the remainder visiting one or more of the
other three major parts of the Florida Keys in addition to Key West. 157 Therefore, it is estimated that in total, for
persons visiting Key West only, by all modes of travel and from all origins, there are a total of 890,000 person
trips annually. This translates into 1,780,000 one-way trips to and from Key West annually, for persons visiting
Key West only, by all modes of travel and from all origins. The estimated baseline equilibrium passenger
boardings of 231,060 in the baseline case using the AMD K50 represent 13% of this much broader universe of
potential trips from which the new ferry service could conceivably divert passengers from. However, much of
the 1,780,000 universe of trips to and from Key West represents persons whose travel originates from areas out
side of Florida, and outside of the Miami metropolitan area, thus largely excluding them from consideration as
possible candidates for diversion to the proposed ferry service.

Other than the current Boomerang Fast Ferry market study, which was not made available by Boomerang Fast
Ferry or by MARAD for review, the only other high speed ferry market study performed for this Miami 0 Key
West market is the original SWATH proposal performed by Mersea Ships I, Inc. Reportedly, the original mar
ket study conducted by Mersea Ships for its MARAD Title XI application indicated a total market for up to
twelve 300 passenger SWATH vessels. However, the fact that Mersea Ships ultimately chose not to pursue the
implementation of this service with an initially planned two SWATH vessels would indicate that these original
market estimates were far too optimistic.

Although the baseline patronage, as estimated from the baseline vessel type and operating schedule proposed by
Boomerang Fast Ferry, appears to exceed what would seem reasonable given the baseline overall travel market
and the level of service attributes of the other modes of travel in the Miami to Key West market, the estimate of
231,060 is nevertheless used here as the basis for comparison of the use of SLICE and other comparative high
speed vessels.

13.8.2 Financial Analysis

The economic performance of the various vessel types and operating scenarios is first estimated at a break-even
level of patronage for the proposed operating schedule. The break-even level is defined here as the level of pas
senger and vehicle patronage required to achieve an internal rate ofretum of 15% with the baseline fare. This is
then followed by a baseline fare scenario, in which the baseline fare is utilized in conjunction with the estimated
patronage for each vessel type. Finally, a profit maximizing fare scenario is conducted in which fare levels are
varied to achieve the maximum internal rate of return, or minimum annual net cash deficit, possible.

156 Leeworthy, Vernon R., and Peter C. Wiley. Linking the Economy and Environment ofFlorida Keys/Florida Bay. Visitor Profiles: Florida Keys / Key
West November 1996. U.S. Department of Commerce, National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration, National Ocean Service. Page 7.

157 Leeworthy, Vernon R., and Peter C. Wiley. Linking the Economy and Environment ofFlorida Keys/Florida Bay. Visitor Profiles: Florida Keys / Key
West November 1996. U.S. Department of Commerce, National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration, National Ocean Service. Page 11.
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Break Even Scenario

As noted above, the estimate of the baseline annual equilibrium passenger and vehicle patronage is based upon
the level of patronage that would be required to return a 15% internal rate of return given the proposed baseline
vessel, and the proposed baseline operating schedule and fares. This is referred to here as a "break-even" finan
cial analysis. Again, applying this methodology to the baseline case using the AMD K50, annual equilibrium
(year 3 and beyond) passenger boardings are cstimated at 231,060, and annual equilibrium vehicle boardings at
41,129 (see Table 13-5). Therefore, to achieve this minimum level of profitability using the AMD K50, an av
erage passenger capacity utilization rate, or load factor, of 82.3% would be required.

This break-even methodology was next extended to the other comparative vessel types analyzed for this case
study, with the results also presented in Table 13-5. This type of analysis is illuminating because it identifies
how much patronage an operator would be required to attract to attain a minimum level of profitability, for a
given type of vessel and given operating scenario. If all else held equal, a baseline vessel requires an operator to
attract a significantly greater number of passengers or achieve an unrealistically high annual load factor to attain
the same level of minimum profitability possible with some alternative vessel, then this indicates that the
alternative vessel would likely be viewed as superior by the potential operator.

The Incat 74 meter WPC, although able to attain the break-even internal rate ofreturn of 15% with a load factor
of 59.8%, requires 250,670 annual passenger boardings and 28,216 annual vehicle boardings to do so. Relative
to the AMD K50 baseline, this is an increase of 8.5% in passenger boardings and a decrease of 31.4% in vehicle
boardings. Major differences in operating expenses and revenues between the Incat 74 meter WPC and the
baseline AMD K50 include an increase in salaries, wages and benefits for both deck and engine crew and for
passenger service crew. This is due to both a somewhat greater overall crew compliment for the Incat 74 meter
WPC, compounded by an increase in total annual operating hours for the Incat 74 meter WPC of about 14% be
cause of its somewhat slower service speed relative to the AMD K50. Fuel and lubricant expenses are lower by
about 20%, with the lower fuel consumption rates per hour of the Incat 74 meter WPC outweighing the overall
increase in operating hours ofthe Incat 74 meter WPC, resulting in a net decrease in fuel and lubricant expense.
Vehicle revenues are also lower by 31.4%, reflecting the fact that of the three RoPax vessels reviewed in this
case study, the Incat 74 meter WPC has the lowest ratio of AEU vehicle capacity to passenger capacity.

To achieve the break-even 15% internal rate of return, the SLICE 600 requires 409,450 annual passenger board
ings, and 49,134 vehicle boardings, which represent substantial increases relative to the AMD K50 baseline of
77.2% and 19.5%, respectively. This represents an average annual passenger load factor of 97%, far in excess
of what could reasonably be achieved in practice. Major differences in SLICE 600 operating expenses relative
to the AMD K50 include an increase in salaries, wages and benefits for both deck and engine crew (92% in
crease) and for passenger service crew (66% increase), which as in the case of the Ineat 74 meter WPC, is due to
both a somewhat greater overall crew compliment for the SLICE 600, compounded by a substantial increase in
total annual operating hours for the SLICE 600 because of its much slower service speed relative to the AMD
K50. Vessel fuel and lubricant expenses for the SLICE 600 are double (103.5% increase) what they are for the
AMD K50, reflecting the substantial increase in total annual operating hours for the SLICE 600, as well as a
high fuel consumption rate per hour for the SLICE 600 relative to the AMD K50. Of note here is that the fuel
consumption rate of the AMD K50 is 1,439 gallons per hour at its 45 knot operating speed, where as the hourly
fuel consumption rate of the SLICE 600 is 31% greater at 1,891 gallons per hour, but at a 30 knot operating
speed. Vessel maintenance expense is significantly greater for the SLICE 600, reflecting the greater number of
annual operating hours, and the higher purchase price of the vessel. Vessel debt repayment expense for the
SLICE 600 is also 23% greater than for the AMD K50, a reflection of its greater purchase price. All passenger
related expense and revenue elements are greater by about 77% relative to the AMD K50 baseline, commensu
rate with the 77% increase in passenger boardings that would be required to achieve the 15% internal rate of
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return. Overall, total direct operating costs are 84% greater, total indirect operating costs are 73.1% greater, but
total revenues are only 66.6% greater for the SLICE 600 relative to the AMD K50 baseline.

For the passenger-only SLICE 400 to achieve the break-even 15% internal rate of return, a total of 167,350 an
nual passenger boardings are required. This represents an average annual passenger load factor of 59.6%, simi
lar to that of the Incat 74 meter WPC, but requiring far fewer total passengers because of the smaller passenger
capacity of the SLICE 400 relative to the Incat 74 meter wpc. Salaries, wages and benefits for both deck and
engine crew for the SLICE 400 are about the same as for the AMD K50, with the greater total operating hours
for the SLICE 400 offset by its smaller total crew complement. Fuel and lubricant expense for the SLICE 400 is
47% less than for the AMD K50, and only about 25% of that for the SLICE 600. Vessel debt repayment ex
pense for the SLICE 400 is 60% less than for the AMD K50, a reflection of its much more modest purchase
price. All passenger related expense and revenue elements are less by about 27% relative to the AMD K50
baseline, commensurate with the 27% reduction in passenger boardings that would be required to achieve the
15% internal rate of return, and vehicle revenues are of course zero. Vessel maintenance expense is also about
half that for the AMD K50 baseline, reflecting the SLICE 400's modest purchase price and the smaller
powerplant relative to the other three vessels.

Baseline Fare Scenario

For the next set of market and financial analyses, presented in Table 13-6, the baseline AMD K50 annual rider
ship of 231 ,060 passengers and 41,129 vehicles serves as the basis from which patronage estimates for the other
comparative vessel types are made, according to the observed demand elasticities for RoPax ferry travel with
respect to total travel time, fare and frequency of service, and based on sea state and seakeeping analyses, as
discussed in Chapter 8. Table 13-6 presents what is referred to here as the "baseline fare scenario," in which the
AMD K50 baseline patronage is varied as a function of the comparative vessel travel times, and the relative
seakeeping performance of each vessel under the wave climate conditions present in this case study region, but
fares are kept the same for all vessel types at the baseline fare levels. The relative financial performance of the
comparative vessels are generally the same for the direct operating cost categories such as crew and fuel, as de
scribed earlier under the break-even scenarios.

Under this scenario, for the Incat 74 meter WPC it is estimated that there would be approximately 24,000 fewer
passenger boardings than in the baseline case with the AMD K50 because of the increase in total one-way travel
time relative to the AMD K50 of 13.9%, a travel time increase of about 30 minutes. Based on the seakeeping
analysis presented in Chapter 5, both the AMD K50 and Incat 74 meter WPC are assumed to have generally
similar seakeeping performance, and therefore there is no change in estimated ridership due to relative seakeep
ing performance for the Incat 74 meter WPC. The resulting annual patronage of 206,930 passengers and 23,293
vehicles yields an internal rate of return under this scenario for the Incat 74 meter WPC of only 3.33%, signifi
cantly less than the 15% baseline internal rate of return achieved with the AMD K50.

For the SLICE 600, it is estimated that there would be approximately 78,000 fewer passenger boardings than in
the baseline case with the AMD K50 because of the 45% increase in one-way travel time relative to the AMD
K50, or about 1 hour and 45 minutes. Based on the seakeeping analysis presented in Chapter 5 and the method
ology presented in Chapter 8 regarding the impact of seakeeping performance on patronage, it is estimated that
about 1,150 additional passengers would board the SLICE 600 relative to the baseline case with the AMD K50.
The resulting annual patronage of 153,971 passengers and 18,477 vehicles yields no meaningful figure for the
internal rate of return, because there are no positive net cash flows generated in any of the years analyzed under
this scenario. The annual net cash flow for years 3 through IS for the SLICE 600 is a deficit of$9.5 million.

For the SLICE 400, there would be similar changes to the baseline patronage as for the SLICE 600, because of
the same operating speed and travel time as the SLICE 600, and similar seakeeping characteristics. The result
ing annual patronage of 153,971 passengers yields an internal rate of return 8.97%, much better than that for the
SLICE 600, but still less than the 15% baseline internal rate of return achieved with the AMD K50.
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Profit Maximizing Fare Scenario

In Table 13-7, an extension of the baseline fare scenario referred to as the "profit maximizing fare scenario" is
presented. Under this scenario, fares for the comparative vessel types were varied to determine if a fare level
other than the baseline fare could yield an internal rate of return higher than that under the baseline fare sce
nario. Therefore, in addition to changes in the baseline patronage resulting from different travel times and
seakeeping performance, changes in patronage resulting from different fare levels are also considered in combi
nation with these other level of service parameters. As can be seen in Table 13-7, somewhat higher fare levels
result in a greater internal rate of return of 9.06% for the Incat 74 meter WPC, and 11.61% for the SLICE 400.
However, these are still lower than the 15% internal rate of return achieved with the AMD K50.
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TABLE 13-5: MIAMI - KEY WEST "BREAK-EvEN" FINANCIAL ANALYSIS

Results from Discounted Cash Flow Analysis (Amounts and Percent Difference from Baseline)
i~ii:lf<"I'BaUliher')~:;{i: arios: ·f' ~

Vessel Type AMD K50 Incat 74m SLICE 600 SLICE 400

15.00%

: :: ::~2~~~~,???: : : : : : : :
,$1,270,302

, , -:$2~9i6.556 --•• , , , •

Vessel Type AMD K50 Incat 74m SLICE 600 SLICE 400

Vessel Debt Re~a~ment (c~mbined $3094 863 $2981 384 (-3,7%)
DrmciDal and Interest " "

EQUn.I~IUMYEAR: 3 THROUGH 15ANNUALCA~N5E:i (OTH~THANINTERES

$3,816,997 (23,3%)

, ,

$1,237,945 (-60.0%)

~

Salaries,Wages and Benefits $1 159819 $1 746563 (50.6%)
(Deck and Engine, Officers & Crew) ,. "

'' -", -, - , \ressei Fueiand Lubricants ", $3:90'8~195···,$3,112:96'{ (,20.3%)
.. "" -, - - - , -"" Vessel'Mainten'a'nce'costs ", $1 :oli(266 ,-, -$1,032:~144' (f4%j' .
•.. ---- -, -, -"" 'Marine Huil'lnsurance .. ,. '$'i50~666'--- -'$722:5'00' (:3)",7,)'

$2,225,250 (91.9%)

" --$'i,953,58o'('103:s'°io)
,- - -$1.471,949'(44:6%)'
····-$925POO'(23:jok)·

$1,180,350 (1.8%)

::::~~~~t~~3J~~~?0:
$477,389 (·53.1%)

, "" $366,066 '(:60".0%)'
Direct Operating Costs Subtotal $6,836,221 $6,614,967 (-3.2%)

Cl>$Uf
$12,575,779 (84.0%)

~. ". '.

$4,015,682 (-41.3%)
, .. , .... -t.',

Total Revenues $19,518,666 $19,749,778 1.2%
'3.,'lH NET

Indirect ODeralina Costs Subtotal
IEl.ltIIUBRlUM'TEARS'3' '15'ANNIJAt.R_U

::::=~:~~:~~~
. _... ~a.~~,?:;QJ:2.7,f3'!(0).
____ ,~5.q~9:;QJ:2.Zf3'!'~.
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:::::~~i,~?~ Elf~'(o} :
.....~~~'f3f3f3.1::4.2, ~'M.

$1,419,774 ('29.0%)

::::::~~~,?g~}~Z~'(o}:
....$.1,~a.S.,638.1:2.7:5.'(0).
_____~!~~'~?? _(:2.7,5.'(0).

$543,888 (,27.6%)

:::::~~~~'~?~:@:~~o}:
$209,188 (,27.6%)

$32,524,354 66.6%

$12,825,100 73.1%

$774,000 (65.9%)

::: :E,~~~,~?~:(W~~f:
_____ ~~~~,!!!!9 ,(!'?:l,o~l.

$3,452,796 (72.8%)

• - - - - $122,835'(77:20/0)'

::: :~'~~~'?~~:(l!:~o~f:
_____ ~~Q~,?n J??:a.~l_

$1,330,713 (77.2%)
- - - -- $552,75S'Cl'(2"0i.) '
- - '-'$51 i,813'(77:2%)'
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$466,594 $607,SOO (30.2%)

:::: :~7:a~~~~i::::: ~??~~9:9:1: (1:~~0}::
_____~5_9_8~~~9.. ~???,1_2,1_l0, !O(o),_

$1,998,453 $2,153,405 (7.S%)

::::::~~~~f~::::::}?~;~O):(~~~}::
_' _§i~ ,9_1_1~~~S. ~~,9??P.2!!,lS,5.'Y'l,_
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$311,931 $338,405 (8.5%)
-----i'iS'i(825 -- -" $313:338' (8'5%) --

Salaries, Wages and Benefits
(Onboard Passenger Service Crew)

::::::::::::::::::::::: :~~~k~!i6~~~~:~~~e:rtJ~i6~
Reservations & Sales

-", _. -. -- - - -, - - - 'Docking Fees i'FiassengerFacility
Charges I Shore Operations

:::::::::::: ~!~t~~6~~~j~~~~[~i~~Dj6~~r?~~~
General Administration

- - - - - - - - - - - - - • - - - - - - -Outsfde-Protesslona'-Se-,vices
.. - - - - -6nboare[FooeJ 8'-Beverage Sales·'Costo(Sales
---- - - -, - - - - -_., -, - - - - - -Gift'Sho-p-:Costo(Sales

.......... "", - -OnbOarc(Gamfn-g-: COsto(Sales

Equilibrium Year 3 Net Cash Flow Before Taxes $2,180,359 $2,138,292 -1,9% $3,306,477 51.6% $1,100,964 -49,5%

Notes:
"no meaningful figure" means that there were no positive net cash flows in any of the years analyzed. and lherefore Ihe calculation of the internal rilte ofrcturn has no meaning
(I) The return on equity investment over the entire project lilt, calculated on a discounted cash flow basis.
(2) From years 1610 25, vessel debt rcp<!yment expenses is zero for all vessel type scenarios because tbe loan tenn is 15 )'ears

Rather than duplicate the above for years 16 to 25 when vessel debt repayment expenses is zero for all ves$.el types, ollly years
3 through 15 are presented in the above summary of the discounled cash flow analysis.

(3) Passenger facility charges (pre).
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TABLE 13-6: MIAMI - KEY WEST BASELINE FARE SCENARIO FINANCIAL ANALYSIS

Results from Discounted Cash Flow Analvsis (Amounts and Percent Difference from Baseline)
'< 8aselirw" narlos, '«;;" ',',

Vessel Type AMD K50 Incat 74m SLICE 600 SLICE 400

Internal Rate of Return (IRR)ll) 15.00% 3.33% ~? _n:'~,,!~i~9~u! ~9~~e_ ____ 8.97%
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,." .

Indirect ODeratinq Costs Subtotal $7,407,223 $6,738,443 -9.0%
11000 ,3 '.1&'ANNlJALRliVENUE
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::::: ~~!j~~~:(-~?)~f
$1,345.093 (-32.7%)

- - - - - - $46~1fjl- (-33.4%)
- - - -$1,275:26C)(:33:3'i.j
- - .. - $1 54~020- (-33.-3'i.)

=====}5~~~~~=t~~~~t_____ ~?~! ,8.6.1_ (-~~._4~~
$192,464 (-33.4%1

$5,356,000 (-27.7%

$387,000 (-17.1%)

-----$424~98-(45~'io)

:::::~~]~}~~:H!~~f
$1.309,396 (-34.5%)

----·-$46~91-G33A'i,)

- - - -$1.275260- (-333oioj
- - - - - $154.021:>(-33.30i.)
- - - - - $500;405-(-3340;-;)
- - - - - $207:86-{(:33'4°io)
-- -- - $192~464- (:334%)

$4,812,883 -35.0%)

__________ .... .f)~~..e_n_9..e! ..F.a!~~ ~~~c5_1~l!.5.4 ~'1.~,)9~l.1!. (-~g,4~/~t

Vehicle Fares $3,574,082 $2,024.132 (-43.4%)
-:=::: ~n~III~~ ~~[~s:-:9~~~~~:~99~ ~:~~~~r~g~:~~I~i::::~j~@;~~o :: =:~i.9~~@:(-~g~~f

__ • .. ~n_c!l~a_,!,?_a!".s_ : ~!f! ?!,~P_~aJ~.. $_6_9~, ~8.0 ~??9l_9_1_ (-~ g._4_'Y~t

Ancillary Sales - Onboard Gaming $577,650 $517,326 (-10.4%)
- - - - - .. - .... - .. - -------- -- -Federai, State-o,-Cocal------- -- - - -0 - - -- - - - - - - -~--~-----

Operating or Non-Operating Subsid $ $ ( a)
Total Revenues $19,518,666 $16,303,617 (-16.5%)

EQUIUBRlUM', GtMS·N!TCAStI.l'~ BE

$9.008.257 (-33.4%)
- - - -$1-,605:608- (·55.-1%)
- - - - - $769:8-54- (-334°ioj
- - - - - $46i ~9-13- (-334°i.)

:: : : : ~~~~ ~9:2:( (-~~=4~~l
$0 (n/a)

$12,230,559 -37.3%

____~~,~g~,2_5!_ (-~~_4_~)_
$0 (nla)

-----$769:854 (-33.4%)
-----$461~i3-G33Ao/~)

::=:: ~~~~:s:2!: (-~~~~l
$0 (n/a)

$10,624,951 -45.6%)

Equilibrium Year 3 Net Cash Flow Before Taxes $2,180,359 -$31,177 -101.4%11 -$9,518,218 ·536.5%)i $558,441 -74.4%

Notes:
"no meaningful figure" means that there were no positive net cash flows in any afthe year~ anaIY7f:d. and Ihn-erone the c.aleulation afthe internal r.lte ofretum has no meaning
(I) The relum on equity in"cstment over the entire projcct life. calculated on a discounted cash flow basis.
(2) From years 16 to 25. vesseldeht repayment expenses is zero for all vessel type scenarios because the loan term is 15 years.

Rather than duplicate the above for years 16 to 25 \\'hen vessel debt repayment expenses is zero for all vessel types. only years
3 through 15 are presented in the above summary of the discounted cash flow analysis.

(3) P'dssenger facility charges (pfe)
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TABLE 13-7: MIAMI - KEY WEST PROFIT MAXIMIZING FARE SCENARIO

Results from Discounted Cash Flow Analysis (Amounts and Percent Difference from Baseline)
enne ~ ~ ~ ~ ,;~~,'" ,>S'~,' ~ ,; ~., , ",,'~',;»'; Seenarlos' ~ ,>"" ;";'';~, "w;~';;"

Vessel Type AMD K50 Incat 74m SLICE 600 SLICE 400

$1,237,945 (-60.0'10)$3,816,997 (23.3'10)

$2,225,250 (91.9%) $1,180,350 (1.8%)

$7,953,580 (103.50/0)"'" $2,057:94'3- (-47:3°io)
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Direct Operating Costs Subtotal $6,836,221
ng COstsH,';i " '. ""s@s;w. .,.. . "

$6,614,967 (-3.2%) $12,575,779 (84.0%) $4,015,682 (-41.3%)
~ "~,,,~,., ~ .,,'"
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Total Revenues $19,518,734 $16,146,839 -17.3%
It!QUI£J ,1SNE BEFORE TAX

$11,909,980 -39,0% $10,264 724 -47,4%

I Equilibrium Year 3 Net Cash Flow Before Taxes $2,180,422 $1,004,031 -54,0% -$9,308,922 -526.9'10 $782,943 -64.1 %

Notcs
"no meaningful figure" means that there were no positive net cash nows in any oflhc years analyzed. and therefoTC the calculation uflhc internal rate afretum has no meaning
(I) The Terum on equily invesunentover the entire project life. calculated on a discounted cash flow ba.~is

(2) From years 16 to 25, vessel debt repayment expenses is zero for all vesse!type scenarios bttausc the loan term is 15 years.
Rather than duplicate the above for yeaTS 16 to 25 when vessel debt repayrrrni expenses is zero for all vessel types. only years
3 through 15 arc presented in the above sununary of the discoumed ca-;h flow analysis.

(3) Passenger facility charges (pre)
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13.9 Conclusions

Estimates of the baseline passenger and vehicle patronage for the Miami to Key West ferry route, as reflected in
the proposed Boomerang Fast Ferry baseline AMD K50 vessel and their proposed operating profile of one round
trip daily, appear overly optimistic. Because of its much higher direct operating costs, and much greater overall
travel time, the SLICE 600 is not profitable under any of the scenarios considered, however the SLICE 400 ap
pears to be better suited for this market, with a passenger capacity consistent with what appear to be actual travel
market conditions, and lower operating costs. Even so, the SLICE 400 is less profitable than the baseline AMD
K50 in all scenarios considered, but more profitable than the 74 meter WPC. Although draft constraints with the
SLICE 600 are not as severe as in some other case study markets, its 21.5 foot main vehicle freeboard height
would likely not interface adequately with the planned ferry terminal facilities. There would be relatively little
additional ridership due to the superior seakeeping ability of SLICE because of the relatively benign sea state
conditions encountered in this region. The one-way travel time of nearly 6 hours for both the SLICE 400 and
SLICE 600 would decrease ridership relative to the other boats considered, and would also severely limit the
possibility of any type of "day trip" travel on the route (the same constraint would hold for the 4 hour baseline
travel time with the AMD K50). Round trip day travel would likely be only a small fraction of overall trips.
The deep draft of the SLICE 600 would also result in marginally acceptable operating conditions in both Key
West Harbor and the Port of Miami at certain berths and in certain channels.
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Chapter 14: Case Study #6 Offshore Oil Industry
Crew Boat

14.1 Introduction

As offshore oil exploration and production has pushed to greater depths and correspondingly greater distances
offshore, transportation of personnel to the rigs has become a more challenging problem. With greater distances
to cover, not only has vessel speed become of greater importance in keeping transport times down to a reason
able level, but reliability of vessel speed, especially in the higher sea states common offshore, can also be a fac
tor in determining operational effectiveness. Ride quality for the rig crews has become a greater concern as the
recognition of the effects of fatigue has increased. The ability of SLICE vessels to operate comfortably and at
near full speed in rough seas is a possible advantage ovcr other vessel types for this application. This case study
quantifies the benefits of superior seakeeping performance in the context of the operating economics of a typical
oil rig crewboat.

For the purposes of the study, a hypothetical SLICE crewboat is evaluated versus a comparable monohull, a
high-speed catamaran and a SWATH (small waterplane area twin hull). The evaluation assumes a Gulf ofMex
ico setting, as the vast majority of North American off-shore oil rigs are located there (see Figure 14-1), and
uses the appropriate sea state data for this region. A detailed description of the sea state data and its implica
tions for the sea conditions a vessel would face during a voyage appears in Chapter 8.

The conventional monohull has been the vessel of choice for crew transportation, with speeds ranging from 16
20 knots for some vessels and up to 30 knots for "fast" crewboats. Although monohulls are capable of relatively
high speeds, in rough seas monohulls must slow down due to safety concerns relating to overloading of the
structure and dangerous motions for personnel, as well as the additional power consumed passing through the
waves. Even at lower speeds, the ride in higher sea states can be uncomfortable for monohull passengers.

Catamarans are now in common use as high-speed ferries around the world and would appear to make a good
candidate for transportation of passengers to oil rigs. However, even wave piercing designs are not particularly
effective in rough seas. Ride quality in such conditions can be poor with passengers experiencing jarring im
pacts, inducing fatigue and motion sickness quickly. As with monohulls, even at low speeds higher sea states
can lead to fairly uncomfortable rides.

SWATH vessels have been in use for many years for specialized applications requiring the excellent seakeeping
characteristics of the hullform. Trico Marine recently commissioned the high-speed SWATH crewboat Stillwa
ter River for use in the oilfields off the Atlantic coast of Brazil. This vessel is capable of 29 knots and is re
ported to maintain a speed of 28 knots even in ten-foot head seas, demonstrating the exceptional seakeeping
characteristics identified with the SWATH hullform.

The SLICE crewboat is essentially equivalent to the SLICE 400, with the same dimensions and two Lycoming
TF40 gas turbine powerplants driving two controllable pitch propellers. The four crewboat study vessels differ
in hull form, installed power, powerplant type, maximum cruise speed and acquisition cost. The vessels are
comparable on the basis of carrying capacity (rig crew passengers) and overall gross dimensions. The particu
lars of the three study vessels being compared to the SLICE crewboat are based on existing real world vessels.
Table 14-1 summarizes the vessel particulars.
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FIGURE 14-1: GULF OF MEXICO OIL AND GAS FIELD
LOCATIONS

Proved Oil and Gas Field Locations as of 1997
(749 Active & 171 Depleted)
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TABLE 14-1: CREWBOAT STUDY VESSELS

Base me rewboat case SpecifiC Fuel onsumption
Purchase Price Speed Length MeR Power High speed Low speed

Vessel Type (US $1 (kts) (ftl (HPJ (lIlkW -hrl (lIlkW·hrj

9?.!ly!!.n.Ii.?-'!.~.'!19!'?!J.!,L••••••~.®AW ;1L m ~.Cf!J ;1~ li'.~ _. _
~~.!l!'.!1.a.~.!l••••••••••••••".'~~'!WJ!Ml ••.:M••••• t?J••••••?/$!L ~~ A'('t •••••
ti!Y~r!!.. H~.@AW ~L_ ..tIL . __ J9J.QQ ~~l.. .4..3.(L .
SLICE $12.000.000 30 110 6.800 300 525

14.2 Comparative Cost Analysis

A spreadsheet model was developed as a means ofside-by-side comparison of the economic factors involved in
operating each of the four vessel types addressed above. It was considered outside the scope of this study to
develop revenue projections for this case, so a Net Present Value (NPV) analysis typically used in support of
capital investment decisions is not provided. However the cost estimation model presents data in a form that is
meaningful in immediate terms to an operator. Le., the breakdown of average daily costs associated with opera·
tion.

The SLICE crewboat is compared against other hull types carrying an equivalent nominal passenger capacity.
Costs estimated include those associated with vessel financing and insurance, fuel and lube oil, vessel mainte-
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nance, crew compensation, and compensation of the passengers, the rig crews riding to and from the rigs. The
results presented reflect what was considered to be the "most probable" case for each variable.

14.2.1 Study Description

The fOUf representative vessels are assumed to have the same trip profile, with the exception of differing cruise
speeds for block segments. The trip profile consists of a 20 nmi harbor leg, followed by a 100 nmi leg to shuttle
rig workers from shore to an offshore rig, and then 6 short "hops" between rigs within close geographic prox
imity to each other before a return leg to the shore base. All vessels were assumed to complete three round trips
per week, for a total of 150 annual round trips. Table 14-2 describes the financial assumptions made in the
spreadsheet as well as the definition of the crewboat trip.

TABLE 14-2: CREWBOAT STUDY FINANCIAL ASSUMPTIONS AND TRIP DEFINITION

Value Units Assumptions I I

Comparison between the four crewboat vessels is done on the basis of average daily costs associated with opera
tion, with the assumption that independent of the vessel type, each trip has the same value to the user: delivering
75 rig crew members from shore to off-shore rigs, as well as stopping at the 6 rigs included in a single trip. The
average daily cost includes costs associated with vessel financing and insurance, fuel and lubrication oil, vessel
maintenance, crew compensation, and compensation of the passengers, the rig crews riding to and from the rigs.

Purchase Cost

The model examines costs over the first several years of life of the vessel. The cost calculation routine simply
calculates an annual loan repayment factor based on the standard formula, given an 8% annual interest rate and
an 8 year loan repayment period.

Insurance Cost

The annual cost of insurance on the vessel is assumed to equal 2% of its value, which is taken to be the con
struction cost. As a conservative assumption, depreciation is ignored.
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Fuel and Lubricants Cost

Fuel consumption is based on the estimated power requirement for each vessel at the operating conditions for
particular trip segment. For the sake of simplifying the spreadsheet model, power requirements were broken
into high speed segments and low speed segments. It was assumed that vessels operated at 100% of their maxi
mum continuous rating (MCR) during high speed segments and at an average rating of 33% of the particular
vessel's MCR power during low speed segments. Fuel flows for each vessel were therefore also stratified into
two values: one at MCR and one at 33% ofMCR. For the dicscl powered monohull and catamaran, the known
specific fuel consumption at MCR (usually at or near the minimum SFC for an engine) was multiplied by 1.25 at
the low power setting. For the gas turbine, powered SWATH and SLICE vessels, the SFC was multiplied by
1.75 to reflect the steep increase in specific fuel consumption for gas turbines as part power settings. For a dis
cussion of this phenomenon, please see Section 5.2.

Cost of lubricants consumed is assumed to be directly proportional to the cost of fuel consumed. This assump
tion is based on two factors: first, that lubricant consumption is roughly proportional to the engine output, which
is also roughly proportional to fuel consumption; and second, that lubricant pricing exhibits the same trends as
fuel oil pricing because most lubricants are petroleum based. Lubricant cost is assumcd to be equivalent to
4110ths of a percent of fuel cost for all four study vessels. This factor is consistent with the lubricant cost esti
mate used in the route case studies.

Maintenance Cost

Maintenance cost was estimated from two components; one based on the vessel acquisition cost, and the other a
function of vessel acquisition cost and annual vessel operating hours. The first component represents mainte
nance that takes place as a function of vessel age, such as painting, interior refurbishment and hull maintenance.
The second component takes into account maintenance costs which arc driven by hours of usage , which primar
ily involve the vessel engines and drive system. Chapter 8 contains a more complete explanation of mainte
nance cost estimation. The methodology used for the crewboat case study is consistent with the route case stud
Ies.

Ship's Crew Compensation Cost

Crew compensation is estimated by multiplying the vessel hours needed to complete one trip by the number of
crew aboard and by a "work factor" coefficient which estimates the percent of time spent aboard that a crew
member is actually working. The value for this coefficient is 0.625, or 15 out of every 24 hours. This is based
on an assumed 12 hours-on/12 hours-off watchstanding schedule. It also assumes that during the 12 hours off,
each crew member may spend an additional three hours performing chargeable tasks, such as cooking, cleaning,
or maintenance. A crew size of five with an average burdened labor rate of $50 is assumed for all the crew boat
study vessels. The time to complete a trip varies as a function of vessel cruising speed, consequently each ofthe
four crewboat study vessels have differing crew costs.

Port Co.~ts

All vessels compared are assumed to be within the same Gross Registered Tonnage (GRT) bracket and therefore
charged equal port fees. Attempts to quantify port fees would have been very difficult since they vary widely
from port to port. Another argument against the inclusion of such costs in this model is that the costs them
selves would most likely be accounted as separate from vessel operating expenses.
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Passenger (Rig Crew) Compensation During Transit

Cost of compensation for the rig crew passengers has the potential to be the largest cost variable that the service
of transporting crew can impact. It does not necessarily show up as a cost to the operator because often crew
boat services are provided on a contract basis to the oil companies who operate the rigs, but it does have an
enormous bearing on the overall competitiveness of anyone boat over another. The passengers' time spent
aboard per round trip is defined as the time needed to transit from shore to the first stopping point, and then back
again. To simplify the calculation it ignores the time spent "hopping" from rig to rig. This omission is justified
because, given the shorter distances and the maneuvering requirements involved in rig hopping, a speed differ
ence between hulls will result in an relatively small difference in passenger time spent aboard. The model mul
tiplies number of passengers times the "out-and-back" time to calculate a number of man-hours spent per voy
age.

Delay and Seasickness Cost Due to Sea Conditions

The cost of delays and loss of productivity due to kinetosis (seasickness) in rough sea conditions for a crew boat
quantifies the possible benefits of a SLICE-type vessel's seakeeping ability. High sea states could cause delays
either by causing cancellation of a trip due to safety concerns, or cause the crew boat to proceed at a slower pace
due to either safety or powering limitations in high sea states. The later is more likely, except in the event of a
major tropical storm, which might entirely halt rig support operations.

The cost of any sea condition caused delay was quantified as being equal to the cost of additional ships crcw
wages and rig crew (passenger) wages during the delay time. The average sea state caused delay is derived from
significant wave height data and sea state frequency estimations described in Section 8.2.5, along with predicted
vessel motions as modeled by SeaSpeed discussed in Section 5.3, combined with ISO 2361 standards for vessel
motions and kinetosis.

Table 14-3 reflects the results of the combined analysis in predicting how often a crewboat of a particular hull
type operating in the Gulf of Mexico year round would face "delaying" sea states.

TABLE 14-3: SEA STATE DELAY FREQUENCY

Gulf of Mexico Delay Frequency
Monohull 28.1 % of timeC::it::imara;,-····· """ """" ".".".iii:1'"% "of ifme··
SWATH····"" """" """""" "" "14"% "oHme··
SliCE""'""" """ _ " -- 0'-1""% 'oHime"

Other Factors

Q~.I?y. f.?"c:t~~"" """"" """"""" """" """"" "~."~?
Kinetosis Frequency in Delay Sea States 0.1
~[~~~~~i~: ~~~~Y~rY. ~[r!i~: (~~~~~i:::::::::::::::::::: 1

Because adverse sea conditions probably will only cause a delay, and rarely an outright cancellation, a delay
factor equal to 0.25 was incorporated into the crew boat spreadsheet. This delay factor implies that trip time is
increased on average 25% when the sea state causes the vessel motions to exceed ISO 2361 standards for kine
tosis criteria during a trip. See Section 5.3.2 for a further discussion ofthe relationship between sea states, ves
sels motions and kinetosis.

In addition to the cost of delays caused by high sea states, a cost due to seasickness induced loss of productivity
was also included, as it was felt this would also vary between vessel types. The basic premise is that for trips
where sea statcs are severe enough to cause delay to crewboats, that 10% of the rig crew being transported will
suffer from sea sickness severe enough to prevent them from carrying out their work for 1 hour on average after
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they reach their rig. The cost was calculated by multiplying the annual number of trips by thc severe sea state
frequency that is appropriate for a given crewboat type, and then by thc number of rig crew members per trip
(75), multiplied by the hourly burdened rig crew rate and the 0.10 sea sickness occurrence factor.

14.2.2 Case Study Results

Figure 14-2 and Figure 14-3 present the results for the daily average cost for the four study crewboats in the
Gulf of Mexico, using the cost estimation methods and assumptions described in the previous section. The av
erage daily cost was derived simply by calculating a total annual cost of ownership and operation and dividing
by 365.

FIGURE 14-2: CREW BOAT AVERAGE DAILY COSTS (INCLUDING RIG
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FIGURE 14-3: CREW BOAT AVERAGE DAILY COSTS (NOT INCLUDING RIG
CREW COST DURING TRANSIT)
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Figure 14-2 includes the cost of paying the rig crew during_transit as a part of the overall crew boat cost.
Clearly in this case rig crew costs comprise the single largest expense for all four crew boat types. While rig
crew compensation would be paid by the rig owner as opposed to the crew boat operator, for the purpose of es
timating the overall cost of transporting the rig crews and operating the crew boat, it is relevant to include the
cost of the rig crew during transit as a cost component. In some cases, crewboats are operated by the rig owner
so this method of accounting makes even more sense,

It can be seen that when the rig crew compensation is included in overall costs, the SWATH crewboat is the
most expensive vessel, both because its operating expenses are the highest and because it does not offer a sub
stantial savings in transit time with its 27 knot cruise speed. It is interesting to note that the monohull has the
lowest operating and ownership costs, however, its slower cruise speed and substantial delay penalty combine to
make it the second most expensive vessel on a daily basis. The catamaran has the lowest daily cost, due to
moderate operating and ownership costs and its high cruise speed, which gives it the lowest rig crew transit cost
component.

Figure 14-3 presents the daily costs of the four crewboats, minus rig crew compensation during normal (non
delayed) transit. This allows more detailed examination of the operation and ownership cost components, as
well as the sea state delay and kinetosis related costs.

Figure 14-3 illustrates the capital cost financing and insurance together are the largest contributor to cost of
ownership. Fuel and lubricant costs are the second greatest contributor to daily average costs, with the highly
powered SWATH vessel running up the highest costs in this area, The lower powered SLICE is quite a bit more
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fuel efficient than the SWATH with roughly a 30% lower cost for fuels and lubricants combined. However, the
fuel and lubricant cost for both the monohull and catamaran crew boats are nearly 50% lower than the SLICE.

The seakeeping capabilities of the four crew boats imply a significant cost differential due to delays of rig
crews, to the detriment of monohull and catamaran operations. SWATH costs here are much lower and SLICE
costs essentially non-existent. However, sea sickness productivity loss is hardly noticeable even for the
monohull and catamaran, the two most sea state sensitive vessels. Table 14-4 includes the results plotted in
Figure 14-2 and Figure 14-3.

TABLE 14-4: CREW BOAT AVERAGE DAILY COSTS

The fuel price sensitivity analysis, presented in Figure 14-4 showed that fuel price has a relatively minor bearing
on overall cost of operation, with SLICE and SWATH still being significantly more expensive to operate re
gardless of the fuel cost. Fuel cost was assumed to range between forty cents and $1.40 per gallon for bulk
quantity marine grade diesel oil in increments of twenty-five cents. The relative positioning of the four crew
boat types did not change greatly, other than the SWATH and SLICE becoming even more expensive to operate
as fuel price rose.
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FIGURE 14-4: CREW BOAT OVERALL DAILY COST SENSITIVITY TO FUEL
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Vessel purchase price and vessel cruise speed are the apparently most significant cost drivers. A faster, rela
tively cheap monohull would seem to offer operating and ownership costs low enough to offset the occasional
sea state caused delay. Similarly, ifrig crew transit costs were included in the average daily cost accounting, a
faster transit time in calm states would offset the delay costs in rough sea states and the sea sickness induced

losses seem trivial in all cases. A similar case could be made for a capable catamaran, if the purchase price can
be kept near the cost for a monohull, or a significant cruise speed advantage can be realized.

The SLICE and SWATH vessels do not appear to offer significant advantages over less expensive, more fuel
efficient and faster monohull and catamaran crew boats. This evaluation is based on fairly reasonable assump
tions on the response of operators and rig crew passengers to operations in statistically determined sea state con
ditions, and the overall effect is not very significant in terms of average daily operating costs.

Better information on the actual operating practices of crew boat owners in response to high sea states might
shed more light on the oil industry's valuation of kinetosis prevention and timeliness of rig crew delivery. The
difference in crew work effectiveness and, perhaps, the need to take action to enhance the safety on board the
rigs by improving the comfort level on the transport may be the motivation behind the commissioning of vessels
such as the Stillwater River mentioned in the introduction to this section.
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Chapter 15: Case Study #7 - Excursion
Boat Case Study

15.1 Introduction

Passenger excursion vessels have grown considerably more popular in recent years, following the general trend
of marine travel in the United States. Excursion vessels have proliferated into many services, including gam
bling vessels, whale watching boats, scuba diving boats, tour boats, and charter offshore fishing vessels. Chap
ter 6 showed that many could be candidates for SLICE because of ride quality, weather reliability, and sustained
speed in seaways. The gaming boat was chosen because of its high revenue potential, the strong incentive to
operate to schedule, and the current growth in that particular service.

SLICE's operating performance offers two clear inducements to excursion boat operators. Its seakeeping char
actcristics are superior to those of the conventional monohull and most other high speed hullforms and surpass
even those of the SWATH. The results of the seakeeping analysis in Chapter 5 indicate a clear advantage for
SLICE, particularly at high speed and also at slow speed and in hove to condition. The passenger comfort can
be clearly measured, at least in comparative terms, by the ISO 2631 kinetosis standard, which SLICE easily
attains in all but the most challenging conditions.

This case study is a gaming boat service in South Florida, the key to which is passenger comfort on the SLICE
and other platforms and the resulting likelihood of spending money for on-board services, and repeating as cus
tomers on subsequent trips. Another potentially important benefit to the operator from SLICE is the enhanced
reliability of the service offered, especially as the public gains awareness of the comfort available even in rough
weather. The experience of the Navatek SWATH excursion operators in Hawaii has been that booking agents
and the public at large learned of the vessels' reliability over time and that business improved as a result.

The U.S. excursion market is currently dominated by monohulls, which are found in services from charter fish
ing to whale watching to luxury dinner cruises. Catamarans are now making inroads, particularly in whale
watching where speed to the viewing area is essential. The Navatek SWATHs have been in the dinner cruise
market for some time, and there is now a SWATH casino boat operating in Florida, the CLOUD X. This market
is the case study selection because of its high revenue, year round schedule demands, and ocean service aspect.
South Florida is among the most likely markets for this service because of its population density and high tourist
trade. Its sea state characteristics are quite typieal among those examined in Chapter 8. It is, in short, both a
realistic market opportunity and an appropriate SLICE application.

The analysis continues with a comparison of limited scope to four other markets. All factors are held constant
except for the sea state characteristics, which are varied to those found in other markets considered in this study:
Milwaukee-Muskegon, Saint John-Digby, Gulf of Mexico, and Miami-Key West.

15.1.1 Approach

This case is unique among those herein because it includes significant onboard revenue projections and the ef
fects on revenue of vessel performance. The sea state data reported in Chapter 8 are compared to the results of
the ISO 2631 kinetosis analysis in Chapter 5 and combined for results showing the frequency of loss of service
reliability or serious degradation of passenger comfort. The economic outcome is measured in lost revenue.
Daily operating costs are found, including capital debt service, personnel, consumables, and maintenance. Net
income for the four vessel types is the final result after the average daily reliability based revenues are accounted
for.
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15.1.2 The Competition

As seen in Chapter 5, each vessel type offcrs advantages and drawbacks which must weigh into the operator's
decision for providing a service. Monohulls have low capital cost and good efficiency at lower speeds, but high
wavemaking resistance and poor seakeeping at high speeds. Catamarans offer the capability of high speed at
reasonable cost and installed horsepower levels, but like monohulls, do not perform as well as SLWATH/SLICE
types in rough seas.

SWATHs have been in use for many years for specialized applications, mostly government and military, and are
now gaining wider acceptance as passenger vessels. In some cases, their excellent seakeeping characteristics
outweigh the higher construction cost posed by its structurally complex form, weight sensitivity, and limitations
associated with its increased draft. Its powering characteristics have generally limited speeds to the low-20 knot
range with some notable exceptions. At higher speeds, the SWATH's high frictional resistance (caused by rela
tively large wetted surface area), combined with its high wavemaking resistance, results in the need for rela
tively large power plants, with their increased acquisition cost, maintenance costs, and fuel consumption.

SLICE has excellent ride quality characteristics, even relative to the SWATH, but with only marginally im
proved powering characteristics at higher speeds. SLICE would likely have higher structural assembly costs
than a similar sized SWATH due to the greater complexity of the structural arrangement, but this may be some
what offset by the reduced cost associated with a smaller propulsion plant. The technical unknown of the
SLICE's maneuvering characteristics would need to be defined, but does not appear to be a major risk consider
ing SWATH's performance in this regard with the addition of a bow thruster.

Passenger comfort is a priority in the passenger excursion market. Capital cost ratchets progressively upwards
from monohulls, to catamarans, to SWATH and SLICE vessels. The premise to be tested in this case study is
whether owners will be willing to pay the extra capital for SLICE or SWATH, with their superior seakeeping
characteristics, and to see to what extent there are niche markets where speed and comfort in rough seas are im
portant.

15.2 Gaming Boat Case Conditions

This case takes account of both costs and estimated revenues, and the influence upon the latter of seakeeping
signatures of the four boats examined. Costs are calculated by the straightforward methods applied in other
cases. Revenue calculations follow a set of similar assumptions for all boats, with the imposed effects of
seakeeping performance. Exceedance of the ISO 2631 kinetosis 2-hour threshold has assumed effects on the
weather reliability (service cancellations) and ride quality (reduced revenue in bad conditions resulting in pas
senger discomfort). The following are the substantive assumed conditions of the South Florida gaming boat
case study:

• Four boats are compared in this service: monohull ($5.0M, 24 knots); catamaran ($7.0M, 34 knots);
SWATH ($10.8M, 27 knots); SLICE ($12.0M, 30 knots).

• Two 5-hour voyages per day, six days per week, two nautical miles at low speed for harbor clear
ance, twelve nautical miles at high speed to the jurisdiction boundary.

• Identical cost factors for all boats for financing structure, crew and casino staff (staffing levels and
compensation), and fuel and consumables prices.

• Revenue stream for each boat based on average 60% passenger capacity, and $75/passenger.
• South Florida sea state signature per Chapter 13, Figure 13-9, i.e., sea state 2 and less: 31.5%, sea

state 3: 49.1 %, and sea state 4 and above: 19.4%.
• In conditions where vessel motions cause exceedance of the ISO 2631 kinetosis limits, reductions in

revenue as described in 15.2.3.
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• Casino staff number 50 (at $25lhour burdened labor rate) and their non-revenue time in pay status,
that is during transit in the harbor and to the jurisdiction line, is counted as an expense.

15.2.1 Craft and Service Particulars

The particulars of the craft selected for this comparison appear in Table 15-1.

TABLE 15-1: EXCURSION CASE STUDY· VESSEL PARTICULARS

Purhcase Price Speed Length Installed Power SFC (g/KW-hrl
Vessel TVDe (U.S. dollars) (knots) (feet) (bHPl High Speed Low Speed

Conventional monohull $5,000,000 24 125 4,000 235 294Cat1iri-iara.ri '$7'-666;666 "34-- .. --. "12"6' -- ., 5;50(j····· .. -.. '235' " . - 294- .
SWATH······ $'1'6'-860;660 -----27--. - .-. "110'" "7;500' ---. - ·251--·--· ." .. ""31"4"""'"
SDCE········ -- .. - .. " $"1"2'-666;666 -- -- '36""'" --. '11'6'" ······7;600·····" '366" .... ". -.. "375" -. --.

15.2.2 Cost Analysis

All cost components and calculations are identical to those in Chapter 8, unless otherwise noted below. The
results in this case are expressed as daily cost, which data appear following the description of those cost factors
which are at variance with Chapter 8 (all others are equal to Chapter 8 values).

Vessel Crew

Crew compensation is estimated by multiplying the vessel hours needed to complete one voyage by the number
of crew aboard (five), and by a "work factor" coefficient estimating the proportion of time aboard that the crew
member actually works. The default value for this coefficient is 1.25, which, for voyages of less than 8 hours,
posits only one watch (no off-time), and extra time for voyage preparation and post-voyage securing of the ves
sel and its systems. This result is multiplied by the annual number of voyages and the average crew compensa
tion rate ($65Ihour), and then divided by 365 to calculate average daily cost.

Non-Revenue Time Compensation for Casino Staff Calculation

The cost of compensation for the casino staff during non-revenue operating hours is included as a significant
practical matter which also sheds light on the impact of vessel speed on cost of operations. The model calcu
lates the time per voyage that is spent in transit from the pier to the jurisdiction limit and back again and then
multiplies by the number of casino staff on board (50) to estimate the total labor per voyage. Average daily cost
is the result of multiplying the first result by annual voyages and the average casino staff hourly compensation
($25Ihour burdened), dividing by 365.

Port Cost.~

For these purposes, a relatively remote port location is assumed, where the attraction to the operator includes no
assessment ofport fees.

Cost Summary

The daily cost summary for all four craft types appears in Table 15-2.
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TABLE 15-2: GAMING SERVICE DAILY COSTS BY VESSEL TYPE

Cost Category Monohull Catamaran SWATH SLICE

Y.€!?~~.I. ~~.~~ .13.~p.~y.,!!~!"!~ .. $1,441 $2.017 $3.112 $3,458
Insurance ··········$274- ··········~;38·4 ··········$592 ··········$658
F·uel·a·rid·Gibrfca·nts·····"·· ········$"(141 ..... ---$1-)97 --------$2.65-6 ------ --$2-.94-1-
Maintenance -- ---- ---------- ----- --- --$479 ········--$·67"1 ....... "$1",036 ·······$1",1·£;1"
stiip;;·crew·················· .·······$~3:205 ········$~f2b·s ·······$~{312 ·······$3",3"39
Casinc)Stafn:.ost·time···· ········$4:932 ········$3:9E>"S ······-·$4:566 ·······$.4",274
Total $11,473 $12,039 $15,274 $15,820

As seen in previous cases, SLICE and SWATH costs are higher than those of other types, driven primarily by
capital debt service and fuel items. SLICE's middling service speed also adds engine hours, maintenance cost
and casino staff expenses relative to the fastest craft.

15.2.3 Reliability and Ride Quality

Passenger comfort in the excursion service may be even more important than in the ferry business because of the
leisure aspect of the customers' time. The seakeeping performance of high speed craft, reported in Chapter 5,
bears directly on the profitability and success of excursion service. Those results, combined with relevant sea
state data for the operating area, have a financial impact which is modeled by positing given incidences of trip
cancellations and onboard revenue losses due to passenger discomfort.

The analysis of the gaming service case includes two sets of operating conditions: running at both service speed
(for each craft) and at 5 knots while in gaming mode beyond the jurisdictional limits. The quantification of
revenue impact includes two assumptions:

• Exceedance of the ISO 2631 2-hour kinetosis standard in a given sea state will result in a 50% re
duction of revenue, whether through cancellation of service or reduced spending onboard by pas
sengers in such conditions.

• Exceedance of the ISO 2631 30 minute kinetosis standard in a given sea state will result in a 100%
reduction of revenue, due to cancellation of service.

• A marginal result relative to the ISO 2631 2-hour standard (e.g., just at or over the line as with
SWATH at sea state 4) results in a 10% revenue reduction.

Vessel reliability and revenue impact data appear in the following two tables. Table 15-3 shows the distribution
of sea conditions (summing to 1.00) for each operating area. Table 15-4 and Table 15-5 indicate the "revenue
reliability" of each craft by sea state, i.e., the proportion of projected revenue each may expect to gamer in each
sea state operating at service speed and low speed (5 knots), respectively. The reader should note that the
monohull in question here was not part of the seakeeping analysis. The assumption is made that its motions ap
proximate those of the catamaran; neither are known as seakindly in rough water.

At service speed, the values given follow the bulleted criteria shown above with one exception: the monohull
and catamaran slightly exceed the ISO 2631 30 minute standard in sea state 4 but cannot be presumed to cancel
service in all such conditions. They are therefore assigned a value of 0.5 in recognition of the facts that 1) ride
control might improve matters and 2) no operator could be expected to cancel in the low end of sea state 4 con
ditions. At low speeds, only the SWATH was indicated to exceed even the lower of the two limits, and then
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TABLE 15-3: REGIONAL SEA STATE CONDITIONS

55 1,2,3 55 4 SS 5 S5 6
Milwaukee· Muskegon 0.826 0.167 0.006 0.000Miamf:'Key'Wes"t" O~806""" '0~189"'··' ·0:Ob'5-· o:ocio·····
Guiioi Mexfco··-··· ---'0~7'1'9"""""" '6:280""" ·6:60·1······ ····0:000·····
SoutiiFlorfdil·Ati;:;nticcoast···· O~7·fT············ '0:267"· ·0:016 o:ocio·····
si: -john- ~ -Digby-----. - b~589··"" ·Oj47·····_········ '0:060 O:OCi4 - .

TABLE 15-4: VESSEL "REVENUE RELIABILITY" AT SERVICE SPEED

Sea State MONOHULL CATAMARAN SWATH SLICE

1,2,3 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0---------·······4··············· ·6:5······· ·6~5······· ·0.9······ ········1.·0······
----. - ··s··············· ., ···6:0······· ·6:0······· (),5" 0'-9""·'
················6··············· ·········0:0······· ·········0:0-······ ·············0.0······ ·······0.0······

TABLE 15-5: VESSEL "REVENUE RELIABILITY" AT 5 KNOTS

Sea State MONOHULL CATAMARAN SWATH SLICE I

------ ---_1_,~,~ ---------- - ~ ~6"···· ~~6·"'" ·······b~~······ ·Hj······1
::::::::::::::::::~:::::::::::::::::: ::::::::~~~:::::: :::::::::~l::::: :::::::::::::~1::::: ::::::: ~:g::::: :1

only slightly. Table 15-5 indicates far better "revenue reliability" numbers for the catamaran and monohull
craft; SLICE still has the advantage, but it is quite narrow.

15.3 Revenue and Income Analysis

The known data and assumed conditions for this gaming boat case are the basis of the calculations for net daily
income, the results of which are found for each boat in each of five operating areas. The conditions vary further
by investigating two speeds of operation outside the line of jurisdiction: service speed (unique for each craft)
and a low speed, chosen as five lmots. In all cases, the daily net income for each boat in each service results
from multiplying the relevant factors in Table 15-3 and Table 15-4 (revenue reliability per sea state X sea state
incidence), then by projected revenue as posited (average 60% passenger capacity, and $75/passenger boat ca
pacity), minus daily costs. The results appear in and Table 15-6 and Table 15-7.

It is seen in both cases that the income from a SLICE or SWATH (particularly SLICE) operation would be very
consistent, no matter the operating conditions. The net income from a monohull and catamaran would clearly be
much more sensitive to sea operating conditions at service speeds, as motions are presumed to force service can
cellations and siclmess onboard. SLICE is therefore shown to have an advantage in the worst set of conditions
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TABLE 15-6: VESSEL DAILY NET INCOME AT Low SPEED

MONOHULL CATAMARAN SWATH SLICE

.1'!I.i!!'!:~~~~_~:_ ~~~~.~g~!:1____ ......... $17,998 $17,502 $13.774 $13,739
~.i~_'!1_i_: .~.~Y.~~~! __ ........... ______ .------- -$-1-8~043 ----------~;f7:535 --------------$-f3~741 -- -- -- --$13)-69
Gulf of Mexico ---------$-f8:102 ------ -- --$-fj:547 --------------$-13~484 -_.- --- -$13)-69
.....•.•.... -._------------------------- ---------$-f7:886 ----------$1"7;502 -------------- $T3~ifi8 --------$13-,7"69South Florida Atlantic coastsi: John-~ ·oiiiby····-----........... - ---------$-1-7:H6 ------ ----$-fj:254 ----------- ---$f2~993 --------S13",E351

TABLE 15-7: VESSEL DAILY NET INCOME AT SERVICE SPEED

MONOHULL CATAMARAN SWATH SLICE

~i-'~~l:I~~~_~_~~_~~~9~!"______________ $15,439 $14.872 $13.703 $13.722
~~~~~:: -~~-~ -~~-~! ---------_...... ----

----- ----$-1-5: 1"72 ··-····---$14.606 .. ---- ------- -$13·,682 -·····--$-f3:754
Gulf of Mexico .........$·1·3:944 ... --- --- -$13,378 _. ----- --- ....$13,472 ·····---$·f3)66
----_._--------- ........ _-----_._- .._---- ------" _.$·1"3:693 ······----$13,"1"26 .....-.-- -----$13,289 -····--·$-f3:722South Florida Atlantic coasts"t: -johii -:OigbY·-------." ...... ----.- ·········$-1-1:089 ----······$10,522 ·--···········$12,283 ·---····~n3Xi3

(Saint John-Digby) of the lot, to operate on a virtual par with the others in the Gulf of Mexico and south Florida,
and to perform at a significant disadvantage in the Milwaukee and Miami services.

Operations at low speed yield a different result. The presumed performance improvement ("revenue reliabil
ity") by the competition at low speeds results in much improved revenues and net income. SLICE would not
compete successfully in any of the markets chosen given this set of operating conditions.

15.4 Whale Watching Boat Case

The case of a whale watching boat offers some insight into the excursion market as a whole because the pre
sumed per passenger income is less than for a gaming boat, i.e., closer to the normal expected value. All other
parameters and conditions remain the same as for the gaming boat. Only the full service speed condition is con
sidered, although whale watchers re likely to operate on station at low speeds. The net income results appear in
Table 15-8.

The whale watching service is clearly not as profitable as gaming for any operator. SLICE, again, returns very
consistent numbers whatever the sea conditions. However, it is not the leader in terms of net income in any of
the five markets considered here; even in Saint John-Digby, with the worst sea conditions and where the year
round service suggested here is highly unlikely anyway, SLICE cannot out-compete a monohull or catamaran.
As stated in previous case studies, the capital cost and the time and consumable factors driven by SLICE's per
formance characteristics (fuel, maintenance, crew costs) cannot be overcome.
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TABLE 15-8: WHALE WATCHING BOAT CASE, NET INCOME

MONOHULL CATAMARAN SWATH SLICE
Milwaukee - Muskegon $5,146 $4,208 $1,722 $1,484

~~~~)~~ ~~~y~W~~(~~~~~~~~~ ~ ~:::: ~ ~ ~ ~: ~: ~ ~~~,~~~~~::::: ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ )4;9~9~~~~~~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ J1 ;?~~~~~~~~~ ~ ~ ~ J(~9~ ~ ~ ~
Gulf of Mexico $4,150 $3,212 $1,568 $1,514
s·oiiili-Flori"Cla Atiaiiifc·coast _. --" 0. ·$'3:9fi2····· _. -_.. $3:044 · 0 •• $1 :445' ··"$1·,"484'"
St:jotiri'~ 'Digby --_ 00 •••• "$2:24"7" _.. - $1;308·· 000. - _. - $iis···· 0 •••••• ·S;"(318···

15.5 Summary

Excursion service may offer some niches where SLICE has an appreciable advantage. The data in this chapter
indicate that such niches are likely to be quite small and narrowly defined. Only under circumstances where a
high end service (expensive) must operate reliably year round in demanding sea conditions can SLICE offer in
ducement to the operator relative to the high speed competition today.
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Chapter 16: Conclusions and Recommendations

16.1 Conclusions

SLICE is at this time an unproven commercial quantity. Its development for the Navy was focused on a narrow
set of operating parameters, resulting in problematic, if unforeseen, design features affecting its usefulness in thc
commercial market environment. Until recently, SLICE's owners have not had an integratcd commercial design
or a rigorously derived newbuilding cost (the proposal prepared for Washington State Ferries in summer 1999
was not included in this study). The commercial outlook for SLICE and its variants is not rosy at this point; the
technology, however, is not yet fully mature and design improvements may change the picture.

16.1.1 Technical

SLICE offers a unique set of operational capabilities with both positive and negative aspects. Its design affords
superior seakeeping at service speed in high sea states. The drawbacks are the capital and operational cost dif
ferentials expected of a SWATH-type hull, less than premium service speeds, and a deep draft restricting its
availability from many service and terminal areas. SLICE's closest competitor in fact appears to be the
SWATH, higher speed versions (up to 30+ knots) of which have recently appeared. In SLICE, the tradeoff be
tween seakeeping and power is taken even further than by SWATH. This analysis, and at least one other before
it, shows that SLICE does not compete well against modem monohulls and catamarans, except where especially
high incidence of high sea states occur. The particulars of the analysis of SLICE and other high speed craft fol
low.

Power and Efficiency

''Transportation efficiency" is a performance measure relating installed power to the payload and speed deliv
ered by the craft; it conveys quite a bit about the operating costs and potential revenue of various high speed
craft. In 5.2.1, three SLICE variants were shown by this measure to perform poorly relative to their competitors,
failing to provide speed and payload comparable to most catamarans and high speed monohulls now in the mar
ket.

The SLICE 250 and 400 variants performed at the low end of the scale among passenger only craft, while
SWATHs in this group fare only slightly better. Among high speed RoPax craft, the SWATH types, including
SLICE 600, do not compare favorably to their competitors using this measure.

SLICE has two seriously conflicting design requirements: the limited space within the displacement pods for
machinery arrangements and the need for higher powercd engines relative to other high speed craft. The solu
tions advanced thus far by SLICE designers are (1) pod mounted gas turbines probably because of their compact
geometry relative to marine diesels, and (2) deck mounted marine diesels connected by Z-drives to the propel
lers below.

The first option results in higher fuel consumption, particularly at lower speeds. It is also problematic for main
tenance, as routine 2000 hour checks of gas turbines' "hot sections" may be impossible within the tight confines
of the pod and could possibly require more drastic measures to gain the necessary access. The gearing required
for deck mounted marine diesels would result in less efficient power transmission and greatcr capital and main
tenance costs relative to the standard configuration found on most high speed craft.

The SLICE 400 and 600 variant designs employ gas turbine engines mounted within the forward pods. These
engines for the 400 are intended to run at slightly derated power because ofthe relatively limited variety of suit
able engine models. Pod mounted diesels are not an optimum choice, as may be seen in the SLICE demonstra-
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tor, which has two re-conditioned marine diesels. These fit snugly into the pods but are under powered, provid
ing a speed of only 23-25 knots at 85% mer.

Seakeeping

The ship motions analysis shows clearly that SLICE would fulfill its promise of superior seakeeping at high op
erating sea states. Weather reliability and ride quality would be marked advantages to an operator for whom the
service area conditions are rough enough to cause recurrent problems for other craft types. By every measure of
passenger comfort and safety, and cargo safety, SLICE outperformed its competition.

Ride quality for passengers is the focus for the case studies appearing in subsequent chapters. SLICE's seakeep
ing performance margin relative to other craft is greatest at service speeds, implying that the operational advan
tage would be greatest for scheduled ferry service or for excursions requiring long exposed runs. The margin
narrows appreciably at low "hoteling" speed with less fortunate implications for SLICE in many types of excur
sion service. Finally, all these considerations must be predicated on the presence of sea conditions severe
enough to bring consideration of SLICE into the operator's picture.

The analysis included an assessment of motion ride quality and passenger comfort based upon the ISO 2631
standards for seaborne kinetosis. At service speeds in head seas at sea states 4, 5, and 6, both the SLICE 400
and 600 met both the 30 minute and 2-hour exposure standards for the full frequency range of vertical accelera
tions. The competing craft failed in this respect, although the passenger-only SWATH was very close to accept
able. At the lower speed of five knots, all the craft passed, although SLICE was again the clearly superior seak
indly boat.

Other Features

Waves and wash from high speed vessel wakes have emerged as the most important environmental issue arising
from their operation. A recent test of the SLICE demonstrator in San Francisco Bay showed excellent (low
value) results relative to known data for other high speed craft.

Seakeeping was the obvious driver in the design ofSLICE and the deep draft displacement pods and small
waterplane area are the result (wake and wash are the secondary benefit). The draft, however, is a serious
drawback with regard to both commercial services and a number of non-military government missions.
SLICE drafts at values two and three times higher than most monohulls and catamarans, and higher even
than comparable SWATHs. This restricts to a great extent its access to waterways andports and terminals.

16.1.2 Economic

SLICE failed to show advantageous economic performance relative to competition in all the ferry market case
studies, and, in all but narrowly defined circumstances, in the crew boat and excursion services. The high capi
tal and operating expense of SLICE are the critical cost drivers. Construction cost analysis indicates that SLICE
would be slightly more expensive than SWATH and well above the newbuilding cost of comparable high speed
monohulls and catamarans. In addition, its relatively slow speed adds operating hours and, therefore, higher fuel
consumption (its unit fuel consumption is high at the outset), personnel, and maintenance costs. The seakeeping
and ride quality advantage was factored in as extra passengers relative to other craft (derived from local sea
spectra data and ISO kinetosis standards), but did not result in significantly higher revenue.
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Ferry Case Studies

The SLICE variant and competition selected for each case were compared on three bases: (1) assumed constant
internal rate of return of 15% ("break even"); (2) baseline fare reflecting current conditions on the route; and (3)
optimized fares for each individual vessel resulting in the best cash flow. Additional service variegation was
investigated as appropriate, e.g., the options of sending Lake Michigan ferries to the Caribbean for seasonal win
ter service or not.

The Caribbean case (French Leeward and Windward Islands) was not completed due to the lack of available
economic and environmental data, although the inference from other cases is that SLICE would not demonstrate
an advantage there. The results of a previous Hawaii service study prepared for Pacific Marine are repeated,
with the indication that prospects for a successful inter-island SLICE service are good.

Southeast Alaska

Of the mainline AMHS southeast route segments, the SLICE 600 would be best suited for the Juneau to Skag
way route, which is well patronized, experiences relatively difficult sea states despite its location protected from
the open ocean, and has fewer navigational issues related to controlling depths of channels and at berths than
some of the other route segments in southeast Alaska. Although most channel depths in the area are suitable for
the SLICE 600, the controlling depths along side of 26 feet at Juneau (Auke Bay), 23 to 25 feet at Haines, and
17 feet at Skagway are marginal with respect to the SLICE 600, but would be more than adequate for the 78 me
ter WPC or other WPC designs being evaluated by AMHS. In addition to draft constraints, operational difficul
ties are also likely to be encountered with the SLICE 600 because of the deck heights at the existing ferry termi
nals throughout southeast Alaska, which allow a maximum freeboard height at the main vehicle deck en
trance/exit of 8 feet. The SLICE 600 main vehicle deck freeboard height of 21.5 feet would be incompatible
with existing southeast Alaska ferry terminal facilities. Although the 78 meter WPC returns an economic per
formance that is superior to the SLICE 600, both the 78 meter WPC and the SLICE 600 would result in an in
crease in the required financial support from the state of Alaska, which does not meet the stated goals of the
Alaska Marine Highway System and the state of Alaska to reduce the financial burden upon the state by reduc
ing the operating costs ofAMHS ferry services.

Bay ofFundy

The Canadian federal government would not meet its goal of reducing and phasing out the current subsidy on
this route with the SLICE 600, or the other high speed vessels analyzed. The existing baseline operation with
the Princess ofAcadia now operates at an annual net cash deficit that is less than that calculated for the SLICE
600, AMD K50, and the Incat 74 meter WPC. For the baseline fare scenario, the AMD K50 returns the best
economic performance, with an annual net cash deficit of $5,915,905. The Incat 74 meter WPC shows an an
nual net cash deficit of $6,463,450, and the SLICE 600 a deficit of $11,827,879. Fare optimization, while likely
not a politically acceptable approach, results in smaller though still significant deficits for all three high speed
types, with the SLICE 600 still the worst performer.

It is likely that the deep draft of the SLICE 600 would impose constraints on vessel operations, with the depth
alongside at the existing ferry terminals in Saint John and Digby unsuitable for the SLICE 600 except perhaps
during high tides. Some channel depths, such as the main channel into Saint John Harbor, are also of unsuitable
or marginal controlling depth with respect to the 28.5 draft of the SLICE 600. Operational difficulties might
also be encountered with the SLICE 600 because of the deck heights at the existing ferry terminals, which are
approximately 10 feet at both Saint John and Digby, and the SLICE 600 main vehicle deck freeboard height of
21.5 feet.
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Although wave climate conditions are the worst here among the case study regions, it is estimated that the addi
tional patronage of approximately 4,600 passengers and their vehicles that might be realized due to the superior
weather reliability and ride quality of SLICE is insignificant relative to both the baseline and forecast scenario
patronage levels on this route. Tractor trailers are not accommodated on either the SLICE 600 or the other com
parative high speed vessels. This would reduce fare revenues, particularly in light of the consistent and rela
tively high level of existing commercial vehicle traffic. More importantly, the exclusion of oversize commercial
vehicles from this route would likely be politically unacceptable, as RoPax ferry services in Atlantic Canada are
generally regarded as an economic necessity and in the public interest.

Hawaii

The difficult wave climate of the Hawaiian Islands is well suited to the application of SLICE vessels, providing
SLICE ample opportunity to improve ride quality and passenger comfort for a substantial number of vessel op
erating hours annually relative to other vessel designs. Projected income before interest expense and taxes for
Phase A of the inter-island SLICE ferry are conservatively estimated to be $1.7 million during the first year of
operation and $2.4 million annually thereafter.

Lake Michigan

The SLICE 600 did not project profitable returns under any of the scenarios considered, including those in
which the vessel would be repositioned in the off-season (draft issues would likely limit repositioning opportu
nities). SLICE would accrue little added ridership due to its superior seakeeping ability, since local sea state
conditions are relatively benign. The single SLICE 600, offering three round trips daily, would provide service
less frequently than the two smaller baseline Incat 72 meter WPC vessels. None of the craft considered could
accommodate tractor trailers, a serious political disadvantage. The operating speed restrictions in both Milwau
kee Harbor and Muskegon Harbor limit the speed advantage of SLICE's competitors.

Both the Incat 72 meter and AMD K50 (two of each) outperformed the single SLICE 600 financially in all six
all scenarios examined. Repositioning of the vessel or vessels in either the baseline case or the other scenario
cases including SLICE helps somewhat, but the resulting increase in profit is relatively small. The deep draft of
the SLICE 600 would also result in unacceptable or marginally acceptable operating conditions in both Milwau
kee Harbor and Muskegon Harbor

Florida Keys

The SLICE 600 does not project as a profitable option for any of the scenarios considered, due to higher direct
operating costs, and much greater overall travel time. However, the SLICE 400 appears to be better suited for
this market, with a passenger capacity consistent with what appear to be actual travel market conditions, as well
as lower operating costs; it is less profitable than the baseline AMD K50 in all scenarios considered, but more
profitable than the 74 meter WPC in all scenarios considered.

Estimates prepared by the prospective operator of the Miami to Key West ferry route, as reflected in the pro
posed baseline for the AMD K50 and the proposed operating profile of one round trip daily, appear overly opti
mistic. There would be relatively little additional ridership due to the superior seakeeping ability of SLICE be
cause of the relatively benign sea state conditions encountered in this region. Transit time for both SLICE craft
is nearly 6 hours one-way, limiting the possibility of any type of "day trip" travel on the route. Such a prospect
is only slightly better for the 4 hour transit time of the AMD K50. SLICE 600's draft would also result in mar
ginally acceptable operating conditions in both Key West Harbor and the Port of Miami at certain berths and in
certain channels.
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Caribbean

The economic, transportation, and wave/climate data proved very difficult to obtain for this route. It may be
inferred, however, that SLICE would have difficulty competing against other high speed craft here. The service
would be characterized as passenger only in relatively benign sea spectra, with route lengths of 44 to 100 nauti
cal miles. It may be inferred from the results of the other cases that the SLICE seakeeping advantage would be
minimal at best and its lower speed, particularly over the longer routes, would result in several categories of
higher operating costs.

Other Service Cases

Crew Boat Case

Vessel purchase price and vessel cruise speed appear to be the biggest drivers of overall costs. A faster, rela
tively cheap monohull would seem to offer operating and ownership costs low enough to offset the occasional
sea state caused delay. Similarly, ifrig crew transit costs were included in the average daily cost accounting, a
faster transit time in calm states would offset the delay costs in rough sea states and the sea sickness induced
losses seem trivial in all cases. A similar case could be made for a capable catamaran, if the purchase price can
be kept near the cost for a monohull, or a significant cruise speed advantage can be realized.

The SLICE and SWATH vcssels do not appear to offer significant advantages over less expensive, more fuel
efficient and faster monohull and catamaran crew boats. This evaluation is based on fairly reasonable assump
tions on the response of operators and rig crew passengers to operations in statistically determined sea state con
ditions, and the overall effect is not very significant in terms of average daily operating costs.

Better information on the actual operating practices of crew boat owners in response to high sea states might
shed more insight into the oil industry valuation ofkinetosis prevention and timeliness of rig crew delivery. The
difference in crew work effectiveness and, perhaps, the need to take action to enhance the safety on board the
rigs by improving the comfort level on the transport may be the motivation behind the commissioning of vessels
such as the Stillwater River mentioned in the introduction to this section.

Excursion Boat Case

Excursion service may offer opportunities where SLICE has an appreciable advantage, although such niches are
likely to be quite small and narrowly defined. Only under circumstances where a high end service (expensive)
must operate reliably year round in demanding sea conditions can SLICE offer inducement to the operator rela
tive to the high speed competition today. SLICE and SWATH costs are higher than those of other types, driven
primarily by capital debt service and fuel consumption. SLICE's middling service speed also adds engine hours
and maintenance cost and casino staff expenses relative to the fastest craft. The premise to be tested was that
SLICE reliability and ride quality would yield revenues outweighing the cost disadvantage.

The model developed to test the premise gives great weight to seakeeping and ride quality aspects, positing sub
stantial service and revenue degradation when the ISO 2631 kinetosis 2-hour threshold is exceeded. The first
excursion case was for a gaming boat, a high revenue service. Despite the model's emphasis on seakeeping and
the obvious advantage to the SLICE 400, the best seakeeping craft considered, the financial margin expressed as
net income was only slightly better for SLICE under the worst of five sets of sea spectra for different regions. In
the other regions where the seas are more benign, SLICE 400 was shown to net considerably less for its owners.
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The additional case of a whale watching boat offered insight into the excursion market as a whole because the
presumed per passenger income is closer to the normal expected value. With all other parameters and condi
tions the same as for the gaming boat, SLICE shows no advantage in any service region considered.

The whale watching service is clearly not as profitable as gaming for any operator. SLICE, again, returns very
consistent numbers whatever the sea conditions. However, it is not the leader in terms of net income in any of
the five markets considered here; even in St. John's-Digby, with the worst sea conditions and where the year
round service suggested here is highly unlikely anyway, SLICE cannot out-compete a monohull or catamaran.
As stated in previous case studies, the capital cost and the time and consumable factors driven by SLICE's per
formance characteristics (fuel, maintenance, crew costs) cannot be overcome.

16.2 Recommendations

The results of the market case studies preclude any recommendations of a marketing type. The narrow defini
tion of a viable market niche in the excursion service appears to fit the demands of the tourist economy and sea
conditions in Hawaii, the very type of service under consideration by Pacific Marine Inc. One or two SLICE
craft could be built to enter this service, not a sufficient number for a long shipyard production run.

There are indications that technical improvements would enhance SLICE's performance and marketability. Ad
vanced propulsion components and innovative arrangement, as well as upgraded and more effective ride control,
would improve speed and ride quality (although the latter is already superior in its class). The major drawbacks
noted herein-relatively high fuel consumption and low speed and extremely deep draft-will, even if margin
ally mitigated, remain. Radical changes such as reduction of draft and wetted area to improve speed, economy,
and operability in shallow waterways would seriously degrade SLICE's signature feature, superior seakeeping.

There is possible success in the future for SLICE as transportation system congestion forces the utilization of
more modal alternatives, including ocean transport in exposed waters with challenging wave spectra. Although
indications are that the right combination and waterway do not currently exist in North America, population
growth and modernizing economies overseas may result in favorable market conditions in the future.
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AAA
AEU
AMD
AMHS
APTA
ASTM
ATBA
ATD
Cat
CDIP
CEDRS
CFCC
CFOA
CFR
CGC
COR
Cpp
DCF
DEIS
FCDN
FFI
FHWA
FTA
GIS
HAZMAT
hp
HSC
HSC Code
HYSWAS
IISNC
IMO
IRR
ISO
kW
LCG
LMC
LMS
LoLo
It
MARAD
mer
MSIS
MSO
MTS
MV
MWT
NEMO

List of Acronyms
American Automobile Association
automobile equivalent unit (generally an area of vehicle deck space 9' x 20')
Advanced Multihull Designs
Alaska Marine Highway System
American Public Transit Association
American Society for Testing and Materials
area to be avoided
Advanced Technology Demonstrator
catamaran
Coastal Data Information Program
Coastal Engineering Data Retrieval System
Census Feature Class Code
Canadian Ferry Operators Association
Code of Federal Regulations
Coast Guard Cutter
Circular of Requirements
controllable pitch propeller
discounted cash flow
Draft Environmental Impact Statement
Florida Coastal Data Network
Fast Ferry International
Federal Highway Administration
Federal Transit Administration
Geographic Information Systems
hazardous materials
horsepower (metric), equivalent to 1.35962 kilowatts
high speed craft
High Speed Craft Code
hydrofoil small waterplane area ship
Inter-Island Steam Navigation Co.
International Maritime Organization
internal rate of return
International Standards Organization
kilowatt
longitudinal center of gravity
Lake Michigan Carferry, Inc.
Lockheed Marine Systems
Lift-on/Lift-off
long tons (2,240 pounds)
Maritime Administration
maximum continuous rating
Marine Safety Information System
Marine Safety Office
Marine Transportation System
motor vessel
Michigan-Wisconsin Transportation Company
Network for Engineering Monitoring of the Ocean
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NIMA
nmi
NOAA
O~'R

OSRO
rms
RoPax
RoRo
RSPA
SES
SFC
SIO
SOLAS
SS
SWATH
TE
TEA-21
UHI
UMTA
USCG
WIS
WPC
WSF
WTLUS
WWW

National Imagery and Mapping Agency
nautical mile (l ,852 meters, or about 6,076 feet)
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration
Office of Naval Research
Oil Spill Response Organization
root mean square
RoRo-Passenger (a vessel that accommodates both passenger and vehicles)
Roll-on / Roll-off
Research and Special Programs Administration
surface effect ship
specific fuel consumption
Scripps Institution of Oceanography
Safety of Life at Sea
steam ship
small waterplane area twin hull
Transportation Efficiency
Transportation Equity Act for the 21 st Century
Urban Harbors Institute
Urban Mass Transit Administration
U.S. Coast Guard
Wave Information Study
wave piercing catamaran
Washington State Ferries
Waterborne Transportation Lines of the United States
World Wide Web
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HIGH SPEED CRAFT SEA PERFORMANCE
COMPARATIVE STUDY

1. INTRODUCTION

This comparative sea performance study was undertaken at the request of the US
Department of Transport, Volpe National Transportation Systems Center (VNTSC),
under contract number DTRS57-99-80695.

The scope of the study was so defined as to provide realistic infonnation on which
to compare the powering and seakeeping perfonnance of the SLICE concept with
other modem high speed craft (HSC) of a similar speed and payload capacity.
Seaspeed Technology limited undertook the study between July and September
1999.

The powering characteristics of a number of comparable HSC's were derived from
Seaspeed's database of model test and full scale trials results which cover a wide
range of fast ferries and fast patrol craft. Whilst the identification of each craft
studied has been kept confidential, they all appear within the industry reference
source Jane's High Speed Marine Transportation (Ref 1).

The seakeeping characteristics of a smaller range of HSC's, and for the SLICE craft
themselves, were derived from Seaspeed's seakeeping software suite, CATMO. A
description of this programme, with data from a verification exercise, are presented
in an Annex to this report. The results of the seakeeping study were compared with
full scale trials data and operational criteria in order to establish the level of
performance achieved by the vessels studied.

2. HSC SAMPLE POPULATION

A range of ten fast ferries for which Seaspeed had relevant model test data and/or
sea trial performance data were selected from Ref 1. This was done to provide
assurance that the craft used in the study were currently in operation. Most are
under five years old with the oldest being a wave piercing catamaran at 14 years
old. An eleventh craft, a pentamaran, was also described at the request of VNTSC
although this craft is still at the design stage.

The main characteristics of the eleven vessels are presented in Table 1 which
includes descriptions of:

a. Craft Type: Five craft types were covered including four wave piercing
catamarans (WPC), three conventional catamarans (CAT), two small waterplane
area twin hull craft (SWATH), a monohull (MONO) and a pentamaran (PENT), giving
eleven craft in total.

b. Length Overall (LOA) : The overall length of the craft is presented to the nearest
metre in order to avoid definitive identification of the craft.

c. Length Waterline (LWL) : The waterline length of the craft is presented to the
nearest 0.5 metre.



d. Beam :'The beam otWiClth of the craft is provided10 the nearest 0.5 metre.

e. Draft: The draft of the vessel is presented as accurately as possible but does not
include appendages. The craft with T-foil ride control systems should have an extra
0.8 metres added to their defined draft.

f. Displacement - Full Load: The full load displacement is that at which the vessel
operate~ with a full complement and with full fuel and ~r.

- ...' -

g. Payload : This is calculated on the basis of the weights of the crew, passengers,
. baggage and vehicles that the vessel is designed to carry. It does not include tuel or
.. any other fluids.

h. Pax Nos: Passenger numbers quoted are based on the number of pas,senger for
which the craft was designed.

i. Service Speed: This is the speed in knots at which the vessel operates during
normal operations.

j. Fuel Consumption: This is the average rate of fuel consumption from use of the
main engines and generators when operating at the service speed; Engine
manufacturer's figures were used tor this calculation.

k. Range: This is the approximate range based on the fuel consumption and the
amount of fuel carried, allowing for 5% non pumpable fueJ.

I. Power Plant: A description of the prime mover and propulsors are provided
without disclosing the manufacturer (for reasons of craft confidentiality).
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3. POWERING PERFORMANCE

For each of the eleven craft selected within the sample population described in
Section 2, the powering characteristics were derived and are presented in Table 2.
The powering of the SLICE 400 and 600 craft were supplied by VNTSC in Ref 2 and
3 respectively.

For the,sample vessels studied, the naked hull effective power (the product of
naked hull resistance and speed in consistent units) was derived from calm water
model test results pertinent to each craft at the design full load displacement at level
trim. The scaling process used to provide full scale pre<flCtions relates to the Inc
1957 approach without fonn factors. The speed range over which the data has been
provided covers the design speed down to approximately 20 knots (although data
was not available for all craft down to this speed).

A further analysis was then undertaken at the craft's service speed to provide an
assessment of the brake power required to meet this speed at the fun load
displacement. This analysis made the following assumptions:

a. The Appendage Drag was calculated using Ref 4 for roll stabiliser fins, T-Foils,
rudders and bossings where appropriate.

b. Air Drag was calculated on the basis of frontal area, speed and typical air drag
coefficients from wind tunnel experiments.

c. Total Effective Power was then calculated by summing the Effective Power and
the Appendage and Air resistances.

d. The Hull Efficiency was assumed to be unity for waterjet propelled craft. For craft
with propellers, data was derived from model test self propulsion experiments on
similar craft.

e. Propulsor Efficiency was assessed from manufacturers data for waterjets and
from Ref 5 for propellers.

f. Transmission Efficiency was assumed to be 98% for aU propulsion and
transmission system arrangements.

g. Correlation Factor. This has been derived from the comparison of full scale trial
data with model test predictions where possible or from published data.

h. Brake Power. This was calculated from the division of the Total Effective Power
by all the relevant propulsion efficiencies and then multiplication by the Correlation
Factor.

i The percentage of Installed power figure is calculated by dividing the required
Brake Power at the design speed by the Installed Power (using manufacturers
data). This is indicative of the percentage installed power required by fast ferries to
meet their service speeds at full load. A lower power maybe used since it is unusual
on most craft to have a full load condition for all voyages, however with the
inevitable weight growth that occurs over the first few years, the percentage
Insta!!ed-~8WeF~equifedc{}uldalsobe higher.
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In order to provide a realistic powering comparison with ~e SLICE 400, the HSC
sample hulls with passenger capacities between 200 anc 500 were selected to be
studied in more detail. The brake power (at the operational speed) per tonne of
passenger and baggage payload was calculated and platted on a base of speed in
Figure 1. An additional line on which brake power per payioad tonne is proportional
to the design speed to the power of 2.5 is presented for interest. It can be seen that
the SLICE 400 requires approximately 50% more power than the equivalent current
fast ferry standard. It is worth noting that the SWATH (Hull 8) which has a similar
overall efficiency to the SLICE, carries SUbstantial additional outfit weight over and
above that required for ferry operations since it is outfitt~ for dinner cruise and
gambling activities. This has not been accounted for in these calculations but would
of course reduce the power per payload tonne.

The equivalent figures for the SLICE 600 and the 75M "''PC are 140 kw/~onneat
30kts and 96.6 kw/tonne at 35kts respectively. Assuming that the kwltonne figure is
proportional to speed to the power 2.5, then this indicates that the SLICE 600
requires approximately twice the power of a WPC to achieve the same speed at the
same carrying capacity. This of course does not account for the considerable
benefits of the SLICE in tenns of seakeeping which would effect these calculations
should they be undertaken in more realistic sea conditions rather than in calm water
conditions. .
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Figure 1. Comparison of Power Required per Payload Tonne
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4. SEAKEEPING PERFORMANCE

4.1. Vessel Data Input

Four vessels from the HSC sample population described above were selected for
detailed seakeeping studies. Three of these-eraft have a similar payload capacity to
the SLICE 400 design and one to the SLICE 600 design.

The seakeeping analysis was undertaken on the basis of active ride control systems
not being fitted, although the SLICE and SWATH craft were modelled with their
fixed forward and aft fins whereas all other craft were aSStlmednot to be fitted with
fins.

The principal characteristics of the selected vessels are provided below for
comparison:

PRINCIPAL CHARACTERISTICS OF CRAFT SELECTED FOR THE SEAKEEPING STUDY
Hull Type LOA Disp Payload Design Brake Power
10 [no IiQuldsl S~ at DesIQn Speed

(m) (tonnes) (tonnes) (knots) (Jew)

Hull 3 50mWPC 49 270 45 34 6128
Hull. 5 45m CAT 45 185 29 43 8082
Hull 7 40mSWA 37 190 41 30 3885
S400 SLICE 400 34 225 32 30 5034

Hull 11 75mWPC 74 700 150 35 14491
S600 SLICE 600 65 1525 182 30 25500

The vessel hull lines were analysed to provide section details at 20 design stations
between the forward and aft perpendiculars at the design displacement and at level
trim. These were then input into the CATMO seakeeping programme along with a
range of relevant design parameters as presented below.

ADOITIONAL RELEVANT DESIGN PARAMETERS FOR THE SEAKEEPING STUDY
HUll Type Hull Sep Hull Sep Hull Sep LCG I VCG RadP RadR
10 Fwd Aft I

(m) (m) (m) (m) • (m) em) (m)
I

Hull 3 SOmWPC 15 - - 17.0 33 11.0 6.5
HullS 4Sm CAT 8.5 - - 16.9 ,·U 10.0 4.0
Hull 7 40m SWA 10 - - 18.1 ,65 9.2 4.6
8400 SLICE 400 - 11.5 16 15.6 1.2 8.5 6.0

!
Hull 11 75m WPC 21.5 - - 25.1 !75 16.0 9.1
S600 SLICE 600 - 29.3 20.4 29.9 ' ~4 16.4 10.4

The above abbreviations have the following meanings:

Hull Sep
LCG
VCG
Rad P
RadR

: Hull separation
: Longitudinal center of gravity
: Vertical center of gravity
: Radius of gyration in Pitch
: Radius of gyration in Roll

Details of the CATMO programme are presented in Annex C.



4.2. Seakeeping Data Output

For a given speed and heading the CATMO programme was set to provide a
. Response "Ampfifude Operatof(RAOloutpUlfor a range of wavefrequencies
between O.2·and'2.0 radlsi forthe follOWing quantities: - -

Heave
Pitch
Roll
VertAcc
Rei motion

: vertical motion at the centre of gravity position
--: -angular-motion about a transverse axis of rotation

: angular motion about a longitudinal axis of rotation
: vertical-acceleration at-specified points on the vessel
: the relative motion between the ship and water surface at

specified points on the vessel
- - - -

These RAO values were then applied to a standard mc two-parameter sea
spectrum, with a defined significant wave height and zero-crossing period, to
detennine the expected ship responses in an irregular sea.

The root mean square (rms or standard deviation) of the various responses are
presented for each vessel at two speeds, five headings and in three seastates in
Tables 4 to 9.

The positions assumed for the vertical acceleration and relative motion calculations
were defined from the general arrangement drawings of each vessel as follows:

Vacc1
Vacc2

Vacc3
Relm01
Relm02

: vertical acceleration at the bridge position
: vertical acceleration at the extreme lateral seat position in the

saloon on the main deck at the LCG position.
: vertical acceleration at the LeG position on the main deck centreline
: relative motion at the forward end, lower side of the wet deck
: relative motion at the relevant wate~et inlet or propeller position

The relative motion values were then converted appropriately to probabilities of
water contact on the wetdeck and probabilities of emergence of propellers or
wate~et inlets as described in Ref 6 as follows:

P = exp[-O.S6(amp/rms)1I.2]

where P is the probability that a given a~plitude of motion, which has a root mean
square value, rms. will exceed a given amplitude, amp. The term exp is the
exponential function, e = 2.71828. The code * is a mUltiplication symbol and the
code" raises to the preceding number to the power of the following number. These
probability values are also presented in Tables 4 to 9.

The seastates selected for this analysis were defined as follows:

Seastate 3 : 0.875 m significant wave height. 4.5 sec zero crossing period

Seastate 4 : 1.875 m significant wave height, 6.0 sec zero crossing period

Seastate 5 : 3.25 m significant wave height, 8.5 sec zero crossing period

Seastate 6 : 5.0 m significant wave height, 9.5 sec zero crossing period
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For this wave spectrum, the relationship between modal period and zero crossing
period is:

Modal Period =-1.41 * Zero Crossing Period .

For the SLICE 400 comparisons, seastates 3 to 5 were used and for the SLICE 600
comparison. seastates 4 to 6 were used. For all seastates, two ships speeds were
assumed.

The Jow speed studied on all craft was 5 knots and the h.i9h speed was assumed to
be the craft's design speed which ranged between 25 and 43 knots for the different
vessels.
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FAST FERRY MOTION PREDICTION IN IRREGULAR SEAS CRAFT - saM WPC I
\ I I I

Motion Statistics - RMS Values Probabilities
Heave Pitch Roll Vacc1 VaccZ Vacc3 Relmo1 Relmo2 Prob of Prob of

(m) (deg) (deg) (mlsA 2) (m/sA 2) (mlsA 2r (m) (m) Slam Emery

Condition: 33 knots in SS3

Head
Bow
Beam
Qtr
Stem

0.108
0.140
0.124
0.095
0.085

0.611
0.625
0.014
0.451
0.688

0.000
0.558
1.215
0.449
0.000

1.007
0.886
0.181
0.035
0.204

0.527
0.577
0.265
0.028
0.078

0.527
0.S52~

0.185i
D.015!
0.078~

0.310
0.269
0.160
0.123
0.210

0.192 1.11E-12 5.58E-14
0.190 1.33E-16 2.92E-14
0.028 1.34E-45 O.OOE+OO
0.167 1.18E-76 3.03E-18
0.113 8.96E-27 5.46E-39

Condition: 33 knots in SS4

Head
Bow
Beam
Qtr
Stem

0.411
0.428
0.351
0.308
0.292

1.817
1.500
0.019
0.961
1.410

0.000
1.297
2.137
0.966
0.000

2.358
1.828
0.300
0.049
0.296

1.409
1.272
0.406
0.038
0.112

1.409 j 0.663
1.2381 0.485
0.305: 0.221
0.021 0.169
0.1121 0.312

0.394 2,42E-03 7.12E-04
0.315 1.31E-05 1.19E-05
0.038 3.02E-24 O.OOE+OO
0.245 6.03E-41 7.25E-09
0.162 1.58E-12 2.42E-19

Condition: 33 knots in 555

Head
Bow
Beam
Qtr
Stem

0.838
0.819
0.729
0.681
0.687

2.600
1.932
0.018
1.306
1.739

0.000
1.697
2.504
1.319
0.000

2.843
2.057
0.356
0.049
0.275

1.857
1.519
0.441
0.039
0.106

1.857!
1.4851
0.360!
0.0281
0.106

0.758
0.503
0.206
0.154
0.296

0.458 1.00E-02 4.69E-03
0.315 2.88E-OS 1.17E-Or

0.040 8.53E-28 O.OOE+O.
0.232 3.66E-49 8.37E-10
0.153 7.75E-14 9.80E-22

Condition: 5 knots in 553

Head
Bow
Beam
Otr
Stem

0.102
0.112
0.127
0.100

I 0.086

0.896
0.639
0.025
0.486
0.627

0.000
0.564
1.237
0.464
0.000

0.415
0.301
0.198
0.093
0.081

0.186
0.179
0.282
0.072
0.042

0.186! 0.253
O.156i 0.147
0.207; 0.163
0.062: 0.125
0.042 0.181

0.129 1.13E-18 4.36E-30
0.110 6.94E-54 4.18E-41

0.027 5.82E-44 O.OOE+OO
0.169 3.04E-74 7.82E-18
0.117 8.64E-36 2.03E-36

:
f-=---==---'-~~--.L--:---=-=---:+---+----+---+--------+----+------------
Condition: 5 knots in SS4 I

r-:----~-____1i-------+--_+_-__+--__+_--,--+__-~-. ----t-~--
Head \ 0.324 1.756 0.000 0.692 0.355 0.355: 0.383 0.195 1.48E-08 1.42E-13
Bow 0.341 1.240 1.150 0.514 0.353 0.3241 0.205 0.153 4.64E-28 1.34E-21
Beam 0.353 0.032 2.160 0.316 0.426 0.325: 0.224 0.037 1.28E-23 O.OE+OO
Qtr i 0.320 1.039 1.046 0.195 0.162 0.149 0.173 0.256 4.16E-39 3.46E-08
Stem-~---~ -0-=-,-=2=-:97::+-------:-1.-=-38=-=6:+--0=-.-=-00=-0:+----0-=-."717=-=3:+----0=-."711-:-:3:+----0=-.-:c-11-:-:3:-".----=0=-.2=-=7=7+--0=-.---,--16::'":9:-r-----1=-.O=-=7=-=E=--"":"C15:o1!-:7=-.8::-:2=-=E=--~18
----- ---.--- I --- h_ ---1""---- __ h

Condition: 5 knot~ in 555 \ ---+------+------------ -----\--t--. ---' -- +--- ---
--. ------- ------,------+----t-------+--\---f-'--- I --- -- - -- - -1---- --- -
Head--:--- 0.708 2.195 0.000 0.741 0.448 0.448\ 0.312 0.190 5.00E-09, 2.92E-14
BOw--'--0.723 1.549 1.503 0.570 0.440 0.4161 0.189 0.143 6.95E-33\ 1.28E-211

~~--='i"=Q:~l 0.0291 __ 2.520 0.367 0.456 0.3741 0.209\ 0.040, 504E-27! 1.3E-30

~::rn --~~~~;\--~:~:~ ~:~~~~~~~ ~:~~~' ~:~;~I -~:;:~;~~~r~::~~~-~~I
Table 4. SOM WPC Motion Prediction in Irregular Seas



Seaspeed Technology Limited

FAST FERRY MOTION PREDICTION IN IRREGULAR SEAS CRAFT - 45M CAT
I I I I

Motion Statistics - RMS Values Probabilities
Heave Pitch Roll Vacc1 Vacc2 Vacc3 Relmo1 Relmo2 Prob of Prob of

(m) (deg) (deg) (m/sA 2) (mlsA 2) ! (mls"2), (m) (m) Slam Emery

Condition: 38.5 knots in 553

Head 0.119 0.575 0.000 0.826 0.672 0.672: 0.330 0.202 3.46E-07 3.71 E-11
Bow 0.176 0.630 0.597 0.929 0.928 0.829: 0.319 0.215 1.22E-07 6.20E-10
Beam 0.175 0.015 2.480 0.231 0.567 0.229; 0.057 0.096 4.0E-221 3.38E-47
Qtr 0.118 0.649 0.694 0.117 0.073 0.072: 0.234 0.132 1.42E-13 3.74E-25
Stem 0.105 0.766 0.000 0.250 0.163 0.163: 0.332 0.111 4.14E-07 2.86E-35

Condition: 38.5 knots in SS4 ,
,

Head 0.464 1.637 0.000 2.080 1.880 1.880: 0.725 0.421 4.S9E-02 3.97E-03
Bow 0.509 1.442 1.580 1.965 2.049 1.820; 0.598 0.378 1.08E-02 1.05E-Q3
Beam 0.425 0.023 3.810 0.387 0.790 0.385; 0.074 0.133 5.8E-131 8.70E-25
Qtr 0.347 1.211 1.355 0.159 0.102 0.099 0.339 0.190 7.S5E-07 1.62E-12
Stem 0.319 1.585 0.000 0.383 0.253 0.253 0.538 0.158 3.71E-03 8.94E-18

Condition: 38.5 knots in SS5

Head 0.909 2.369 0.000 2.697 2.481 2.481 0.875 0.484 1.21 E-01 1.52E-02
Bow 0.900 1.858 2.181 2.260 2.360 2.119: 0.648 0.388 2.11 E-02 1.49E-03
Beam 0.790 0.024 4.020 0.437 0.760 0.434 0.066 0.129 3.1E-162 2.66E-26
Qtr 0.721 1,487 1.717 0.145 0.094 0.091. 0.318 0.179 1.10E-07 5.21E-14
Stem 0.701 1.988 0.000 0.364 0.242 0.242 0.537 0.148 3.63E-03 3.71E-20

Condition: 5 knots in 553

Head 0.112 0.896 0.000 0.305 0.198 0.198; 0.372 0.129 8.24E-06 2.66E-26
Bow 0.140 0.846 0.985 0.358 0.342 0.227' 0.312 0.078 5.92E-08 1.11E-70
Beam 0.177 0.017 3.023 0.241 0.736 0.238, 0.050 0.136 1.0E-28S 9.75E-24
Qtr 0.122 0.649 0.765 0.103 0.095 0.080. 0.226 0.145 1.68E-14 5.72E-21
Stem I 0.095 0.68B 0.000 0.067 0.047 0047 0.289 0.111 3.72E-09 4.39E-35

...

f-'---"~---
I

!

Condition: 5 knots in SS4 T---' .-t- I
._- -- ---_. - ·6. _ I ·----I--~-· -- .-.

I

-------- ---- ---
Head 0.343 1.750 0.000 0.536 0.381 0.381 0.595 0.191 1.03E-02 2.15E-12_._-
Bow I 0.382 1.490 1.823 0.576 0.560 0.416 0.453 0.103 3.73E-04 1.30E-40

-"--

Beam 0.426 0.025 4.410 0.398 0.985 0.394 0.065 0.181 2.6E-169 1.02E-13
Qlr

--f-

0.356 1.250 1.530 0.206 0.196 0.175 0.335 S.38E-07L~2~.~:100.212------- ----f-.

0:123\Stern 0.316 1.470 0.000, 0.151 0.123 0.472 0.161 i 6.9SE-04 1 381E-17
-----~~- --" '---'j-- -r------,--n-: . , \-~-- .
. ---- -".' ___ ... _____..1....-..._ --_.+... - ... ,-- ..:-= ..~.~+=-=t=--=~: ...Condition: 5 knots in SS5 I
. __ 0_._ .. _+_ _.•.

i --T-- . T
---

.'-. -- -..-

1.06E:02h-:99E:13Head 0.731 2.190 0.000 0.606 0.475 0.475 0.597 0.186f=--... ~ -
Bow 0.761 1.745 2.1B6 0.617 0.607 0.492 0.431 0.096 1.61 E-04 1.02E-46------- ,
Beam 0.791 0.025 4.480 ~0.917 0.441 0.058 0.168 5.2E-207! 8.32E-16
------

-- 1.554 1.64E-67~9jE-l1Qtr 0.738 1.945 ~ __.2:?~ 0.243 0.322 0.204-_. 1 ___.. · .

Stern 0.704 1960 0.0001 0.214j 0.1901 0.190 0.481 0.152 9.10E-04; 3.79E-19

Table 5. 45M CAT Motion Prediction in Irregular Seas



Seaspeed Technology Limited

FAST FERRY MOTION PREDICTION IN IRREGULAR SEAS CRAFT - 40M SWATH I
\ I I I

Motion Statistics - RMS Values Probabilities
Heave Pitch Roll Vacc1 Vacc2 Vacc3· Relmo1 Relmo2 Prob of Prob of

(m) (deg) (deg) I(m/sA 2) (m/sA 2) (m/sA 2): (m) (m) Slam Emerg

Condition: 30 knots in SS3

Head
Bow
Beam
Qtr
Stem

0.058
0.093
0.173
0.124
0.138

0.322
0.340·
0.227
0.632
0.813

0.000
0.194
1.723
1.604
0.000

0.529
0.376
0.188
0.050
0.146

0.305
0.355
0.393
0.036
0.109

0.305!
0.295!
0.1881
0.036!
0.1091

0.221
0.203
0.165
0.192
0.322

0.188 1.63E-28 1.50E-14
0.212 1.16E-33 1.35E-11
0.226 1.41E-50 2.72E-10
0.135 1.53E-37 1.55E-27
0.108 8.14E-14 1.29E-42

Condition : 30 knots in SS4

Head
Bow
Beam
Qtr
Stem

0.357
0.432
0.454

. 0.344
0.367

0.875
0.742
0.428
1.226
1.590

0.000
0.712
4.219
3.320
0.000

0.990
0.831
0.369
0.067
0.217

0.841
0.932
0.723
0.048
0.158

0.8411 0.502
0.821\ 0.498
0.3581 0.266
0.042 i 0.268
0.158l 0.512

0.397 4.12E-06 7.94E-04
0.435 3.37E-OS 2.62E-03
0.435 6.59E-20 2.62E-03
0.239 1.27E-19 2.80E-09
0.150 6.6SE-06 1.93E-22

Condition: 30 knots in SS5

Head
Bow
Beam
Qtr
Stem

0.987
0.990
0.845
0.710
0.725

1.370
1.071
0.491
1.580
1.969

0.000
2.068
6.350
4.451
0.000

1.438
1.208
0.447
0.067
0.204

1.393
1.390
0.827
0.052
0.147

1.393! 0.890
1.2111 0.786
0.4311 0.280
0.0471 0.254
0.1471 0.500

0.500 1.93E-02 1.11 E-02
0.536 6.36E-03 1.99E-07
0.557 4.89E-18 2.66E-O~

0.300 9.20E-22 3.73E-06
0.139 3.73E-06 5.16E-26

Condition: 5 knots in SS3

Head
Bow
Beam
Qtr
Stem

0.261
0.259
0.197
0.155
0.129

0.888
0.769
0.645
1.348
1.287

0.000
0.868
2.560
2.745
0.000

0.425
0.394
0.235
0.236
0.154

0.381
0.442
0.469
0.281
0.072

0.3811 0.520
0.3591 0.454
0.2161 0.282
0.1141 0.291
0.072' 0.371

0214 9.57E-06 2.14E-11
0.235 2.60E-07 1.42E-09
0.321 8.59E-18 1.81 E-OS
0.418 9.40E-17 1.60E-03
0.196 1.38E-10 1.91E-13

I-::---:c:_::_--'---=-:--...l.-:---::c-::::-::+----t------+--, --+--------\----+-----+--
Condition: 5 knots in SS4 ,
t-----,----,----t----t--------t-..-----+------+---t------f-.-

i ,
t:--;---;----+----=-=:+--=-=:+--=-::=t--~=:_i'~~:-:-+___:=_=:_::_____:-:-::_::+___=__::_:::::::+_:_:_:=-=-::_:+....,......,=-. ,_.
Head 0.668 2.380 0.000 0.9781 0.791 0.791 1 1.180 0.357 1.06E-01 1.47E-04
Bow 0.636 1.890 3.616 0.8461 0.938 0.706! 0.948 0.440 3.09E-02 2.99E-03
Beam 0.493 1.080 7.480 0.4561 0.947 0.405 0.463 0.701 4.67E-07 1.01E-01
~Q__tr_-__\__O_.4-0-6+-_2-.3_5-0+_-6-.3-5_0l---0.3861 0.552 0.220: 0.475 0.786 9.66E-07 1.62E-Ol
sc.t,...::..er...::..n_-+-_0~.3...::..67'_+__--=-2._50-0_+_-0-.0-0-0-+-..--0.?!~! ~:.1__5.5-+-_0_._1_55_'_0_.6_0_7-+--_0_.3_0_9+_1_2._07__E__-04 764E-06\ :. -r----"
----'---:---J-~-=--_=_+_--·~----t - ----- +-------j__-+- ~--.- .

~~ndition : 5 knots in SS5 +__ ~_ ____ _ L.
c-.-......,--+;--=----::--t------::--=-:--:+----:-:,+'--. -- ---I-'--7-::--:-7t'-~::-::-C-____::-7"::=1---::-::-::-:-1--:-::-,=-=--:-+i- -- .-. -
Head 1.039 3.280 0.000 1.14~LO.900 0.9001 1.370 0.384 1.89E-Oll 4.86E-04

\-::B:-ow__-+------:o:-:.9=9:-7t--c..c.2.--::-4~70::+-_6:-.4=-:6:-:-0+- 0.964 i 1.120 0.792 ! 1.050 0.574 5.87E-02! 3.29~~02
Beam 0.871 1.097 11.050 0.527! 1.190 0.470\ 0.166 0.934 S.61E-50i 2.75E-O
9.~-=-=-i---- .:::°--=:.7:-;:-90:=-1-__2-;::-.-::-:66=-:;°:-+--::8--:.1:-::-501 'i):420; 0628 0.280i 0.493 0.912 2.61E-06It~~E-Oll
Stern ! 0.755 3.060 0.00O:---(f326T 0.2181 0.218' 0.635 0.320 4.31E-041168E-051

Table 6_ 40M SWATH Motion Prediction in Irregular Seas



Seaspeed Technology Limited

FAST FERRY MOTION PREDICTION IN IRREGULAR SEAS CRAFT - SLICE 400
I I I I

Motion Statistics - RMS Values Probabilities
Heave Pitch Roll Vacc1 Vacc2 Vacc3 Relmo1 Relmo2 Prob of Prob of

(m) (deg) (deg) (m1s"2) (m/s" 2) (m/s"2) (m) (m) Slam Emerg

Condition: 30 knots in SS3

Head 0.049 0.367 0.000 0.734 . 0.511 0.511 : 0.169 0.187 1.03E-42 5.59E-22
Bow 0.061 0.267 0.227 0.342 0.339 0.2461 0.167 0.173 1.00E-43 1.47E-25
Beam 0.113 0.096 0.707 0.113 0.170 0.109i 0.153 0.151 5.92E-52 2.54E-33
Otr 0.119 0.573 1.196 0.047 0.048 0.0301 0.153 0.191 5.92E-52 4.25E-21
Stem 0.182 0.844 0.000 0.181 0.144 0.1441 0.269 0.159 2.68E-17 4.01E-30

Condition: 30 knots in SS4 I
1

Head 0.225 0.822 0.000 1.119 0.829 0.8291 0.365 0.378 9.97E-10 6.29E-06
Bow 0.276 0.625 0.537 0.662 0.673 0.5611 0.365 0.372 9.97E-10 4.26E-06
Beam 0.373 0.159 1.554 0.256 0.351 0.247: 0.251 0.297 9.24E-20 3.76E-09
Otr 0.302 1.206 2.930 0.081 0.070 0.043: 0.279 0.294 3.93E-16 2.52E-09
Stem 0.433 1.880 0.000 0.255 0.201 0.201 1 0.495 0.290 1.27E-05 1A6E-09

Condition: 30 knots in SS5 I

Head 0.803 1.330 0.000 1.311 1.100 1.100: 0.678 0.619 2.46E-03 1.15E-02
Bow 0.857 1.045 0.941 0.929 0.956 0.856: 0.618 0.616 7.25E-04 1.10E-02
Beam 0.804 0.176 2.459 0.352 0.464 0.342 0.274 0.401 1.18E-16 2.39E-05
Otr 0.641 1.713 4.240 0.085 0.074 0.048: 0.372 0.283 2.16E-09 5.25E-10
Stem 0.720 2.580 0.000 0.247 0.186 0.186 0.598 0.390 4.43E-04 1.30E-05

0.249 1.03E-28 1.03E-12
0.229 4.55E-20 6.73E-15
0.210 1.33E-18 1.35E-17

~:~~~ ~:~~~~~:-".~~~~~~J~,

~~lnditionr : 5 knots in 5S4 ~~=-_-_-.-_-~:':::::::::::::~::::~:::;~~~~-=-i--~--=~~-";

Head i 0.461 1.690 0.00'OTQ468 0.353 0.353 0.754 0.474\ 7.77E=03-r4~92E=O·4
Bow i 0.478 1.320 O. 79--=-2 i-I ----=-0..:....4~3-=-1+--=0':"':.4~0-=7+--::0":":.3=-=4-=9--=0":":.6-=5-=3+--=0-=-.S':-:S"":s+,!"':"'1.S4E=03'; i-87E=-O3

Beam ! 0.490 0.179 1.707i 0.328 0.430 0.321 0.382 0.SS6!6.05E-09ii94E~-<:ij

~_~~l---_0.401 2.2331. 1.671\ 0.163 0.276 0.192 0.413 O.344~32E=-68:5i4·E=oi
Stern . 0.346 3.4401 O.OOOi 0.1931 0.1391 0.139 0.533 0.345: 6.0-1E-O-S' 570E~07_.--_... , '--"---, ---~. ----.-. . ..--;-----------t-------t,---

Condition-: '5-imot~ inSSS-- -- ---'--r--- -+!------+\-----.
~~=~-l--_.~ ----,--.------: ----~ --=--==---~j--f__--::~:::~:~:--=--------,- --:,--=+---;-1=::=:.;-.:-.,...'
~ ~n 0.988 3.320j .. il.:9.QQl 0.723 0.556 0.556, 1.137 O.618i 1.18E:<fi; 1.13E~02
Bow ,0.979 2.4501 2.2701 0.642 0.626 0.525 0.914 0.786Iis7E=62·:S2iE·:02
seam--", 0.925 0.235 i -"4-.137T -----=-0-:.4C":'4--=-0!---:::0-=.6-70..,.1!---=O--=.4-=2-:'9--=-O--=.4-=2-=-1+--=0":":.8=-=0-=-'0~17n~:o-i690E~02
QtrO.a-11i"3.040:- 3.6181- -O~244i ·-0-,.3-9-6+----0.268 0.501 0.502:167E-OS: 1 12E-03
Stern O:75B1-4A'20T ().oOO:---O:2491-- 0.209 0.209 0.648 0.648:·1.-:i9E:03~ UOE-02

Condition: 5 knots in SS3

Head 0.092 0.419 0.000 0.154 0.111 0.111 ' 0.259
Bow 0.111 0.334 0.203 0.138 0.131 0.110' 0.249
Beam 0.152 0.074 0.514 0.131 0.171 0.127: 0.207
atr 0.132 0.920 0.508 0.067 0.113 0.081· 0.207
Stern 0.109 1.580 0.000 0.102 0.062 0.062 0.261

:

Table 7. SLICE 400 Motion Prediction in Irregular Seas



Seaspeed Technology Umited

FAST FERRY MOTION PREDICTION IN IRREGULAR SEAS CRAFT - 75M WPC J
\ I I I

Motion Statistics - RMS Values Probabilities
Heave Pitch Roll Vacc1 Vacc2 Vacc3 Relmo1 Relm02 Probot Prob of

(m) (deg) (deg) (m/s"2) m/s"2) (mJs A 2) (m) (m) Slam Emerg

Condition: 35 knots in SS4

Head 0.330 1.353 0.000 2.260 0.939 0.939: 0.737 0.409 1.22E~03 1.89E-06
Bow 0.359 1.128 0.977 1.761 0.952 0.682: 0.569 0.369 1.29E-05 9.27E-08
Beam 0.318 0.018 1.788 0.327 0.479 0.334: 0.324 0.120 8.32E-16 3.15E-67
Otr 0.281 0.642 0.646 0.052 0.038 0.023' 0.247 0.320 1.13E·26 4.45E-10
Stem 0.232 0.957 0.000 0.213 0.099 0.099: 0.394 0.236 6.35E-11 6.40E-18

Condition: 35 knots in SS5 I
I

Head 0.784 2.204 0.000 3.020 1.470 1.470l 0.935 0.526 1.55E-02 3.46E-04
Bow 0.776 1.605 1.425 2.110 1.270 1.1901 0.621 0.384 7.85E-05 3.20E-07
Beam 0.698 0.017 2.230 0.363 0.502 0.3691 0.305 0.110 9.62E-18 7.21E-80
Otr 0.654 0.999 1.016 0.050 0.038 0.026: 0.234 0.319 1.23E-29 3.89E-10
Stem 0.641 1.327 0.000 0.206 0.092 0.092: 0.407 0.233 2.78E-10 2.29E-18

Condition: 35 knots in SS6 ,

Head 1.220 3.040 0.000 3.977 2.005 2.oo5i 1.220 0.693 8.64E-02 1.01E-02
Bow 1.205 2.180 1.959 2.740 1.690 1.602\ 0.794 0.485 3.08E-03 8.49E"0~

Beam 1.102 0.021 2.997 0.482 0.651 0.4881 0.382 0.100 lA2E-l1 1.73E-9l
Otr 1.040 1.419 1.445 0.065 0.051 0.0391 0.291 0.402 2.02E-19 1.19E-06
Stem 1.034 1.820 0.000 0.258 0.114 0.114 i 0.514 0.292 1.02E-06 5.87E-12

Condition: 5 knots in SS4

.. ". -... '. ------t-----I-------+---.-

0.231 . 2.37E-11 1.13E-18
0.345 3.B3E-24 9.00E-09
0.100 7.84E-15 1.73E-96
0.195 2.79E-22 6.55E-26
0.251 2.26E-08 6.31 E-16

0.081 ' 0.386
0.1111 0.260
0.386! 0.335
0.225 i 0.271
0.239: 0.455

[---+----t-------+----i--.... -- ...

Head 0.254 1.170 0.000 0.611 0.239
Bow 0.282 0.870 0.830 0-445 0.282
Beam 0.326 0.035 1.811 0.373 0.518
Otr 0.264 0.763 0.757 0.191 0.132
Stem 0.232 0.988 0.000 0.180 0.081

I--_._._-_..
Condition: 5 knots in SS5 ; I
f-. "-- - j-'-- -------..-----t-------f---...,.--..... _. ....

'-H-e·-a-d--+--0-.6-4-6-+----1-.7-2-0-+-i-0 ~5bor--o-.7=-1-4+--0-.3-4-4+---0-.3-4-4-'-0-.4-8--7-+---0-.2-6-2+!i-2.12E~67 t 1.12E~'·4
I-:::B_O_W_~__0:-.6=7_4-t---::l_.2_·4~0.,...[_---::1--:.2251-· 0538 0.379 0.333: 0.267 0.191 i6.23E.=iiL~.~~~E-2!
Beam 0.701 0.032 1 2.240: 0.396 0.532 0.407' 0.314 0.101 i 8.BOE-H, 133E-94
O-tr-·-+--O-.6-5-4+--1-.1-4-7-l-L·- f158L 0.264 0.206 0.187, 0.253 0.3641 186E'-?fI~2~--=g8

Stern 0.621 1.540: 0.0001 0.254 0.151 0.151. 0.416 0.233' 7.12E-10 229E-18
.--.--.--j:e-----+,--- -.- . .... ···"·---·~I----t------'---+---'-~-=-.-.-.-

__._._,__._.....l..__ , - .. -._ ..--\----.--+-------f---
Condition: 5 knots in SSG· I-_._---

I

Table 8. 75M WPC Motion Prediction in Irregular Seas



Seaspeed Technology Limited

FAST FERRY MOTION PREDICTION IN IRREGULAR SEAS' CRAFT - SLICE 600
I I I, I

t----+---+----t::-::---=---=-:--:-::--:-::-'--==~_=__-~--_+--_+-__=_-...L---- -
Motion Statistics - RM5 Values : Probabilities

Heave Pitch Roll Vacc1 Vacc2 Vacc3 fRelmo1 Relmo2 Prob of Prob of
(m) (deg) (deg) (m1s"2) (m/s I\2) (mJs"2) I (m) (m) Slam Emerg

Condition: 30 knots in 554 I

I
Head 0.106 0.442 0.000 0.768 0.449 0.4491
Bow 0.136 0.332 0.301 0.380 0.428 0.2621
Beam 0.236 0.139 0.809 0.127 0.244 0.1351
Otr 0.182 0.832 2.150 0.034 0.035 0.019i
Stem 0.269 0.977 0.000 0.115 0.074 0.0741

I
Condition: 30 knots in SS5 I

i
Head 0.473 0.833 0.000 0.878 0.583 0.5831
Bow 0.557 0.632 0.556 0.529 0.550 0.4531
Beam 0.669 0.191 1.370 0.216 0.361 0.2321
Otr 0.476 1.404 3.125 0.039 0.049 0.0261
Stem 0.574 1.710 0.000 0.107 0.068 0.0681

I
Condition: 30 knots in 556 !

I
Head 0.863 1.238 0.000 1.177 0.829 0.8291
Bow 0.981 0.934 0.838 0.753 0.781 0.6691
Beam 1.090 0.265 2.025 0.314 0.505 0.3371
Otr 0.790 2.016 4.298 0.056 0.074 0.0411
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Bow
Beam
Otr
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0.206 0.837 0.407 0.OS4 0.141 0.1001 0.462 0.411 1.68E-31 2.52E-18

Stern i 0.194 1.308 0.000 0.093 0.073 0.0731 0.523 0.416 9.67E-2S
i
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Otr ,0.69Si 1.9571 1.128 0.130, 0.265 0.1891 0.896i 0.633f6:58E-0!f"-i81E:OS
Stem_-~ :--O-:~-84L -2J~~\ _Q.OOO 0.1671 0.136 0.135 _1,:]20: ·].~J.9_~u~.~o·E-Q-F.1-:-15E-12
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Beam 1.3~Ql.9.?~3_ ...__~~~ _0.360 .. O.~~. 0.405 1

, 0888 1 1422' 468E-09 3.39E-02
Otr 1120: 2.950i 1.840 0.2031 0.3871 0.275:'1.3231 o9ier 17iE-04: :i41"E-=-04
Stern 0977T 416010J)Q-Oc-O.2481 0.203 0.203 !1':67OT~-' D.6621441&63~165E'-07

Table 9. SLICE 600 Motion Prediction in IrregUlar Seas



4.3. Seakeeping Perfonnance Results

Whilst the root mean square (rms or standard deviation) values for all the vessel
motions considered- are presented for each craft in -Tables 4 to 9, a graphical
presentation of the angular motions (pitch and roll) is also provided in Annex A.

To enable an assessment of this data, it is useful to consider suitable criteria with
which to compare the results.

Some accepted operational criteria for a range of ship types are presented in Ref 7
from which the following have been extracted. It should be noted that these
threshold criteria are relevant to experience gained at sea in a range of merchant
and naval craft and do not specifically address fast ferries. However they are
considered to be relevant to this sector.

Maximum rms pitch motion : approx 1.5 to 2.5 degrees
Maximum rms roll motion : approx 2.5 to 4 degrees
Vert Ace rms (cargo craft) : 1.5 to 2.5 m!s"'2 anywhere on vessel
Probability of a slam : approx 0.01 to 0.05
Probability of propulsor emergence : approx 0.01 to 0.2

In making comparisons with these threshold values, it should be remembered that
the seakeeping analysis undertaken in this study assumes long-crested waves (ie.
without using a energy spreading function). Since these criteria have been derived
from practical experience, they relate to at-sea performance which is normally
associated with short crested seas Oe. with wave energy spread across a range of
relative headings). Thus they should be used only as a guide.

In terms of pitch, none of the craft would be limited by this criteria within the
seastates studied.

In terms of roll, only the 40M SWATH would be limited by this criteria in the highest
seastate studied.

In terms of vertical acceleration for cargo carrying (relevant to the 7SM WPC and
SLICE 600 only), the WPC is likely to be limited in head and bow seas in seastates
5 and 6. Based on operational experience of the Incat 74 metre WPC, this
conclusion appears to be realistic.

In terms of slamming, the 45M CAT would be limited in head seas in seastate 4 and
the 40M SWATH and SOM WPC in seastate 5. Again this appears to be a realistic
conclusion. Surprisingly the SLICE 400 does not appear to be limited even in
seastate 5. The 75M WPC would be limited in head seas in seastate 5 and 6 whilst
the SLICE 600 again appears not to suffer from the same problem.

In terms of propeller emergence or waterjet inlet emergence, the 45M CAT, 40M
SWATH and SLICE 400 appear to be limited in head seas in seastate 5.
Additionally the 40M SWATH and SLICE 400 appear to be suffer similany in beam
seas in seastate 5 at low speeds, although at such low speeds the emergence
problem would be unlikely to represent a limiting condition. At the higher speeds,
propeller or waterjet racing associated with air ingestion, is often the cause of

. engine tripprng due tooverspeed.
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In terms of passenger comfort within a transport environment, a specific
international standard exists; ISO 2631/3 (Ref 8). This requires the results of a third
octave analysis of the motion response of the vessel to be compared with threshold
curves of vertical acceleration.

Such an analysis has been undertaken for the head sea case for each vessel at
both high and low transit speeds and the results are presented in Annex B.

The threshold lines for 0.5 hour and 2 hours represent a level of tolerance where it
is considered that approximately 10% of the passengers will experience
seasickness once exposed to this level of vertical acceleration for the specified
length of time (ie 0.5 or 2 hours).

For operation at the low speed of 5 knots, the ISO criteria are not significantly
exceeded by any of the designs although the small waterplane area designs loose
some of their advantage in these conditions. This is likely to be due to the fact that
their hull forms have been tuned for the higher speeds during the design process
and, at low speed, they are operating in an off-design condition.

For the service speed case the SLICE craft are the only designs that do not exceed
the criteria in any of the seastates considered. All other non-small waterplane area
craft exceed the ISO thresholds in seastate 4 and above.

It should be remembered that the analysis assumes that none of the craft are
assisted by active ride control systems. With the use of such a system the vertical
acceleration performance can be improved significantly in the lower seastates and
certainly the 50M WPC and 75M WPC could be expected to operate successfully in
seastate 4 with ride control systems. Of course the use of such a system on the
SLICE and SWATH craft would also improve their performance considerably.

As an additional comparison, the predicted vertical acceleration response at the
LCG of the SLICE 400 has been compared with the results of a range of full scale
trials measurements in Figure 2. It is clear from the results that small waterplane
area craft have a significant advantage over most other high speed craft. As a
gUide, a limit line representing the best achieved results has been added and it can
be seen that the performance of the SLICE is impressive although not a great deal
better than some other SWATH craft.

It should be noted here that the responses of most high speed craft are sensitive to
the wave period and the above analysis only considers one period per wave height.
In order to provide some insight into the sensitivity of the vessel motion to wave
period, an analysis was undertaken for the SLICE 400 and 50m WPC for significant
wave heights associated with seastates 3, 4 and 5, covering zero crossing periods
between 3 and 12 seconds.

The results are presented in Figure 3 and give a good indication of the relevant
importance of significant wave height and zero crossing period. It can be seen that
for the higher seastates, the effect on vertical acceleration of a two second
difference in wave period can be equivalent to that of a 0.5 metre difference in
significant wave height.
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5. CONCLUSIONS

The study provides a range of model test and full scale powering and seakeeping
data for high speed craft along with predicted results, on which to base a realistic
performance assessment of the SLICE 400 and SLICE 600 designs.

The principal characteristics of eleven modem fast ferry designs are presented in
the report, all with comparable speeds and payload capacities to the SLICE designs.

Firstly it is clear that the overall weights of the SLICE deSIgns are higher (per tonne
of payload) than their competitors. In the case of the SLICE 400 the displacement
per tonne of payload is approximately 30% greater than the mean of comparable
craft, and in the case of the SLICE 600, almost 75% greater than that of the
equivalent HSC considered.

This goes some way to explaining the difference in powering characteristics where
the SLICE 400 has a net power requirement of about 50% greater than its
competitors and the SLICE 600, almost double the power requirement for the same
speed and payload.

It should be noted that the powering comparisons were made in calm water
conditions and it is likely that the SLICE and other SWATH designs would show
improved performance if their powering characteristics in rough water were
compared.

The draft of the SLICE 400 is approximately 50% greater than the equivalent
SWATH craft at 4.57 metre against the SWATH mean of 3 metres. Clearly the
catamarans have significantly less draft at about 1.5 metres.

The draft of the SLICE 600 is similarly about 3 times the draft of an equivalent
catamaran although there were no equivalent SWATH craft in the stUdy with which
to compare this SLICE variant.

The seakeeping performance of the two SLICE craft and four selected craft of the
eleven fast ferry examples, was derived using the prediction software CATMO (the
details of which are described in an Annex to this report \vith verification examples).
Based on a strip theory approach, but run in the time domain, this software provided
the predicted response characteristics of the craft in three seastates (seastates 3, 4
and 5 for the SLICE 400 and seastates 4, 5 and 6 for the SLICE 600), at two
speeds (5 knots and the relevant design speed for each design) and at five
headings (0 to 180 degrees at 45 degree intervals). The results were not only
compared with a range of full scale trial data but also with a number of practical
performance criteria in an attempt to evaluate the benefits of the SLICE concept.

It is clear that the seakeeping performance of the SLICE is a significant
improvement over that of typical catamarans and monohulls in virtually all conditions
studied, although the performance of the SWATH craft was also impressive.

In particular the passenger comfort assessment using the ISO 2631/3 criteria
indicated that the motion on board the SLICE 400 and 600 would be acceptable in
all seastates considered which was by no means the case for the other HSC
stud1ed.
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Although the study assumed that ride control systems were not fitted, it is clear that
the performance of all craft would benefit from such an addition, possibly improving
the small waterplane area craft more than the others.

In conclusion it is considered that the SLICE 'offers a trade off between seakeeping
and powering to a more extreme extent than SWATH craft, providing an impressive
seakeeping capability but with a resulting powering perfonnance likely to render the
concept unattractive except in very particular cases where the improved motion or
wash characteristics (noted from an associated report, Ret 9) were crucial.

However, it is thought that the attractiveness of the concept could be improved
considerably with modification of the hull design to take modem propulsion systems
and to reduce the structural weight and wetted area, without significantly
compromising the seakeeping performance. The draft would appear to be an issue
for the larger vessels although this is not expected to be an insurmountable
problem, particularly for the smaller craft.
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ANNEX A - SEAKEEPING RESULTS - ANGULAR MonON COMPARISONS
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Figure A.1. SLICE 400 Pitch Angle Comparison in SS3
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C.1. PROGRAMME DESCRIPTION

The CATMQ programme has been developed by Seaspeed Technology Limited for
the prediction of multihull vessel motion in waves and the associated development
of ride control systems.

The programme was originally developed for the design of active fin control systems
and to enable rapid development of new multihull form concepts. It is based on a
strip theory approach but is run in the time domain in order to facilitate the design of
control system algorithms. This also allows for the future development of the
programme to study non-Ii,near motion characteristics, particularfy where buoyant
cross structures are required to be considered (a feature of many multihull vessels).

For the SLICE study analysis, the programme considers the vessel as a s'eries of 40
transverse, two dimensional, sections (20 sections per hull of a catamaran and 10
sections per hull of a SLICE). The section information is derived from the ship's lines
plan and the hydrodynamic coefficients from a database of experimental and
theoretical results. The sections are considered to make up a rigid body with a
specified centre of gravity, displacement and rotational inertias.

Interaction between the two hulls has not been accounted for in the analysis and
surge, yaw and sway have also been neglected.

Recent applications of this software include motion and wetness predictions for fast
multihull ferries and offshore supply craft, induding Swath, WPC and catamaran
forms, development of small fast catamarans for the UK Defence Research Agency,
the development of new medium speed Swath passenger vessels recently
constructed for the UK Ministry of Defence, and for the study of fast monohull patrol
craft performance.

C.2. PROGRAMME VERIFICATION

In order to provide representative verification data for this project, the motion
characteristics for a 40m (waterline length) catamaran for which both model and full
scale data was available, were calculated using CATMO.

The regular head wave comparison between the CATMO response amplitude
operator output and the model test results are compared in Figure C.1.

Using an ITIC two parameter spectrum analysed for the significant wave height and
zero crossing period measured on trials. and applying a cosl\2 spreading function.
the expected motion characteristics in short crested seas were calculated using
CATMO. The results, in terms of vertical accelerations at the LCG and in the fwd
and aft saloons are compared in Figures C.2 to CA.

Finally, an ISO 2631/3 analysis of the CAlMO generated vertical acceleration
results at the LCG were compared with those from the trials and these are
compared in Figure C.S.

These comparisons provide a good demonstration of the expected accuracy of the
CATMO programme output for this SLICE comparative sea performance study.
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Figure C.2. Vertical Acceleration (lCG) rms values - comparison of CATMO
output with full scale trial results.
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Figure CA. Vertical Acceleration tAft} rmsva!ues- ~ compafisan-ef GATMO
output with full scale trial results.
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